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1. Introduction 
The Environmental Management Division of Saunders Havill Group was engaged by Lend Lease 

Communities (Springfield) Pty Limited (Lend Lease) to prepare this Annual Compliance Report for the 

Spring Mountain Mixed Use Master Planned Community Development at Spring Mountain, Queensland. This 

report provides an assessment of project compliance with the approval granted under the Commonwealth 

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (ref EPBC 2013/7057), and is specifically required 

by condition 13 of the approval granted on 23 December 2015 (refer Appendix A). 

 

The project area covers approximately 387 hectares (ha) and is located within 1 kilometre (km) of Springfield 

Central (refer to project context map at Figure 1). Within the project area, an impact to 255 ha of Matters of 

National Environmental Significance (MNES) habitat being koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging 

habitat was permitted under the approval conditions. Furthermore, due to the presence of Plectranthus 

habrophyllus in pockets throughout the project area, any impacts on these plants must be compensated by 

planting in the on-site conservation area. The non-administrative approval conditions are related to the 

management of impacts and offsets for these three MNES. 

 

1.1. Approval details 

Commonwealth reference EPBC 2013/7057 

Approval holder Lend Lease Communities (Springfield) Pty Limited 

ACN 087 876 864 

Approval date 23 December 2015 

Expiry date of approval 31 December 2040 

Approved action 

To construct a mixed use development (including residential, commercial and 

community development and associated infrastructure) on a 387 ha site at Spring 

Mountain, Queensland 

Controlling provision Approved – listed threatened species and communities (sections 18 & 18A) 

Project commencement 17 October 1016 

Reporting period Year 2 — 17 October 2017 to 16 October 2018 

Address Grande Avenue, Spring Mountain 

Local government area Ipswich City Council 
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Figure 1: Project context 
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1.2. Declaration of accuracy 

In making this declaration, I am aware that sections 490 and 491 of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) (EPBC Act) make it an offence in certain circumstances to knowingly provide false 

or misleading information or documents. The offence is punishable on conviction by imprisonment or a fine, 

or both. I declare that all the information and documentation supporting this compliance report is true and 

correct in every particular. I am authorised to bind the approval holder to this declaration and that I have no 

knowledge of that authorisation being revoked at the time of making this declaration. 

 

 

Signed  

 

 

 

 

Full name Murray Saunders 

Position Managing Director 

Organisation 

 

Saunders Havill Group 

ABN 24 144 972 949 

Date 18 December 2018 

 

 

1.3. Description of activities 

Construction activities at Springfield Rise, the estate name of the Spring Mountain mixed use master planned 

community, commenced on 17 October 2016 and the estate was officially launched to the public in 

March 2017. Throughout the second year of operations, the estate continued to be managed across several 

villages (i.e., stages) which are at various phases of construction and completion. Villages 6 and 13 are the 

most established, with hundreds of residents now residing in these locales.  

 

The Springfield Rise masterplan is presented in Figure 2. Whilst some roads became operational in year 2 of 

operations, the fauna culverts were not yet completed (i.e., practical completion) and rehabilitation works 

continued throughout the period.  

 

The establishment of Spring Mountain State School was a major milestone for the project during year 2. The 

school is located in village 13 on a 6.5 ha site and will open for pupils in January 2019. 

 

The following activities were initiated and/or completed during year 2 of the project: 
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 Spring Mountain Offset Area works: 

o weed management activities as per the certified Voluntary Declaration under the Queensland 

Vegetation Management Act 1999 

o airborne thermal camera flights to detect the presence of koalas 

o fuel reduction zone works as part of the Ipswich City Council-approved Ipswich Fire 

Management Strategic Plan (adopted at Council Ordinary Meeting 30 May 2017) 

o SAT surveys across the certified Voluntary Declaration area 

 Estate area works: 

o site preparation 

o pre-clearance surveys and reports 

o temporary management infrastructure (e.g., vegetation and fauna fencing, signage) 

o vegetation clearing in selected villages 

o earthworks 

o infrastructure installation — sewer, water, power, etc. 

o creating new land titles 

o establishment of covenants/sales contracts 

o widespread landscaping works to support the estate 

o protection and weed removal measures at the Plectranthus habrophyllus locations 

o weed removal and replanting of environmental corridors 

 

The estate area works were predominantly a continuation of works reported on in the first ACR for the 

12 months ending 16 October 2017. 
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Figure 2: Springfield Rise village layout 
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1.4. Report structure 

The approval includes ten site-specific approval conditions and a further twelve administrative approval 

conditions. Site-specific conditions have been categorised into: 

1. Impact management 

2. Plectranthus habrophyllus management 

3. Offset Area management (habitat for the koala and grey-headed flying-fox) 

 

The approval conditions include a number of ‘outcomes based’ conditions and Parts A, B and C of this report 

detail how the implemented management actions will achieve, or are achieving, the outcomes. This includes 

details of the management strategies and any adaptions that occur during the term of the approval. The 

compliance table is presented in Section 2 followed by Parts A, B and C, and Appendices as illustrated below.  

 

 

 

 

  Section 2 

EPBC approval conditions 

compliance table 

  

 

 

 

    

Part A 

Management of MNES 

habitat impacts  

 Koala habitat 

 Grey-headed flying-

fox foraging habitat 

 Part B 

Management of 

Plectranthus habrophyllus 

impacts 

 Achieve no net loss 

 Establish on-site 

conservation areas 

 Part C 

Offset Area 

management 

 Baseline data 

results 

 Threats and 

management 

 

 

 

 Appendices  
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2. EPBC approval conditions compliance table 
The EPBC approval conditions for the Springfield Rise residential estate are replicated in Table 1 with a designation on compliance or non-compliance if the 

condition was applicable during the reporting period, and evidence and comments as necessary. A copy of the EPBC approval and conditions is provided in 

Appendix A. 

 

Table 1: EPBC approval conditions compliance table 

Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

1 The approval holder must not clear more than 255 hectares of MNES 

habitat. 

Compliant The approval conditions define MNES habitat as koala habitat and grey-headed 

flying-fox foraging habitat. 

A total of approximately 190.6 ha of MNES habitat has been cleared since the 

commencement of the action through until 16 October 2018. 

2 To minimise adverse impacts to koalas from vegetation clearing and 

construction activities there must be no koala injury or mortality as a 

result of vegetation clearing and construction activities at the project 

site. 

Compliant A suitably qualified and experienced fauna spotter catcher was present on-site 

during vegetation clearing and construction activities which had the potential to 

impact wildlife clearing. The fauna spotter catcher post-works reporting 

(Appendix B) stipulates that there was one koala observed during clearing 

activities (refer below for more details) and nil injuries or mortalities as a result of 

the vegetation clearing and construction activities. 

 

On 23 August 2018, the fauna spotter catcher (QFC) observed a koala in the Town 

Centre Gully West works area that appeared in ill health during pre-clearance 

surveys. An exclusion area was established and advice sought from a representative 

of the Ipswich Koala Protection Society (IKPS). These communications confirmed 

that the koala was sick and needed veterinary attention. Under advice, the koala 

was subsequently trapped by QFC using permitted methods and taken to the 

Moggill Koala Hospital for treatment. The koala’s ill health was not considered a 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

consequence of the vegetation clearing and construction activities at the project 

site. 

3 To minimise adverse impacts to koalas from vehicle strike and in 

order to maintain safe koala movement opportunities through the 

project site the approval holder must: 

a. implement the measures specified in Table 3-3 of the Fauna 

Management Plan prior to operation, and maintain these 

measures for the life of the approval; 

b. ensure koala road crossings are placed in the locations 

specified at Figure 3-1 of the Fauna Management Plan prior 

to operation, and maintain these measures for the life of 

the approval; 

c. implement measures sufficient to identify any koala injury 

and mortality at the project site; and 

d. if koala injury or mortality occurs, then revise management 

measures in consultation with a suitably qualified person to 

reduce the likelihood of adverse impacts to koalas; and 

inform the Department, either as part of annual compliance 

reporting required under condition 13 or as a separate 

notification in writing. 

Compliant The management measures in Table 3-3 are listed below with comments on the 

status of implementation following each measure. The operation of the measures 

did not commence during the relevant period (i.e., under construction) and the 

construction of these measures in accordance with Figure 3-1 of the Fauna 

Management Plan was ongoing. Construction will cease and the measures will be 

operational when the area is certified as being practically complete by Ipswich City 

Council. 

• primary road network posted speed limit no greater than 60 kilometres 

per hour (km/h) and all other components of the road network posted 

speed limit no greater than 50 km/h. 

 

Once operational, the constructed road network will be signed 50 km/h or 60km/h in 

accordance with the road type designation. 

 

• design and construct dedicated road crossing treatments where roads 

transect retained habitat areas including – 

- Bridging structures make provision for dry land passage through the 

retention of either the embankments of watercourses beneath a 

bridge, or elevated portions of road bridging dry land wherever 

possible. Where this is not achievable, the bridging structure will 

incorporate a dedicated Koala “boardwalk” between each end of the 

bridge 

- Where culverts are required for “at grade” crossings, the design will 

accommodate minimum portal dimensions, fauna movement 

“furniture” treatments, and targeted rehabilitation of entrance areas (+ 

retreat/refuge poles as required). 

- Where grade separated crossings are not implemented, treatments 

associated with “at grade” crossings should include “slow zones” which 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

limit traffic speeds and raise driver awareness (including speed 

reduction or other traffic calming devices, awareness signs and other 

awareness heightening treatments such as the use of cat’s eye road 

reflectors). 

- Directional (exclusion) fencing is to be considered in conjunction with 

grade separated crossings (underpasses) where roads intersect with 

retained habitat areas. 

 

Road crossing treatments are under construction and are not yet at the stage of 

practical completion. Site photos showing the progress of construction are provided in 

Appendix C.  

 

• Roadside vegetation management measures are to be undertaken at key 

locations (e.g., dedicated “at grade” and grade separated crossing 

locations) to increase the visibility of Koalas entering the roadway.  

 

Road crossing treatments are currently under construction and the associated 

vegetation management measures will be completed as part of practical completion 

works for the road area.  

 

• Implement measures to improve driver awareness, and thereby minimise 

the incidence of fauna-vehicle collisions, including: 

a) The installation of general signage to signal the presence of Koalas 

within the site will be undertaken at all primary (strategic) road entry 

points to the site. 

b) More specific signage treatments will be installed to signal areas within 

the site where there is an increased likelihood of encountering Koalas 

on the road. Circumstances where such signage will be installed, 

including (but not limited to) any section of road or residential street 

which intersects with a retained habitat area. 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

c) “Cat’s eye” reflectors to be installed in conjunction with the specific 

signage treatment zones. 

 

Driver awareness measures will be installed as part of completing roads across the 

project at locations agreed with Ipswich City Council (refer Appendix C). Signage will 

be installed along roads traversing retained habitat areas once construction is 

complete. 

 

• Annual monitoring event to assess Koala usage and an integrity audit of 

structures to be implemented for each of five years - to be initiated at the 

beginning of the “off-maintenance” period for each crossing treatment. 

 

Road crossing treatments are under construction and have not entered the off-

maintenance/practical completion period. 

 

Works that have the potential to impact fauna (e.g., clearing) are completed under 

the supervision of a fauna spotter catcher. During the reporting period, there were 

nil known instances of koala injury or mortality associated with project 

construction. 

4 To minimise adverse impacts to koalas from domestic dog attack and 

to exclude koalas from entering residential areas within the project 

site, the approval holder must: 

a. implement measures to prevent domestic dog attacks on 

koalas, including limiting the movement of domestic dogs, 

creating dog exclusion zones and signage as specified at 

section 3.4 of the Fauna Management Plan; and 

b. ensure koala exclusion fencing is constructed and located 

as specified at section 3.4 of the Fauna Management Plan 

prior to operation, and maintained for the life of the 

approval. 

Compliant Residential allotments with frontage to retained koala habitat are issued with the 

Lend Lease Key Design Outcome Fence Requirement notice which stipulates the 

fencing requirements for particular allotments (Appendix D). Additionally, Lend 

Lease continue to install koala exclusion fencing on particular allotments as shown 

in Appendix E. 

 

A public education and awareness campaign is being established and as new 

residents move to the estate, they will receive campaign material explaining the 

importance of dog control between the hours of 6pm and 6am and general 

management approaches to reduce the potential for dog and koala interactions.  
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

Landscaping and signage associated with retained habitat areas is under 

construction. Greenspaces for public use are also under construction. Signage will 

be installed as part of completing the construction works associated with these 

spaces. 

5 To minimise adverse impacts to Plectranthus habrophyllus, there 

must be no net loss of P. habrophyllus at the project site as a result of 

the proposed action, as defined by the following milestones: 

a. by six months after the commencement of the action and 

annually for three years thereafter, there must be 0% cover 

of weeds of national significance in the on-site 

conservation areas and buffer areas; 

b. by one year after the commencement of construction there 

must be 80% survival of planted P. habrophyllus; 

c. by three years after the commencement of construction, 

there must be an increase in the number of mature 

P. habrophyllus in the on-site conservation areas that is 

greater than the number of P. habrophyllus removed 

during construction; and 

d. by three years after the commencement of construction, 

there must be evidence of recruitment from planted 

P. habrophyllus individuals. 

5 a) Compliant 

5 b) Not applicable 

5 c) Not applicable 

5 d) Not applicable 

Site pre-clearance surveys did not identify Plectranthus habrophyllus in the 

construction activities area however the non-threatened P. suaveolens and 

P. parviflorus were identified and removed (refer to Section 4). Consequently, nil 

specimens of P. habrophyllus were adversely impacted and there were nil plantings 

of the species.  

5 a) 

The first and only on-site conservation area was identified and confirmed on 

24 October 2017. Subsequently, a buffer area of 20 m was established and weed 

removal works occurred within six months (by 24 April 2018). Follow-up weed 

removal work was completed in October 2018. Photos of works within the on-site 

conservation area are provided in Part B of this report. 

5 b) 

There were nil P. habrophyllus removed for the purposes of construction during the 

reporting period and therefore no net loss. This condition is not applicable.  

5 c) and 5 d) 

The three year anniversary of the commencement of construction is 

17 October 2019. A survey to identify the number of mature P. habrophyllus in the 

on-site conservation areas and the evidence of recruitment from planted 

P. habrophyllus (if applicable) will be completed prior to this anniversary. 

6 The approval holder must undertake a monitoring program. The 

monitoring program must be planned and undertaken so that the 

data gathered is adequate to: inform adaptive management; and 

Compliant Civil contractor Shadforth maintains a permanent office at the estate to oversee 

construction work. Shadforth also hold a copy of all environmental approval 

documents which are made available to site contractors and visitors. As part of 

Shadforth’s contract with Lend Lease, a weekly report is provided to the latter 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

demonstrate whether milestones and outcomes described in 

conditions 2, 5 and 8 have been met. The monitoring program must: 

a. include daily surveys for injured or dead koalas during 

vegetation clearing and construction activities; 

b. include pre-clearance surveys of all areas that will be 

cleared to establish the number of mature P. habrophyllus 

that will be lost as a result of the proposed action; 

c. establish quadrats within each of the on-site conservation 

areas where P. habrophyllus has been planted and at 

control sites that contain remnant P. habrophyllus 

populations where supplemental planting has not 

occurred; and 

d. be undertaken by a suitably qualified person. 

which details incidents and issues, and also communicates general comments or 

concerns relating to the construction project. 

Furthermore, the site induction material informs contractors and visitors of the 

Fauna Management Plan obligations including the requirement to notify Shadforth 

of any incident pertaining to fauna including koalas. All vegetation clearing 

activities were completed with a fauna spotter catcher in attendance and as 

detailed in the reports (refer Appendix B). The presence of a fauna spotter catcher 

during clearing works is a requirement under this approval and State and local 

government approvals. 

With these controls in place, Lend Lease has not become aware of any injured or 

dead koalas as a consequence of vegetation clearing and construction activities. 

One incident occurred during the reporting period where a sole koala was 

identified in the Town Centre Gully West works area during pre-clearance surveys 

and was found to be in poor health. Clearing works ceased immediately, exclusion 

area established and the project team discussed the issue at hand. A representative 

from the Ipswich Koala Protection society was also contacted for advice and to 

confirm that the koala was in poor health (via photos). The koala was subsequently 

trapped using approved means and taken to the Moggill Koala Hospital.  

The koala’s ill health was not considered a consequence of the vegetation clearing 

and construction activities at the project site, and the outcomes stipulated in 

condition 2 were achieved during the reporting period. Nonetheless, the scenario 

faced by the site-based personnel was unanticipated and triggered the 

requirement for such situations to be captured in future wildlife management plans 

completed as part of pre-clearance reporting. From August 2018 onwards, any 

fauna-related management plan underpinning clearing works made provisions for 

this scenario. This change is evidence of adaptive management across the project. 

Pre-clearance surveys were completed for all areas and none identified 

P. habrophyllus in the impact area (refer Part B). Surveys of the on-site conservation 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

areas completed thus far confirmed the presence of four specimens during the 

relevant period. These specimens are inspected quarterly and subsequent weed 

removal works are completed when necessary. Compensatory planting of 

P. habrophyllus has not occurred and therefore no monitoring of plantings is 

required.  

7 To compensate for the loss of koala habitat and grey-headed flying-

fox foraging habitat the approval holder must: 

a. secure, prior to the commencement of the action, the offset 

containing 293 hectares of MNES habitat within the Offset 

Area at Annex 1; 

b. provide the Department with the offset attributes, shapefile 

and map(s) clearly defining the location and boundaries of 

each offset, within 2 weeks of lodgement of the offset with 

the Titles Office; and 

c. ensure the Agreement is registered on the title on which 

each offset is located, and provide the Department with 

evidence of lodgement with the Titles Office, within 2 weeks 

of lodgement. Provide a copy of the signed agreement 

within 2 weeks of receipt from the Titles Office. 

The approval holder must ensure any proposal for alternative offsets 

is agreed to in writing with the Department. 

Note: Offsets for different species may overlap where they share the 

same habitat requirements. 

Compliant A voluntary declaration under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 was certified 

by DNRM over the Offset Area on 10 October 2016, which was prior to the 

commencement of the action on 17 October 2017.  

A copy of the correspondence from DNRM confirming the certification of the Offset 

Area is provided in Appendix F. The certification area is greater than the Offset Area 

due to agreements between the approval holder and third parties to manage other 

conservation areas adjacent to the Offset Area. These other areas also comprise 

koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat. The certification 

includes maps that define the location and boundaries of the Offset Area. A 

shapefile of the Offset Area containing 293 hectares of MNES habitat was provided 

to the Department on 10 October 2016. 

After certifying the voluntary declaration, DNRM register the dealing on the land 

title as part of their internal processes. This process is triggered once the 

certification is granted. A copy of the Offset Area land titles with the registered 

voluntary declaration listed under administrative advices are provided in 

Appendix G. DNRM lodged the administrative advice/dealing on 11 October 2016. 

There has been no proposal for alternative offsets during the relevant period. 

8 To compensate for impacts to koala habitat and grey-headed flying-

fox foraging habitat the approval holder must achieve the following 

outcomes as compared to baseline offset habitat quality and extent, 

unless agreed in writing with the Department: 

Not applicable Habitat quality data was collected in order to establish a baseline during 2017 

(year 1). This data, and data collected throughout the subsequent 19 years, will be 

used to assess habitat quality improvements across Offset Area. The baseline and 

subsequent data is presented in Part C of this report. 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

a. by 20 years after the commencement of construction, there 

must be a gain in habitat quality across 90% of the offset. 

9 To mitigate impacts on koala and P. habrophyllus, the approval 

holder must develop a fire management strategy for the project site 

and the offset, incorporating advice from a suitably qualified person 

regarding the impacts of the fire management strategy on koala and 

P. habrophyllus. 

Compliant Fire management strategies in the residential villages are completed in accordance 

with the Ipswich City Council approval conditions. A copy of the Village 8 Bushfire 

Assessment Report is provided in Appendix H. 

Offset Area fire management is under the direction of Ipswich City Council which 

takes action within the Offset Area in conjunction with the larger network of natural 

area estates in the local government area. A copy of the White Rock – Spring 

Mountain Fire Management Strategic Plan and Risk Dashboard—where the Offset 

Area is located—is provided in Appendix I. The establishment of fuel reduction 

zones had been initiated in late October 2018 and were scheduled to commence 

shortly thereafter. These works will be reported in the next ACR.  

10 The approval holder must adaptively manage koala habitat, grey-

headed flying-fox foraging habitat and P. habrophyllus to achieve the 

outcomes described in conditions 1-9. This must include: 

a. developing and implementing a strategy (or strategies) to 

achieve the outcomes and milestones outlined in 

conditions 1-9, in consultation with a suitably qualified 

person (noting that the plan does not require approval by 

the Minister and is not an 'action management plan' under 

the EPBC Act); 

b. documented process of adaptive management and 

continual improvement, including using data from 

monitoring and experimentation trials to inform adaptive 

management; and 

c. where there is a reasonable risk (or evidence) that 

outcomes or milestones are not likely to be achieved: 

revising management measures in consultation with a 

suitably qualified person; increasing the level of effort to 

Compliant During the second year of activities, the pre-clearance procedure was well-

established and had successfully ensured vegetation clearing occurred only where 

and when permitted under the approval documents. 

An amendment to the pre-clearance procedure was recognised as necessary in late 

August 2018 due to the observation of a sick koala in the clearing works area. The 

koala’s poor health was not attributable to the clearing or construction works. 

Subsequently, pre-clearance reporting established a management procedure to be 

followed if this situation arises again. 

Offset Area management concentrated on weed management, maintaining and 

establishing access trails and revegetation activities. Weed removal and 

revegetation activities are managed under a multi-million dollar contract. As with 

any large-scale weed removal and revegetation project, works are timed to take 

advantage of seasonal variations and avoid the duplication of work that typically 

results from poorly timed site works.  

Based on the achieved milestones and ongoing capture of information, the 

strategy to achieve the requirements of Conditions 1-9 is presented in Part C of this 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

achieve the outcomes; and informing the Department, 

either as part of annual compliance reporting required 

under condition 13 or as a separate notification in writing. 

report. This strategy will be amended as required as part of the ACR to reflect the 

progress towards achieving the objectives and milestones in the approval 

conditions.  

Administrative conditions 

11 Within 7 days after the commencement of the action, the approval 

holder must advise the Department in writing of the actual date of 

commencement of the action. 

Not applicable The action commenced and notification provided to the Department prior to this 

reporting period. 

12 The approval holder must maintain accurate records substantiating 

all activities associated with or relevant to the conditions of approval, 

including measures taken to implement the management plan, 

report or strategy required by this approval, and make them available 

upon request to the Department. Such records may be subject to 

audit by the Department or an independent auditor in accordance 

with section 458 of the EPBC Act, or used to verify compliance with 

the conditions of approval. Summaries of audits will be posted on the 

Department's website. The results of audits may also be publicised 

through the general media. 

Compliant Lend Lease and Saunders Havill Group jointly maintain records of activities 

pertaining to the approval and conditions. 

A request to make them available to the Department did not occur during the 

reporting period. 

13 Within three months of every 12 month anniversary of the 

commencement of the action, the approval holder must publish a 

report on their website addressing compliance with each of the 

conditions of this approval, including implementation of any 

management plans as specified in the conditions. Documentary 

evidence providing proof of the date of publication and non-

compliance with any of the conditions of this approval must be 

provided to the Department at the same time as the compliance 

report is published, until agreed in writing with the Department. 

Compliant The anniversary of the commencement of the action is 17 October and the ACR 

must be published on the Lend Lease website no later than 16 January 2018. When 

the ACR is published, DoEE will be notified along with evidence of the publication. 

The ACR for the period ending 16 October 2017 was published on the Lend Lease 

website on 15 January 2018. Notice of this publication was provided to the 

Department on this same day. 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

14 The approval holder must notify the Department in writing of any 

non - compliance with conditions as soon as practicable and within 

no more than 2 business days of becoming aware of the non - 

compliance. 

Compliant A non-compliance with the approval conditions was not identified during the 

reporting period. 

15 Upon the direction of the Minister, the approval holder must ensure 

that an independent audit of compliance with the conditions of 

approval is conducted and a report submitted to the Minister. The 

independent auditor must be approved by the Minister prior to the 

commencement of the audit. Audit criteria must be agreed to by the 

Minister and the audit report must address the criteria to the 

satisfaction of the Minister. 

Not applicable A direction from the Minister was not received during the reporting period. 

16 The approval holder may choose to revise a management plan, 

program or strategy approved by the Minister under conditions 1 - 9 

without submitting it for approval under section 143A of the EPBC 

Act, if the taking of the action in accordance with the revised plan, 

program or strategy would not be likely to have a new or increased 

impact. If the approval holder makes this choice they must: 

a. notify the Department in writing that the approved plan, 

program or strategy has been revised and provide the 

Department with an electronic copy of the revised plan, 

program or strategy; 

d. implement the revised plan, program or strategy from the 

date that the plan, program or strategy is submitted to the 

Department; and 

e. for the life of this approval, maintain a record of the reasons 

the approval holder considers that taking the action in 

accordance with the revised plan, program or strategy 

would not be likely to have a new or increased impact. 

Not applicable The approval holder did not choose to revise a management plan, program or 

strategy approved by the Minister during the reporting period. 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

17 The approval holder may revoke their choice under condition 16 at 

any time by notice to the Department. If the approval holder revokes 

the choice to implement a revised plan, program or strategy, without 

approval under section 143A of the Act, the plan, program or strategy 

approved by the Minister must be implemented. 

Not applicable The approval holder did not choose to revise a management plan, program or 

strategy approved by the Minister during the reporting period. 

18 Condition 16 does not apply if the revisions to the approved plan, 

program or strategy include changes to environmental offsets 

provided under the plan, program or strategy in relation to a matter 

protected by a controlling provision for the action, unless otherwise 

agreed in writing by the Minister. This does not otherwise limit the 

circumstances in which the taking of the action in accordance with a 

revised plan, program or strategy would, or would not, be likely to 

have new or increased impacts. 

Not applicable The approval holder did not choose to revise a management plan, program or 

strategy approved by the Minister during the reporting period. 

19 If the Minister gives a notice to the approval holder that the Minister 

is satisfied that the taking of the action in accordance with the 

revised plan, program or strategy would be likely to have a new or 

increased impact, then: 

a. Condition 16 does not apply, or ceases to apply, in relation to 

the revised plan, program or strategy; and 

b. The approval holder must implement the plan, program or 

strategy approved by the Minister. 

To avoid any doubt, this condition does not affect any operation of 

conditions 16, 17 and 18 in the period before the day the notice is 

given. 

At the time of giving the notice the Minister may also notify that for 

a specified period of time that condition 16 does not apply for one or 

more specified plans, programs or strategies required under the 

approval. 

Not applicable The approval holder did not choose to revise a management plan, program or 

strategy approved by the Minister during the reporting period. 
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Condition 

number / 

reference 

Condition Is the project 

compliant with this 

condition? 

Evidence / comments 

20 Conditions 16, 17, 18 and 19 are not intended to limit the operation 

of section 143A of the EPBC Act which allows the approval holder to 

submit a revised plan, program or strategy to the Minister for 

approval. 

Not applicable The approval holder did not choose to revise a management plan, program or 

strategy approved by the Minister during the reporting period. 

21 If, at any time after five years from the date of this approval, the 

approval holder has not substantially commenced the action, then 

the approval holder must not substantially commence the action 

without the written agreement of the Minister. 

Not applicable The approval holder commenced construction on 17 October 2016. 

22 Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Minister, the approval 

holder must publish all management plans, reports or strategies 

referred to in these conditions of approval on their website. Each 

management plan, report or strategy must be published on the 

website within 1 month of being approved by the Minister or being 

submitted under condition 1 - 9. 

Compliant The applicable management plans, reports and strategies are published on the 

Lend Lease Springfield Rise website:  

https://communities.lendlease.com/queensland/springfield-rise/living-in-

springfield-rise/sustainability-and-environment/. 
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3. Part A – MNES habitat impact 

management 
Approvals relating to impacts on ecological matters were collated from Commonwealth, State and Local 

governments for the project and included several overarching environmental management plans. Each 

contractor was provided a copy of the approval documents, however, the size of the project warranted the 

preparation of consolidated document packages that stipulated environmental management requirements 

pertinent to each stage of construction. This resulted in the preparation of Site Based Management Plans 

which detailed measures for vegetation management (clearing and protection), protection of MNES fauna 

(koala and grey-headed flying-fox) and other native wildlife, maintenance of safe wildlife movement 

opportunities, fauna habitat rehabilitation, threatened flora management and pest management. A typical 

Site Based Management Plan prepared during the reporting period is provided in Appendix J and these plans 

are available on the Lend Lease Springfield Rise website:  

http://communities.lendlease.com/springfield-rise/living-in-springfield-rise/sustainability-and-environment/.  

 

As part of managing the smaller work areas of the project, a second supporting document was developed: 

Springfield Rise — Environmental Pre-Start Checklist (Image 1). This checklist was integral to ensuring 

construction proceeded within the demarcated limits, suitable fencing was installed across the work area and 

the necessary checks for threatened fauna were completed prior to the clearing of any vegetation. The flow 

diagram below illustrates the key steps in this process. After completing the checklist and all required parties 

sign-off, vegetation clearance activities may proceed under the supervision of a fauna spotter catcher. An 

example of a completed checklist is provided in Appendix K. 

 

Key steps to commencing impact work at each Village 

Environmental 

Coordinator 

prepare work 

area document 

package, source 

documents 

required from 

third parties 

 

AND 

 

Survey 

demarcate 

clearing extent 

Environmental 

Coordinator 

review Survey 

demarcation 

 

AND 

 

Fauna Spotter 

Catcher 

undertake 

survey 

 

AND 

 

Environmental 

Coordinator 

undertake 

P. habrophyllus 

survey 

Project 

Engineer 

advises 

Environmental 

Pre-start 

Checklist ready 

to be circulated 

and provides 

supporting 

documents 

All 

Stakeholders 

complete 

Environmental 

Pre-start 

Checklist 

Environmental 

Coordinator 

issues 

document 

package (SBMP, 

Environmental 

Pre-start 

Checklist and 

supporting 

documents) 

Clearing work 

may commence 

within 

demarcated 

limits and under 

the supervision 

of Fauna 

Spotter Catcher 
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Image 1: Environmental Pre-start Checklist template 
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3.1. Adaptive management 

The Environmental Pre-Start Checklist and Site Based Management Plan support an adaptive management 

framework for vegetation clearance activities. During the first year of construction a change to the on-ground 

procedure for demarcating and confirming the vegetation clearance area became necessary. The change was 

the result of the survey contractor demarcating a clearing area that differed slightly to that stipulated in the 

Site Based Management Plan prepared by the environmental coordinator. The error was an artefact of 

contractors utilising different software to manage spatial data. To avoid this error reoccurring, after the survey 

contractor demarcates the vegetation clearance area, the environmental coordinator attends site to confirm 

the demarcated area is as per the Site Based Management Plan. 

 

During the second year of works, the identification of a sick koala in the clearing area occurred. The koala’s 

health was unrelated to vegetation clearing or construction activities, however the management plans in 

place for such occurrences did not include a procedure to manage this type of event. Action taken at the time 

included stopping work and establishing an exclusion area around the koala. Following this, a site meeting 

was held to discuss the procedure forward. In conjunction with consultation with a representative from the 

Ipswich Koala Protection Society, it was decided to trap the koala (using approved methods) and transport 

the koala to Moggill Koala Hospital. This work was completed by the project fauna spotter catcher. From 

hereon in, management plans associated with pre-clearance survey and reporting include a procedure for this 

scenario.  

3.2. Review of impacts 

The removal of vegetation from the development area impacted MNES habitat which is defined under the 

approval conditions as koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat. As of 16 October 2018, a 

total of 190.6 ha of MNES habitat was impacted. The approval conditions permit an impact of 255 ha of MNES 

habitat therefore the approval holder has complied with the approved limit (condition 1).  

 

The Site Based Management Plan and Environmental Pre-Start Checklist are procedures in place that control 

impacts on MNES habitat and prevent injuries to wildlife during construction works. Images 2-5 illustrate the 

on-ground demarcation of clearing areas. A fauna spotter catcher has been present throughout clearing 

works and the post-works reporting indicates the implementation of the current management system is 

successful as nil koala injuries or mortalities resulting from vegetation clearing or construction activities have 

occurred (refer to Appendix B).  

 

As villages throughout the estate becoming operational, the measures relating to ongoing fauna 

management will be established. These include culverts for fauna movement, vehicle speed control signage, 

driver awareness signage and fencing controls to prevent koala and domestic dog interactions. Many of these 

remain under construction (refer Appendix C) and will become operational (i.e., certified as meeting practical 

completion by Ipswich City Council) during year 3 of works.  
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Image 2: Survey demarcation of clearing area Image 3: Environmental Coorindator review of Survey 

   

Images 4-5: Clearing area within demarcated limits  
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4. Part B – Plectranthus habrophyllus 

impact management 
During the assessment and approval phase, consultant Yurrah undertook a detailed analysis (desktop and 

ground-truthing) of potential Plectranthus habrophyllus habitat throughout the referral area. Specimens and 

habitat were found to occur in small pockets as shown in the referral documentation.  

 

As part of completing the Environmental Pre-Start Checklist for each stage, these locations were surveyed 

prior to any clearing work to determine if the plant was present and if so, how many individuals would be 

removed. The latter information was required as part of complying with Condition 5 which stipulates there 

must be an increase in the number of mature P. habrophyllus in the on-site conservation areas that is greater 

than the number removed during construction.  

 

P. habrophyllus has similar attributes to other Plectranthus sp. including the non-threatened P. suaveolens and 

P. parviflorus and it can be difficult to differentiate between these species. In order to clarify how to distinguish 

P. habrophyllus from the non-threatened Plectranthus sp. during pre-clearance surveys, Saunders Havill 

Group liaised with the Queensland Herbarium to ensure a conclusive understanding of the differences 

between the species was held. Pre-clearance surveys during most of the year 1 reporting period used this 

knowledge to determine if P. habrophyllus would be impacted and subsequently, nil specimens were located 

in both the impact and on-site conservation areas.  

 

Towards the end of the year 1 ACR period, four samples of Plectranthus sp. were collected from across the 

locality (i.e., within and outside the referral area) and sent to the Queensland Herbarium for identification as a 

confirmatory measure. The Queensland Herbarium advised one of the four samples was P. habrophyllus and 

the remaining were P. parviflorus. Saunders Havill Group further surveyed the suitable habitats in the 

surrounds and confirmed the presence of another three specimens (Figure 3). A 20 metre buffer area exists 

around the four specimens and these areas comprise the on-site conservation area as defined under the 

approval (refer Images 6-9). Weed removal work in these areas was completed within six months of their 

establishment—by April 2018 (refer Images 10-13)—and repeated in early October 2018 to address 

regenerating Lantana. The second phase of weed treatment resulted from a monitoring inspection completed 

in August 2018 which confirmed the specimens remained in situ with protection fencing (refer Images 14-

17). Additional specimens were not identified at these quadrat control sites or in the vicinity during this 

inspection.  

 

There remains potential for other environmental corridors throughout the project site to contain 

P. habrophyllus specimens. As construction expands across the site, additional surveys for the species will take 

place and on-site conservation areas established where P. habrophyllus specimens are confirmed in retained 

habitat areas. Weed eradication works will subsequently occur in these on-site conservation areas with the 

goal of removing weeds of national significance within 6 months of identification of the protected species.  
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Image 6: Flagging around two Plectranthus habrophyllus specimens 

 

 

Image 7: Flagging around one Plectranthus habrophyllus specimen 
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Image 8: Flagging around one Plectranthus habrophyllus specimen 

 

 

Image 9: Flagging around the on-site conservation area 
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Image 10: Weed removal work in the on-site conservation area (image captured 1 May 2018) 

 

 

Image 11: Weed removal work in the on-site conservation area (image captured 1 May 2018) 
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Image 12: Weed removal work in the on-site conservation area (image captured 1 May 2018) 

 

 

Image 13: Weed removal work in the on-site conservation area (image captured 1 May 2018) 
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Image 14: Monitoring inspection August 2018— two Plectranthus habrphyllus specimens remain in situ 

 

 

Image 15: Monitoring inspection August 2018— one Plectranthus habrphyllus specimen remains in situ 
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Image 16: Monitoring inspection August 2018— one Plectranthus habrphyllus specimen remains in situ 

 

 

Image 17: Monitoring inspection August 2018 — flagging around the on-site conservation area  
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Figure 3: Location of in situ P. habrophyllus 
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5. Part C – Offset area management 
The 293 ha offset under Condition 7 of the approval comprises seven land parcels that provide koala habitat 

and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat (Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not 

found.).The offset parcels (listed below) surround the project area and form part of the regional biodiversity 

corridors. The Offset Area was legally secured on 10 October 2016 prior to the commencement of construction 

on 17 October 2016 using the Voluntary Declaration process administered under the Vegetation Management 

Act 1999.  

 

The Offset Area land parcels are: 

1. part 740/SP179412 

2. 747/SP189043 

3. 748/SP189044 

4. part 751/SP189053 

5. 752/SP189053 

6. part 753/SP189054 

7. 745/SP242282 

 

The primary objective to managing the Offset Area is to achieve a gain in habitat quality across 90% of the 

offset before 17 October 2036. The approval conditions define this as: 

 

An improvement in the quality and extent of koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat in 

comparison to baseline environmental conditions at the offset compared with an unmanaged control site. 

 

The current quality and extent are influenced by several factors including the presence of weeds and pest 

animals, and vegetation attributes (e.g., species diversity, ecological dominant layer). To arrive at a baseline 

metric, habitat quality assessments were completed across the Offset Area and at a control site south of the 

Offset Area during the first year of the action (refer Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source 

not found.). The assessment was completed using the Guide to Determining Terrestrial Habitat Quality 

published by the Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (2017). The detailed 

results are presented in Appendix L and summarised in Table 2 below.  

 

Table 2: Baseline habitat quality 2016/2017 

Location Habitat quality score 

Offset Area 7.44 

Control site 6.92 
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Figure 4: Legally secured Offset Area 
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Figure 5: Data collection sites 
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5.1. SAT survey 

Additional scat meander-SAT (Spot Assessment Technique) surveys were completed to support the existing 

baseline. The scat meander-SAT method is an assessment of koala activity involving a search for any koalas 

and signs of koala usage. The scat meander-SAT involves actively searching for koala scats and then 

identifying the tree where a koala or scats was found. The nearest suitable koala habitat tree is then identified 

and the same data recorded. The next closest habitat tree to the first tree is then assessed and so on until 30 

trees have been recorded. The number of trees showing evidence of koalas is expressed as a percentage of 

the total number of trees sampled to indicate the frequency of koala usage. Assessment of each tree involves 

a systematic search for koala scats beneath the tree within 1 m radius of the trunk. After approximately two 

person minutes of searching for scats, the base of the trunk is observed for scratches and the crown for koala. 

 

Scat-meander SAT surveys were completed on two occasions at 37 locations across the Offset Area and 

immediately adjacent conservation lands to provide a contextual assessment if usage (Error! Reference source 

not found.). Evidence of koala usage in the form of scats was low at all locations except for one which was high 

(Table 3; Images 18-23). These estimates are taken from the Australian Koala Foundation Koala activity level 

classification table (following Philips and Callaghan 2011) using the East Coast (med-high) Activity Category. 

Over subsequent years, the SAT grid will be expanded across the conservation area and cover the entirety of 

the Offset Area.  

 

Table 3: Baseline scat-meander SAT survey results 

Survey ID SAT site no. 
Evidence of koala use 

(%) 

Koala use 

(high/medium/low) 

1 1 10.00 Low 

1 2 13.33 Low 

1 3 10.00 Low 

1 4 6.67 Low 

1 5 6.67 Low 

1 6 6.67 Low 

1 7 3.33 Low 

2 1 0.00 Low 

2 2 0.00 Low 

2 3 0.00 Low 

2 4 0.00 Low 

2 5 0.00 Low 

2 6 6.67 Low 

2 7 0.00 Low 

2 8 3.33 Low 

2 9 0.00 Low 
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2 10 0.00 Low 

2 11 0.00 Low 

2 12 0.00 Low 

2 13 3.33 Low 

2 14 13.33 Low 

2 15 3.33 Low 

2 16 0.00 Low 

2 17 0.00 Low 

2 18 13.33 Low 

2 19 3.33 Low 

2 20 3.33 Low 

2 21 0.00 Low 

2 22 0.00 Low 

2 23 0.00 Low 

2 24 43.33 High 

2 25 10.00 Low 

2 26 3.33 Low 

2 27 0.00 Low 

2 28 3.33 Low 

2 29 0.00 Low 

2 30 3.33 Low 
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Image 18: Survey 2 SAT 6  

 

 

Image 19: Survey 2 SAT 6 evidence of koala presence 
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Image 20: Survey 2 SAT 8 

 

 

Image 21: Survey 2 SAT 8 evidence of koala presence 
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Image 22: Survey 2 SAT 24 — high usage area 

 

 

Image 23: Survey 2 SAT 24 — high usage area 
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5.2. Airborne thermal camera surveys 

A three-day survey employing airborne thermal camera technology was completed to definitively ascertain 

the presence/absence of koalas in the Offset Area and adjoining certified Voluntary Declaration area. A typical 

detection flight may see various flight methods including a standard survey grid, two (2) directional grid, semi-

autonomous grid or manual flight. The spotting and detection methods during flights remains the same. 

Koalas will be detected and identified during a typical flight using the following methods: 

 Hot spot gross object detection: When in flight, a hot spot may visually be detected in contrast to 

the surrounding environment. Koalas tend to be a round ball of highlighted colour (depending on 

colour pallet used for observation). Koalas may be seen in the grey “white hot isotherm” pallet profile 

and may initially be detected as a red and yellow spot amongst the vegetation. Other methods of 

gross object detection include hottest spot in scene detection and a dedicated temperature specific 

alert. Scene hottest and coldest spot detection can provide both an initial indicator of object within 

the canopy for investigation but also a confirmation for object visually observed. 

 Shape method: The operator will manoeuvre around the object to gain the best field of view to 

ascertain the species shape. Generally, Koalas shapes are prominent due to the body, limbs, head and 

ears. 

For example: 

 

 Species position and proximity: There are secondary confirmation triggers that also assist in gaining 

evidence to log a koala location. Generally, observed behaviour during thermal camera spotting 

activities show koalas are located in the mid to upper canopy (season and sex dependent). During 

breeding season, several koalas may be located in close proximity. Dominant males have shown to 

reside in the highest position of a habitat tree especially during breeding season. 

 

These surveys are a relatively new, however they are an accurate survey technique that provide effective and 

efficient results. The Offset Area airborne thermal camera survey was scheduled to occur early October 

however unfavourable weather delayed the survey until late October (the aircraft cannot operate during 

rainfall). The survey confirmed the presence of nine koalas in the Offset Area and one dog (refer Figure 6, 

Images 24-27 and Appendix N). Grey-headed flying-foxes were not observed during the surveys.  
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Image 24: Koalas observed in the Offset Area (identified during airborne thermal camera surveys, raw Jpeg-R thermal) 

 

 

Image 25: Koalas observed in the Offset Area (identified during airborne thermal camera surveys, thermal heat comparison) 
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Image 26: Dog observed in the Offset Area (identified during airborne thermal camera surveys, raw Jpeg-R thermal) 

 

Image 27: Dog observed in the Offset Area (identified during airborne thermal camera surveys, thermal heat comparison) 
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Figure 6: Airborne thermal camera survey spatial details 
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5.3. Threats 

There are several environmental threats that may interfere the approval holder’s efforts towards achieving the 

milestone and these were assessed alongside opportunities to counteract or control each with active 

management measures. 

 

These threats are: 

1. Weeds — specifically weeds of national significance such as Lantana sp. 

2. Pest animal management — wild dogs are known to occupy the region 

3. Erosion — restorative actions will rectify the historical and recent impacts 

4. Unlawful access — prevent unauthorised access during the management period 

 

To support the future achievement of the gain in habitat quality milestone for benefit of the grey-headed 

flying-fox and koala, several management actions are underway to address the threats. These actions are 

discussed below and detailed in Table 4. This table will be reviewed annually as part of completing the Annual 

Compliance Report and the status/results of actions discussed accordingly.  

 

5.4. Weed management 

An extensive survey of dominant weeds throughout the Offset Area was completed in year 1 and identified 

Lantana camara as the prevailing weed species. This survey informed a weed management works package 

issued to contractors interested in undertaking the weed eradication work (Appendix M). Weed removal will 

provide an opportunity for koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat to establish in these 

areas and therefore expanding the available habitat for these species. Habitat quality will considerably 

improve in these areas which currently provide very little value wherever Lantana camara is a dominant 

species in the landscape.  

 

Weed species are concentrated along drainage lines throughout the Offset Area and surveys post treatment 

works will determine the success of works, and if additional treatments are necessary. Surveys are completed 

concurrent with the weed eradication program which commenced in August 2018 however, at this early stage 

of works only preliminary results are available. These results, in addition to plans showing the status of works 

and general photos of works completed thus far are provided in Appendix O. The Offset Area-wide weed 

survey extents were not remapped given the early stage of eradication works. The works program across 

various parts of the Offset Area and follow-up works are timed to deliver as much efficiency and coordination 

as possible. The overall management objective is to reduce the presence of weeds of national significance to 

5% of the total 293 ha Offset Area and this objective remains achievable. 

 

Planting of native vegetation to assist natural regeneration was undertaken in areas where weeds had a 

stronghold and once treated, revegetation was employed to provide bank stability and assist the 

establishment of koala and grey-headed flying-fox habitat (refer Appendix O). A total of ~1,400 seedlings 

were planted in the Offset Area during the reporting period. 
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5.5. Pest animal management 

Periodic inspections and third party publications have confirmed wild dogs are a dominant threat in the Offset 

Area. The airborne thermal camera survey also confirmed their presence. Other threats include red foxes, feral 

pigs and cane toads. Managing pest animals in the Offset Area and greater locality is a combined effort with 

the land owner Ipswich City Council. The approval holder has identified the scope of works required to address 

the dog presence however, whilst a high intensity of effort towards weed management is underway, the 

timing of surveillance and trapping of pest animals is not ideal. Additionally, the full-time presence of people 

are a deterrent. Once weed management works are less intensive, the pest control strategy will move to the 

next stage of implementation. 

 

5.6. Erosion 

Several parts of the Offset Area are heavily eroded for a multitude of reasons: 

 historical unlawful access and use of the Offset Area by 4WD, trail bikes and all-terrain vehicles (ATV) 

 extremely heavy rainfall and strong winds associated with ex-Tropical Cyclone Debbie in March 2017 

 historical management of the area as part of a larger network of land did not focus solely on 

addressing erosion in the Offset Area 

 

Consequently, as part of weed eradication and general management works, the approval holder has 

continued to address areas of significant erosion and establishing tracks for maintenance and access 

purposes. Subject to future weather events and scenarios beyond the approval holder’s control, only minor 

maintenance works are scheduled from hereon. As part of erosion remediation work, native vegetation that 

will benefit the grey-heading flying-fox and koala is planted in areas to assist regeneration (refer Appendix O). 

 

5.7. Unlawful access 

The Offset Area has been accessed unlawfully in the past by people utilising the area for recreational purposes 

(e.g., 4WD, trail bikes and ATV). Preventing access is difficult when a presence in the area is not ongoing, 

however, since the approval holder commenced construction, undesired access to the Offset Area has 

become easier to prevent due to the works area adjoining the Offset Area. Many fences and gates that prevent 

access are keyed and therefore secure, and the civil contractor’s daily presence deters trespassers onto the 

adjoining Offset Area. During year 2, the presence of weed management contractors also acted as a deterrent. 

Nonetheless, unlawful access will continue to be monitored and action implemented where necessary. 

 

Long-term management of the Offset Area will require diligent monitoring of access points (i.e., gates) and 

fences to ensure trespassers do not gain access and negate the approval holder’s efforts towards improving 

the Offset Area. While the civil contractor maintains an on-site presence, ad hoc reviews of Offset Area security 

will occur in conjunction with other Offset Area management actions. 
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Table 4: Offset area management actions summary 

Current threat / 

quality 

improvement 

restoration 

Base case Improvement 

proposed 

Achievement 

criteria 

Measured by Timeframes Reporting Funded by: 

1. Removal of 

Weeds of 

National 

Significance 

(WONS — 

namely 

Lantana sp.) 

17% of the 293 ha 

Offset Area has 

been assessed as 

containing 

Lantana sp. of 

varying 

infestations 

(approx. 50 ha 

effected by 

weeds). 

Reduction and 

management of 

WONS through 

the Offset Area 

Decrease and 

maintain WONS 

cover in the offset 

area to 5% or less 

(12% 

improvement to 

area of offset = 

35 ha of land) 

Weed Survey 

Extent Mapping – 

repeated annually 

/ measured 

against base line 

study already 

completed. 

 

WONS reduced 

through the offset 

area to 5% by 3 

years post the 

commencement of 

the Action. 

 

WONS maintained 

at 5% or below for 

10 years post the 

Commencement of 

Construction. 

Weed Survey 

Extent Mapping 

results included in 

the ACR for the 

project. 

In 2018, weed 

management 

works 

commenced (refer 

Appendix O) 

however, an 

assessment of 

improvement (i.e., 

extent mapping) 

was considered 

premature. 

All weed 

management to 

be funded by the 

Approval Holder 

using licensed and 

registered 

contractors. 

2. Pest 

Management 

— Wild (& 

Unwanted) 

Dog usage of 

Offset Area 

1. Site survey 

observed Wild 

Dog species 

and located 

fresh Wild Dog 

prints across 

the Offset 

Area. 

2. Ipswich City 

Council White 

Rock – Spring 

Reduction and 

management of 

pest species 

(namely Wild 

Dogs). 

Decrease of pest 

species 

throughout the 

293 ha Offset Area 

(requires 

coordination with 

adjoining 

conservation land 

parcels).  

Results of pest 

trapping, capture 

and removal 

program. 

 

(Exact numbers of 

the local / 

contextual Wild 

Dog population are 

unknown – results 

will be measured 

Program to 

undertake 

quarterly trappings 

for two 

consecutive years 

and biannually 

thereafter. 

 

Program to be 

implemented for 

Program will 

include an annual 

pest management 

report to be 

included as part of 

the ACR for the 

project. 

The pest trapping, 

capture and 

removal program 

was delayed due 

Pest trapping, 

capture and 

removal program 

to be funded by 

the Approval 

Holder using 

suitably qualified 

pest management 

contractor/s. 
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Current threat / 

quality 

improvement 

restoration 

Base case Improvement 

proposed 

Achievement 

criteria 

Measured by Timeframes Reporting Funded by: 

Mountain 

Conservation 

Estate – Tier 2 

Management 

Plan lists Wild 

Dogs, Red 

Foxes, Feral 

Pigs and Cane 

Toads as 

significant 

pest issues. 

This 

conservation 

estate land is 

contiguous 

with the Offset 

Area (i.e., no 

dividing 

fence). 

3. 2011 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

(Aurecon) for 

the adjoining 

Department of 

Defence 

bushland 

property to 

the east of the 

on the trapped 

animals as a 

minimum being a 

reduction in the 

population – if 

reduction is not 

demonstrated 

intensity of 

program and 

trapping will be 

revised.) 

the life of the offset 

(20 years). 

to the high 

intensity of 

personnel working 

in the Offset Area 

completing weed 

management 

works acting as a 

deterrent. Once 

safer, the on-

ground 

component of the 

trapping, capture 

and removal 

program will 

commence.  
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Current threat / 

quality 

improvement 

restoration 

Base case Improvement 

proposed 

Achievement 

criteria 

Measured by Timeframes Reporting Funded by: 

Offset Area 

located wild 

dogs as part of 

site surveys. 

4. Wild Dogs and 

Foxes were 

recorded on 

the Spring 

Mountain 

project as 

listed in the 

November 

2013 

Austecology 

MNES 

vertebrate 

Fauna 

Assessment. 

This land is 

contiguous 

with the Offset 

Area.  

3. Koala Habitat 

and Grey-

headed Flying 

Fox Foraging 

Habitat 

Replanting 

At existing major 

erosion points and 

areas of extensive 

weed removal, 

revegetation —

inclusive of MNES 

habitat trees — 

will be reinstated. 

Increases in koala 

habitat and grey-

headed flying-fox 

foraging habitat 

resources (food 

and shelter trees). 

 

Reinstated 

existing degraded 

areas, and those 

created through 

mass weed 

removal with 

revegetation, 

inclusive of 

Number of MNES 

habitat trees 

replanted within 

the offset area = 

equal or greater 

than 1,500 trees. 

 

All tree planting 

complete on or 

before 3 years post 

commencement of 

construction (i.e., 

17 October 2019). 

 

Tree installation 

reporting within 

the ACR period for 

which it occurs. 

 

ACR to include 

confirmation of 

Replanting to be 

completed by a 

registered and 

experienced 

contractor at the 

cost of the 

Approval Holder. 
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Current threat / 

quality 

improvement 

restoration 

Base case Improvement 

proposed 

Achievement 

criteria 

Measured by Timeframes Reporting Funded by: 

and 

Regeneration 
 

Low-level 

vegetation values 

within the 

powerline 

easement which 

connects habitat 

areas.  

Improve 

vegetation values 

within the 

powerline 

easement in 

accordance with 

planting protocols 

for such 

infrastructure.  

suitable habitat 

species. 
(Estimated 20-25% 

of land infested 

with Lantana sp. —

50.1 ha, 

sporadically 

requiring patch 

and broad areas of 

revegetation. 

Assume MNES 

habitat tree density 

of 150 trees per 

hectare = total 

1,503-1,880 trees.)  

 

Biennial surveys of 

koala and grey-

headed flying-fox 

presence. 

Methods 

employed may 

include SAT 

surveys, drone 

survey, general/ad 

hoc observations 

and meander 

surveys.  

 

Easement area 

comprises a 

(Timeframe to allow 

for weed 

management 

measures to occur 

prior to tree 

planting.) 

total tree 

milestone 

achieved on or 

prior to 3rd ACR. 

 

Success of tree 

planting and 

survival rates 

reported on 

annually for life of 

the offset (20 

years). 

 

(Note 1,500 trees is 

the minimum 

outcome therefore 

additional trees will 

need to be planted 

to account for stock 

failure or other 

losses.) 

 

Relevant ACR 

period to present 

results of biennial 

surveys that assess 

the presence of 

koala and grey-

headed flying-fox. 
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Current threat / 

quality 

improvement 

restoration 

Base case Improvement 

proposed 

Achievement 

criteria 

Measured by Timeframes Reporting Funded by: 

vegetated corridor 

that supports 

adjoining habitat 

values.  

4. Reduce 

unlawful 

access and use 

of the Offset 

Area by 4WD, 

trail bikes and 

all-terrain 

vehicles (ATV) 

Historically the 

Offset Area 

included a number 

of unlawful access 

tracks and entry 

points resulting in 

degraded and 

eroded sections 

throughout the 

Offset Area. 

 

Six locations 

around the 

periphery of the 

offset land have 

been identified as 

being historically 

used to unlawfully 

access the Offset 

Area. 

Reduce unlawful 

access and use by 

4WD, trail bikes 

and ATV. 

Installation of new 

or substantial 

upgrades and 

extensions to 

barrier fencing at 

identified 

locations of 

unlawful entry. 

 

Maintenance of 

access point 

during the offset 

management 

period to confirm 

success of 

securement works. 

 

Alteration and 

further upgrades 

to security points 

where 

demonstrated to 

be unsuccessful. 

Evidence of 

securement (e.g., 

photographs) 

provided during 

ACR. 

 

Annual review of 

installed and 

upgraded security 

measures for 

measurement of 

success 

(observation 

evidence of tyre 

tracks and 

damage 

circumventing 

barrier structures) 

 

Reporting on any 

adaptive 

alterations to 

security not 

shown to be 

successful (e.g., 

Two securement 

points completed 

every two years. All 

six securement 

points constructed 

and operational 

with six years of 

the 

commencement of 

the action. 

 

Infrastructure to be 

in place for the life 

of the offset (20 

years). 

Evidence of barrier 

installation, 

monitoring and 

success provided 

as part of relevant 

period ACR. 

The Approval 

Holder will install 

and maintain 

barrier and access 

point 

infrastructure. 
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Current threat / 

quality 

improvement 

restoration 

Base case Improvement 

proposed 

Achievement 

criteria 

Measured by Timeframes Reporting Funded by: 

extension of 

fencing where 

new tracks show 

access occurring 

around the fence). 

5. Overall 

improvement 

of the quality 

of the Offset 

Area to 9/10. 

Offset quality 

value of 7-8/10 

under the Guide to 

Determining 

Terrestrial Habitat 

Quality – 

Queensland 

Department of 

Environment and 

Heritage 

Protection. 

 

Value score is 

derived from eight 

transects 

completed 

throughout the 

Offset Area. 

 

Reference area 

transect also 

completed — 

score 6.92/10. 

Improve the 

quality of MNES 

habitat to 9/10. 

By measure of 

achieving a 9/10 

average score at 

the transect 

locations from 

surveys completed 

in accordance with 

the Guide to 

Determining 

Terrestrial Habitat 

Quality – 

Queensland 

Department of 

Environment and 

Heritage 

Protection. 

Data collected 

from the transect 

locations at 5 year 

intervals for the 

life of the offset 

(20 years). 

 

If the quality is 

assessed as not 

improving at the 

first five year 

interval, this will 

trigger a review of 

management 

measures to 

determine suitable 

actions that can 

be implemented 

to achieve the 

9/10 objective.  

Achieve MNES 

habitat quality of 

9/10 at the year 20 

ACR. 

 

Demonstrate an 

improvement of 

Offset Area quality, 

subject to external 

factors (e.g., fire), at 

each five year 

interval. 

Transect data to 

be presented in a 

report completed 

in accordance with 

Guide to 

Determining 

Terrestrial Habitat 

Quality – 

Queensland 

Department of 

Environment and 

Heritage 

Protection and to 

form part of the 

ACR for the 

relevant period. 

The Approval 

Holder will fund 

the transect data 

collection and 

reporting. 
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Appendix A 
EPBC approval and conditions granted 

23 December 2015 



Australian Government 

Department of the Environment 

Approval 

Spring Mountain Mixed Use Master Planned Community Development, Queensland 
(EPBC 2013/7057) 
This decision is made under sections 130( 1) and 133 of the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 

Proposed action 

Person to whom the 
approval is granted 

Lend Lease Communities (Springfield) Pty Limited 

Proponent's ACN (if 
applicable) 

ACN 087 876 864 

Proposed action To construct a mixed use development (including residential, 
commercial and community developments and associated 
infrastructure) on a 387ha site at Spring Mountain, Queensland [See 
EPBC Act referral 2013/7057]. 

Approval decision 

Listed threatened species and communities (sections 18 & 18A) Approved 

Controlling Provision Decision 

Conditions of approval 

This approval is subject to the conditions specified below. 

Expiry date of approval 

This approval has effect until 31 December 2040. 

Decision-maker 

Name and position Deb Callister 
Acting First Assistant Secretary 
Environment Standards Division 

Signature 

Date of decision 2..3 December 2015 



CONDITIONS 

1. The approval holder must not clear more than 255 hectares of MNES habitat. 

2. To minimise adverse impacts to koalas from vegetation clearing and construction 
activities there must be no koala injury or mortality as a result of vegetation clearing and 
construction activities at the project site. 

3. To minimise adverse impacts to koalas from vehicle strike and in order to maintain safe 
koala movement opportunities through the project site the approval holder must: 

a. implement the measures specified in Table 3-3 of the Fauna Management Plan 
prior to operation, and maintain these measures for the life of the approval; 

b. ensure koala road crossings are placed in the locations specified at Figure 3-1 of 
the Fauna Management Plan prior to operation, and maintain these measures for 
the life of the approval; 

c. implement measures sufficient to identify any koala injury and mortality at the 
project site; and 

d. if koala injury or mortality occurs, then revise management measures in consultation 
with a suitably qualified person to reduce the likelihood of adverse impacts to 
koalas; and inform the Department, either as part of annual compliance reporting 
required under condition 13 or as a separate notification in writing. 

4. To minimise adverse impacts to koalas from domestic dog attack and to exclude koalas 
from entering residential areas within the project site, the approval holder must: 

a. implement measures to prevent domestic dog attacks on koalas, including limiting 
the movement of domestic dogs, creating dog exclusion zones and signage as 
specified at section 3.4 of the Fauna Management Plan; and 

b. ensure koala exclusion fencing is constructed and located as specified at section 
3.4 of the Fauna Management Plan prior to operation, and maintained for the life of 
the approval. 

5. To minimise adverse impacts to Plectranthus habrophyllus, there must be no net loss of 
P. habrophyl/us at the project site as a result of the proposed action, as defined by the 
following milestones: 

a. by six months after the commencement of the action and annually for three years 
thereafter, there must be 0% cover of weeds of national significance in the on-site 
conservation areas and buffer areas; 

b. by one year after the commencement of construction there must be 80% survival 
of planted P. habrophyl/us; 

c. by three years after the commencement of construction, there must be an 
increase in the number of mature P. habrophyl/us in the on-site conservation 
areas that is greater than the number of P. habrophyl/us removed during 
construction; and 

d. by three years after the commencement of construction, there must be evidence 
of recruitment from planted P. habrophyllus individuals. 
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6. The approval holder must undertake a monitoring program. The monitoring program must 
be planned and undertaken so that the data gathered is adequate to: inform adaptive 
management; and demonstrate whether milestones and outcomes described in conditions 
2, 5 and 8 have been met. The monitoring program must: 

a. include daily surveys for injured or dead koalas during vegetation clearing and 
construction activities; 

b. include pre-clearance surveys of all areas that will be cleared to establish the 
number of mature P. habrophyllus that will be lost as a result of the proposed 
action; 

c. establish quadrats within each of the on-site conservation areas where 
P. habrophyllus has been planted and at control sites that contain remnant 
P. habrophyllus populations where supplemental planting has not occurred; and 

d. be undertaken by a suitably qualified person. 

7. To compensate for the loss of koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat 
the approval holder must: 

a. secure, prior to the commencement of the action, the offset containing 293 
hectares of MNES habitat within the offset area at Annex 1; 

b. provide the Department with the offset attributes, shapefile and map(s) clearly 
defining the location and boundaries of each offset, within 2 weeks of lodgement of 
the offset with the Titles Office; and 

c. ensure the Agreement is registered on the title on which each offset is located, and 
provide the Department with evidence of lodgement with the Titles Office, within 2 
weeks of lodgement. Provide a copy of the signed agreement within 2 weeks of 
receipt from the Titles Office. 

The approval holder must ensure any proposal for alternative offsets is agreed to in writing 
with the Department. 

Note: Offsets for different species may overlap where they share the same habitat 
requirements. 

8. To compensate for impacts to koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat 
the approval holder must achieve the following outcomes as compared to baseline offset 
habitat quality and extent, unless agreed in writing with the Department: 

a. by 20 years after the commencement of construction, there must be a gain in 
habitat quality across 90% of the offset. 

9. To mitigate impacts on koala and P. habrophyllus, the approval holder must develop a fire 
management strategy for the project site and the offset, incorporating advice from a 
suitably qualified person regarding the impacts of the fire management strategy on koala 
and P. habrophyllus. 

10. The approval holder must adaptively manage koala habitat, grey-headed flying-fox 
foraging habitat and P. habrophyllus to achieve the outcomes described in conditions 1-9. 
This must include: 
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a. developing and implementing a strategy (or strategies) to achieve the outcomes and 
milestones outlined in conditions 1-9, in consultation with a suitably qualified 
person (noting that the plan does not require approval by the Minister and is not an 
'action management plan' under the EPBC Act); 

b. a documented process of adaptive management and continual improvement, 
including using data from monitoring and experimentation trials to inform adaptive 
management; and 

c. where there is a reasonable risk (or evidence) that outcomes or milestones are not 
likely to be achieved: revising management measures in consultation with a suitably 
qualified person; increasing the level of effort to achieve the outcomes; and 
informing the Department, either as part of annual compliance reporting required 
under condition 13 or as a separate notification in writing. 

Administrative conditions 

11. Within 7 days after the commencement of the action, the approval holder must advise the 
Department in writing of the actual date of commencement of the action. 

12. The approval holder must maintain accurate records substantiating all activities associated 
with or relevant to the conditions of approval, including measures taken to implement the 
management plan, report or strategy required by this approval, and make them available 
upon request to the Department. Such records may be subject to audit by the Department 
or an independent auditor in accordance with section 458 of the EPBC Act, or used to verify 
compliance with the conditions of approval. Summaries of audits will be posted on the 
Department's website. The results of audits may also be publicised through the general 
media. 

13. Within three months of every 12 month anniversary of the commencement of the action, 
the approval holder must publish a report on their website addressing compliance with each 
of the conditions of this approval, including implementation of any management plans as 
specified in the conditions. Documentary evidence providing proof of the date of publication 
and non-compliance with any of the conditions of this approval must be provided to the 
Department at the same time as the compliance report is published, until agreed in writing 
with the Department. 

14. The approval holder must notify the Department in writing of any non - compliance with 
conditions as soon as practicable and within no more than 2 business days of becoming 
aware of the non - compliance. 

15. Upon the direction of the Minister, the approval holder must ensure that an independent 
audit of compliance with the conditions of approval is conducted and a report submitted to 
the Minister. The independent auditor must be approved by the Minister prior to the 
commencement of the audit. Audit criteria must be agreed to by the Minister and the audit 
report must address the criteria to the satisfaction of the Minister. 

16. The approval holder may choose to revise a management plan, program or strategy 
approved by the Minister under conditions 1 - 9 without submitting it for approval under 
section 143A of the EPBC Act, if the taking of the action in accordance with the revised plan, 
program or strategy would not be likely to have a new or increased impact. If the approval 
holder makes this choice they must: 
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a. notify the Department in writing that the approved plan, program or strategy has 
been revised and provide the Department with an electronic copy of the revised 
plan, program or strategy; 

b. implement the revised plan, program or strategy from the date that the plan, program 
or strategy is submitted to the Department; and 

c. for the life of this approval, maintain a record of the reasons the approval holder 
considers that taking the action in accordance with the revised plan, program or 
strategy would not be likely to have a new or increased impact. 

17. The approval holder may revoke their choice under condition 16 at any time by notice to the 
Department. If the approval holder revokes the choice to implement a revised plan, 
program or strategy, without approval under section 143A of the Act, the plan, program or 
strategy approved by the Minister must be implemented. 

18. Condition 16 does not apply if the revisions to the approved plan, program or strategy 
include changes to environmental offsets provided under the plan, program or strategy in 
relation to a matter protected by a controlling provision for the action, unless otherwise 
agreed in writing by the Minister. This does not otherwise limit the circumstances in which 
the taking of the action in accordance with a revised plan, program or strategy WOUld, or 
would not, be likely to have new or increased impacts. 

19. If the Minister gives a notice to the approval holder that the Minister is satisfied that the 
taking of the action in accordance with the revised plan, program or strategy would be likely 
to have a new or increased impact, then: 

a. Condition 16 does not apply, or ceases to apply, in relation to the revised plan, 
program or strategy; and 

b. The approval holder must implement the plan, program or strategy approved by the 
Minister. 

To avoid any doubt, this condition does not affect any operation of conditions 16, 17 and 18 
in the period before the day the notice is given. 

At the time of giving the notice the Minister may also notify that for a specified period of 
time that condition 16 does not apply for one or more specified plans, programs or strategies 
required under the approval. 

20. Conditions 16, 17, 18 and 19 are not intended to limit the operation of section 143A of the 
EPBe Act which allows the approval holder to submit a revised plan, program or strategy to 
the Minister for approval. 

21. If, at any time after five years from the date of this approval, the approval holder has not 
substantially commenced the action, then the approval holder must not substantially 
commence the action without the written agreement of the Minister. 

22. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Minister, the approval holder must publish all 
management plans, reports or strategies referred to in these conditions of approval on their 
website. Each management plan, report or strategy must be published on the website 
within 1 month of being approved by the Minister or being submitted under condition 1 - 9. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Agreement - the executed agreement between the approval holder and the relevant landowner, 
to secure the land for long-term protection. 

Buffer areas means 20 metre buffers around areas containing remnant or planted 
P. habrophyl/us. 

Commencement of the action means the date construction is first undertaken, excluding 
fences and signage, associated with the proposed action. 

Construction includes any preparatory works required to be undertaken including clearing 
vegetation, the erection of any onsite temporary structures and the use of heavy duty equipment 
for the purpose of breaking the ground for buildings or infrastructure including any works for the 
creation of vegetation buffers. 

Control sites means sites to be monitored concurrently with a project site or offset site, to 
provide evidence of the relative impacts or improvements as a result of the proposed action. 

Department means the Australian Government Department or any other agency administering 
the EPBC Act from time to time. 

EPBC Act means the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
(Commonwealth). 

EPBC Act Environment Offsets Policy (October 2012) is the Policy guiding the use of offsets 
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, published by the 
then Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities, October 
2012. 

Fauna Management Plan means the document titled Saunders Havill Group's Spring Mountain 
Fauna Management Plan 17 July 2015 (FMP). 

Gain in habitat quality means an improvement in the quality and extent of koala habitat and 
grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat in comparison to baseline environmental conditions 
at the offset and compared with an unmanaged control site. 

Grey-headed flying-fox means the native species Pteropus poliocephalus, protected under the 
EPBC Act. 

Grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat means the known native food trees, including 
eucalypts (genera Eucalyptus, Corymbia and Angophora), melaleucas and banksias that are 
the primary food for the species. 

Koala means the native species Phascolarctos cinereus (combined populations of Qld, NSW 
and the ACT), protected under the EPBC Act. 

Koala habitat means any forest or woodland containing species that are known koala food 
trees or shrubland with emergent food trees. This can include remnant and non - remnant 
vegetation in natural, agricultural, urban and peri-urban environments and is defined by the 
vegetation community present and the vegetation structure; koalas do not necessarily have to 
be present. 

Koala exclusion fencing is fencing constructed and located to prevent access by koalas to 
residences within the project site. 
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Koala road crossings are road crossings, including underpasses, which are specifically 
designed to facilitate the movement of koalas. 

Minister means the Minister administering the EPBC Act and includes a delegate of the 
Minister. 

MNES means matters of national environmental significance. 

MNES habitat means koala habitat and grey-headed flying-fox foraging habitat. 

New or increased impact means a new or increased impact on any matter protected by the 
controlling provisions for the action, when compared to the plan, program or strategy that has 
been approved by the Minister. 

Offset attributes means a '.xls' file capturing relevant attributes of the offset site, including the 
EPBC reference 10 number, the physical address of the offset site, coordinates of the boundary 
points in decimal degrees, the EPBe Act protected matters that the offset compensates for, 
any additional EPBe Act protected matters that are benefiting from the offset, and the size of 
the offset in hectares. 

On-site conservation areas means areas containing remnant or planted P. habrophyl/us that 
are managed primarily for conservation. 

Operation means the date of commencement of functioning as a residential development. 

Plectranthus habrophyl/us or P. habrophyl/us means the native species protected under the 
EPBe Act. 

Project site is the area defined as 'referral area' in the map at Annex 2. 

Secure means long-term protection under a legal mechanism that is either establishing a 
covenant on the title as a voluntary declaration under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 
(Old), or establishing a Nature Refuge under the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Old). 

Shapefile means an ESRI Shapefile containing '.shp', '.shx' and '.dbf' files and other files 
capturing attributes including at least the EPBC reference 10 number and EPBC protected 
matters present at the relevant site. Attributes should also be captured in '.xls' format. 

Signage is appropriately located signs designed to raise awareness of the presence of Koalas 
within the project site or mitigate against impacts to Koalas. 

Substantially commence (d) the action means commencement of clearing the land and 
construction of infrastructure (i.e. sewerage, power, water, stormwater) associated with the 
action. This does not include preparatory works. 

Suitably qualified person means a person with qualifications in environmental science, 
ecology or biology from a recognised institute and a minimum of 5 years field experience in flora 
and fauna management, or as agreed in writing by the Department. 

Titles Office means the relevant authority responsible for registering the land title transaction. 

Vegetation clearing and construction activities means any activities that destroy, modify or 
remove vegetation within the project site, and those activities required during the construction 
of infrastructure for the duration of the approval. 

Weeds of national significance means the thirty two weeds that have been agreed by 
Australian governments, based on an assessment process that prioritised these weeds based 
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on their invasiveness, potential for spread and environmental, social and economic impacts, 
available at: http://www.weeds.org.au/docs/woNS/. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Springfield 
Rise – Village 8 (Western Batter) and Mountain Creek Sewer Alignment (Trunk Sewer), 
Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Heritage Protection (DEHP), approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken in December 2017. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed each day 
during clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These 
include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016 have resulted in 
particular conditions placed on vegetation clearance involving the removal of Koala food 
trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
If applicable, trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and 
exfoliating bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. 
Efforts were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for 
indicative signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant 
species undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner 
directed at minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required.  
 
 
Monday 4th December 2017 
 

• No clearance activities carried out due to site delays 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 
 
 
Tuesday 5th December 2017 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V8 

Western Batter) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V8 Western Batter)  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:   1 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 50-99: 2 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 
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Wednesday 6th December 2017 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V8 

Mountain Creek Sewer Alignment) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V8 Mountain Creek Sewer 

Alignment)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:   0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, dense Lantana thickets 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 
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4 Fauna Register 
 

 
 
 

QFC Operator Jason Raguse 

 

ACTIONS Codes (mark column with 'X') 

Project Title 
Springfield Rise – V8 Western Batter and Mountain Creek Sewer 

Alignment 
R1 = release, no 

further action 

R2 = Release with first 
aid - (V = Vet / C = 

Carer) 

Location Spring Mountain, Queensland D = Death I = Investigation 

Running report to be completed for all fauna injuries and deaths - all columns must be completed, with form emailed to the DEHP Project Manager every three months. 

N
o 

Date  
 

 
Time 
24 hrs 

SPECIES 
(Scientific name) 

Count 

LOCATION of wildlife capture RELEASE location details ACTIONS 

 
COMMENTS / OUTCOME 

Location Description 
Lot 
on 

Plan 
GPS Points                                    Date  GPS Points                                    Count 

R
1 

R
2 

D I 

1 06/12/17 12:10 
Yolk-bellied Snake-skink                                   

Ophioscincus ophioscincus 
1 Terrestrial - 

-27.6885 
152.9075 

06/12 
-27.7037 
152.9116 

1 X 
   

Relocated into dense leaf 
litter with soft substrate. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance. One Yolk-bellied Snake-skink                                   
found during clearance works was translocated to an adjacent locality comprising suitable 
refugia and feeding resources consistent with species requirements.    
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

6 References 
 
Queensland Environmental Protection Agency and Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
(2006). Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Plan 2006 – 
2016. Queensland Government – Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 
References for nomenclature 
 
Wilson, S. (2005) A Field Guide to Reptiles of Queensland. New Holland Publishers, 
Sydney.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at the Mountain 
Creek Sewer Alignment (Trunk Sewer), Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken in January 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed each day 
during clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These 
include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016 have resulted in 
particular conditions placed on vegetation clearance involving the removal of Koala food 
trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
If applicable, trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and 
exfoliating bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. 
Efforts were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for 
indicative signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant 
species undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner 
directed at minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required.  
 
 
Monday 8th January 2018 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise 

(Mountain Creek Sewer Alignment) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Mountain Creek Sewer 

Alignment)  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:   2 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 150-199: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 
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Tuesday 9th January 2018  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise 

(Mountain Creek Sewer Alignment) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Mountain Creek Sewer 

Alignment)  

• 2 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:   2 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 300+: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 
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4 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance. No fauna required mitigation during clearance 
works.    
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

5 References 
 
Queensland Environmental Protection Agency and Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
(2006). Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Plan 2006 – 
2016. Queensland Government – Environmental Protection Agency. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Springfield 
Rise – Village 10 and Village 11, Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken in February 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed each day 
during clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These 
include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016 have resulted in 
particular conditions placed on vegetation clearance involving the removal of Koala food 
trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and exfoliating 
bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. Efforts 
were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for indicative 
signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant species 
undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at 
minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna-based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required. Refer to Appendix A for fauna photos. 
 
 
Tuesday 20th February 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V10 

and V11) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V10 and V11)  

• 5 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  5 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 50-99: 4  100-149: 2  200-249: 1  250-299: 4 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 

 
 
Wednesday 21st February 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V10 

and V11) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V10 and V11)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 4 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  4 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 100-149: 3  150-199: 2  250-299: 1  300+: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 
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Thursday 22nd February 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V10 

and V11) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V10 and V11)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 4 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  4 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N  

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 50-99: 1  250-299: 1  300+: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations, termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

 
 
 
Monday 26th February 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V10 

and V11) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V10 and V11)  

• 7 trees flagged 

• 3 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  7 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N  

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 100-149: 3  250-299: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, timber stockpiles 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 
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Tuesday 27th February 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V10 

and V11) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V10 and V11)  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N  

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 

 
 
 
Wednesday 28th February 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (V10 

and V11) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (V10 and V11)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 2 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  3 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N  

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 50-99: 2  100-149: 2  200-249: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 
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4 Fauna Register 
 

 
 
 

QFC Operator 
 

Jason Raguse, Oliver Robertson 

 

ACTIONS Codes (mark column with 'X') 

Project Title 
 

Springfield Rise – Village 10 and Village 11 
R1 = release, no 

further action 

R2 = Release with first 
aid - (V = Vet / C = 

Carer) 

Location 
 

Spring Mountain, Queensland D = Death I = Investigation 

 
Running report to be completed for all fauna injuries and deaths - all columns must be completed, with form emailed to the DEHP Project Manager every three months. 

N
o 

Date  
 

 
Time 
24 hrs 

SPECIES 
(Scientific name) 

Protection 
Status 

Count 

LOCATION of wildlife capture RELEASE location details ACTIONS 

 
COMMENTS / OUTCOME 

Location Description 
Lot 
on 

Plan 
GPS Points                                    Date  GPS Points                                    Count 

R
1 

R
2 

D I 

1 21/02/18 08:08 
Lace Monitor                                                    

Varanus varius 
Least 

Concern 
1 Termite mound - 

-27.6893 
152.8903 

21/02 
-27.6916 
152.8888 

1 X    Self-relocation 

2 22/02/18 13:14 

 
Eastern Bearded Dragon                               

Pogona barbata 
 

Least 
Concern 

2 Terrestrial - 
-27.6843 
152.8921 

22/02 
-27.6915 
152.8884 

2 X    Relocated 

3 28/02/18 15:24 
Fire-tailed Skink 

Morethia taeniopleura 
Least 

Concern 
1 Terrestrial - 

-27.6933 
152.8956 

28/02 
-27.6948 
152.8943 

1 X    Relocated 
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5 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance. Fauna found during clearance works were 
translocated to an adjacent locality comprising suitable refugia and feeding resources 
consistent with individual species requirements. 
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

6 References 
 
Queensland Environmental Protection Agency and Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
(2006). Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Plan 2006 – 
2016. Queensland Government – Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 
References for nomenclature 
 
Wilson, S. (2005) A Field Guide to Reptiles of Queensland. New Holland Publishers, 
Sydney.  
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7 Appendix A: Fauna Photos 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Springfield 
Rise – Town Centre Gully, Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken in August 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed each day 
during clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These 
include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016 have resulted in 
particular conditions placed on vegetation clearance involving the removal of Koala food 
trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and exfoliating 
bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. Efforts 
were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for indicative 
signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant species 
undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at 
minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna-based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required. Refer to Appendix A for fauna photos. 
 
 
Tuesday 21st August 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 4 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  6 

Nest (N)  Y N (Inactive) Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 4  50-99: 3 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense understorey vegetation (Lantana), dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry) Wetland Y N 
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Wednesday 22nd August  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• 2 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  1 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 100-149: 2  150-199: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry) Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 

 
 
 
Thursday 23rd August 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 2 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  4 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 4  50-99: 2  100-149: 1   

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N 
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Friday 24th August  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 0 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  2 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 4  50-99: 1   

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N 

 
 
 
Saturday 25th August  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 1 tree flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  2 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 2  50-99: 3  150-199: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N 
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Monday 27th August  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• 2 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  2 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 4  50-99: 1   

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 

 
 
 
Tuesday 28th August  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 0 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 
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Wednesday 29th August  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found 

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N 

 
 
 
Thursday 30th August 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• 2 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  3 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 2  50-99: 2  100-149: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 
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Friday 31st August 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• 1 tree flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N    

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 
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4 Fauna Register 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 
 

QFC Operator 
 

Jason Raguse, Jonathan Pickvance, Rachael Smethurst 

 

ACTIONS Codes (mark column with 'X') 

Project Title 
 

Springfield Rise – Town Centre Gully 
R1 = release, no 

further action 

R2 = Release with first 
aid - (V = Vet / C = 

Carer) 

Location 
 

Spring Mountain, Queensland D = Death I = Investigation 

Running report to be completed for all fauna injuries and deaths - all columns must be completed, with form emailed to the DES Project Manager every three months. 

N
o 

Date   

 
Time 
24 hrs 

SPECIES 
(Scientific name) 

Protection 
Status 

Count 

LOCATION of wildlife capture RELEASE location details ACTIONS 

 
COMMENTS / OUTCOME 

Location Description 
Lot on 
Plan 

GPS Points                                    Date  GPS Points                                    Count 
R
1 

R
2 

D I 

1 21/08/18 12:31 
Elegant Snake-eyed 

Skink  
Cryptoblepharus pulcher 

Least 
Concern 

1 Terrestrial 
Town 

Centre 
Gully 

-27.6816 
152.8902 

21/08 
-27.6804 
152.8943 

1 X    Released on tree trunk. 

2 23/08/18 11:36 
Koala                                                                        

Phascolarctos cinereus 
Vulnerable 1 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6804 
152.8918 

NA NA 0    X 

Exclusion zone 
established; monitored 

throughout clearing 
activities. 

3 23/08/18 16:00 
Australian Stingless Bees 

Tetragonula species 
Not Listed 

1 
Hive 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6812 
152.8933 

23/08 
-27.6807 
152.8939 

1 
Hive 

X    
Hive relocated within 
original hollow limb. 
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4 24/08/18 11:25 
Koala                                                                        

Phascolarctos cinereus 
Vulnerable 1 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6804 
152.8918 

NA NA 0    X 

Exclusion zone 
established; monitored 

throughout clearing 
activities. 

5 25/08/18 10:06 
Coastal Carpet Python                                   

Morelia spilota mcdowelli 
Least 

Concern 
1 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6799 
152.8940 

25/08 
-27.6800 
152.8944 

1 X    
Released in dense 

understorey amongst leaf 
litter. 

6 25/08/18 12:28 
Koala                                                                        

Phascolarctos cinereus 
Vulnerable 1 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6804 
152.8918 

NA NA 0    X 

Observed feeding. 
Exclusion zone 

established; monitored 
throughout clearing 

activities. 

7 28/08/18 07:24 
Koala                                                                        

Phascolarctos cinereus 
Vulnerable 1 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6798 
152.8910 

NA NA 0    X 

Monitoring throughout 
clearing activities. Trap 

set for capture and health 
assessment. 

8 29/08/18 10:29 
Dubious Dtella                                                  
Gehyra dubia 

Least 
Concern 

1 
Arboreal – 

Under bark on 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6812 
152.8920 

29/08 
-27.6809 
152.8943 

1 X    Relocated 

9 29/08/18 10:30 
Koala                                                                        

Phascolarctos cinereus 
Vulnerable 1 

Arboreal – In 
tree 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6797 
152.8909 

NA NA 0    X 
Koala trapping in 

progress. Koala scat in 
trap area; trap still set. 

10 30/08/18 4.00 
Koala                                                                        

Phascolarctos cinereus 
Vulnerable 1 In trap 

Town 
Centre 
Gully 

-27.6797 
152.8909 

NA NA 0  V   
Koala taken to Moggill 

Koala Hospital for 
assessment/treatment. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016.  
 
One Koala was observed during clearance activities. The Koala was taken to Moggill Koala 
Hospital for a health assessment and treatment in consultation with the Ipswich Koala 
Protection Society. Other fauna found during clearance works were translocated to an 
adjacent locality comprising suitable refugia and feeding resources consistent with species 
requirements.  
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

6 References 
 
Queensland Environmental Protection Agency and Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
(2006). Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Plan 2006 – 
2016. Queensland Government – Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 
References for nomenclature 
 
Menkhorst, K. & Knight, F. (2011) A Field Guide to the Mammals of Australia. 3rd edn. 
Oxford University Press, South Melbourne. 
 
Strahan, R. (Ed) (1995) The Mammals of Australia. New Holland Publishers, Sydney. 
 
Wilson, S. (2005) A Field Guide to Reptiles of Queensland. New Holland Publishers, 
Sydney. 
 
Queensland Museum (2007) Wildlife of Greater Brisbane, 2nd edition, Brisbane: Queensland 
Museum Publishers.   
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7 Appendix A: Fauna Photos 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Springfield 
Rise – Town Centre Gully and Crossing 5, Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken in September 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed each day 
during clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These 
include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016 have resulted in 
particular conditions placed on vegetation clearance involving the removal of Koala food 
trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and exfoliating 
bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. Efforts 
were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for indicative 
signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant species 
undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at 
minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna-based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required. Refer to Appendix A for fauna photos. 
 
 
Wednesday 5th September  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 1 tree flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  1 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 100-149: 1  200-249: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 
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Thursday 6th September  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully) 

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

No Fauna Found 

 
 
 
Tuesday 11th September 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 
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Wednesday 12th September  
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 1 tree flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  1 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Ringtail Possum in tree  

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N  Wetland Y N 

 
 
 
Friday 14th September 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise 

(Crossing 5) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Crossing 5)  

• 1 tree flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  1 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0  

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N  Other: Gully (Dry) 

No Fauna Found 
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4 Fauna Register 
 

 
 

QFC Operator 
 

Rachael Smethurst, Rebecca Ferris 

 

ACTIONS Codes (mark column with 'X') 

Project Title 
 

Springfield Rise – Town Centre Gully 
R1 = release, no 

further action 

R2 = Release with first 
aid - (V = Vet / C = 

Carer) 

Location 
 

Spring Mountain, Queensland D = Death I = Investigation 

Running report to be completed for all fauna injuries and deaths - all columns must be completed, with form emailed to the DES Project Manager every three months. 

N
o 

Date   

 
Time 
24 hrs 

SPECIES 
(Scientific name) 

Protection 
Status 

Count 

LOCATION of wildlife capture RELEASE location details ACTIONS 

 
COMMENTS / OUTCOME Location 

Description 
Lot on 
Plan 

GPS Points                                    Date  GPS Points                                    Count 
R
1 

R
2 

D I 

1 05/09/18 11:45 
Sugar Glider                                                    

Petaurus breviceps 
Least 

Concern 
5 

Arboreal – In 
tree hollow 

(100-149mm) 

- 
-27.6791 
152.8918 

05/09 
-27.6783 
152.8922 

3 X C   
2x young taken to wildlife 
carer. Others released in 

hollow-bearing tree. 

2 05/09/18 11:48 
Yolk-bellied Snake-skink                                   

Ophioscincus ophioscincus 
Least 

Concern 
1 Terrestrial - 

-27.6793 
152.8920 

NA NA 0   X  
Euthanised due to 

injuries. 

3 11/09/18 12:41 
Tommy Roundhead 

Dragon                                        
Diporiphora australis 

Least 
Concern 

1 
Terrestrial - 

Open 
excavation 

- 
-27.6918 
152.8892 

11/09 
-27.6982 
152.8907 

1 X    
Released in bushland  

(to be retained). 

4 11/09/18 15:04 
Eastern Bearded Dragon                               

Pogona barbata 
Least 

Concern 
1 

Terrestrial – 
On leaf litter 

- 
-27.6923 
152.8894 

11/09 
-27.6984 
152.8905 

1 X    
Released in bushland  

(to be retained). 

5 12/09/18 08:03 
Common Ringtail Possum                               
Pseudocheirus peregrinus 

Least 
Concern 

1 
Arboreal – In 

tree 
- 

-27.6934 
152.8914 

12/09 
-27.6913 
152.8804 

1 X    Released in dense trees. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance activities. Fauna found during clearance works 
were translocated to an adjacent locality comprising suitable refugia and feeding resources 
consistent with species requirements. Young were taken to a certified wildlife carer and a 
skink was humanely euthanised as rehabilitation as not possible. 
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

6 References 
 
Queensland Environmental Protection Agency and Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service 
(2006). Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Plan 2006 – 
2016. Queensland Government – Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 
References for nomenclature 
 
Menkhorst, K. & Knight, F. (2011) A Field Guide to the Mammals of Australia. 3rd edn. 
Oxford University Press, South Melbourne. 
 
Strahan, R. (Ed) (1995) The Mammals of Australia. New Holland Publishers, Sydney. 
 
Wilson, S. (2005) A Field Guide to Reptiles of Queensland. New Holland Publishers, 
Sydney. 
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7 Appendix A: Fauna Photos 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Springfield 
Rise, Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken on 5th October 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed on the day 
of clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2017 have resulted in particular conditions placed on vegetation 
clearance involving the removal of Koala food trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and exfoliating 
bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. Efforts 
were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for indicative 
signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant species 
undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at 
minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna-based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required.  
 
 
Friday 5th October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Town 

Centre Gully) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Town Centre Gully)  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0  

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Lantana thickets 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N   Wetland Y N   

No Fauna Found 
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4 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2017.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance activities. No fauna required mitigation during 
clearing activities. 
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

5 References 
 
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (2017) Nature Conservation (Koala) 
Conservation Plan 2017, Queensland State Government – DEHP. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Springfield 
Rise, Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken on 5th October 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed on the day 
of clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2017 have resulted in particular conditions placed on vegetation 
clearance involving the removal of Koala food trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and exfoliating 
bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. Efforts 
were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for indicative 
signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant species 
undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at 
minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna-based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required.  
 
 
Friday 5th October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Village 

17 Access Track) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Village 17 Access Track)  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  0 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0  

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N   Wetland Y N   

No Fauna Found 
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4 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2017.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance activities. No fauna required mitigation during 
clearing activities. 
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

5 References 
 
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (2017) Nature Conservation (Koala) 
Conservation Plan 2017, Queensland State Government – DEHP. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Qld Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct Fauna Spotter/Catcher and Fauna Management activities for works at Village 14, 
Springfield Rise, Spring Mountain, Queensland. 
 
All activities were conducted under the provisions of Rehabilitation Permit (WA0001454) 
issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of Environment and 
Science (DES), formerly the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), 
approving the observation and relocation of protected animals.  
 
This report covers clearance activities undertaken in October 2018. 
 
 

2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Clearance Investigations 

 
A standard set of observational and active searching techniques were employed each day 
during clearance to ascertain and identify existing fauna values for each location. These 
include:  
 

• Assessment of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf 

litter, fallen branches and bark exfoliations,  

• Observation and assessment of occupancy of arboreal microhabitats such as tree 

hollows, fissures and exfoliations, 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna,  

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna present on the site. 

 
All microhabitats were identified and subsequently inspected during clearance.   
 

2.2 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to the specific requirements relating to the Koala the following techniques were 
employed at the clearance site to ascertain presence/absence status: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees; 

• ‘Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a 

radius equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 

 
Recent changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation 
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2017 have resulted in particular conditions placed on vegetation 
clearance involving the removal of Koala food trees.  
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Further provisions include the restriction of all clearance that may directly interfere with the 
tree a Koala is residing in. Koalas are to leave via their own volition and may not be 
interfered with by any means. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the host tree and surrounding vegetation. 
 

2.3 Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, fissures and exfoliating 
bark) were clearly marked for supervision during felling and inspected once felled. Efforts 
were made to determine potentially occupant species by way of investigations for indicative 
signs (scats, scratchings and tracks). Where no signs were found or occupant species 
undeterminable, machinery operators were instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at 
minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna. 
 
Limbs were inspected, and the direction of felling determined with regards to safety of both 
machinery and operators. Considerations to potentially occupant fauna were assessed and 
felling procedures formulated. Felling procedures may have included the following 
techniques: 
 

• Machinery blades were utilised to shake the tree in an attempt to disturb fauna out of 

hollows or fissures to determine species present. 

• If fauna were present, the tree was either left standing overnight to allow the 

occupant animal(s) time to leave via their own volition, or if species detected were 

able to be encouraged from the tree by shaking or direct capture by a wildlife 

spotter(s). The tree was felled with considerations to potentially undetected fauna.  

• Where possible potentially occupied trees were felled with the identified microhabitat 

receiving minimal contact on impact.  

• Adjacent felled trees were utilised to absorb the impact of potential fauna bearing 

trees. 

 

2.4 Communications during Clearance 

 
Each spotter/catcher was equipped with a hand-held radio to make positive communications 
with machinery operators. Communications by radio and positive hand signals were utilised 
to indicate intentions to machinery operators. 
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3 Results 
 
The following daily inventory details fauna-based investigation results for the clearing area. 
Inspection activities, location, habitat values and fauna found are documented where 
required. Refer to Appendix A for fauna photos. 
 
 
Monday 22nd October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Village 

14) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Village 14) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 3 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  7 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Exfoliating bark 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 50-99: 4   100-149: 4   150-199: 1  

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations, timber stockpiles, terrestrial termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N   
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Tuesday 23rd October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Village 

14) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Village 14) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 2 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  6 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

Other: Fissure 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 4   50-99: 5   100-149: 2    

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations, timber stockpiles, terrestrial termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N (Dry)  Wetland Y N   

 
 
Wednesday 24th October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Village 

14) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Village 14) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 5 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  7 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 6   50-99: 3   100-149: 1   150-199: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations,  terrestrial termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N   Wetland Y N   
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Thursday 25th October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Village 

14) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Village 14) 

• 3 trees flagged 

• 2 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  9 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N  Other: Fissure 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 0-49: 8   50-99: 5   100-149: 2   150-199: 1   250-299: 1 

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations,  terrestrial termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N   Wetland Y N   

No fauna found 

 
 
Friday 26th October 
 

• Pre-clearance activities carried out (refer to Methodology) at Springfield Rise (Village 

14) 

• Vegetation clearance carried out at Springfield Rise (Village 14) 

• Refer to Fauna Register for fauna found  

• 0 trees flagged 

• 1 personnel in attendance 

 

Arboreal Microhabitats:  No. flagged tree/s felled:  4 

Nest (N)  Y N  Hollows (H)  Y N  Arboreal termitaria (ATM)  Y N   Other: Fissure 

No. & size of hollow/s (mm): 100-149: 1    

Terrestrial Microhabitats: 

Hollow logs  Y N  Woody debris  Y N  Rock piles Y N   Burrows Y N  

Other: Dense leaf litter, bark exfoliations,  terrestrial termitaria 

Aquatic habitat/s:  Dam Y N  Creek Y N   Wetland Y N   
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4 Fauna Register 
 
 

 

QFC Operator 
 

Jason Raguse, Nicholas Malmstedt 

 

ACTIONS Codes (mark column with 'X') 

Project Title 
 

Springfield Rise – Village 14 
R1 = release, no 

further action 

R2 = Release with 
first aid - (V = Vet / 

C = Carer) 

Location 
 

Spring Mountain, Queensland D = Death I = Investigation 

Running report to be completed for all fauna injuries and deaths - all columns must be completed, with form emailed to the DES Project Manager every three months. 

N
o 

Date   

 
Time 
24 hrs 

SPECIES 
(Scientific name) 

Protection 
Status 

Count 

LOCATION of wildlife capture RELEASE location details ACTIONS 
 

COMMENTS / 
OUTCOME Location Description 

Lot on 
Plan 

GPS Points                                    Date  GPS Points                                    Count 
R
1 

R
2 

D I 

1 22/10/2018 1534 
Lace Monitor                                                    

Varanus varius 
Least 

Concern 
1 On trunk V14 

-27.693909 
152.888731 

22/10 
-27.693969 
152.888799 

1 X    Relocated 

2 23/10/2018 0808 
Sugar Glider                                                    

Petaurus breviceps 
Least 

Concern 
1 

In tree hollow 
 (0-49mm) 

V14 
-27.691721 
152.888686 

23/10 
-27.692379 
152.886377 

1 X    Relocated 

3 24/10/2018 0758 
Brush-tailed Phascogale                         

Phascogale tapoatafa 
Least 

Concern 
1 

In tree hollow 
(50-99mm) 

V14 
-27.691334 
152.887323 

24/10 
-27.691065 
152.887072 

1 X    Self-Relocation 

4 24/10/2018 0842 
Schmeltz's Rainbow Skink                          

Carlia schmeltzii 
Least 

Concern 
1 In litter V14 

-27.691065 
152.887242 

24/10 
-27.690904 
152.886833 

1 X    Relocated 

5 26/10/2018 0738 
Schmeltz's Rainbow Skink                          

Carlia schmeltzii 
Least 

Concern 
1 On ground V14 

-27.693582 
152.890704 

26/10 
-27.694316 
152.890935 

1 X    Relocated 
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5 Conclusion 
 
All vegetation clearance was supervised as requested by Shadforths Civil Contractors and in 
accordance with stipulations as expressed in the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation 
Plan 2017.  
 
No Koalas were observed during clearance activities. Other fauna found during clearance 
works were translocated to an adjacent locality comprising suitable refugia and feeding 
resources consistent with species requirements.  
 
All supervised clearance activities were conducted with the full co-operation of onsite 
personnel and machinery operator/s. 
 
 
 

6 References 
 
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (2017) Nature Conservation (Koala) 
Conservation Plan 2017, Queensland State Government – DEHP. 
 
 
References for nomenclature 
 
Menkhorst, K. & Knight, F. (2011) A Field Guide to the Mammals of Australia. 3rd edn. 
Oxford University Press, South Melbourne. 
 
Queensland Museum (2007) Wildlife of Greater Brisbane, 2nd edition, Brisbane: Queensland 
Museum Publishers.   
 
Strahan, R. (Ed) (1995) The Mammals of Australia. New Holland Publishers, Sydney. 
 
Wilson, S. (2005) A Field Guide to Reptiles of Queensland. New Holland Publishers, 
Sydney. 
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7 Appendix A: Fauna Photos 
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Appendix C 
Fauna movement solutions – photos of 

construction works/progress 
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Fauna movement solutions – photos of construction works/progress 
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Appendix D 
Lend Lease Key Design Outcome Fence 

Requirement notice 



KEY DESIGN OUTCOME

Fence Requirement

Stage 2: Lots 2677 and 2702

The following requirements set out further items you must consider when designing and siting your home on 

your block.  These requirements are additional to the Springfield Rise Home Design Guidelines.  You must 

comply with the Springfield Rise Home Design Guidelines and this Key Design Outcome.  

Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain is subject to a Federal Government environmental approval. This approval

has certain conditions that must be complied with. As part of the Federal Approval, the specified lots in this key

design outcome are located at the interface of a conservation and/or linear space area and suburban

residential area, and as such, these lots must incorporate koala exclusion type fencing to avoid koalas entering

into your property.

Requirements

1. Front boundary fencing to the front alignment of the specified lots is prohibited. NB. Where on a corner 

lot, fencing is allowed to the secondary frontage if it meets the requirements as specified in 2.

2. Fencing must be installed between the house and the side boundary. Any fencing and/or gates to house 

and side boundary fencing is to be constructed of the following:

o Solid powder-coated metal sheet fencing; or

o Any other solid, non-climbable fence/gate materials as approved by Lendlease.

Please sign below to indicate that you have read this document, understand the requirements and will comply 

with this document as required by the conditions of your contract.

Lot:             _________________

Name:        ______________________________________      Name:        ______________________________________

Signature:  ______________________________________      Signature:  ______________________________________

Date:          ______________________________________      Date:          ______________________________________

pick452
Text Box
Stage 3: Lots 2664, 2689, 2690, 2703, 2704, 2716, 2717, 2728-2739
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Appendix E 
Lend Lease fencing detail 

  



belong at Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain

springfieldrise.com.au  1800 223 050

THE HIGHLANDS STAGE 3

Block TypesLegend
T Traditional Block

CY Courtyard Block

TCY Town Courtyard Block

PV Premium Villa 

TPV Town Premium Villa Block

TV Town VIlla Block

GC Gallery Collection Block

   Pedestrian / Cycle Pathways

   Street Trees (Indicative Location Only)

  Engineered Fill 

   Bushfire Construction Requirement 
(AS3959-2009)

    Key Design Outcome - Koala Fencing 
Requirement

  Colourbond fencing by Lendlease 
  (Woodland Grey)

  Proposed Pad Mount Transformer

  

Disclaimer: We have taken care to ensure that these plans have been prepared from all currently available information. However, allotment dimensions, easements and public utility service infrastructure locations could change before final 
approval is given by the Local and State government authorities.  The purchaser should therefore make his or her own enquiries before entering into any contract.  The measurements of each block indicate block boundary lengths and widths 
and are rounded down to the nearest tenth of a metre. Published by Lend Lease Realty Pty Ltd ACN 007 708 572. August 2018

Locality

SPRINGFIELD RISE 
at SPRING MOUNTAIN

SPRINGFIELD 
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SPRINGFIELD 

CENTRAL

BROOKWATER

HIGHWAY

CENTENARY

SPRINGFIELD-GREENBANK 
ARTERIAL
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i

THE HIGHLANDS 
STAGE 3

Existing 
Residential

Existing 
Residential

Existing 
Residential
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Conservation Zone

W
ater Easement

to 
Local Park

Linear 
Open Space

Linear 
Open 
Space

Conservation

DUBLIN          
  AVENUE

ABERDEEN          
  CIRCUIT

ABERDEEN
CI

RC
UI

T

ISLAY        
 STREET



SPRINGFIELD RISE 
AT SPRING MOUNTAIN 
FAST FACTS

Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain 
Sales and Information Centre 
84-90 Russell Luhrs Way 
Spring Mountain Qld 4300

belong at Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain 
 

springfieldrise.com.au  1800 223 050

THE HIGHLANDS
Discover life at The Highlands, the latest address in 
Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain. You won’t be 
disappointed by its many features. Bordered by the 
White Rock – Spring Mountain Conservation Estate 
to the south, and adjoining one of Spring Mountain’s 
large district parks to the north, you’ll be spoilt for 
choice on your daily walks and cycles. Enjoy the 
view from the top – the elevation of The Highlands 
will mean that some lots will offer city views. Plus 
you’ll enjoy the convenience of schools, shops, child 
care centres and other parks already nearby. 

Make your move to The Highlands. You’ll wonder 
why you waited this long to call Springfield Rise at 
Spring Mountain home.

Education
• Close to childcare centres
• Choice of 10 private and public primary schools   
(with a primary school planned for Springfield   
Rise at Spring Mountain)
• Choice of 6 private and public high schools
• TAFE Queensland South West
• University of Southern Queensland within walking   
and cycling distance

Recreation & Open Space
• 13 proposed local parks 
• 3 proposed district parks
• 12 proposed sporting fields
• 2.5km of wildlife corridors
• Proposed hard courts, playgrounds and    
clubhouse
• Walk to Robelle Domain Parklands which includes   
11km of boardwalks, sporting fields, playgrounds,   
water play and Southbank style swimming lagoon
• Direct access to hiking and mountain biking trails   
in surrounding conservation parks.

Shopping & Lifestyle
• Adjacent to Orion Springfield Central’s shops,   
cinemas, cafes, restaurants and business precincts
• Local village shopping centre, plus easy access to   
existing neighbourhood centres (Spring Lake Metro,   
Spring Lake Village and Springfield Fair)
• Close to Bunnings within Springfield Central
• Five minutes drive to Brookwater Golf and Country   
Club with proposed future international resort and spa
• Just 15 minutes drive to Mt Ommaney Shopping   
Centre and DFO at Jindalee.

Location
• In the heart of the Greater Springfield Precinct   
between the city-like amenity of Springfield Central   
and the beauty of White Rock-Spring Mountain   
Conservation Estate
• Within the City of Ipswich
• 15 minutes drive from the Ipswich CBD
• 30 minutes drive from Brisbane CBD

• 50 minutes drive from the Gold Coast.

Living Options
Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain will offer a large 
choice of living options with block sizes from 240m2 to 
640m2 and with house and land packages to suit every 
lifestyle and budget.
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File / Ref number: 2016/005033
Unit: Natural Resource Assessment
Phone: 5480 5348

DNRM Gympie
27 O'Connell Street
Locked Bag 383, Gympie Qld 4570
Telephone 54805348
Facsimile 54805301
Website www.dnrm.qld.gov.au

10 October 2016

Ipswich City Council
C/- Mr Murray Saunders
Saunders Havill Group

murraysaunders@saundershavill.com

Dear Mr Saunders

Certification of a voluntary declaration on Lots 11 S31533, 705 SP151175, 740
SP179412, 745 SP242282, 747 SP189043, 748 SP189044, 751 SP189053, 752 SP189053
and 753 SP189054 – Ipswich City Council as an area of high nature conservation
value.

This is to advise you that a voluntary declaration on lots 11 S31533, 705 SP151175, 740

SP179412, 745 SP242282, 747 SP189043, 748 SP189044, 751 SP189053, 752 SP189053

and 753 SP189054 – Ipswich City Council has been made—consistent with your

agreement—by the Department of Natural Resources and Mines on 10 October 2016. A

copy of each of the following documents is attached for your records:

• Declaration notice

• Declared area map sheets 1 and 2

• Declared area Property Map of Assessable Vegetation sheets 1 and 2

• Declared area management plan

Please note, that in accordance with the declaration, management of the declared area,

monitoring the condition of the declared area, and reporting on the condition of the declared

area will be required. Please refer to the declaration documents for the specifics regarding

such requirements. This declaration will be noted on the title of the declared area—binding

management, monitoring and reporting responsibilities upon current and future owners.

If you wish to discuss this matter further, please contact me on telephone number 5480

5348.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Collins

Senior Natural Resource Management Officer



Voluntary Declaration Notice - approval

1. Details of request

1.1. Proponent’s name: Ipswich City Council

1.2. Date request received: 14 September 2016

1.3. Request: declaration request as an area that makes a significant contribution to the
conservation of biodiversity.

1.4. Property description: Lots 11 S31533, 705 SP151175, 740 SP179412, 745 SP242282,
747 SP189043, 748 SP189044, 751 SP189053, 752 SP189053 and 753 SP189054 –
Ipswich City Council.

1.5. Land tenure: Freehold

1.6. Decision reference: 2016/005033

2. Declaration information

2.1. Declaration made:

The Chief Executive of the Department of Natural Resources and Mines declares the area
identified on Declared Area Map DAM (2016/005033) as an area of high nature
conservation value in accordance with s19F(1) of the Vegetation Management Act 1999.

The chief executive considers the declared area to meet the following criteria under s19G
of the Vegetation Management Act 1999—

The declared area is an area of high nature conservation value under s19G(1)(b), as the
area is one or more of the following:

 a wildlife refugium;

 a centre of endemism;

 an area containing a vegetation clump or corridor that contributes to the
maintenance of biodiversity;

 an area that makes a significant contribution to the conservation of
biodiversity;

 an area that makes a significant contribution to the conservation of
biodiversity;

 an area that contributes to the conservation value of a wetland, lake or spring
stated in the notice mentioned in section 19F(1) of the declaration;

 another area that contributes to the conservation of the environment.

The documents outlined in 2.2 form part of this declaration.

2.2. Voluntary declaration documents:

The following documents are part of this voluntary declaration, and must be read in
conjunction with this notice:

Voluntary Declaration notice (2016/005033)
s19E – 19K of the Vegetation Management Act 1999



Voluntary Declaration Notice - approval Page 2 of 2

 Declared area map (DAM 2016/005033)
 Spring Mountain Estate V-Dec Management Plan, Ref: 7243, 7 October 2016, prepared
by Saunders Havill Group.

2.3. Property Map of Assessable Vegetation

In accordance with s20B of the Vegetation Management Act 1999, the following Property
Map of Assessable Vegetation has been prepared for the declared area.

 Declared area PMAV (PMAV 2016/005034)

2.4. Date of declaration: 10 October 2016

3. Delegated officer’s signature

Andrew Collins
Senior Natural Resource Management Officer

10 October 2016
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Document Control 

 

Title Spring Mountain Estate V-Dec Management Plan  

Address  Sinnathamby Boulevard, Springfield Central 

Client: Lendlease Communities Australia Pty Ltd 

Job Number 7243 

Document Issue 
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Disclaimer 

This report has been prepared for Lendlease Communities Australia Pty Ltd. Saunders Havill Group cannot 

accept responsibility for any use of or reliance upon the contents of this report by any third party. 

Reports and/or Plans by Others 

Reports and/or plans by others may be included within this Management Plan to support the document. 
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V-Dec Management Plan 

Executive Summary 
This V-Dec Management Plan has been prepared to accompany an application to have a portion of Conservation 

Land owned by Ipswich City Council (ICC) known as the Springfield Wildlife Corridor declared as a Voluntary 

Declaration (V-Dec) under the Vegetation Management Act 1999. This plan forms one of the mandatory supporting 

requirements for the V-Dec Application and primarily outlines weed removal and maintenance and improvement 

works to occur over the declared area as agreed with ICC (the land owner and applicant). 

 

The Spring Mountain Estate project was deemed a controlled action under the Environment Protection and 

Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) on the 18th of December 2013 (EPBC 2013/7057) due to impacts on 

listed threatened species and communities (Section 18 & 18A). The project was assessed by Preliminary 

Documentation and approved with conditions on the 23rd of December 2015. To compensate for the loss of Koala 

and Grey-headed Flying-fox habitat, 293ha of MNES habitat (shown in Annex 1 of the approval included as 

Appendix B) is required as an environmental offset. Specifically, Condition 7 of the approval requires the offset to 

be to be legally secured and Condition 8 requires the proponent to demonstrate a gain in habitat quality across the 

offset area.  

 

Securing of the offset must occur prior to the commencement of the action (i.e. operational works and/or vegetation 

clearing) by putting in place a legal mechanisms available through Queensland legislation to secure the land. The 

chosen mechanism is a Voluntary Declaration (V-Dec). To enhance the habitat quality of the offset for MNES, 

vegetation management and rehabilitation works are proposed to be carried out by Lendlease Communities 

Australia (Lendlease). These have been coordinated in accordance with ICC’s Works Parks and Recreation 

Department and primarily include weed eradication and long term weed control, assisted revegetation and 

rehabilitation, and monitoring and reporting.  

 

The extent of land to be legally secured by Lendlease for offset is 293ha. This V-Dec Management Plan seeks a 

declaration over 396ha in line with titled dedicated by the former land owner, Springfield Land Corporation.  

 

The Voluntary Declaration Area incorporates the entire extent of the following cadastral allotments (Lot 11 on 

S31533, Lot 705 on SP151175, Lot 740 on SP179412, Lot 745 on SP242282, Lot 747 on SP189043, Lot 751 on 

SP189053, Lot 752 on SP189053, Lot 753 on SP189054 and Lot 748 on SP189044). Within these allotments two 

registered easements occur providing a range of use rights to Powerlink and Seqwater. This V-Dec Management 

Plan and the separately proposed Property Map of Assessable Vegetation (PMAV) maintain these rights completely. 

This is achieved by ensuring the specific easement areas are not listed as Category A under the PMAV, rather remain 

mapped as Category X. Secondly, the specific easement dealing numbers and documents referenced in this 

management plan will continue as current.  

 

This V-Dec Management Plan has been prepared to meet components of Conditions 7 and 8 of the EPBC Approval 

(2013/7057) and provides details of management intent and management outcomes for the offset area which have 

been developed in accordance with the template management plan for Voluntary Declarations published by the 

Department of Natural Resources and Mines. 
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V-Dec Management Plan 

1. Introduction 

The Environmental Management Division of Saunders Havill Group (SHG) was engaged by Lendlease 

Communities Australia Pty Ltd (Lendlease) to prepare a V-Dec Management Plan for land adjoining Spring 

Mountain Estate, located at Sinnathamby Boulevard, Springfield Central.  

 

Spring Mountain Estate was referred under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act) 

on the 19th November 2013 and subsequently declared a “Controlled Action” pursuant to section 18 and 18A (listed 

threatened species and communities) (EPBC Act reference 2013/7057). The trigger for the controlling provision was 

due to potential impacts on the Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) and Grey-headed Flying-fox (Pteropus poliocephalus), 

which are both listed as Vulnerable under the EPBC Act.  

 

Under the Commonwealth Department of the Environment’s (DoE) Preliminary Documentation requests, an 

offset proposal to compensate for the impacts of clearing 269.5 hectares of habitat critical to the survival of the 

Koala and 255 hectares of critical habitat for the Grey-headed Flying-fox was prepared in consultation with the DoE. 

The offset proposal specified using 293ha of the 396ha of remnant vegetation adjoining Flinders–Karawatha 

Bioregional Corridor which had been previously dedicated by Springfield Land Corporation (SLC) to Ipswich City 

Council (ICC) to offset impacts associated with development within the entire approved Springfield Structure Plan 

(refer Figure 1). The impacts compensated for included the development of Spring Mountain Estate.  

 

On the 23rd December 2015, Spring Mountain Estate was approved by the DoE subject to conditions (refer 

Appendix B). Specifically, Condition 7 of the approval requires the approval holder to secure 293ha of MNES habitat 

for Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox within the agreed offset proposal site (shown as Annex 1 in the approval 

included as Appendix B) via a legal binding mechanisms available through Queensland legislation; being either by 

a Covent on Title, Voluntary Declaration or Nature Refuge. The chosen mechanism in this instance is a V-Dec. In 

addition, Condition 8 of the approval requires the approval holder to achieve a gain in habitat quality across the 

offset compared to baseline offset habitat quality and extent.  

 

This V-Dec Management Plan has been prepared to provide details of overarching management intent, actions and 

outcomes to satisfy the requirements of Condition 7 and Condition 8 of the EPBC Approval and the request for a V-

Dec under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 (VMA). This V-Dec Management Plan has been prepared in 

accordance with the template management plan for voluntary declarations published by the Department of 

Natural Resources and Mines (NRM). Supporting information is provided in Appendix A.  

 

The Voluntary Declaration Area incorporates the entire extent of the following cadastral allotments (Lot 11 on 

S31533, Lot 705 on SP151175, Lot 740 on SP179412, Lot 745 on SP242282, Lot 747 on SP189043, Lot 751 on 

SP189053, Lot 752 on SP189053, Lot 753 on SP189054 and Lot 748 on SP189044). Within these allotments two 

registered easements occur providing a range of use rights to Powerlink and Seqwater. This V-Dec Management 

Plan and the separately occurring Property Map of Assessable Vegetation (PMAV) maintain these rights completely. 

This is achieved by ensuring the specific easement areas are not listed as Category A under the PMAV, rather remain 

mapped as Category X. Secondly, the specific easement dealing numbers and documents as referenced in this 

management plan will continue as current.   
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The main objective of the offset is: 

 

To create a self-sustaining ecosystem that provides habitat critical to the survival of the Koala and Grey-headed 

Flying-fox within a publically owned, locally significant, conservation area within the Flinders–Karawatha 

Bioregional Corridor. 

1.1. Property and Ownership Details: 

V-Dec Proponent Lendlease Communities Australia Pty Ltd 

V-Dec Applicant Ipswich City Council  

Name of registered owners: Ipswich City Council (registered owners) 

Postal address: C/- Saunders Havill  

9 Thompson Street 

Bowen Hills   QLD  4006 

Phone: 

Email: 

(07)3251 9400 

murraysaunders@saundershavill.com 

Size of declared area: 396 ha 

Local Government Area: Ipswich City Council 

RPD Lot 748 on SP189044 

Lot 753 on SP189054 

Lot 752 on SP189053 

Lot 751 on SP189053 

Lot 747 on SP189043 

Lot 745 on SP242282 

Lot 740 on SP179412 

Lot 705 on SP151175 

Lot 11 on S31533 

Tenure Freehold 

EPBC reference 2013/7057 

1.2. Description of declared area 

The 396 ha V-Dec area is comprised of Lot 11 on S31533, Lot 705 on SP151175, Lot 740 on SP179412, Lot 745 on 

SP242282, Lot 747 on SP189043, Lot 751 on SP189053, Lot 752 on SP189053, Lot 753 on SP189054 and Lot 748 on 

SP189044 and located adjacent to the Spring Mountain Estate project site off Centenary Highway and Springfield 

Greenbank Arterial, Springfield. The V-Dec area which will be declared under section 19F(1)(a) of the Vegetation 

Management Act 1999 is shown on the Declared Area Plan (refer Appendix C) attached to this management plan.  
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1.3. Registered Interests  

Written consent for the declaration has been obtained from all persons and companies who have a registered 

interest in the area (refer to Section 4.4). Registered interests include mortgages, leases, subleases, covenants, profit 

á prendes, easements and building management statements, that have been registered on title under the Land Act 

1994 or the Land Title Act 1994. Persons with a registered interest in the declared area are: 

Type  Interest Holder Lot Number Easement Details 

Easement Powerlink 751 SP189053 � 602589417 (D972698), dated 07/07/1999 

� 703230867, dated 17/03/1999 

748 SP189044 � 602038460 (D972700), dated 07/07/1999 

� 703230867, dated 17/03/1999 

745 SP242282 � 601668680 (D972706), dated 07/07/1999 

� 601668682 (L886473X), dated 08/07/1999 

747 SP189043 � 601668679 (D972702), dated 07/07/1999 

Easement Seqwater 745 SP242282 � 711922895, dated 19/08/2013 

� 712158705, dated 19/08/2013 

1.3.1 Existing Infrastructure Rights 

Management intent for the V-Dec area is to enhance habitat quality for MNES while maintaining existing 

conservation values and use rights for registered interests. The existing interests and rights of Powerlink and 

Seqwater will not be affected by the making of the V-Dec, specifically: 

 

� The proposed Property Vegetation Management Map (PMAV) (refer Appendix D) shows existing 

easements to remain as Category X which ensures rehabilitation and vegetation management outcomes 

do not apply to the easement corridors and access tracks. (N.B. Weed removal of declared species will occur 

through easement areas) 

� Registered interests will continue to be able to exercise their rights under any laws or approvals to access 

and carry out works in the easement. 

� Any planned activities that may be carried out (by persons other than registered interests (i.e. Powerlink 

and Seqwater and their contractors) within an easement, or that may affect easement holder’s access 

requirements, will require written consent by the easement holder before undertaking those activities. 

� Registered interests will be consulted and be required to provide consent to any current bushfire 

management plans and land maintenance practices, and any future changes to these plans which may 

affect registered easements or access tracks. 

� ICC will obtain consent from registered interests prior to making any amendments to the V-Dec 

Management Plan which may affect the exercise of easement holder’s rights and interests within their 

easement corridors or existing access tracks.  
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� ICC will obtain consent from registered interests for agreeing to any replacement PMAV that changes the 

vegetation category of the easement corridor.  

� ICC will obtain consent from registered interests before agreeing to a code for the clearing of vegetation 

within the V-Dec area that will apply to the easement corridor or the access tracks. 

� ICC will continue to allow the use of, and maintain, access tracks used by easement holders or provide 

suitable alternatives with consent of registered interests.   
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2. Flora Values 
The Queensland Government’s Regional Ecosystem map shows the site contains areas of Category X (non-remnant) 

and Category B (remnant) vegetation containing Endangered, Of Concern and Least Concern regional ecosystems. 

Specifically, RE12.8.24 (Endangered), RE12.9-10.7a (Of Concern), RE12.9-10.2 (Least Concern), RE12.9-10.17 (Least 

Concern) and RE12.9-10.19 (Least Concern). These Regional Ecosystems are shown in Figure 2 and described below: 

 

Re12.9-10.2 (Least Concern) 

Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata open forest or woodland usually with Eucalyptus crebra. Other species such as 

Eucalyptus tereticornis and Corymbia intermedia may be present in scattered patches or in low densities. Understorey 

can be grassy or shrubby. Shrubby understorey of Lophostemon confertus (whipstick form) often present in northern 

parts of bioregion. Occurs on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. 

 

RE 12.9-10.17 (Least Concern)  

Open-forest complex generally with a variety of stringybarks, grey gums, ironbarks and in some areas spotted gum. 

Canopy trees include Eucalyptus siderophloia, E. propinqua or E. major, E. acmenoides or E. portuensis, E. carnea and/or 

E. microcorys and/or Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata. Other species that may be present locally include Corymbia 

intermedia, C. trachyphloia, Eucalyptus tereticornis, E. biturbinata, E. moluccana, E. longirostrata, E. fibrosa subsp. fibrosa 

and Angophora leiocarpa. Lophostemon confertus or Whipstick Lophostemon confertus often present in gullies and as 

a sub canopy or understorey tree. Mixed understorey of grasses, shrubs and ferns. Hills and ranges of Cainozoic and 

Mesozoic sediments. 

12.9-10.17a: Lophostemon confertus dominated open forest. Occurs in gullies and southern slopes on Cainozoic and 

Mesozoic sediments 

 

RE 12.9-10.19 (Least Concern) 

Open-forest of Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa +/- Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, E. acmenoides or E. portuensis, 

Angophora leiocarpa, E. major open-forest. Understorey often sparse. Localised occurrences of Eucalyptus sideroxylon. 

Occurs on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. 

12.9-10.19a: Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa, Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, E. siderophloia, 

E. crebra open forest. Occurs in coastal areas on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments 

 

RE 12.9-10.7 (Of Concern) 

Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora leiocarpa, E. melanophloia woodland. Occurs on 

Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments.  

12.9-10.7a: Eucalyptus siderophloia, Corymbia intermedia +/- E. tereticornis and Lophostemon confertus open forest. 

Occurs on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments in near coastal areas. 

 

RE12.8.24 (Endangered) 

Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. moluccana open forest. Occurs on Cainozoic igneous 

rocks especially lower slopes of rhyolite and trachyte hills (e.g. Moogerah Peaks).  
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3. Management Intent 
The overarching management intent for the V-Dec area is the removal of weeds and protection of native vegetation 

within the Flinders-Karawatha Bioregional Corridor to prevent the loss of biodiversity and maintain ecological 

processes. The successful implementation of proposed management mechanisms will assist with the creation of a 

self-sustaining, continuous area of high quality Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox habitat, facilitating their 

persistence within the local landscape. This will help to achieve ICC’s vision to create a locally significant 

conservation area within the Flinders–Karawatha Bioregional Corridor. 

 

The intent is to secure the area by a V-Dec under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 (VMA), which allows 

landowners to protect areas of native vegetation otherwise not protected by the VMA, with the exception of 

registered easements. Revegetated regrowth areas will be managed to achieve ‘remnant status’ and in particular to 

exhibit the structural and floristic characteristics of Endangered RE12.8.24, Of Concern RE12.9-10-10.2/12.9-

10.7/12.9-10.19 and Least Concern RE 12.9-10.19a and RE12.9-10.17a in their undisturbed state. Areas of remnant 

vegetation will be managed to enhance and sustain their ecological conditions and local environmental values to 

reduce their exposure to threatening processes including weed invasion, pollution, clearing and disturbance.  

3.1. Criteria for Declaration 

The V-Dec area satisfies criteria for declaration under the Guide to Voluntary Declarations under the VMA. The V-

Dec area is considered an: 

 

� Area of high nature conservation value, specifically: 

(d) an area that makes a significant contribution to the conservation of biodiversity 

3.2. Management Outcomes 

The management outcome for the declared area is that the vegetation within the declared area meets the criteria, 

thresholds and descriptions outlined in the definition of remnant vegetation in the VMA. Additionally, that the 

entire declaration area is controlled and managed for the removal and suppression of declared weed species. 

Management outcomes are consistent with the requirements EPBC Act Environmental Offsets Policy and generally in 

accordance with management outcomes of the Queensland Environmental Offsets Policy 2014, specifically in terms 

of: 

 

� Size of the offset area 

� Location 

� Regional Ecosystem Type 

� Habitat Values 

� Condition 

� Landscape Features, including connectivity 

� Biodiversity Values 

� Environmental Values 

 

The management outcome does not apply to existing easement corridors and access tracks used to access these 

easement corridors .  
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3.3. Activities to achieve the management outcome 

The following activities will occur in the declared area. These are primarily limited to weed removal, pest 

management and supplementary rehabilitation works as agreed with ICC, the landowner of the declared area. 

1. With the exception of registered easements and access tracks, clearing of native vegetation may only occur in 

accordance with an exemption defined by Schedule 24 of the Sustainable Planning Regulation 2009 or a 

development approval under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. 

2. All reasonable measures must be taken to minimise the introduction, establishment and spread of non-native 

plants. Where non-native plants already occur in the area, all reasonable measures must be taken to remove 

and control the non-native plants.  

3. All reasonable measures must be taken to remove weeds of national environmental significance as declared by 

the Commonwealth.  

4. All reasonable measures must be taken towards undertaking natural and assisted regeneration.  

5. All reasonable measure must be taken towards implementing erosion and sediment control.  

N.B. Refer to Appendix E for the ‘V-Dec Management Plan – Weed Management’ which provides specific details 

and management activities. 

3.4. Ongoing Activities 

The V-Dec area is currently zoned and maintained by ICC as part of the Conservation network. Existing restrictions 

(e.g. no dogs or motorbikes) which apply in this area remain unchanged by this V-Dec. Ongoing activities 

anticipated to continue within the V-Dec area include: 

 

� All lawful use rights of Powerlink within the extent of the easement area and access tracks. 

� All lawful use rights of Seqwater within the extent of the easement area. 

� Public access for passive recreation purposes including: 

o Bushwalking 

o Mountain biking 

o Horse riding 

o Bird and fauna watching 

� Maintenance of bushfire access and tracks in accordance with ICC approved management plans. 

� Track and trail access and construction. 

� Nature based recreation style embellishments (i.e. signage, seating, shelters etc.) 

3.5. Term 

The term of this plan is 10 years to achieve the management outcome. As per conditions of the EPBC approval (refer 

Appendix B), the currency period for management of the declaration area is 20 years from the date of Spring 

Mountain Estate initial construction.  

 

It is noted that an agreement is in place between ICC and Lendlease detailing the estimated 10 year maintenance 

term to achieve the outcomes of this V-Dec Management Plan (refer Section 4). Lendlease will undertake 

maintenance works until the management outcomes are considered by NRM to be achieved. Post achievement, 

the the V-Dec area will be transferred to ICC as part of their larger conservation land holdings. Council will continue 

to undertake long term management and maintenance of the land in perpetuity. .
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4. Management  

4.1. Management Actions - Timing of Delivery  

It is intended that the V-Dec Area will be managed in perpetuity. In accordance with EPBC approval the currency period for the management proponent within the offset area is 20 years from the commencement of Spring Mountain Estate. The V-

Dec Area will undergo significant, active management works by Lendlease for the first 10 years from commencement which will include monitoring and adaptive management. After this time and with all agreed works completed, Council will 

assume responsibilities for maintenance of the broader V-Dec Area. 

 

The following table (Table 1) identifies the actions which will be undertaken for the V-Dec Area, by whom and when. 

 

Table 1:  Schedule of Management Actions  

 

Management Action How the action will be carried out Where the action will be carried 

out 

When the action will be 

carried out 

Who will be carrying out the action 

Vegetation Clearing Vegetation clearing on the V-Dec Area is restricted to: 

a. that is necessary for the removal of non-native weeds or declared plants, 

b. establishing and maintaining boundary fencing, 

c. establishing and maintaining fire breaks, 

d. establishing and maintaining nature based recreational trails/tracks; 

e. establishing and maintaining easements, and  

f. ensuring public safety. 

Where vegetation clearing is sought for any other purpose, not specified in the V-Dec Management Plan, the landowner 

or person proposing to undertaken the clearing must contact the relevant department administering the VMA.  

Where required As required Lendlease for the first 10 years, Council 

thereafter 

Fire Fire is to be, where possible, excluded from the V-Dec Area by: 

a. maintaining firebreaks relative to the V-Dec Area; and  

b. firebreaks are to be co-located with existing roads, fence lines and tracks, where possible. 

Only fire control works in accordance with an approved bushfire management plan can occur within the V-Dec Area.   

Where required As required Council (in consultations with Lendlease for 

the first 10 years) 

Pest and Animal 

Management 

Minimise the introduction of pest animals and control of existing population of pest animals within the V-Dec Area.   

 

Monitor for the presence of feral cats, dogs and foxes, in accordance with ICC’s pest control requirements for the 

Springfield Wildlife Corridor.   

Where required As required Council (in consultations with Lendlease for 

the first 10 years) 

Weeds Keep the introduction, establishment and spread of non-native weeds including restricted invasive plants under the 

Biosecurity Act 2014 to ensure that the non-native weeds do not cover more than 10 % of the V-Dec Area. 

 

Control existing infestations of non-native weeds including restricted invasive plants under the Biosecurity Act 2014 to 

ensure that the non-native weeds do not cover more than 10 % of the V-Dec Area. 

 

In accordance with the V-dec Weed 

Management Plan 

In accordance with the V-dec 

Weed Management Plan 

Lendlease for the first 10 years, Council 

thereafter 
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4.2. Funding 

All upfront costs associated with the weed management and revegetation of the V-Dec area will be the 

responsibility of the proponent (Lendlease Communities Australia Pty Ltd). Detailed weed management 

plans endorsed by Council are included in Attachment E. As part of this agreement between Lendlease and 

ICC, timeframes and criteria for the works to be considered complete are outlined. If at any stage the success 

of the weed management and revegetation works do not achieve the criteria outlined in Attachment E then 

the works remain the responsibility of Lendlease.  

 

Lendlease is committed to providing ongoing funding for weed management and rehabilitation as set out in 

this V-Dec Management Plan.  

 

Post achievement of the commitments in this V-Dec Management Plan the maintenance of the V-Dec area will 

be transferred to ICC as part of their larger conservation land holdings. 

4.3. Monitoring and Reporting Procedures 

The objective on this V-Dec Management Plan is to maintain and enhance the Koala and Grey-headed Flying-

fox habitat values through the declaration area. As agreed with ICC this to be primarily achieved through 

weed management works. As such, monitoring and reporting will be undertaken to confirm if this objective 

has been or is going to be achieved. This includes both short term and long term criteria to measure success. 

The V-Dec area, which is already functioning as Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox habitat, is to be managed 

through weed removal and native regeneration. Monitoring of weed management and regeneration works 

allows for: 

 

� A review of the pre-established performance indicators for measuring the success of the weed 

removal and control; 

� Ensure level of protection for existing identified native vegetation inclusive of that which has 

naturally regenerated; 

� Review the rate of spread or contraction of weed infestation within the control program; 

� Monitor the rate of assisted regeneration and revegetation of desirable native species promoted in 

areas where weeds have been removed; and 

� Identification of new weed threats or other factors which may be affecting areas designated for 

rehabilitation.  

 

4.3.1 Benchmarks 

The weed management and rehabilitation works aim to improve the flora and fauna values of the V-Dec area 

through weed removal and promoting native species growth. The following breakdown of works are 

proposed: 

 

a) Existing Vegetation Areas: 

� Primary weed removal completed 

� Secondary weed removal completed 

� Minimum 90% weed removal from existing vegetation 

� 10% or less weeds present on-site 

� Any additional revegetation required has 85% success rate 
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b) Revegetation Areas 

� All required planting completed 

� Evidence of ongoing weed management 

� Maximum of 10% plant failures at time of inspection 

� Plants established and free of weeds 

4.3.2 Monitoring Timeframes 

As per the schedule provided in Table 1, initial monitoring and reporting of weed removal and revegetation 

/ regeneration works will be undertaken monthly within the works area. Monthly monitoring is to be 

completed by Lendlease for the first 18 months post weed management works. This will determine whether 

weed removal and regeneration targets are met.  Quarterly joint inspections of the weed management areas 

are to be held between ICC and Lendlease. 

 

Once the rehabilitated areas have been established, monitoring will continue regularly until final changeover 

to Council management. The purpose of this monitoring will be to identify: 

 

� Whether weed invasion has been controlled 

� Whether the number of individuals within the vegetation community is being sustained or increased 

by natural recruitment 

� Whether adequate levels of biodiversity (genetic variation) are maintained through generations of 

flora. 

� Occurrence and utilisation by native fauna to assess ecosystem restoration.  

4.3.3 Reporting 

In accordance with EPBC approval requirements, throughout the monitoring of rehabilitation works, results 

will be recorded as part of a progress report and be made available via Lendlease project website within 10 

business days of the monitoring event. This will allow for an assessment of whether the rehabilitation works 

are achieving set objectives and targets and will trigger corrective actions should results fall short of targets.  

4.3.4 Contingency Measures 

The following potential risks to the successful implementation of the V-Dec Management Plan have been 

identified: 

 

� Failure of successful regeneration of juvenile / planted specimens 

� Failure of weed management  

 

Should the initial weed removal and revegetation works fail to achieve the objectives for the V-Dec area, 

monitoring and reporting procedures will facilitate the identification of the cause of failure, whether that be 

due to flooding, drought, poor soil quality, inadequacy of weed removal techniques, impacts from human 

disturbance or other causative events. Once the causative event of failure is identified, corrective actions can 

be imposed to implement new procedures, techniques or management measures.  

 

Potential contingency measures include: 

 

� Use of different plant species or using higher ratios of successful species; 

� Implementation of more aggressive weed removal and management techniques; 

� Utilising a variety of water sources during drought; 

� Replanting where damage has occurred as a result of unexpected events such as flooding and fire; 
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� Erection of fences or signs where failure has occurred as a result of human disturbance; and 

� Maximising surface roughness to slow runoff, which reduces erosion and provides more time for 

plants to absorb water. 

 

As noted previously, Lendlease has provided a commitment to the ongoing funding of rehabilitation works 

until management handover to Council. In addition, rehabilitation works must be established to an acceptable 

standard before Council will take on management of V-Dec area. The process of accepting the completed 

works requires regular monitoring and acceptance by Council that objectives have been achieved. The onus 

to manage and maintain the V-Dec area lies on the proponent and must be achieved in order to comply with 

Commonwealth Government approval conditions. 
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4.4. Consent Agreement 

Department of Natural Resources and Mines 

 

 

Signature:  ___________________ 

Name:  

Position: Natural Resource Management Officer 

Date:       /       / 2016    

 

 

Owner: Ipswich City Council 

 

 

Signature:  ___________________ 

Name:  

Date:       /       / 2016    

 

 

 

 

Easement Owner: Powerlink 

 

 

Signature:  ___________________ 

Name:  

Date:       /       / 2016    

 

 

 

 

Easement Owner: Seqwater 

 

 

Signature:  ___________________ 

Name:  

Date:       /       / 2016    
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 EPBC Approval and Conditions 
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Appendix A 
V-Dec Supporting Information Details 
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Section 1 Case details 
Name of applicant Ian Murray 

Company (if applicable) Lendlease Communities Australia Pty Ltd 

Lot/plan associated 

with development 

Lot 22 on SP234042 

Lot 33 on SP269190   

DLGIP case number (e.g. 

SDA-0815-123456) 

N/A  

 

 

Section 3 Contact details for offset delivery 
Name John Kibble 

Company (if applicable) Lendlease Communities Pty Ltd 

Postal Address  GPO Box 2777 

Brisbane QLD 4001 

Phone 0408 558 808 

Fax  

Email address john.kibble@lendlease.com 
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Section 4 Environmental offset site particulars 

 

4.1 Offset site property and ownership details  
If the offset will be delivered on more than one lot, please duplicate the table below. 

Lot on plan details 

(property description) 

Lot 11 on S31533, Lot 705 on SP151175, Lot 740 on SP179412, Lot 745 

on SP242282, Lot 747 on SP189043, Lot 751 on SP189053, Lot 752 on 

SP189053, Lot 753 on SP189054 and Lot 748 on SP189044 

Street address Sinnathamby Boulevard, Springfield  4300 

Name of Registered 

Owner(s)/ Licensee/s or 

Trustee/s  

Ipswich City Council  

Tenure Type*  Estate in Fee Simple (freehold)   Leasehold (agriculture and grazing)  

 Other: ______________ 

Property Name (if 

applicable) 

Part of ICC’s Springfield Wildlife Corridor 

Area of Property (ha) 396ha 

Local Government Area Ipswich City Council 

Sub-region/Bioregion Bioregion 12 – South East Queensland 

 

* For requests on State land (or non-freehold) tenures, the views of the State Land Asset Management unit of DNRM may 

be sought to ensure the proposal is consistent with the purpose of the tenure. For example, on agricultural and grazing 

leases the proposal would need to allow a level of agriculture or grazing to occur over the area to be consistent with the 

tenure, in accordance with the Land Act 1994. Please contact DNRM for further information. 

4.2 Registered Interests* 
 

Parcel  

(lot and plan) 

Are there any Registered 

Interests on the lot?  

Type of Registered 

Interest 

Registered interest holder’s 

name and contact details 

751 SP189053; 

748 SP189044; 

745 SP242282; 

747 SP189043 

 Yes   

 No   

Easement Powerlink 

33 Harold St 

Virginia QLD 4014 

745 SP242282  Yes   

 No   

Easement  Seqwater 

PO Box 16146, 

City East QLD 4002 

*Registered interests are mortgages, leases, subleases, covenants, profit á prendes, easements and building management 

statements, that have been registered on title under the Land Act 1994 or the Land Title Act 1994. Please contact DNRM if 

you are unsure if there are any registered interests on your property. 
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Section 5 Legal security 
 

How will the offset area 

be legally secured? 

 Voluntary Declaration for an area of high nature conservation value under the 

Vegetation Management Act 1999 

*Note that if a Voluntary Declaration is proposed for securing the offset, this 

offset delivery plan meets the requirements and will be accepted as a declared 

area management plan. 

 Environmental offset protection area under the Environmental Offsets Act 

2014 

 Under the Nature Conservation Act 1992 

 Other:_________________  

Why is it considered the 

best method for 

securing the offset 

area? 

Provides for management and protection in accordance with 

Commonwealth approval conditions for Spring Mountain Estate (EPBC Ref: 

2013/7057) and allows for registered easement holder’s rights and 

interests to be maintained.  

When will the offset 

area be legally secured?  

What is the timeframe for 

securing the offset area? 

Note that the offset must be 

legally secured for the 

duration of the impact. 

As per EPBC approval conditions, the currency period for management of 

the declaration is 20 years from the date of commencement of Spring 

Mountain Estate. Management obligations have a term of 10 years as per 

the V-Dec Management Plan.  

Why is this timeframe 

for securing the offset 

area considered 

reasonable? 

Are there any registered 

interests or other parties that 

need to be in agreement? Are 

there any other approvals 

that need to be given? (e.g. if 

the application is for a 

reconfiguration then securing 

the area may need to wait 

until an approval is given by 

the assessment manager) 

A high level of tenure security exists on the allotment though mapped 

remnant, partial exclusion of the land from the regional plan urban 

footprint and Council zoning of Conservation. The 20 year timeframe of 

the V-Dec enables the proponent to invest in significant weed 

management and conservation improvement works over first 10 years in 

accordance with the V-Dec Management Plan. Further, the V-Dec provides 

the legal certainty to support this investment and conservation use 

through the complete removal of urban footprint designations and 

transitioning of protection in perpetuity.  

What is the expected 

timeframe for the 

management outcomes 

of the offset delivery 

plan to be achieved?  

Management will include primary, secondary and maintenance stages 

which will be completed over 10 years until handover to Council, under 

which ongoing maintenance will continue as part of the broader 

conservation estate.   
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Section 6 Offset site delivery information 
 

Describe the existing 

land use of the land on 

which the 

environmental offset 

will be undertaken. 

Conservation / nature based recreation. The land adjoins a water tower, 

maintenance tracks and is traversed by easements registered by Seqwater 

and Powerlink. A number of lawful uses and access occurs in parts of the 

land.  

Describe any impacts 

that land use (existing 

use and as a result of 

any development 

approval) may have on 

the delivery of the 

offset. 

Nil. Easement holder rights and access tracks will be maintained. As part 

of broader agreement between Lendlease and ICC, low scale nature based 

recreation will be better managed and unlawful access and uses will be 

controlled.  

Is the environmental 

offset staged? 

 

 Yes   No   

If yes, please complete offset delivery form EOD6 (Staged Offset Details). This form can be 

found at http://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/management/offsets/  

 
Section 7 Description of the offset site 
The description of the environmental offset site should include, but is not limited to, the following 

information. This information is required to meet the offsets policy and to secure the offset area through a 

voluntary declaration under the Vegetation Management Act 1999. Please contact DNRM if you require 

assistance providing this information. 

 

Area (hectares) of environmental offset site 

396ha 

Brief description of the landscape features e.g. topography, geology, soils, landzone 

The Queensland Government’s Regional Ecosystem map shows the site contains Endangered, Of 

Concern and Least Concern regional ecosystems. Specifically, RE12.8.24 (Endangered), RE12.9-

10.7a (Of Concern), RE12.9-10.2 (Least Concern), RE12.9-10.17 (Least Concern) and RE12.9-10.19 

(Least Concern). 

 

The V-Dec area contains steep slopes with elevations of 120m along ridgelines to 80m in gullies. 

Soils consists of ‘sublabile to quartozose sandstone, siltstone, shale, thin coal seams’. The land zone 

is described as 9 and 10. A number of first order drainage features commence within or traverse 

the offset area.  

 

Pre-clearing regional ecosystem (if known) for offset sites containing non-remnant vegetation 
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Pre-clear mapping identifies the V-Dec area as containing composite Endangered RE12.9-

10.12/12.9-10.15, Of Concern RE12.9-10.2/12.9-10.7/12.9-10.19 and Least Concern RE12.9-10.19a  

Brief description of any existing vegetation – e.g. species, densities, and  heights (including pest 

plants) 

Flora field surveys showed that canopy trees in areas within close proximity to the gully lines 

(waterways and drainage lines) are regularly composed of Eucalyptus tereticornis (Forest Red Gum) 

and/or Eucalyptus microcorys (Tallowwood), with Eucalyptus siderophloia (Grey Ironbark), 

Eucalyptus crebra (Narrow leaved Ironbark), Eucalyptus moluccana (Gum-topped Box), Eucalyptus 

seeana (Narrow leaved Red Gum) and Lophostemon suaveolens (Swamp Box).  

Overall, the ridgelines and mid to upper slope areas showed greater percentages of non-eucalypt 

species, such as Corymbia citriodora (Spotted Gum), Corymbia intermedia (Pink Bloodwood) and 

Angophora leiocarpa (Smooth-bark Apple). Across the site, a number of weed species were 

identified. Gully lines in particular were areas observed to have a denser shrub layer of Lantana 

camara (Lantana). 

Threatened species - if an environmental offset is required for a threatened species, does it already 

use/inhabit the offset area? 

The V-Dec area is required to compensate for clearing of Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox habitat 

as per EPBC approval conditions. Both of these species are considered to utilise the offset area. 

Explain why the offset is of sufficient size and scale proportionate to the area that will be cleared 

It is a requirement that the offset provide a conservation outcome for the prescribed matter that achieves at least an 

equivalent environmental outcome. This can be achieved by comparing the habitat quality of the offset site with that of 

the impact site by using the Guide to determining terrestrial habitat quality and the Land-based offset multiplier 

calculator, both found at http://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/management/offsets/    

The V-Dec area is of sufficient size and scale to meet the EPBC Environmental Offset Policy and 

required as per EPBC conditions.  

Describe the measures that will be taken to minimise any time-lag between the impact and delivery 

of the offset site? 

e.g. does your offset site contain regrowth vegetation? Does the threatened species already use, or exist in, the area? 

The V-Dec area will remain as Conservation land and continue to provide habitat for threatened 

species, in particular Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox. Significant management works by the 

proponent will occur over a 10 year term in accordance with the V-Dec Management Plan. No major 

long term impacts are predicted as the land already provides a base level of habitat. The purpose 

of this offset is to improve this habitat quality over the development area. Any primary works in the 

offset area are programmed to be achieved in the first 10 years. The impact of the development 
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occurs over a 20 year period. As a result, the full benefit of the offset should be realised at the 

halfway mark of the impact. 
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Section 8 Offset site management plan 
Describe how the environmental offset site will be managed to achieve a conservation outcome/s. To ensure the environmental offset site is capable of delivering 

a conservation outcome for the impacted prescribed environmental matter, ensure that the offset site contains the relevant characteristics listed in section 2.3.1.6 

of the Queensland Environmental Offset Policy. 

What is the specific purpose and desired outcomes of the offset site and its management?  

 The Category X/C/R areas that form part of the offset area will be managed so that within X years they will have the height, density and species expected 

of the regional ecosystem and meets remnant status and will be shown as Category B on the Regulated Vegetation Management Map. 

 The Category B areas that form part of the offset area will be managed to achieve a conservation outcome in accordance with the management activities 

of this plan. 

 Offset area will be mapped as Category A on the Regulated Vegetation Management Map to ensure visibility of offset area and associated management 

plan to future property owners. 

 The management activities associated with the offset area will continue until all the vegetation reaches remnant status and can be mapped as essential 

habitat for the Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox. 

 Other:_______________________ 

List the benefits the offset delivery plan will have on the prescribed environmental matter e.g. if an environmental offset is required for a fauna species, 

describe how the environmental offset site will benefit the species. This ensures that a conservation outcome/s for each prescribed environmental matter 

will be achieved.  

The benefits of this V-Dec area to the Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox will be: 

• Creating and protecting a habitat corridor for these species in the Flinders-Karawatha Bioregional Corridor 

• Increase in quality of vegetation through removal and control of weeds, rehabilitation of drainage lines and enhancement of regrowth areas 

• Adaptive management during monitoring and maintenance period 
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Describe the land management practices that will be used to achieve the conservation outcome/s. Include details of the location and area of each 

management practice as necessary (i.e. property scale, paddock, part of watercourse). Ensure these locations are identified on an attached map. 

The V-Dec Management Plan proposed activities that will support the natural regeneration and restoration of biodiversity values including weed management 

(particularly removal of dominate weed infestations and along drainage lines), erosion and sediment control, adaptive management and maintenance.  

1. Management actions 

Issue Management action How will it be 

carried out 

Location Timing Who will be doing 

the activity 

Comments 

Primary Weed 

Removal 

Initial weed removal / 

treatment of site weeds 

involving manual 

removal, stock piling 

and disposal, and initial 

usage of prescribed 

herbicides.  

In accordance with 

methods detailed 

in the South East 

Queensland 

Ecological 

Restoration 

Guidelines 

In accordance with 

Spring Mountain 

V-Dec Area 

Management Plan 

At the 

commencement 

of Spring 

Mountain  

(Quarterly) 

Contractor – 

appointed by 

Lendlease 

Initial control of dominant 

weed infestations. Impacts 

on watercourses will be 

managed and mitigated.   

Secondary 

(Follow Up) 

Weed Removal 

Follow up weed 

removal involving 

quarterly inspection of 

areas having 

undergone Primary 

Weed Removal and 

treatment of 

infestations or 

outbrakes as required.  

In accordance with 

methods detailed 

in the South East 

Queensland 

Ecological 

Restoration 

Guidelines 

In accordance with 

Spring Mountain 

V-Dec Area 

Management Plan 

Quarterly Contractor – 

appointed by 

Lendlease 

Follow up control of 

weeds. Impacts on 

watercourses will be 

managed and mitigated. 
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Maintenance 

Weeding 

Final stage of weeding 

which occurs in areas 

where the majority of 

weeds have been 

removed and treated 

and continues to 

remove additional 

outbreaks while 

fostering for natural 

regeneration and 

regrowth seedlings.  

In accordance with 

methods detailed 

in the South East 

Queensland 

Ecological 

Restoration 

Guidelines 

In accordance with 

Spring Mountain 

V-Dec Area 

Management Plan 

Annually Contractor – 

appointed by 

Lendlease 

At completion of site 

weeding works and agreed 

maintenance timeframe of 

10 years.  

2. Restrictions 

Restriction Details Comments 

Vegetation 

Clearing 

Vegetation clearing on the V-Dec area is restricted to:  

• With the exception of registered easements, clearing of native vegetation 

may only occur in accordance with an exemption defined by Schedule 24 of 

the Sustainable Planning Regulation 2009 or a development approval under 

the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 including maintenance of access tracks and 

public access for nature based recreation 

• All reasonable measures must be taken to minimise the introduction, 

establishment and spread of non-native plants. Where non-native plants 

already occur in the area, all reasonable measures must be taken to control 

the non-native plant.  

• All reasonable measures must be taken to weeds of national environmental 

significance as declared by the Commonwealth. 
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• All reasonable measures must be taken towards natural and assisted 

regeneration. 

• All reasonable measure must be taken towards erosion and sediment control.  

• Ensure public safety 

Fauna � Activities in the V-Dec area will not damage, destroy, mark, move, dig up or 

otherwise interfere with active nests, burrows, roots, caves or other 

structures used by native animals. 

 

Fire � Fire is managed in accordance with the Council’s bushfire management plan  

Waterways � The bed and banks of waterways are not modified unless associated with the 

requirements of a permit and an approved management plan (refer to Spring 

Mountain V-Dec Area Management Plan) 

 

What are the risks of the offset failing to achieve the conservation outcome and how will these be managed? 

Risk Level of risk (Extreme, High, 

Moderate or Low) 

Proposed actions to minimise risk Proposed remedial actions if risk occurs 

Failure of 

successful 

regeneration of 

juvenile / 

planted 

specimens 

 

Failure of weed 

management  

Low. Should the initial weed removal and revegetation works fail 

to achieve the objectives for the offset area, monitoring 

and reporting procedures will facilitate the identification of 

the cause of failure, whether that be due to flooding, 

drought, poor soil quality, inadequacy of weed removal 

techniques, impacts from human disturbance or other 

causative events.  

Once the causative event of failure is identified, 

corrective actions can be imposed to implement 

new procedures, techniques or management 

measures 
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Describe how will the conservation outcome/s will be measured and monitored? i.e. how will you know when you have achieved the desired outcomes. 

Insert general description of monitoring and reporting activities e.g. regular reporting, photo monitoring, surveying, field measurements, recording management activities etc. This can include 

periodic assessment in accordance with the Guide to determining terrestrial habitat quality to determine gains in quality. 

Management will occur over 10 years. Secondary weed management will be undertaken quarterly and adaptive management and monitoring will occur in 

conjunction with Council until works are completed to the required level of Council handover. Reporting will include a short memo style report responding 

to agreed criteria including: 

� Date, time and weather conditions at the time of inspection  

� Changes in weed extent populations (spreading/contracting) 

� Changes in weed densities 

� Health of existing weed vegetation protected by NRM provisions 

� Rate and success of revegetation plantings 

� Growths of PFC rates of assisted regeneration areas 

� Occurrences of new weed infestations or species outbreaks 

� Comments on any indirect changes to the area as a result of weed management (i.e. erosion/change in weed footprints/death to natives, and  

� A visual diary of imagery from selected locations at each inspection (including the pre-state and quarterly inspections).  

� A plan and descriptions of terrestrial habitat guideline monitoring 

Reporting 

The V-Dec Area monitoring report will include: 

• Name and contact details of landholder/management body 

• DLGIP and DNRM case numbers 

• Lot/plan and address 

• An overview of the progress of the management area in achieving the management outcomes  

• Details of the management activities undertaken 

• How any risk or threats have impacted the area and activities undertaken to manage these  
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• Photo monitoring details (photos from identified sites should be included in the report)  

• Other monitoring outputs e.g., transect details, Biocondition results, survey details etc. 

• If offset is for essential habitat for a species, species presence/absence should be noted 

• Any amendments to the management activities/schedule, restrictions or monitoring and reporting requirements 

• Other 

Reports are due to DNRM and ICC by 30 June and will be provided       annually or    biannually 

It is noted that in accordance with the EPBC development permit Lendlease are required to undertake and publish reports on the offset area.  
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Appendix B 
Spring Mountain EPBC Act Approval (EPBC 2013/7057) 
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Appendix C 
Declared Area Plan 
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Appendix D 
Property Map of Assessable Vegetation 
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Appendix E 
V-Dec Area Weed Management Plan 
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INTRODUCTION
This Voluntary Declaration (V-DEC) Management Plan has been prepared to
outline specific weed management works to accompany an application for the
registration of a Voluntary Declaration over Council owned conservation land at
Spring Mountain.  The land is located adjoining the Lend Lease Communities
Pty Ltd Spring Mountain Precinct Development within Greater Springfield.  The
conservation land to which the V-Dec application applies was dedicated to
Ipswich City Council (ICC) by Springfield Land Corporation (SLC) between 2006
and 2011.  As part of the negotiation and approval of an Environment Protection

and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) for the adjoining Lend Lease
Spring Mountain Precinct project the proponent is required to undertake
improvement works within the Council owned Conservation Land.  The same
approval also seeks the land is   via the registration of a
Voluntary Declaration on title.

To complete this registration the V-Dec requires consent from the land owner
(Ipswich City Council) and registered interests (Powerlink and SEQ Water).  As
part of the process a management plan which outlines the improvement works
proposed must also be prepared and submitted.  A number of rolling meetings
have been held with ICC Parks and Environment Staff.  ICC already retain a
management plan for the conservation land which covers a range of
improvement works and activities.  As agreed with ICC the primary purpose of
this V-Dec Management Plan is to bring forward weed management works
within the designated area.  This plan series provides details on proposed weed
management.

V-DEC MANAGEMENT PLAN - WEED MANAGEMENT

MSDNRM Submission Issue25/05/2016C

MSEdits to DNRM Submission Issue24/08/2016D
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AS NOTED
SCALE:

This Voluntary Declaration (V-DEC) Management Plan links specific weed removal and
management measures with spatial areas within the declared area included with the voluntary
declaration application.  This V-DEC management plan covers the 396ha of land previous
dedicated by Springfield Land Corporation (SLC) to Ipswich City Council (ICC). This is inclusive
of the 293ha area forming the basis of an environmental offset for Lendlease.

WEED CONTROL PROGRAM TIMING

The primary stage of manual weed removal, treatment and disposal for the V-DEC area is to
commence upon the registering of the V-Dec document. Weed removal and maintenance is to
occur in 4 staged areas and continue over a 10 year period.

Primary Weed Removal Stage - Consists of the initial weed removal / treatment of site weeds via
the methods detailed within the South East Queensland Ecological Restoration Guidelines.
Essentially involves the manual removal, stock piling and disposal and initial usage of prescribed
herbicides.  Additional notes below include:

Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where
trunk is cut down to ground level and vegetative matter removed.
Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing
weeds within the stage for the declared area have been removed or treated. Both the
secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in different
stage areas over time.
A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases
of weed removal and areas of rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Secondary or Follow-up Weeding - for all areas will involve the quarterly inspection of areas
having undergone Primary Weed Removal and treatment of infestations or outbreak as required.
Additional notes below include:

Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where
trunk  is cut down to ground level and vegetative matter removed.
Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing
weeds within the declared area have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the
primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in different work areas over time.
A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases
of weed removal and areas of rehabilitation  as part of the reporting progress.

Maintenance Weeding Phase - final stage of weeding which occurs in areas where the majority of
weeds have been removed and treated.  Maintenance weeding continues to remove additional
outbreaks but also allows for the fostering of natural regeneration and regrowth seedlings.
Additional notes below include:

Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where
trunk  is cut down to ground level and vegetative matter removed.
Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing
weeds within the designated Park have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and
the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in different work areas over time.
A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases
of weed removal and areas of rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Revegetation occurs in two (2) distinct zones throughout the management  Refer to
Drawing sheets for a full description of proposed plant species, sizes, densities and numbers.

NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
To relatively large, intact and weed-free areas of native vegetation.
Where the native plants are healthy and capable of regenerating without human intervention.
When native plant seed is stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural
areas, by birds or other animals, wind or water.
Where the plant community has a high potential for recovery after any short-lived disturbance,
such as a fire or cyclonic winds.
When preventative action is all that is required to avert on-going disturbance, e.g. erection of
fencing to prevent intrusion from cattle.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural
regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the
original vegetation.

ASSISTED NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
To natural areas where the native plant community is largely healthy and functioning.
When native plant seed is still stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby
natural areas, by birds or other animals, wind or water.
Where the natural regeneration processes (seedling germination, root suckering etc.) are being
inhibited by external factors, such as weed invasion, soil compaction, cattle grazing,
mechanical slashing etc.
When limited human intervention, such as weed removal, minor amelioration of soil conditions,
erection of fencing, cessation of slashing, etc. will be enough to trigger the recovery processes
through natural regeneration.
When major component is weed control.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural
regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the
original vegetation.

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES

Monitoring of the parkland weed management and revegetation works allows for:

A review of the pre-established performance indicators for measuring the success of the
weed removal and control;

Ensure the level of protection for existing identified native vegetation inclusive of that which
has naturally regenerated;

Review the rate of spread or contraction of weed infestation within the control program;

Monitor the rate of assisted regeneration and revegetation of desirable native species
promoted in areas where weeds have been removed; and

Identification of new weed threats or other factors which may be effecting areas designated
for ecological rehabilitation.

Monitoring is required for weed eradication, revegetation and assisted regeneration.

MONITORING TIME FRAMES

For weed removal and revegetation three (3) Council determined timeframes form the anchor of
the monitoring process.  These include:

Council Pre-Start - On-site meeting prior to the initial commencement of  work within each stage
of  weed management.  Will involve Consultant, Contractor and Council to work through weed
treatment areas and clarify works approved and appointed.

On-Maintenance - At the completion of  the Primary Weed Removal Stage and Secondary
weeding an On-Maintenance meeting will be held with Council to inspect the works on-site in
relation to the approved plans and previously agreed on-maintenance criteria.

Off-Maintenance - At the completion of  all site weeding works and the agreed maintenance
timeframe a final inspection will be held by Council to determine if  works have been completed to
the required level for Council hand over.

REPORTING

Reporting to Ipswich City Council will occur on a six (6) month interval during the total period.
Council will physically attend the Pre-Start, On-maintenance and Off-maintenance meetings.  For
this project it is recommended reporting include a short memo styled report responding to agreed
criteria.  As part of the monitoring a number of pre-determined transect and quadrant sampling
sites have been allocated.  At these locations a number of baseline studies have been completed
and will be repeated post weed removal and maintenance to measure the success of the
programmed works.  It is also recommended this include a visual diary of imagery from selected
locations at each inspection (Including the pre-start and monthly inspections).  The imagery for the
six (6) month period will be included with the report to Council.

In addition to the photo monitoring the biannual report to Council should include sufficient
information on:

Date, time and whether conditions at time of inspection
Changes in weed extent populations (spreading / contracting)
Changes in weed densities
Health of existing vegetation protected by NRM provisions
Rate of success for revegetation plantings
Growth and PFC rate of assisted regeneration areas
Occurences of new weed infestations or species outbreaks
Comments on any indirect changes to the area as a result of weed management (ie erosion
/ change in weed footprints / death to natives)
Annual reporting is required to be sent to the Department of the Environment (DOE).

RESOURCES / ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

All resources required to implement this plan will be provided by the proponent (Lendlease).  The
following roles are applicable:

PROPONENT
Ensure all consultants, contractors, sub contractors or others utilizing the area are aware of
the V-DEC Management Plan.
Appoint appropriate consultants and contractors to undertake works as prescribed on the
drawings and conditioned by Ipswich City Council.
Cover the costs of all necessary resources to ensure works are completed as per the
approved documents.

CONSULTANTS
Brief the proponent on their requirements in implementing and maintaining works as per the
V-DEC Management Plan.
Attend pre start, on maintenance and off maintenance meetings.
Undertake monitoring and reporting to Ipswich City Council as set up by this document.
Be available to respond to technical queries or departures to the approved documentation
when on-site conditions require changes.
Liaise with Council throughout all stages of approval, initial works and maintenance of
works.

COUNCIL
Provide technical expertise via commentary on the approval of documentation.
Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
Undertake random inspections through the Secondary weed management and Maintenance
weed management phases.
Accept and review biannual reports as dictated in this document.

CONTRACTOR
Complete works in strict accordance with the documentation.
Recommend changes to the documentation when specific experience or on-site conditions
require so.
Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27537978
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:31                      Title Reference: 50614776
                                                      Date Created: 30/06/2006
 
Previous Title: 10385041
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 709715866  27/06/2006

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 753    SURVEY PLAN 189054
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 10385041 (POR 19)
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27538003
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:32                      Title Reference: 50846699
                                                      Date Created: 25/05/2011
 
Previous Title: 50812373
                50827021
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 713779352  28/03/2011

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 745    SURVEY PLAN 242282
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 10821215 (POR 19A)
 
     2. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 601668680 (D972706)  22/12/1970
        BURDENING THE LAND
        TO QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
        OVER EASEMENT D ON RP124920
 
     3. TRANSFER No 703439374  07/07/1999 at 14:47
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 601668680 (D972706 )
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
 
     4. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 601668682 (L886473X)  18/03/1994
        BURDENING THE LAND
        TO QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
        OVER EASEMENT A ON RP818451
 
     5. TRANSFER No 703443113  08/07/1999 at 16:00
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 601668682 (L886473X)
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
 
     6. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 711922895  15/09/2008 at 15:53
        burdening the land
        SOUTHERN REGIONAL WATER PIPELINE COMPANY PTY LTD A.C.N. 117
        898 174
        over
        EASEMENTS C AND E ON SP216426
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27538003
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:32                      Title Reference: 50846699
                                                      Date Created: 25/05/2011
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     7. VESTING No 715263602  19/08/2013 at 12:09
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 711922895
        QUEENSLAND BULK WATER SUPPLY AUTHORITY
 
     8. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 712158705  13/01/2009 at 15:57
        burdening the land
        SOUTHERN REGIONAL WATER PIPELINE COMPANY PTY LTD A.C.N. 117
        898 174
        over
        EASEMENT D ON SP211634
 
     9. VESTING No 715263535  19/08/2013 at 11:56
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 712158705
        QUEENSLAND BULK WATER SUPPLY AUTHORITY
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

Corrections have occurred - Refer to Historical Search

Caution - Charges do not necessarily appear in order of priority

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27537839
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:24                      Title Reference: 50614649
                                                      Date Created: 29/06/2006
 
Previous Title: 50418614
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 709715819  27/06/2006

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 740    SURVEY PLAN 179412
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 10300222 (POR 5)
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27537874
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:26                      Title Reference: 50614631
                                                      Date Created: 29/06/2006
 
Previous Title: 50613985
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 709715678  27/06/2006

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 747    SURVEY PLAN 189043
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 10312012 (POR 4)
 
     2. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 601668679 (D972702)  22/12/1970
        BURDENING THE LAND
        TO QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
        OVER EASEMENT C ON RP125090
 
     3. TRANSFER No 703439374  07/07/1999 at 14:47
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 601668679 (D972702 )
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

Caution - Charges do not necessarily appear in order of priority

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27537895
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:27                      Title Reference: 50614613
                                                      Date Created: 29/06/2006
 
Previous Title: 13530113
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 709716015  27/06/2006

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 748    SURVEY PLAN 189044
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 13530113 (POR 65)
 
     2. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 602038460 (D972700)  22/12/1970
        BURDENING THE LAND
        TO QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
        OVER EASEMENT B ON RP125089
 
     3. TRANSFER No 703439374  07/07/1999 at 14:47
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 602038460 (D972700 )
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
 
     4. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 703230867  17/03/1999 at 14:06
        burdening the land
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
        over
        EASEMENT JJ ON SP117001
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

Caution - Charges do not necessarily appear in order of priority

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27537918
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:28                      Title Reference: 50614858
                                                      Date Created: 30/06/2006
 
Previous Title: 10385040
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 709715763  27/06/2006

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 751    SURVEY PLAN 189053
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 10385040 (POR 15)
 
     2. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 602589417 (D972698)  22/12/1970
        BURDENING THE LAND
        TO QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
        OVER EASEMENTS D & E ON RP125091
 
     3. TRANSFER No 703439374  07/07/1999 at 14:47
        EASEMENT IN GROSS: 602589417 (D972698 )
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
 
     4. EASEMENT IN GROSS No 703230867  17/03/1999 at 14:06
        burdening the land
        QUEENSLAND ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
        A.C.N. 078 849 233
        over
        EASEMENTS FF AND GG ON SP117000
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

Caution - Charges do not necessarily appear in order of priority

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 27537933
Search Date: 11/12/2017 09:29                      Title Reference: 50614859
                                                      Date Created: 30/06/2006
 
Previous Title: 10385040
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
Dealing No: 709715763  27/06/2006

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 752    SURVEY PLAN 189053
            Local Government: IPSWICH
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 10385040 (POR 15)
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
717568283  VEG NOTICE                   11/10/2016 12:06 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES) [2017]
Requested By: D-ENQ URBIS PRO
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Village 8 Bushfire Management Report 
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 

 

APZ Asset Protection Zone (APZ) - A fuel reduced area surrounding a built asset or structure. 

AHD  Australian Height Datum (AHD) - A common national plane of level corresponding 
approximately to mean sea level.  

AEP Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) - the measure of the likelihood (expressed as a 
probability) of an event equalling or exceeding a given magnitude in any given year. 

AS3959 Australian Standard 3959 – Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas 

BAL Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) as defined in AS3959 

FFDI Forest Fire Danger Index - is related to the chances of a fire starting, its rate of spread, its 
intensity, and its difficulty of suppression, according to various combinations of air 
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and both the long and short-term drought 
effects.  An index of 1 means that a fire will not burn, or will burn so slowly that control 
presents little difficulty. An index of 100 means that fires will burn so fast and hot that 
control is virtually impossible. 

PFLI Potential Fire-line Intensity (PFLI) – a measure of the intensity of heat energy generated 
by a fire under a particular combination of weather conditions (e.g. temperature, wind 
speed, relative humidity) and taking into account the influences of vegetation type and 
slope. 

QFES Queensland Fire and Emergency Service 

QRFS Queensland Rural Fire Service 

VHC Vegetation Hazard Class (VHC) - based on the available bushfire fuel load typically 
associated with a particular vegetation type. 
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Executive Summary 
This Bushfire Assessment Report (BAR) has been prepared on behalf of Lend Lease Communities 
(Springfield) Pty Ltd in respect of the Spring Mountain Village 8 Area Development Plan (ADP).  This BAR 
includes updates to the approved Spring Mountain Village 8 Area Development Plan – Bushfire Assessment 
Report (Ref: 510247-004, dated 20 January 2017) to reflect: 

 the fact that some of the Active Open Space areas classified in the approved Bushfire Assessment 
Report as being areas “within which low bushfire fuel loads will be established and maintained as part 
of the Village 8 ADP..” cannot be maintained in that condition due to Council’s refusal to accept the 
establishment and maintenance of turf treatments on land with slope gradients greater than 1:6; 

 the effect of Condition 27 of the Village 8 ADP approval (Ref: 6115/2016/ADP ) which requires the 
rehabilitation of disturbed areas of the Linear Creekline Open Space reserve;  

 alternative landscaping treatments that have been developed to ensure that there is a reduced bushfire 
fuel load adjacent along the bushland-urban interface so that adjacent residential properties are not 
exposed to an unacceptable risk of harm in the event of a bushfire; 

 Queensland based fuel load estimates associated with different vegetation types as detailed in Part B 
of State Planning Policy (SPP) – Natural Hazards, Risk and Resilience -Technical Manual - A ‘fit for 
purpose’ approach in undertaking natural hazard studies and risk assessments (DILGP,2016); and 

 use of Method 2 of AS3959 (2009) Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas to determine 
building setbacks required to achieve particular Bushfire Attack Levels (BAL). 

The Village 8 locality supports extensive areas of bushfire prone vegetation, some of which will persist in the 
landscape following completion of the Village 8 development.  Whilst the overall level of risk of harm to human 
health and property from bushfire in southeast Queensland is relatively low it is not zero.  As such it is 
necessary to ensure that appropriate bushfire hazard and risk management measures are incorporated into 
the design of urban developments located within or adjacent to areas of bushfire prone vegetation.  

As detailed in Section 3.6, some of the Village 8 residential lots will be within a designated bushfire prone area.  
This is due to the fact that they will be located within 100m of areas of bushfire prone vegetation of sufficient 
size to sustain a Medium to Very High intensity bushfire that are located within internal Open Space reserves 
or the adjoining Conservation Estate to the south. To ensure that an acceptable level of risk of harm to human 
health and property is maintained a range of bushfire hazard and risk management measures, as detailed in 
Section 4, have been incorporated into the design of the Village 8 development, with additional management 
measures being required during the construction and occupational phases of the development. 

If the recommendations provided in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 are implemented then the highest level of building 
design and construction that would be required on most residential lots would be to a BAL29 standard pursuant 
to Australian Standard (AS) 3959(2009) Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas.     

It is noted that the proposed Townhouse lot located to the north of Grande Avenue will be exposed to bushfire 
hazards associated with the presence of bushfire prone vegetation located on adjacent land to the north that 
is intended to be developed for urban purposes.  Once that adjacent land to the north is developed for urban 
purposes, or alternative formal arrangements are put in place to remove or manage the vegetation to reduce 
its potential to sustain a Medium to Very High intensity bushfire, then the Townhouse lot would not be exposed 
to a bushfire hazard along its northern or eastern flank.  However if development of the Townhouse lot 
precedes management of vegetation in adjacent urban development areas it will be necessary to undertake a 
more detailed analysis of hazards and required design responses. 

As detailed in Section 5, the bushfire hazard and risk management measures that have been incorporated into 
the design of the Village 8 ADP combined with implementation of additional recommended measures during 
the construction and occupational phases of the development will ensure compliance with the Ipswich Planning 
Scheme Bushfire Risk Areas Overlay Code and the interim development assessment requirements of Part E 
of the State Planning Policy. 
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1 Introduction 

This Bushfire Assessment Report (BAR) has been prepared on behalf of Lend Lease Communities 
(Springfield) Pty Ltd in respect of the Spring Mountain Village 8 Area Development Plan (ADP).  The Spring 
Mountain development is a master planned community comprised of a range of land uses including residential, 
commercial, mixed use, educational, open space, community facilities, roads and associated infrastructure 
required to service the development.  The total number of residential dwellings anticipated for the Spring 
Mountain master planned community is approximately 4,000, of which approximately 390 dwellings will be 
located within Village 8.  It is anticipated that the Spring Mountain development would occur in a staged manner 
over a period of approximately 10 years. 

This BAR provides: 

> in Section 2, a description of the Village 8 development; 

> in Section 3, an assessment of the  bushfire hazards and risks that will be present within the Village 8 
locality following completion of the Village 8 development;  

> in Section 4, details concerning the bushfire hazard and risk management measures that have been 
incorporated into the Village 8 ADP and additional measures that are recommended for 
implementation during the construction and occupational phases of the development; and 

> in Section 5, assessments of the levels of compliance that the Village 8 ADP achieves with the 
requirements of: 

- the Ipswich Planning Scheme’s Development Constraints (Bushfire Risk Area) Overlay Code; 
and 

- part E of the State Planning Policy relating to the management of Natural Hazards.  

It is noted that the Ipswich City Planning Scheme Part 14 - Springfield Structure Plan applies to the Spring 
Mountain development but does not have any specific provisions relating to bushfire hazard assessments and 
mitigation. 
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2 Description of the Village 8 Development 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 Area Development Plan (ADP) encompass an area of approximately 40 
hectares and forms part of the greater Springfield development located within the boundaries of Ipswich City 
in south-east Queensland.  The Spring Mountain Village 8 ADP has been prepared in general accord with the 
provisions of the Spring Mountain Precinct Plan which was approved by Ipswich City Council on 22 December 
2015.  A copy of the Spring Mountain Village 8 ADP, which received formal approval from Ipswich City Council 
on 10 February 2017, is presented in Appendix A. 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 development will occur as part of the staged sequencing of the broader Spring 
Mountain development, with the general sequencing of the broader Spring Mountain development illustrated 
in the annotated Indicative Development Phasing Plan presented in Appendix B. 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 site is located to the: 

> west of the Spring Mountain Village 6 estate which is currently being developed with residential lots 
scheduled to go on-sale in 2017;   

> south-west of the Spring Mountain Village 7 estate which is scheduled to be developed over the period 
from 2016 to 2019; 

> to the south of the Spring Mountain Village 9 estate which is not scheduled to be developed until 2025; 

> to the east of the Spring Mountain Village 10 estate which is scheduled to be developed over the period 
from 2019 to 2020; and 

> north of the White Rock – Spring Mountain Conservation Estate which encompasses an area of 
approximately 2,500 hectares. 

The western boundary of the Village 8 estate is formed by Mountain Creek which will be contained within a 
Linear Creekline Open Space reserve that: 
 

> ranges in width from approximately 90m adjacent to the Grande Avenue crossing of Mountain Creek 
to approximately 300m adjacent to the southern boundary of Village 8; 

> will encompass managed vegetation areas which will accommodate an range of active and passive 
recreational opportunities for residents and visitors, linking to the Conservation Estate to the south;  

> will encompass retained native forest vegetation, typically extending at least 40m either side of the 
creek centreline, that will primarily be managed for conservation purposes; and 

> areas that will be disturbed by earthworks that will be subject to rehabilitation and landscaping works. 
. 

A perimeter roadway is located between residential lots and this western Open Space reserve. 
 
A second Linear Creekline Open Space reserve centred on a tributary of Mountain Creek forms the northern 
and eastern boundary of the Village 8 estate.  This Open Space reserve is less than 100m in width except for 
a localised widening at the confluence of the tributary and the main Mountain Creek channel.  This Open Space 
reserve will support some areas of managed vegetation associated with the provision of recreational facilities 
(e.g. playgrounds, dog off-leash areas, pathways and fitness equipment, seating) with the balance supporting 
retained areas of native vegetation.  Urban development (i.e. Spring Mountain Village 6, 7 and 9) will occur on 
the opposite side of the Open Space reserve.  A perimeter roadway separates all Village 8 residential lots from 
this Open Space reserve, except for a proposed Townhouse lot located in the very north of the Village 8 
precinct. 
 
A Local Recreation Park will be established in the south-western corner of Village 8 within the Mountain Creek 
Linear Creekline Open Space reserve.  The nature and form of this Local Recreation Park are detailed in the 
Mountain Creek Open Space Concept Plan, prepared by Landpartners Pty Ltd (Plan Ref: WC006626.0V8-001 
Rev: C), presented in Appendix C. Importantly from a bushfire perspective the Local Recreation Park will 
provide a mixture of managed low threat vegetation and bushfire prone vegetation, traversed by a network of 
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trails and serviced by a reticulated water supply that will impede the northward and generally downslope 
movement of any bushfires that may occur within the Conservation Estate to the south. 
 
Village 8 is located to the north and generally downslope of the adjacent the White Rock – Spring Mountain 
Conservation Estate.  To the immediate south of Village 8 there is a 12m wide easement that extends over a 
trunk water supply main and an associated maintenance track.  Approximately 200m further to the south of 
the Village 8 boundary, the Conservation Estate is traversed by a 150m wide predominately cleared high 
voltage electricity transmission easement and associated infrastructure.  The Conservation Estate supports 
various forms of eucalypt dominated open forest growing on the slopes and gullies of the foothills of Spring 
Mountain (350 mAHD) situated approximately 3 km to the south west.     
 
The primary road access to Village 8 from existing urban areas to the east and the currently being developed 
Village 6 will be via an extension of Grande Avenue which is a designated Major Collector Road.  A secondary 
road connection between Village 6 and Village 8 being established in the central east of Village 8.  The Grande 
Avenue road reserve is 20 m in width and the extension of Grande Avenue for Village 8 will involve construction 
of a crossing of the eastern tributary of Mountain Creek and also a crossing of the main Mountain Creek 
channel.  Ultimately Grande Avenue will traverse Village 10, 11, 12 and 13 before connecting with Sinnathamy 
Boulevard.  
 
An internal road network will service individual lots within Village 8, with a perimeter roadway providing physical 
separation of most residential lots from internal Open Space reserves and the Conservation Estate located to 
the south.  Road access and associated parking facilities will be provided to connect the Local Recreation Park 
situated within the Mountain Creek Open Space reserve in the south-western sector of Village 8 with the local 
road network 
 
Village 8 will be serviced by a reticulated water supply and underground power. 
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3 Bushfire Hazard and Risk Assessment 

3.1 Overview 

The broader Spring Mountain locality supports a mosaic of urban, rural residential, retail, commercial, 
agricultural/pastoral and forested landscapes dissected by roadways and waterways.  The Spring Mountain 
area is situated in south-eastern Queensland and is characterised by a mild sub-tropical coastal climate which 
does not currently experience extended periods of severe fire weather (i.e. extremely hot and dry periods with 
strong winds emanating from the continental interior) that are frequently experienced in Victoria, South 
Australia and less frequently New South Wales and Tasmania.   

The number of days each year that are characterised by weather conditions conducive to the ignition and rapid 
spread of a high intensity bushfire are limited.  In this respect the graphic below illustrates the average number 
of days each month that were characterised by a Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) of 251 or greater using data 
from the Amberley weather station over the period from 1972 to 20102.   This analysis indicates that on average 
there are less than 14 days each year when an FFDI of 25 or greater can be expected and for the rest of the 
year the prevailing meteorological conditions mean that if a bushfire starts, it can most likely be contained 
without any significant risk to human health of property.     

 

 

Consistent with the relatively low frequency of high risk fire weather in Queensland compared to that which 
occurs in southern states, the number of lives and houses that have been lost as a result of bushfire is also 
relatively low.  This fact is illustrated in the graphic presented below which provides a comparison of the total 
number of lives and houses lost to bushfire within the various Australian states and territories over the period 
from 1926 to 2013.  

                                                      
1 An FFDI of 25 is the base FFDI value for the Very High Fire Danger Rating used in Qld.  The QFES advise that during such days fires 
can be difficult to control with flames that may burn into treetops. Loss of life and damage to property is still a threat.  Staying and 
defending your property is an option if your home is well-prepared, and you are capable of actively defending it.    
2 Source: Planned Burn Guidelines – Southeast Queensland Bioregion of Queensland. Prepared by: Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service (QPWS) Enhanced Fire Management Team, Queensland Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing 
(NPRSR). 
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(Source:  Presentation given by QFES personnel at the Bushfire2016 Conference held at University of Queensland over the period 
from 28th to 30th of September 2016) 

Notwithstanding the relatively low historical levels of loss of life and property to bushfires in Queensland, 
bushfires do frequently occur in south-eastern Queensland and present a material hazard to human health 
and property which needs to be appropriately considered as part of a comprehensive approach to land use 
planning and development.  Analysis of climate data and modelling also indicates that the frequency of severe 
daily fire weather has increased throughout Australia, including south-east Queensland, over the period from 
1973–2010 and is anticipated to increase further in line with future climate change projections (BoM and 
CSIRO, 2015).   

3.2 Broadscale Pre-Development Bushfire Hazard Assessments 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 development site is classified as a Transitional Bushfire Risk Area, being an 
area where there may be a risk for bushfire that is likely to diminish as development occurs, on the Ipswich 
Planning Scheme Map OV1.  Relevant extracts from Ipswich Planning Scheme Map OV1 are presented in 
Table 3-1.  

Adjacent vegetated lands to the south are classified as Bushfire Risk Areas on Map OV1 but the Planning 
Scheme does not classify the level of bushfire risk into severity categories.  The adjacent Bushfire Risk Areas 
are associated with the extensive White Rock – Spring Mountain Conservation Estate which will represent a 
permanent bushfire hazard to the future residents of the Spring Mountain Village 8 estate, particularly those 
lots situated along the southern perimeters of the estate.  

Pursuant to the State Planning Policy interactive Natural Hazard (Bushfire) mapping, both the Spring Mountain 
Village 8 development site and adjacent areas of vegetated land are currently classified as High to Very High 
Potential Intensity Bushfire areas.  Extracts from the SPP mapping are presented in Table 3-2.  This mapping 
does not account for the reduction in the extent of bushfire prone land that has and will continue to occur as 
existing bushland is cleared to facilitate development of the Spring Mountain estate and adjacent sectors of 
the Greater Springfield development. 
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Table 3-1 Ipswich Planning Scheme Bushfire Risk Areas Map OV1 Extract 

Extract Legend 

                              Village 8 

 

 

 

Table 3-2 SPP Natural Hazard (Bushfire) Mapping Extract 

Extract Legend 

 

 

          

 
 

 

                 Village 8 

 

 

 

 
It is noted that neither of the above bushfire hazard maps are informed by field based surveys and assessment.  
Furthermore the associated regulations and policies recommend that the accuracy or otherwise of the mapping 
be confirmed by undertaking appropriate site specific investigations involving field based surveys. 
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3.3 Site Based Post-Development Bushfire Hazard Assessment 

3.3.1  Overview 

A site specific assessment of the bushfire hazard classifications for the Village 8 estate and immediate locality 
(i.e. land within 100m) has been completed based on review of aerial photography, topographic data, available 
vegetation mapping and a physical inspection completed on the 23rd of August 2016. This assessment takes 
into account changes that will occur to the extent and nature of vegetation types in the Village 8 locality as a 
consequence of the development of Village 8 and other sectors of the Spring Mountain estate. 

This site specific assessment is been based on the methodology for State-wide mapping of bushfire prone 
areas in Queensland (Leonard et al, 2014), which:  

>  scales bushfire hazard based on the Potential Fire-line Intensity (PFLI) of a severe bushfire and can 
be used to predict the radiation profile of areas adjacent to potentially hazardous vegetation and an 
associated Potential Impact Buffer; and 

>  classifies land that may be subject to significant bushfire attack as areas of Medium, High or Very high 
Potential Bushfire Intensity. 

Those parts of Village 8 that could be subject to significant bushfire attack from embers, flames or radiant heat 
are included in a Potential Impact Buffer  with a default width of 100m from all areas of vegetated land that are 
classified as having a Medium, High or Very High Potential Bushfire Intensity. 

The classification of an area’s Potential Bushfire Intensity takes into account three key variables being:  
> total fuel load (W), which is primarily a function of the vegetation type(s) in the subject area; 

> the McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI), which is an index that considers variability in fire 
intensity associated with a range of weather variables including recent precipitation, current wind 
speed, relative humidity and temperature; and 

> slope (Ɵ), which is an important variable controlling the rate of fire spread and fuel consumption.    

The following sections provide a brief verification analysis of the High to Very High Potential Intensity Bushfire 
classifications that have been derived for the Spring Mountain site and adjacent lands. 

3.3.2  Potential Fuel Loads 

In accordance with the methodology for State-wide mapping of bushfire prone areas in Queensland (Leonard 
et al, 2014), Potential Fuel Loads are assigned to vegetation categories (Vegetation Hazard Classes) formed 
by amalgamating land use and vegetation types with a moderately consistent fuel load and structure.  Whilst 
the Village 8 development will involve the retention of some areas of native vegetation within the Linear 
Creekline Open Space reserves, the clearance of adjoining land and its development for urban purposes will 
reduce the overall hazard potential of the retained areas of vegetation.  

In accordance with DILGP (2016), for the purpose of bushfire hazard assessments and mapping: 

Patches of a single VHC with an area of less than 0.5 hectares are merged with the surrounding VHC that is 
most common to the boundary of the vegetation patch; and 

small patches or corridors of higher fuel load VHCs (8 tonnes / ha or more) less than 100m wide are merged 
with surrounding lower fuel load VHC classes where they are isolated from other patches of high fuel load 
VHCs by more than 100m. 

> small patches of a single Vegetation Hazard Class (VHC) less than 1 hectare are assigned the same 
VHC as that which dominates the surrounding landscape; and 

> narrow corridors of potentially hazardous vegetation less than 100m wide, that are isolated from other 
patches of high fuel load VHCs, are assigned the same VHC as that which dominates the surrounding 
landscape. 

The Vegetation Hazard Classes (VHCs) and their associated Potential Fuel Loads, after DILGP (2016), that 
will be present once the civil works and subsequent rehabilitation and landscaping works required to establish 
the Village 8 estate have been completed are described in Table 3-3.    
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Table 3-3 Post Development Vegetation Hazard Classes (VHCs) and associated Potential Fuel Loads  

VHC VHC description Potential 
Fuel Load 

(t / Ha) 

Site Specific Assessment of Presence3 

9.1 Moist to dry 
eucalypt open 
forests on coastal 
lowlands and 
ranges 

  

24.1 Present – the existing landscape surrounding the Village 8 estate and 
the internal Linear Creekline Open Space reserve to the west of 
support the following open forest types: 

> RE12.9-10.17 Open forest to woodland complex generally with a 
variety of stringybarks, grey gums, ironbarks and in some areas 
spotted gum. 

> RE12.9-10.19 Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa woodland +/- 
Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, E. acmenoides or E. 
portuensis, Angophora leiocarpa, E. major. Understorey often 
sparse. 

Includes areas that will be subject to rehabilitation works in 
accordance with Condition 27 of the Village 8 ADP approval (Ref: 
6115/2016/ADP ).  

[Note: Does not include the eastern Linear Creekline Open Space 
reserve which is less than 100m in width and separated from 
adjacent, upslope areas of open forest by fire-trails and roadways.] 

9.3 Shrubland within 
moist to dry 
eucalypt on coastal 
lowlands and 
ranges 

12.7 Present – An equivalent to this vegetation type will be established as 
part of the landscaping of areas originally nominated in the approved 
Spring Mountain Village 8 Area Development Plan – Bushfire 
Assessment Report (Ref: 510247-004, dated 20 January 2017) as 
being “Active Open Space areas within which low bushfire fuel loads 
will be established and maintained as part of the Village 8 ADP and 
Village 6 ADP”.  

Given the constraints associated with Council’s restrictions on the use 
of turf landscaping treatments of land with slope gradients in excess 
of 16%, a native shrubland is to be established in some areas to 
achieve an acceptable balance between landscaping and bushfire 
hazard mitigation requirements.  This landscape treatment will be 
comprised of: 

 a 100mm deep mulch layer to assist with erosion and 
sedimentation control and plant establishment; 

 a dense (4/m2) planting of native ground covers and low 
growing shrubs (< 1.5m in height at maturity); and 

 no tall shrub or tree species. 

 

This landscaping treatment will provide a reduced fuel load transition 
between the forested Linear Creekline Open Space reserve, to the 
west and south of the Village 8 residential estate, and adjoining urban 
development.   

40.4 Low grass or tree 
cover in rural areas   

 

5.0 Present – the modified vegetation within the high voltage powerline 
transmission easement to the south of Village 8 is analogous to this 
VHC.  

42.6 Nil to very low 
vegetation cover 

 

2.0 Present – the following areas belong to this VHC:  Village 6 and 
Village 8 residential lots and roadways; active recreation areas within 
the Linear Creekline Open Space reserves; and a 6m wide managed 
part of the trunk water main easement that extends along the 
southern boundary of Village 8.   

 

 Bushfire Prone Vegetation Class  Grassfire Prone Vegetation Classes  Low Fuel Load Classes 

 

                                                      
3 Based on RE types listed in each VHC in Appendix A of Leonard et al, 2014. 
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Based on the above, the Potential Fuel Loads available within and adjacent to the Spring Mountain Village 8 
site range from: 

> a minimum of 2.0 t/ha associated with existing urban development primarily located to the east and 
north; to 

> a maximum of 24.7 t/ha associated with areas of open forest vegetation located within the western 
Linear Creekline Open Space reserve and Conservation Estate to the south. 

It is noted that the assumed Potential Fuel Loads associated with bushfire prone areas of Open Forest (VHC-
9.1) and Shrubland (VHC-9.3) that will be present in the vicinity of Village 8 residential dwellings are equivalent 
to the existing available fuel loads.  In this respect, estimates of the actual available fuel loads taken at a total 
of 11 locations within the open forest communities within and adjacent to Village 8, made on 23 August 2016, 
ranged from 8 to 22 tonnes/ha.  Variation in available fuel loads adjacent to Village 8 reflect differences in fire 
history and other factors that influence the structure and species composition of the vegetation communities 
(e.g. grazing pressure, disturbance history, aspect, underlying geology etc).  Another notable feature of the 
vegetation within the Village 8 Linear Creekline Open Space reserves and immediately upslope areas is the 
extensive infestations of Lantana (Lantana camara) which dominate the forest understorey.  Representative 
photographs of the existing vegetation at 23 locations within and adjacent to Village 8 and associated fuel load 
estimates at 11 of those locations are presented in Appendix D.  

3.4 Forest Fire Danger Index 

Fire Weather Severity Mapping for Queensland shows that extreme Forest Fire Danger Index weather events 
occur more frequently in western Queensland than coastal and northern parts of the state.  Zones with a less 
severe Forest Fire Danger Index (i.e. a FFDI < 50) occur in Cape York, the Wet Tropics and in parts of coastal 
South East Queensland.  

As shown in the extract from the Fire Weather Severity Mapping presented in Table 3-4, the Spring Mountain 
development site and surrounding locality is located inside of the FFDI of 60.   

Table 3-4 Fire Weather Severity Mapping Extract (Source: Leonard et al, 2014)  

 

Notwithstanding the above and to avoid any inconsistency with Australian Standard (AS) 3959 (2009) – 
Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas, an FFDI value of 40 has been adopted for the purpose of 
this bushfire hazard assessment. 
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3.5 Slope Assessment 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 development site: 

> ranges in altitude from approximately 120 mAHD in the central south to 60 mAHD in the north;  

> is bounded by the primary Mountain Creek channel in the west and a tributary in east, with the 
confluence located to the immediate north; and 

> has a gently sloping ridge extending in a south-north direction with western facing slope characterised 
by slopes averaging 20% (11º) and eastern facing slopes characterised by slopes averaging 12% (7º). 

Localised short run (< 50m) slopes with gradients of up to 33% (180) do occur within and immediately adjacent 
to the Village 8 development site, but for the purpose of assessing likely fire intensities the predominant slope 
characteristics are used. 

The immediately adjacent Conservation Estate land to the south is generally located upslope of the Spring 
Mountain Village 8 development site and is characterised by slopes typically less than 20% (or 11º).  There is 
a small area of the Conservation Estate located downslope of the central south of the Village 8 development 
site that has steep gradients of approximately 33% (180) over a run of approximately 100m.  Spring Mountain, 
which has an elevation of 350 mAHD, is located approximately 3km to the south-west of the Spring Mountain 
Village 8 development site. 

From a bushfire hazard perspective it is the slope of the vegetated land relative to the asset(s) that is potentially 
under threat that is of interest, referred to as the effective slope.  If the potentially hazardous vegetation is 
located upslope of the asset(s) the contribution that slope makes towards the intensity and rate of spread of 
the bushfire is negligible.  However if the potentially hazardous vegetation is located downslope of the asset(s) 
then the slope gradient of the vegetated land will have a significant influence on bushfire intensity and rate of 
spread.  Typically, for each 18-20% (or 100) degrees increase in slope gradient the rate of forward spread of 
a bushfire will double for a fire moving up the slope towards an asset.  Similarly, if the fire is moving down the 
slope, the rate of spread will decrease by approximately 50% for each 18-20% (or 100) increase in slope 
gradient.  In general, as the rate of spread of a fire increases so does its intensity.   

3.6 Post-Development Potential Bushfire (Fire-line) Intensity 

Potential Bushfire Fire-line Intensity for the Spring Mountain Village 8 development site and adjacent land can 
be determined based on the Vegetation Hazard Class (VHC), Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) and Slope (Ɵ) 
characteristics detailed above and using the following formulae as per Leonard et al, 2014.  

 

For the purposes of this assessment, the Village 8 development locality has been separated into a total of nine 
(9) discrete Bushfire Assessment Units (BAUs) for which bushfire hazard ratings have been derived in 
accordance with the State-wide mapping of bushfire prone areas in Queensland (Leonard et al., 2014).  The 
delineation of BAUs takes into account existing development and future land use intents for the Site and 
adjacent lands as well as variations in Vegetation Hazard Class and Slope characteristics.  All BAUs have 
been assigned a Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) of 40 for the purpose of this assessment. 
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Table 3-5 Site Specific Post-Development Potential Bushfire Intensity Classes 

BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

V8R Village 8 Residential lots and associated road reserves. 

Extent: ~ 26 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: na 

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: na 

 

41.4 

Low grass or 
tree cover in 

built-up areas 

2 30 

(5%) 

122 Low Low 

THS Townhouse lot located to the north of Grande Avenue and south of 
Mountain Creek tributary. 

Extent: ~ 0.5 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots s: na 

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: na 

 

41.4 

Low grass or 
tree cover in 

built-up areas 

2 30 

(5%) 

122 Low Low 

OSEa The eastern Linear Creekline Open Space – Managed Vegetation Zone 

Parts of the open space reserve to the east of Village 8 that will 
accommodate a range of active and passive recreational uses and within 
which understorey and ground layer vegetation will be managed to facilitate 
those uses and maintain a low fuel environment.    

Extent: ~ 1.7 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots:  0 metres 

 

41.4 

Low grass or 
tree cover in 

built-up areas 

2 11º 

(20%) 

212 Low 

 

Low 

                                                      
4 Area assigned to Vegetation Class most likely to influence fire intensity and risk. 
5 BUAs located upslope of development assets are assigned a slope weighting of 0o. 
6 FI calculation based on predominate slope value.  
7 Potential Bushfire Intensity Class: Very high (potential intensity) > 40,000+kW/m; High (potential intensity) 20,000 – 40,000kW/m; Medium (potential intensity) 4,000 – 20,000kW/m; Low (Potential 
Intensity) < 4,000+kW/m 
8 Adjusted Bushfire Intensity Class to account for narrow and or limited extent of potentially hazardous vegetation, which would effectively prevent a bushfire from reaching its full intensity potential, after 
Leonard et al., 2014.  
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

OSEs The eastern Linear Creekline Open Space reserve – South 

Areas of retained open forest located with the Open Space Reserve, 
generally extending at least 40m either side of the centreline of Mountain 
Creek tributary that extends along the eastern boundary of Village 8 and to 
the south of Grande Avenue.   Total width of OSE does not exceed 80m.   

Extent: ~ 7.2 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 2 metres 

 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 11º 

(20%) 

30,769 High 

 

Low 
[grouped with  

adjoining BAU: 
V8R and V6R] 

OSEn The eastern Linear Creekline Open Space reserve – North 

Areas of retained open forest located with the Open Space Reserve, 
generally extending at least 40m either side of the centreline of Mountain 
Creek tributary that extends along the eastern and northern boundary of 
Village 8 and to the north of Grande Avenue.   This BAU is primarily located 
within the Spring Mountain Village 7 open space precinct.   Total width of 
OSE does not exceed 80m. 

Extent: ~ 4.3 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 0 metres 

 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 11º 

(20%) 

30,769 High 

 

Low 
[grouped with  

adjoining BAU: 
V8R and V7Ra] 

OSN The Linear Creekline Open Space reserve – North  

Areas of retained open forest located with the Open Space Reserve, 
generally extending at least 40m either side of the centreline of Mountain 
Creek tributary that is located to the south of BAU-V9R and BAU-TC19.  
The areas of bushfire prone vegetation are contiguous with similar 
vegetation located in those adjacent development precincts to the north.  

Extent: ~ 2.5 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 0 metres 

 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 11º 

(20%) 

30,769 High 

 

High 

[Low - once 
adjacent 

BAU-V9R and 
BAU-TC are 
developed] 
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

OSWs The western Linear Creekline Open Space reserve - Balance Area to South 
of Grande Avenue 

 

Parts of the open space reserve that will accommodate a range of active 
and passive recreational uses within a predominately forested setting and 
adjacent areas where existing forest vegetation will be retained or 
rehabilitated.  Whilst this zone will contain areas within which understorey 
and ground layer vegetation will be managed to facilitate those active 
public uses, the majority of the area will not be maintained in a low fuel 
condition.   

The areas of retained open forest located with the Open Space Reserve, 
generally extending at least 40m either side of the centreline of Mountain 
Creek.   Total width of OSWs to the south of Grande Avenue is generally 
greater than 100m, ranging from up to 150m in the south to 80m in the 
north.    OSWs is located to the east of Spring Mountain Village 10 precinct. 

Extent: 12.0 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 17 metres 

 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 11º 

(20%) 

30,769 High 

 

High 
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

OSF The western Linear Creekline Open Space reserve – Landscaped 
Reduced Fuel Fringe Zone 

Parts of the open space reserve extending along the western and southern 
fringe of Village 8 that will be disturbed during the bulk-earthworks phase 
of development, subsequently landscaped.  This zone encompasses areas 
that were classified in the approved Spring Mountain Village 8 Area 
Development Plan – Bushfire Assessment Report (Ref: 510247-004, dated 
20 January 2017) as being “Active Open Space areas within which low 
bushfire fuel loads will be established and maintained as part of the Village 
8 ADP and Village 6 ADP”.   However the capacity to establish and maintain 
these areas as low fuel environments is in conflict with Council’s 
requirement that “turf” landscape treatments be limited to land with 
gradients less than 1:6.  

This landscaping treatment will provide a reduced fuel load transition 
between the forested Linear Creekline Open Space reserve, to the west 
and south of the Village 8 residential estate, and adjoining urban 
development. This landscape treatment will be comprised of: 

 a 100mm deep mulch layer to assist with erosion and sedimentation 
control and plant establishment; 

 a dense (4 plants per m2) planting of native ground covers and low 
growing shrubs (< 1.5m in height at maturity); and 

 no tall shrub or tree species. 

Extent: ~ 2 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 16 metres 

 

9.3 

Shrubland 
within moist to 
dry eucalypt 
on coastal 

lowlands and 
ranges 

12.7 11º 

(20%) 

8,545 Medium 

 

Medium 
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

OSWn The western Linear Creekline Open Space reserve – Balance Area to the 
North of Grande Avenue 

Areas of retained open forest located with the Mountain Creek Open Space 
Reserve to the north of Grande Avenue.  The open forest in this BAU is 
generally less than 100m in width, but currently is contiguous with open 
forest vegetation contained within BAU-V9R and BAU-TC19.   This area 
forms part of the Spring Mountain Village 9 open space precinct.    

Extent: ~ 6.8 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 25 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 11º 

(20%) 

30,769 High 

 

High 

[Low - once 
adjacent 

BAU-V9R and 
BAU-TC are 
developed] 

V6R Village 6 Residential estate 

Encompasses the approved and currently being constructed Village 6 
residential estate, including lots, roadways and those parts of the 
recreational reserves within with vegetation will be actively managed to 
facilitate open space uses. 

Extent: ~ 35.1 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 110 metres 

41.4 

Low grass or 
tree cover in 

built-up areas 

2.0 30 

(5%) 

122 Low Low 

V7Ra Village 7 Residential Estate – Interim Vegetation Management Zone 

A 30m to 80m wide band of land extending along the boundary of the 
Village 7 precinct and the Linear Creekline Open Space reserve to the 
south within which vegetation management will be undertaken as part of 
the Village 8 development for bushfire hazard mitigation purposes.   This 
interim Vegetation Management Zone will become redundant once the 
Village 7 residential estate is developed.  

Extent: ~ 3.1 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 80 metres 

41.4 

Low grass or 
tree cover in 

built-up areas 

2.0 30 

(5%) 

122 Low Low 
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

V7Rb Village 7 Residential Estate- Balance 

The balance of the Village 7 residential estate which currently supports 
areas of eucalypt open forest.  Until this area is developed and open forest 
vegetation is cleared it will present a potential bushfire hazard to 
surrounding residential estates.   Development of Village 7 is scheduled to 
occur over the 2016-2019 period. 

Extent: ~ 6.8 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: > 100 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 30 

(5%) 

17,717 Medium Medium 

[Low - once 
BAU-V7R is  
developed] 

V9R Village 9 Residential Estate 

The Village 9 residential estate is located to the north of Village 8 and has 
frontage to the Mountain Creek Linear Creekline Open Space corridor.  
This area supports areas of eucalypt open forest that are contiguous with 
open forest vegetation within the adjoining Open Space corridor and yet to 
be developed Springfield Town Centre precincts to the east.   Development 
of Village 9 is not scheduled to commence until 2025. 

Extent: ~ 5.25 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: > 150 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 140 

(25%) 

37,845 High High 

[Low - once 
BAU-V9R is  
developed] 

V10R Village 10 Residential Estate 

The Village 10 residential estate is located to the west of Village 8 and has 
frontage to the Mountain Creek Linear Creekline Open Space corridor.  
This area supports areas of eucalypt open forest that are contiguous with 
open forest vegetation within the adjoining Open Space corridor and the 
Conservation Estate to the south.   Development of Village 10 is scheduled 
to occur over the 2019-2020 period. 

Extent: ~ 15.3 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Upslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: ~ 120 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 00 

(0%) 

14,404 Medium Medium 

[Low - once 
BAU-V9R is  
developed] 
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

TC19 Town Centre – Precinct 19 

The Springfield Town Centre Precinct 19 is located to the north of Village 
8 and is contiguous with the Mountain Creek Linear Creekline Open Space 
corridor; BAU-V9R, BAU-V7Ra and BAU-V7Rb.  This area supports areas 
of eucalypt open forest that are contiguous with open forest vegetation 
within the adjoining BAUs.  The timing for development of BAU-TC19 is not 
known, but is anticipated to commence by 2020. 

Extent: > 20 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 100 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 90 

(15%) 

26,803 High 

 

High 

[Low - once 
BAU-TC19 is  
developed] 

WME Water Main Easement 

A trunk water main easement, in favour of SEQ Water, extends along the 
southern boundary of Village 8.  This easement averages 12m in width and 
supports a 4WD maintenance trail.  A written agreement has been reached 
between Lend Lease and SEQ Water for Lend Lease to undertake regular 
maintenance of this easement to ensure a low fuel load environment is 
maintained.  As part of this agreement Lend Lease will also maintain the 
4WD track in a serviceable condition to meet QFES rural firetrail standards.  
The maintain Water Main Easement also forms part of the approved Open 
Space network linking internal open space reserves and trail networks with 
active recreation opportunities within the Conservation Estate (refer 
Appendix C for further details).   It is assumed the following the initial 10 
years of maintenance by Lend Lease, Council and/or SEQ Water would 
assume responsibility for the ongoing maintenance of the vegetation and 
access infrastructure within the easement. 

Extent: ~ 1.10 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Upslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 20 metres 

41.4 

Low grass or 
tree cover in 

built-up areas 

2.0 00 

(0%) 

223 Low Low 
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BAU Land Use and Vegetation Description  Predominant 
Vegetation 

Hazard Class 

(VHC)4 

Potential 
Fuel 
Load 

(PFL) 

Effective 
Slope 

Gradient 5 
(Ɵ) 

 

Potential 
Bushfire 
Fire-line 

Intensity6 
(FI) -  

Potential 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class7 

Site Specific 
Adjusted 
Bushfire 
Intensity 
Class8 

 

   t / ha  kW/m   

CEDS Conservation Estate – Down Slope 

Encompasses an area of remnant eucalypt dominated vegetation located 
within the Council managed Conservation Estate.  This area has a south-
westerly aspect. 

Extent: ~ 8.0 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 32 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 190 

(35%) 

53,437 Very High Very High 

CEUS Conservation Estate – Up Slope 

Encompasses the balance of the adjoining Council managed Conservation 
Estate located to the south of Village 8.   

Extent: > 50 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 68 metres 

9.1 
Moist to dry 

eucalypt open 
forests on 

coastal 
lowlands and 

ranges 

 

24.1 00 

(0%) 

14,404 Medium Medium 

CEPE Conservation Estate – Power Easement 

Encompasses a 150m wide high voltage power transmission line 
easement that traverses the Conservation Estate approximately 200 m to 
the south of, and parallel to, the Village 8 southern boundary.  The 
vegetation in this BAU has been substantially cleared and modified to 
facilitate establishment of the infrastructure and to reduce the risk of 
damage to this infrastructure in the event of a bushfire.   . 

Extent: >20 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Upslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: > 200 metres 

40.4 
Low grass or 
tree cover in 
rural areas 

 

5.0 00 

(0%) 

620 Low Low 
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The distribution of BAUs detailed in Table 3-5 are presented in the Bushfire Hazard Assessment and 
Management Plan (Drawing Ref:  510247-044-BAR001) presented in Appendix E. 

Based on the above analysis it is possible to define the location and extent of bushfire prone areas, including 
a 100m wide safety buffer, comprised of vegetated land areas that have been assessed as having a medium 
or higher bushfire intensity potential.  The location of land currently identified as being bushfire prone areas, 
including  a 100m buffer to same, within the Village 8 locality are also shown in Bushfire Hazard Assessment 
and Management Plan (Drawing Ref:  510247-044-BAR001) presented in Appendix E.   

It is recognised that some of these bushfire prone areas to the north and west will disappear as the planned 
urban development of adjacent forested land occurs.  Whilst the removal of that vegetation will have some 
implications for the development of the Townhouse lot it will not result in the removal of any lots from the 
designed bushfire prone area which extends 100m from the adjacent forested areas that are of sufficient size 
to sustain a Medium to Very High intensity bushfire. 
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4 Bushfire Hazard and Risk Management 

The appropriate mitigation and management of bushfire hazards involves the integration of a combination of 
bushfire hazard mitigation measures during the design, construction and operational phases of any urban 
development, including: 

1. ensuring development design, including the layout of roads and driveways, and the location, size and 
orientation of residential lots and buildings, is responsive to bushfire hazards; 

2. appropriate fire-fighting and management infrastructure is provided, including an adequate and 
accessible water supply, fire breaks and maintenance/access trails; 

3. specifications and materials for building design and construction are in accordance with AS3959 (2009) 
– Construction of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas and the Building Code of Australia; 

4. management of potentially hazardous vegetation taking into account the conservation values of that 
vegetation and the important role that fire plays in the functioning of many Australian ecosystems; 

5. landscape design and maintenance requirements;  

6. community awareness, education and training; and 

7. identification of parties to be responsible for specific bushfire management tasks and actions. 

The design of the Village 8 layout and the nature of the Open Space reserves have been informed by 
consideration of the above.   

The following sections provide detail concerning some of the key design elements that have been incorporated 
into the design of the Village 8 estate to ensure that an acceptable level of risk to human health and property 
is maintained in the event of a bushfire occurring in the general locality.  Where appropriate details concerning 
measures that need to be taken during the construction and occupational phases of the Village 8 estate 
development are also provided below.  

4.1 Lot Layout and Access 

The nature of the interface between urban development and bushfire hazard areas has a critical influence on 
the likelihood of harm occurring to people and property in the event of a bushfire.  The provision of appropriate 
building setbacks and a defendable space between areas of potentially hazardous vegetation and adjacent 
dwellings is essential to ensuring that the level of risk of harm to people and property associated with exposure 
to flame, radiant heat, embers and smoke is maintained at an acceptable level.  In addition to building setbacks, 
the provision of a lot layout and associated road network that facilitates safe access routes for bushfire 
response personnel and safe evacuation routes for residents, is essential. 

In respect of the above, the Village 8 development layout as illustrated in Appendix A and described in Section 
2, makes provision for the following. 

1) A perimeter roadway system that separates most of the residential lots from the Conservation Estate 
to the south and internal Linear Creekline Open Space reserves.  The development’s road network: 

a. provides for efficient and safe emergency access to buildings for the deployment of fire-
fighting appliances and evacuation of residents if required; 

b. would comply with local government standards and the Queensland Road Planning and 
Design Manual (DTMR, 2013);  

c. provides multiple entry/exit routes from areas adjacent to vegetated land that has a Medium 
to Very High bushfire intensity potential; and 

d. involves constriction of the Grande Avenue Mountain Creek crossing which will provide access 
to land to the west to facilitate deployment of fire response units if required.   

2) Residential lots that are, with the exception of the proposed Townhouse lot to the north of Grande 
Avenue,  located more than 16 metres from adjacent areas of bushfire prone vegetation that will be 
present in the landscape following completion of the Village 8 civil and landscaping works.  The 
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setback is comprised of road reserve and/or manage vegetation areas which will be accessible by fire 
response units and where there will be access to a reticulated water supply for fire suppression 
purposes if required.  These areas will provide a defendable space within which property protection 
actions can be safely undertaken by QFES personnel in the event that a bushfire occurs within the 
surrounding landscape. 

3) In respect of the Townhouse lot, the requirement for and nature of any building setbacks from adjacent 
areas of vegetation that may be required for bushfire hazard management purposes will depend on 
the timing of development of the Townhouse lot.  If development of the Townhouse lot is deferred until 
adjacent land to the north that is planned to be developed for urban purposes (i.e. BAUs V9R and 
TCP19) are developed and associated bushfire prone vegetation is removed then there would be no 
specific requirements along the northern and eastern flanks of the Townhouse lot from a bushfire 
hazard management perspective.  This is because the remaining narrow (i.e. ~ 80m) band of open 
forest vegetation within the adjoining Liner Creekline Open Space reserve would have a Low bushfire 
hazard rating.  However if development of the Townhouse lot precedes the development of BAUs V9R 
and TCP19, then it would be necessary to undertake a detailed hazard assessment and design a 
townhouse layout that provided appropriate separation between buildings and adjoin areas of bushfire 
prone vegetation.  Regardless of the timing of development, the Townhouse lot will still be subject to 
some design constraints due to the presence of areas of bushfire prone vegetation within the Linear 
Creekline Open Space reserve to the south of Grande Avenue (i.e. BAU-OSWs). 

Provision has also be made for a formed connection between the perimeter roadway extending along the 
southern boundary of Village 8 and the existing fire/maintenance trail network located within the trunk water 
main easement and Conservation Estate to the south.   

In summary, the approved Village 8 layout and access arrangements are appropriate from a bushfire hazard 
management perspective. 

4.2 Water Supplies 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 development will be serviced by a reticulated water supply.   

The water supply network should make provision for: 

> placement of fire hydrants/outlets along the interface between urban development and areas of 
potentially hazardous vegetation located within or adjacent to the Spring Mountain Village 8 
development site at intervals not greater than 120m in accordance with QFES (2014);  

> placement of fire hydrants/outlets within the Local Recreation Park situated within the Mountain Creek 
Open Space reserve in the south-western sector of Village 8; and 

> flow and pressure characteristics that are suitable for fire-fighting purposes, with a minimum pressure 
and flow of 10 litres a second at 200 kPa).    

4.3 Building Design 

Buildings within those parts of the Village 8 estate situated within 100m of areas of potentially hazardous 
vegetation will need to be designed and constructed in accordance with  Australian Standard AS3959 (2009) 
– Construction of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas.   In general the standards for new homes construction in 
bushfire prone areas includes: 

> a concrete slab; 

> exterior walls, roof, veranda or deck constructed from non-combustible materials; 

> sealed wall and roof joints to guard against ember attacks; 

> shutters made from aluminium (or other non-combustible material); 

> toughened glass windows; 

> fire-resistant-timber door frames, with a weather strip at the base; and 

> metal (rather than plastic) external trimmings such as vents, guttering and downpipes. 
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The individual lots within Village 8 that will be subject to AS3959 requirements are identified in Bushfire Hazard 
Assessment and Management Plan (Drawing Ref:  510247-044-BAR001) presented in Appendix E. 

All of the standard Village 8 residential lots are setback at least 16m from adjacent areas of bushfire prone 
vegetation that will persist within the landscape following completion of the Village 8 civil works program and 
the completion of planned urban development of surrounding land.  Each of the lots with direct frontage to 
areas of bushfire prone vegetation extending along the western and southern perimeter of Village 8 also have 
internal building setbacks of 3m.    

Table 4-1 provides a summary of the building setbacks to bushfire prone vegetation that are provided along 
the southern and western boundaries of Village 8 and the associated maximum AS3959(2009) Bushfire Attack 
Level (BAL) that would be required.. 

Table 4-1 Bushfire Prone Vegetation Setbacks and Corresponding Maximum BAL Ratings 

Area Nature and Width of Minimum Building 
Setback 

Maximum Bushfire Attack 
Level (BAL) Rating 9 
Associated Each VHC 

Southern Boundary - Lots situated 
along the southern boundary of 
Village 8 which have frontage to 
adjacent areas of bushfire prone 
vegetation contained within the 
Conservation Estate to the south 
(i.e. BAU – CEDS and OSF). 

Bushfire Prone Vegetation along 
the southern boundary occurs on 
slopes up to 19o. 

Minimum building setback comprised of road 
reserve, areas of maintained low fuel 
environment parkland, and internal lot building 
setbacks of: 

 

 20 m from areas of VHC9.3- Shrubland within 
moist to dry eucalypt on coastal lowlands and 
ranges; and 

 

 30m from areas of VHC9.1 - Moist to dry 
eucalypt open forests on coastal lowlands and 
ranges 

 

 

 

 

 

BAL-29 

 

 

BAL-29 

Western Boundary - Lots situated 
along the western boundary of 
Village 8 which have frontage to 
adjacent areas of bushfire prone 
vegetation contained within the 
Conservation Estate to the south 
(i.e. BAU – OSWs and OSF). 

Bushfire Prone Vegetation along 
the western  boundary occurs on 
slopes up to 11o. 

Minimum building setback comprised of road 
reserve, areas of maintained low fuel 
environment parkland, and internal lot building 
setbacks of: 

 

 19 m from areas of VHC9.3- Shrubland within 
moist to dry eucalypt on coastal lowlands and 
ranges; and 

 

 25 m from areas of VHC9.1 - Moist to dry 
eucalypt open forests on coastal lowlands and 
ranges 

 

 

 

 

 

BAL-19 

 

 

BAL-40    

 

 

In respect of the maximum BAL-40 indicated along the western boundary it is relevant to note the following: 

 a BAL-40 requirement applies to only one lot, all other lots meeting BAL-29 setback requirements; and 

 the requirement to build to a BAL-40 standard could be avoided via a minor (i.e. 1 metre) increase in the internal 
lot building setback on the affected lot. 

 

As detailed in Table 3-5, the above BAL assessments assume that forested land within the adjacent 
Conservation Estate and Linear Open Space corridors are not actively managed10 to reduce bushfire fuel 
loads apart from BAU-OSEa, and BAU-WME as defined on Drawing Ref: 510247-044-BAR001 presented in 
Appendix E.  The specific vegetation management (fuel reduction) works required within BAU-OSEa and BAU-
WME are detailed in Table 4-2. 

                                                      
9 Maximum BAL requirement determined using AS3959(2009) Method 2, FDI 40 and the slope and fuel loads detailed in Table 3-5. 
10 Actively managed either by way of hazard reduction burns or via the mechanical removal of vegetation. 
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In the interim period between the completion of the Village 8 civil works program and the completion of the 
planned urban development of adjacent land, the only Village 8 lot that will be exposed to a higher bushfire 
hazard level is the proposed Townhouse lot (BAU-THS).  Until Village 9 (BAU-V9R) and Springfield Town 
Centre Precinct 19 (BAU-TC19) are developed and existing areas of bushfire prone vegetation are removed, 
the narrow (< 100m) Linear Creekline Open Space reserve to the north of the Townhouse lot will be classified 
as a bushfire prone area as it is of sufficient size to sustain a Medium to Very High intensity bushfire.  The 
western and southern boundaries of the proposed Townhouse lot will be separated from adjacent areas of 
bushfire prone vegetation by a managed vegetation zone at least 25m in width that will accommodate Grande 
Avenue, a stormwater detention basin and associated embellishments.  However the north-eastern boundary 
of the Townhouse lot directly fronts onto areas of retained open forest within the adjoining Linear Creekline 
Open Space reserve which would lace substantive constraints on the design of development.   However once 
planned urban development to the north is completed, the narrow (i.e. < 100m) width of retained areas of open 
forest vegetation within the adjoining Linear Creekline Open Space reserve will enable this area to be 
reclassified to a Low Bushfire Intensity Potential.  If development of the Townhouse lot is proposed prior to the 
development of adjacent land to the north, and associated reductions in bushfire hazard levels are achieved, 
then a more detailed analysis of bushfire hazard levels and required building standards for the Townhouse 
development should be completed.  

The specific requirements to achieve compliance with AS3959 at each lot will then need to be confirmed and 
the dwelling designed and constructed in accordance with that standard. 

4.4 Vegetation Management 

The bushfire severity potential of an area can be substantially reduced by managing vegetation in a manner 
that reduces or removes potential bushfire fuel loads.  This includes management of areas that are intended 
to provide a conservation function.  The failure to manage vegetative fuel loads in conservation reserves can 
result in high intensity wildfires that have adverse ecological impacts for the reserve as well as creating an 
unnecessary hazard for adjacent urban areas.   

To ensure that future residents of Village 8 are not exposed to an unacceptable level of risk of harm due to 
bushfire (i.e. a BAL29 is achievable at all residential lots) active management of vegetation is required within 
some of the previously defined Village 8 Bushfire Assessment Units (BAUs).  In this respect Table 4-2 
specifies: 

> the specific BAUs where vegetation management works are required; 
 

> the general nature and timing of vegetation management works that are required; and 
 

> the entities responsible for implementing the management works. 
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Table 4-2 Vegetation Management Specifications 

BAU General Description of Vegetation Management Works Responsible Entities 

OSEa The eastern Linear Creekline Open Space – Managed Vegetation 
Zone 

Works:  

Clearance of under storey vegetation and maintenance of a low ground 
cover vegetation generally less than 300mm in height. 

Clearance of existing canopy trees, particularly Stringybark species, 
with an overall canopy cover of < 20% and gaps of at least 10m 
between the canopies of retained individual or small clumps of trees 
and native understorey (i.e. < 300m2). 

Construction of Open Space embellishments in accordance with the 
landscape master plan. 

Timing: 

Initial works to be completed prior to construction of any dwellings 
within the bushfire prone areas of Village 8. 

Active maintenance of initial works required at least once a year in July 
– August prior to the commencement of the high risk bushfire period.   

A second treatment may be required in November – January in some 
years depending on the amount of regrowth that occurs.  

Lend Lease responsible for: 

> initial works; 

> maintenance works for a 
period of 18 months following 
completion of Village 8 civil 
and landscaping works. 

Council responsible for: 

> maintenance works in 
perpetuity. 

 

V7Ra Village 7 Residential Estate – Interim Vegetation Management 
Zone 

A 30m to 80m wide band of land extending along the boundary of the 
Village 7 precinct and the Linear Creekline Open Space reserve to the 
south within which vegetation management will be undertaken as part 
of the Village 8 development for bushfire hazard mitigation purposes.   
This interim Vegetation Management Zone will become redundant once 
the Village 7 residential estate is developed.  

Extent: ~ 2.81 hectares. 

Slope position of vegetation relative to residential lots: Downslope  

Minimum distance of vegetation to Village 8 residential lots: 80 metres 

Lend Lease responsible for: 

> initial works; 

> maintenance works until 
Village 7 is developed for 
urban purposes.  

 

WME Water Main Easement 

Works:  

Clearance of under storey vegetation and maintenance of a low ground 
cover vegetation generally less than 300mm in height. 

Clearance of existing canopy trees, particularly Stringybark species 
with an overall canopy cover of < 20% and gaps of at least 10m 
between the canopies of retained individual or small clumps of trees 
(i.e. < 300m2). 

Timing: 

Initial works to be completed prior to construction of any dwellings 
within the bushfire prone area in the south of Village 8. 

Active maintenance of initial works required at least once a year in July 
– August prior to the commencement of the high risk bushfire period.   

A second treatment may be required in November – January in some 
years depending on the amount of regrowth that occurs.  

Lend Lease responsible for: 

> initial works; 

> maintenance works for a 
period of 10 years following 
completion of Village 8 civil 
and landscaping works. 

 

Council / SEQ Water responsible 
for: 

> maintenance works in 
perpetuity. 

  

4.5 Landscape Design 

Inappropriate landscape design in bushfire prone areas (i.e. any land within100m of bushfire prone vegetation 
with a Medium to Very High hazard rating) may expose a dwelling to increased levels of ember attack, radiant 
heat and flame contact.   

Home owners that have well designed and maintained landscaping with appropriate plant species can actually 
help protect their houses by: 

>  reducing the amount of radiant heat received by a house; 
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>  reducing the chance of direct flame contact on a house;’ 

> reducing wind speed around a house; 

>  deflecting and filtering embers; and 

>  reducing flammable landscaping materials within the defendable space. 

All vegetative material can burn under the influence of a bushfire, as such landscape designs in bushfire prone 
areas should give careful consideration to: 

> species selection; 

> species planting proximity to assets and access paths relative to their flammability; and 

> avoidance of both horizontal and vertical continuity of vegetation. 

In general “mesic” plant species that have a higher leaf moisture content, less bark and a lower rate of leaf 
drop will assist with reducing available bushfire fuel loads thereby assisting in reducing the likelihood and 
severity of bushfire attack. The use of mesic plant species in combination with the following guidelines form 
the basis for a low risk landscape design in bushfire prone areas. 

> Establish and maintain lawn or paved areas such as paths and/or a pebble garden with herbs near to 
the house. 

> Maintain cleared areas around all driveways, pathways, fire-trails and roadways that may need to be 
used as an access/egress route in the event of a bushfire. 

> Plant trees at least 5 m from any dwelling house to allow clear access and minimise canopy overhang 
of roofs and associated accumulation of leaf litter.  

> Space trees and shrubs to avoid the creation of a continuous canopy that may carry fire.   

> Prune lower limbs of trees to a height of 2m above ground level. 

> Avoid using conifers, paperbarks (i.e. Melaleuca species), stringy-bark and ribbon-bark eucalypts in 
landscape plantings. 

> Avoid using organic mulch with preference given to non-flammable mulches such as scoria (light 
weight volcanic stone), pebbles, recycled crushed bricks. 

> Regularly water landscape plantings to maintain plant health and moisture levels. 

> Utilise non-combustible materials for fencing and retaining walls. 

4.6 Property Maintenance 

The owners and residents of dwellings and managers of public land in bushfire prone areas need to maintain 
their properties to minimise risks associated with bushfires.  In this respect it is noted that most cases of 
bushfire damage to property are caused by radiated heat from the bushfire or most commonly by burning 
embers landing in, on, or around buildings and starting small spot fires which may damage the property long 
after a fire front has passed.   

The following property maintenance works should be carried out within all properties (i.e. residential lots, 
parkland reserves, road reserves) located within 100m of bushfire prone vegetation prior to the 
commencement of the bush fire season11:  

> mow grassy areas and maintain at a height < 300mm; 

> remove excess ground fuels and combustible material including long dry grass, dead leaves and 
branches; 

> remove leaf litter and any other combustible materials from the roof and gutters; 

                                                      
11 In south-east Queensland the bushfire season typically extends from spring (August-September) to mid-summer (January). The 
greatest danger occurs after the dry winter/spring period, before the onset of the rainy weather common in summer. The worst conditions 
occur when deep low-pressure systems near Tasmania bring strong, dry, westerly winds to the coast, as occurred in the major New South 
Wales fires in January 1994. (Source: Bureau of Meteorology) 
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> keeping areas under decks, fences, fence posts, gates and trees raked and cleared of potential fuels 
(i.e. dry grass, leaves, litter etc); 

> ensure all roof tiles, roof sheeting, screens and glass on windows and doors, and painted surfaces are 
in good condition giving particular attention to ensuring entry of embers through gaps; 

> ensure doors are fitted with draught seals and well maintained; 

> ensure any LPG cylinders are located to minimise exposure to direct flame and radiant heat and have 
their relief values pointing away from buildings; 

> ensure that door mats are of non-combustible material;  

> check water supplies, hydrants, taps and hoses are accessible and in good working order; and 

> check that vegetation is not interfering with safe access and use of driveways, pathways and 
roadways. 

4.7 Community Awareness 

All prospective purchasers of land within the Village 8 estate should be provided with clear advice, by the 
Developer, concerning the following. 
 

a) The location of any lots that are located within 100m of areas of bushfire prone vegetation and 
therefore subject to the requirements of AS3959. 

b) For those lots that are subject to AS3959, the requirement for a lot specific Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) 
assessment to be carried out to confirm the particular BAL standards that would apply to each façade 
of a dwelling on the affected lot.   

All residents of bushfire prone areas should maintain an appropriate level of bushfire awareness and 
preparation.  Relevant information concerning such issues is readily available from Queensland Rural Fire 
Service at https://ruralfire.qld.gov.au/Pages/Home.aspx.  

4.8 Koala Management 

This section contains advice concerning management of bushfire for Koala conservation purposes and is 
provided for advice purposes only.     

The eucalypt dominated open forests of the Spring Mountain locality support a population of Koala.  Whilst the 
long-term viability of the local Koala population will primarily depend on the appropriate management of habitat 
contained within the Conservation Estate to the south, the Linear Creekline Open Space corridors within and 
adjacent to the Village 8 development are likely to be utilised by Koala. 

Inappropriate bushfire regimes can present a threat to the long-term survival of local Koala populations.  In 
that respect high-intensity and high-frequency fires can result in the removal of a proportion of the Koala 
breeding population at a rate faster than it is able to be replaced by successive Koala generations. This type 
of impact is amplified as high intensity fires: 

> temporarily reduces the quality and availability of the food resource that is required to sustain Koala 
that survive the fire event; and 

> make Koala more prone to predation and injury from car strikes as they spend more time on the ground 
moving through fire affected areas where food resources may be sparse. 

It is important therefore that appropriate management strategies are implemented to: 

> reduce the frequency and extent of high intensity fire events in areas of Koala habitat; and 

> promote the recruitment of preferred Koala food trees. 

To effectively manage bushfire to achieve Koala conservation outcomes a coordinated approach to bushfire 
management should be taken.  In this respect the management of the extensive Conservation Estate to the 
south should be coordinated with the management of the Linear Creekline Open Space corridors and the 
balance areas of the Spring Mountain estate that have not yet been developed for urban purposes. However, 
given the linear and riparian nature of the Creekline Open Space corridors and the presence of adjoining urban 
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land uses, the conduct of hazard reduction and ecological burns within the Creekline Open Space corridors is 
not recommended.    

In respect of the Conservation Estate to the south (Council’s responsibility) and as yet undeveloped sectors of 
the Spring Mountain estate (Lend Lease’s responsibility) that support areas of Koala habitat, it is recommended 
that following measures be implemented to inform the development and maintenance of a fire regime that will 
promote Koala conservation outcomes. 

1) A register be established and maintained of all bushfire events within retained areas of Koala habitat, 
including known details of past fire events. The register should enable the mapping of areas affected 
by different fire events. 

2) Establish and maintenance of a fire trail system in and around retained areas of Koala habitat that will 
assist with the implementation of measures designed to establish and maintain an appropriate fire 
regime.   

3) Hazard reduction and ecological burns should be undertaken in general accord with the following 
guidelines: 

- SEASON: Summer to winter. 

- INTENSITY: Low to moderate. 

- INTERVAL: 4-25 years. 

- STRATEGY: Aim for 40-60% mosaic burn. Burn with soil moisture and with a spot ignition 
strategy so that a patchwork of burnt/unburnt country is achieved. 

- ISSUES: The fire regime should maintain a mosaic of grassy and shrubby understoreys. Control 
of weeds is a major focus of planned burning in most areas. Careful thought should be given to 
maintaining ground litter and fallen timber habitats by burning only with sufficient soil moisture. 
Burning should aim to produce fine scale mosaics of unburnt areas. Variability in season and 
fire intensity is important, as well as spot ignition in cooler or moister periods to encourage 
mosaics. 

4) Koala spotters should be employed during the planning and conduct of hazard reduction / ecological 
burns to: 

- carry-out a pre-burn survey to identify the distribution and abundance of Koala within the 
planned burn block, along with baseline details concerning vegetation structure and floristics of 
relevance from a Koala habitat assessment perspective, so that appropriate measures can be 
taken to minimise the risk of harm to resident Koala; 

- respond in the event of any Koala being harmed by the fire; and 

- conduct post burn surveys at 6 monthly intervals of to assess the impact of the fire events on 
the distribution and abundance of Koala within the burnt area. 

In respect of any wildfires that enter the Linear Open Space Corridors, the fact that resources would be directed 
towards protecting residential areas such as Village 8 will also ensure that adjacent areas of retained Koala 
habitat within the Linear Creekline Open Space corridors are likely to be protected from high intensity bushfire 
events.  The Village 8 road network and pedestrian/cycle paths within the open space corridors will also 
facilitate bushfire management responses (i.e. access to suppress spot fires; control lines from which back-
burns can be initiated). 

4.9 Responsibilities 

The Developer of the Village 8 estate (i.e. Lend Lease) is responsible for: 

> design and construction of a development layout consistent with the specifications of Section 4.1; 

> establishment of a reticulated water supply as per specifications of Section 4.2; 

> implementation of vegetation management works as per the specifications of Section 4.4; and 

> providing relevant community bushfire awareness information as per specifications of Section 4.7. 
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The Ipswich City Council is responsible for: 

> the maintenance of public parklands, water supply infrastructure and road reserves following 
completion of any required maintenance period during which the Developer (i.e. Lend Lease) is 
responsible; and 

> the management of the Conservation Estate located to the south of the Village 8 estate.  

The Ipswich City Council / SEQWater is responsible for maintenance of the water main easement extending 
along the southern perimeter of Village 8 as per the specifications of Section 4.4. 

Property owners and occupiers of individual lots are responsible for: 

> the design, construction and maintenance of dwellings in accordance with AS3959 as per Section 4.3 
recommendations; 

> the appropriate landscaping and maintenance of their properties in general accord with Sections 4.5 
and 4.6; and 

> ensuring that they have an appropriate level of bushfire awareness and preparation in general accord 
with the Queensland Fire and Emergency Services guidelines such as the Bushfire Survival Plan 
Guideline presented in Appendix F. 
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5 Compliance Assessments 

5.1 Ipswich Planning Scheme Bushfire Risk Areas Overlay Code 

Based on the previously presented information, an assessment of the levels of compliance that the Spring 
Mountain Village 8 development achieves with the requirements of the Ipswich Planning Scheme Bushfire Risk 
Areas Overlay Code is presented in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1 Ipswich Planning Scheme Bushfire Risk Areas Overlay Code compliance assessment 

Specific Outcomes Probable Solutions Comments 

Design, Siting and Construction 

(1) Uses and works in bushfire risk 
areas are designed, sited, and 
constructed to— 

(a)  minimise the number of 
people and properties subject to 
bushfire risk; 

(b)  improve the survivability of 
buildings and the protection of life 
during the passage of a firefront; 

(c)  minimise costs and threats 
to emergency services; and 

(d)  facilitate evacuation in the 
event of a bushfire. 

  

  

 

(1)(a)  Uses and works are sited— 

(i)  in existing cleared areas able to accommodate the use 
within an adequate fire protection buffer as identified in (iii) below; 
and 

(ii)  where possible, on land and parts of a site which are least 
prone to bushfire risk with regard to aspect, slope, elevation and 
vegetation type— 

(A)  away from the tops of ridgelines and other than on 
a North to West facing slope, with the flatter portion of the 
lot being used as building sites (refer Figure 11.4.1); and 

(B)  on land with a slope gradient less than 15%, and 
on level ground wherever possible; and 

(iii)  with a minimum 20 metre wide area (measured from the 
horizontal from the building) serving as a fire protection buffer 
around the building of which at least the first 10 metres from the 
building is a cleared area (fuel free inner zone), while the outer 10 
metres (fuel reduced outer zone) may be planted with fire 
retardant vegetation species or grassed (refer Figure 11.4.2) [No 
habitable or storage structures are located in this area.]; and 

(iv)  to ensure that any outbuilding (such as garages and 
carports) is built as part of the main building or located at least 5 
metres from the main building (refer Figure 11.4.3). 

 

Complies with SO(1) 

As detailed in Section 4, the Spring Mountain Village 8 
development is designed to comply with SO(1) and PS(1). 

Notwithstanding the above, development of the proposed 
Townhouse lot to the north of Grande Avenue should either be: 

a) deferred until adjacent urban development areas to the 
north has been completed and the extent of bushfire 
prone vegetation is reduced to the point where the 
remaining 80m wide Linear Creekline Open Space 
corridor no longer poses any substantial bushfire hazard 
to the Townhouse development; or 

b) a detailed bushfire hazard assessment and management 
plan is prepared to support any proposed Townhouse 
development. 

 

(b)  If trees are planted they— 

(i)  are of a species that grow to over 2 metres in height 
to maintain separation between lower canopy and the 
ground; 

(ii)  have vertical and horizontal separation between 
each plant to ensure the canopy is not continuous; and 

(iii)  do not grow closer to the building than a distance 
equivalent to the tree’s expected mature height so that 
branches do not overhang the eaves of the building (refer 
Figure 11.4.4). 

    

As detailed in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 appropriate 
provisions have been made for vegetation management and 
landscape design. 

 

(c)  Buildings— All buildings located within 100m of areas with a Medium – Very 
High Bushfire Intensity Potential will need to be designed and 
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Specific Outcomes Probable Solutions Comments 

(i)  have a continuous roof line avoiding roof valleys, 
multiple hips and a combination of pitched and flat roofs on 
the same building – as these provide catchment areas for 
debris (refer Figure 11.4.5); and 

(ii)  have low pitched roofs between 12 and 21 
degrees to reduce radiation pick up (refer Figure 11.4.6); 
and 

(iii)  are of slab-on-ground construction where this is 
responsive to the site; or 

(iv) “pole homes” with floors elevated off the ground with all 
external openings (between the floor and the ground) sealed 
to prevent the entry of burning debris; and 

(v)  minimise large expansive walls as these expose a 
greater surface area to a bushfire; and 

(vi)  are constructed in accordance with the relevant 
Bushfire provisions of the Standard Building Regulation 
1993. 

 

constructed in accordance with AS3959 (2009) – Construction 
of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas and the Building Code of 
Australia.   

The actual Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) Construction Standard 
that will be required for individual lots needs to be determined 
at the time that building plans are being prepared for approval.  
Nevertheless, as detailed in Section 4.3, the nature of the 
building setbacks from identified bushfire prone areas that is 
provided within the Village 8 development layout should ensure 
that dwellings can be constructed to a BAL29 or lower standard. 

As detailed in Table 3-5, this BAL assessment assumes that 
forested land within the adjacent Conservation Estate and 
Linear Open Space corridors are not actively managed to 
reduce bushfire fuel loads apart from BAU-OSEa and BAU-
WME. 

The construction requirements for the proposed Townhouse lot 
should be determined as part of a future development 
application. 

 

(d)  Masonry, stone, steel, colourbond or wire fencing is used 
and timber fencing is avoided. 

 

As detailed in Section 4.5. 

(2)  Uses and works avoid a high 
concentration of people living or 
congregating in a high bushfire risk 
area. 

(2)  Uses where people are likely to congregate, including an 
educational establishment, community building, place of worship, 
hospital, retirement community, caravan park, camping ground, child 
care centre, correctional centre and tourist facility— 

(a)  are not located within a bushfire risk area; or 

(b)  where this is not possible, are constructed in accordance 
with Probable Solution 1, above. 

 

Complies with SO(2) 

The Village 8 development will not establish any of the following 
uses within 100m of identified areas of bushfire prone 
vegetation with a Medium to Very High hazard rating: schools, 
community buildings, place of worships, hospitals, retirement 
villages, aged care facilities or child care centres. 

 

Water Storage and Supply 
(3)  Uses and works provide 
sufficient and accessible water storage 
and supply for firefighting purposes 
by— 

(a)  connection to a reticulated 
water supply, if available to the site, 
having sufficient pressure and flow for 
firefighting purposes; or 

(3)  Where reticulated water supply is not available— 

(a)  the site has a minimum water supply of 5,000 litres (per 
dwelling) available for firefighting purposes as either— 

(i)  a separate on-site water tank; or 

(ii)  a reserve section in the bottom part of the main 
water supply tank; or 

(iii)  a swimming pool installed immediately upon 
construction of the dwelling; or 

Complies with SO(3) 

As detailed in Section 4.2. 
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Specific Outcomes Probable Solutions Comments 

(b)  where reticulated water 
supply is not available to the site, a 
dam, lake, water tank or swimming 
pool are provided with sufficient 
capacity for water pumping in times of 
bushfire. 

  

(iv)  a dam or lake; and 

(b)  where on-site water supply tanks are provided they are— 

(i)  above ground and located adjacent to the building; 

(ii)  fitted with a 50mm outlet pipe and a 50mm male 
camlock coupling (standard rural fire brigade fitting) to allow 
fire hose connection; 

(iii)  of precast concrete construction and supported by 
a fireproof structure; and 

(iv)  supported by a stand-by diesel or petrol powered 
pump should electricity be cut off during a bushfire. 

(4)   Where reticulated water supply is available— 

(a)  if reconfiguring a lot, water supply outlet pipes are located— 

(i)  within 40 metres of the building envelope on each 
lot; or 

(ii)  where no building envelope is indicated on a lot, 
within 40 metres of the centre of the lot; or 

(b)  if for the erection of a building, the water supply outlet pipe 
is located within 40 metres of the building. 

 

Vehicular Access and Fire Trails 

(4)  Fire trails or perimeter roads are 
provided to mitigate against bushfire 
risk by— 

(a)  separating uses and works 
from surrounding vegetated areas; 
and 

(b)  being of sufficient width to 
serve as an effective fire trail which 
allows continuous access for 
firefighting vehicles; and 

(c)  being in secure tenure and 
maintained. 

(5) Uses and works (including where reconfiguring a lot) 
incorporate— 

(a) a perimeter road— 

(i)  located between the boundary of the lot(s) and 
adjacent vegetated lands; and 

(ii)  with a minimum cleared width of 20 metres; and 

(iii)  with a constructed road width of 6 metres; and 

(iv)  constructed to an all weather standard; or 

 

Complies with SO(4) 

As detailed in Section 4.1. 

(b)  a fire trail— 

(i)  having a minimum cleared width of 6 metres; and 

(ii)  having a minimum formed width of 4 metres; and 

(iii)  having a maximum gradient of 15%; and 

(iv)  that is constructed and maintained to prevent 
erosion and provide continuous access for firefighting 
vehicles; and 

(v)  allowing vehicular access at least every 200 
metres; and 
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Specific Outcomes Probable Solutions Comments 

(vi)  that has vehicular access at each end and links to 
either existing fire trails or roads, or has a turning circle, or 
turnaround area at the end of the trail for the turning of 
firefighting vehicles; or 

(vii)  which has passing or turning areas with a 
maximum gradient of 5% (1 in 20) at intervals of at least 
every 400 metres; and 

(viii)  are situated on public land which may also be used 
for pedestrian or cycling access; or 

(ix)  on private land by way of an access easement 
granted in favour of the local government and Queensland 
Fire Services, where the fire trail is unfenced and maintained 
by the private owner to enable access at all times by 
firefighting vehicles; or 

(c)  a combination of perimeter roads and fire trails as per (a) 
and (b) above; and 

(d)  vehicular access points to properties are a minimum of 3 
metres in width and 4.5m in height in order to permit ready access 
by fire and rescue vehicles; and 

(e)  access driveways maintain a minimum horizontal clearance 
of 5m from all powerlines. 

(5) Residential uses and works 
(including reconfiguring a lot) are 
designed to mitigate potential bushfire 
risk and provide safe sites for 
dwellings. 

  Complies with SO(5) 

As detailed in Section 4 herein, an integrated approach to 
bushfire hazard and risk mitigation has been taken to ensure 
future residents and their dwellings are not exposed to an 
unacceptable level of risk of harm due to the occurrence of 
bushfire.   

 

(6)  Where the use involves 
reconfiguring a lot and the opening of 
a new road, the road layout provides 
vehicular access which is designed 
to— 

(a)  mitigate against bushfire risk 
by ensuring adequate access for 
firefighting and other emergency 
vehicles; and 

(b)  allow for evacuation in the 
event of a bushfire; and 

(6)  Wherever possible the road layout provides through roads and 
avoids the use of cul-de-sac and dead end roads (refer Figure 
11.4.7). 

Complies with SO(6) 

As detailed in Section 4.1 herein. 
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Specific Outcomes Probable Solutions Comments 

(c)  provide for the safe and 
effective operation of water supply 
and equipment for fire fighting 
vehicles. 

(7)  Wherever possible the road layout 
provides through roads and avoids the 
use of culs- de-sac and dead end 
roads (refer Figure 11.4.7). 

(7)  Road gradients are generally no more than 12.5%, or are from 
12.5% to not more than 20% over a maximum distance of 50 metres. 

Complies with SO(7) 

As detailed in Section 4.1 herein. 

  

(8)  New residents are informed about 
the nature of the bushfire hazard and 
mitigation measures. 

(8)  The developer provides potential purchasers of lots and the local 
government with detailed information including— 

(a)  the nature of the bushfire hazard present on the lot; 

(b)  responsibilities for fire management (including fuel in 
vegetated areas, maintenance of open areas and buildings, 
separation of assets); 

(c)  measures available for ongoing fire hazard mitigation 
(including planting of fire resistant species, use of non-flammable 
fencing and screens, separation of assets from hazards); and 

(d)  the intended management of retained internal vegetated 
strips and public areas. 

Complies with SO(8) 

As detailed in Section 4.7 herein. 
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5.2 State Planning Policy (SPP) 

The Spring Mountain Village 8 development site contains and adjoins bushfire hazard areas and as such the 
development requires assessment against the interim development assessment requirements of Part E of the 
SPP.   

Based on the previously presented information, an assessment of the levels of compliance that the Spring 
Mountain Village 8 development achieves with the interim development assessment requirements of Part E of 
the SPP is presented in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 SPP Part E Interim Development Assessment Requirements compliance assessment 

Requirement Response 

Development: 

(1) avoids natural hazard areas or mitigates the 
risks of the natural hazard to an acceptable or 
tolerable level 

As detailed in Section 4 herein, an integrated approach to bushfire 
hazard and risk mitigation has been taken to ensure future 
residents and their dwellings are not exposed to an unacceptable 
level of risk of harm due to the occurrence of bushfire. 

(2) supports, and does not unduly burden, 
disaster management response or recovery 
capacity and capabilities 

The Village 8 development forms part of a master planned 
development, makes appropriate provision for bushfire hazard 
mitigation and would not place an undue burden on bushfire 
management response or recovery capacity and capabilities.    

(3) directly, indirectly and cumulatively avoids an 
increase in the severity of the natural hazard and 
the potential for damage on the site or to other 
properties 

The Village 8 development is consistent with this requirement in 
that it would: 

 reduce the extent of potentially hazardous vegetation in the 
vicinity of the existing urban development and the associated 
severity of local bushfires; and 

 improve the capacity of bushfire management personnel to 
respond to a bushfire in the general locality via the extension 
of the formed road and reticulated water network. 

(4) avoids risks to public safety and the 
environment from the location of hazardous 
materials and the release of these materials as a 
result of a natural hazard 

The Village 8 development would not involve the manufacture or 
bulk storage of hazardous materials.   

(5) maintains or enhances natural processes and 
the protective function of landforms and 
vegetation that can mitigate risks associated with 
the natural hazard. 

The Village 8 development would allow for the maintenance of 
natural processes and vegetation within designated conservation 
reserves.  
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APPENDIX A  
SPRING MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 8 ADP 
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APPENDIX B  
SPRING MOUNTAIN INDICATIVE 
PHASING PLAN (ANNOTATED) 
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APPENDIX C  
MOUNTAIN CREEK OPEN SPACE 
CONCEPT PLAN 
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VILLAGE 10

VILLAGE 8

GENERAL DESIGN CONCEPTS

Active Recreation Areas
May include Themed Playgrounds,
Kick-about areas, Fitness equipment and
Dog off-leash areas. Active Recreation
Areas may be incorporated along the length
of the Mountain Creek Linear Open Space
Corridor.

Passive Recreation Areas
These spaces may be designed as
Parkland Settings or Natural Settings and

incorporated throughout the site.  Picnic
Shelters may be provided with some having
BBQ facilities subject to Bushfire risk
assessment.

Mountain Creek Corridor
Provides a natural backdrop to
development which retains native
vegetation while preserving fauna
connections.

Lookout Points
May be located at interest nodes to take
advantage of existing landscape features
and view corridors.

Pedestrian Trail Network
May include a hierarchy of pathway
networks such as passive walking/ cycle
paths and steeper hike and bike/ fitness
trails providing varying trail types for a

diverse range of users.  Some pathways
may be wider in order to provide access for
maintenance/ emergency vehicles.

Existing Natural Features
These features have been located on site
for potential retention for the enjoyment of
residents and visitors to the area.

Parkland setting on
Creekline with access
to adjacent
conservation area.
This space may
include seating, fitness
equipment and
grassed picnic areas.

A MOUNTAIN CREEK OPEN SPACE CONCEPT

2016

NOTE:  ALL DIMENSIONS AND AREAS ON THIS PLAN ARE SUBJECT TO SURVEY AND REQUIREMENTS FOR LODGEMENT OF SURVEY PLANS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES.

10 0

SCALE 1:1000

20 50 110m

 @ A1
SCALE 1:2000 @ A3

REVPLAN NUMBER

WC006626.0V8-001

COMPUTER FILE:  6626V8F2             DATE: 06/09/2016

C

DSCN0603

DSCN0590

DSCN0586

Parkland
setting
with picnic
shelters and
BBQ facilities

Active Recreation Area
and Car parking
potentially located in this
vicinity.

Active Recreation Area achieves
visual connection from Collector
Road.

Visitor access to the
major Local Park
activity hub via a
driveway from the
proposed Collector
Road.

Potential pedestrian link.

Where possible
elevated pathways
seating/ viewing
platforms
overlooking
existing Rock
Pools and
Mountain Creek
may be provided.

Potential Parkland
setting with picnic
shelters and BBQ
facilities around
Central Activity
hub - subject to
Bushfire risk
assessment.

Possible Lookout
point with seating
to access views
over Mountain
Creek Open
Space Corridor.

Possible location of
Lookout gaining views
through Mountain
Creek Corridor.

Visitor access to Local Park
amenities is via on-street
car parking  along the
proposed Collector road.

Low plantings of native vegetation in
view corridor to aid with passive
surveillance of pathway/ boardwalk
linking Village 10.

Potential new Trail head to
be located on Site - linking
Hike and Bike/ fitness trail to
existing trail connections in
adjacent conservation land.

Active Recreation Areas may be
incorporated along the Mountain
Creek Linear Open Space Corridor.
These areas may include themed
Playgrounds, Kick-about areas
amongst other activities.

RL90

Existing Rock Pools
in this vicinity.

ISO 9001:2008
FS 535063

Western Corridor Office
Level 6, Springfield Tower
145 Sinnathamby Boulevard
Springfield Central QLD 4300
PO Box 4647
Springfield QLD 4300

t (07) 3470 8100
f (07) 3470 8101
e info@landpartners.com.au
w www.landpartners.com.au
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40m CREEKLINE OFFSET

Q100 FLOODLINE

MOUNTAIN CREEK INVERT

ACTIVE RECREATION AREA

PASSIVE RECREATION AREAS

MOUNTAIN CREEK CORRIDOR

POSSIBLE LOOKOUT POINTS

INDICATIVE PEDESTRIAN TRAIL 
NETWORK

EXISTING FEATURES

Existing Rocky Outcrop in this
vicinity
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APPENDIX D  
SITE BASED BUSHFIRE FUEL HAZARD 
ASSESSMENT & SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 



 

Site Locations 



 

Site 1   

   
   

  

 

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-west 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:   
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes: Mt Creek tributary ephemeral, Lantana infestation on both sides of creek line 
  
I:\5102-47-044 SM V8\Images\23082016\Low Res\Photos in Table lr2docx.docx 1 of 24 



 
Site 2 / FLA001   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   22% (12 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  South-west 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   M 
Near Surface Fuel:  M 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  Moderate 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 8-16 
 
 
Notes:   
  

I:\5102-47-044 SM V8\Images\23082016\Low Res\Photos in Table lr2docx.docx 2 of 24 



Site 3 / FLA002   

   

   

   

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   17% (10 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  South-west 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   H 
Elevated Fuel:   L 
Near Surface Fuel:  E 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 12-21 
 
 
Notes:  Lophostemon suaveolens main contributor to bark hazard 
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Site 4   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-west 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – At assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:     
Elevated Fuel:     
Near Surface Fuel:    
Surface Fuel:     
Overall Fuel Hazard:    
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):   
 
 
Notes:   Dense thickets of Lantana either side of ephemeral creek channel. 
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Site 5 / FLA003   

   
   

   
   
   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   20% (11 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-east 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   H 
Elevated Fuel:   M 
Near Surface Fuel:  H 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 10-18 
 
 
Notes:  Extensive Lantana infestation occupies downslope creek flats. 
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Site 6   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   20% (11 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-east 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   H 
Near Surface Fuel:  E 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  Very High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 13-22 
 
 
Notes:  Extensive Lantana infestation occupies downslope creek flats. 
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Site 7   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   15% (9 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-west 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:    
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Site 8   

   
   

  

 

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   20% (11 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  South-west 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:   Upslope of main channel of Mt Creek.  Ephemeral waterway.  Extensive Lantana infestation on western bank 
of Mountain Creek. 
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Site 9   

   
   

  

 

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:   Main channel of Mt Creek.  Ephemeral waterway, some shallow pools.  Extensive Lantana infestation on 
western bank of Mountain Creek. 
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Site 10   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:   Main channel of Mt Creek.  Ephemeral waterway, some shallow pools.  Extensive Lantana infestation on 
western bank of Mountain Creek.  Present but less extensive on eastern bank. 
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Site 11 / FLA005   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   15% (9 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   M 
Near Surface Fuel:  E 
Surface Fuel:   L 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 10-15 
 
 
Notes:  Extensive Lantana infestation occupies downslope creek flats. 
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Site 12   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   20% (11 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:     
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Site 13   

  

 

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   20% (11 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:    Adjacent to confluence of main channel and smaller tributary which creates the Open Space wedge in the 
south-west of Village 8.  Extensive Lantana infestations on western creek bank.   
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Site 14   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:   Main channel of Mt Creek.  Ephemeral waterway, some shallow pools.  Extensive Lantana infestation on 
western bank of Mountain Creek.  Present but less extensive on eastern bank. 
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Site 15   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:   Main channel of Mt Creek.  Ephemeral waterway, some shallow pools.  Extensive Lantana infestation on 
western bank of Mountain Creek.  Present but less extensive on eastern bank. 
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Site 16 / FLA006   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   32% (18 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   L 
Near Surface Fuel:  E 
Surface Fuel:   L 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 9-14 
 
 
Notes:    
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Site 17 / FLA007   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   23% (13 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   L 
Near Surface Fuel:  E 
Surface Fuel:   L 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 9-14 
 
 
Notes:   Lantana infestation in downslope creek channel 
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Site 18   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   33% (18 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:    Adjacent to confluence of main channel and smaller tributary which creates the Open Space wedge in the 
south-west of Village 8.  Extensive Lantana infestations on western creek bank.   
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Site 19   

   
   

  

 

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  West 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) – Not assessed 
 
Bark Fuel:    
Elevated Fuel:    
Near Surface Fuel:   
Surface Fuel:    
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:   
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha):  
 
 
Notes:  Within the small tributary channel to the east of the Open Space wedge in the south-west of Village 8.  Extensive 
Lantana infestations on both creek banks extending across the channel.   
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Site 20 / FLA008   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.17 - Eucalyptus crebra +/- E. tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora 

spp., E. melanophloia woodland on sedimentary rocks  
 
Slope:   < 5% (3 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  - 
 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   H 
Near Surface Fuel:  VH 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  Very High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 11-20 
 
 
Notes:   Located on creek terrace.  50m north of southern site boundary.  Adjacent Conservation Area located upslope. 
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Site 21 / FLA009   

   
   

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.19a: Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa, Corymbia 

citriodora subsp. variegata, E. siderophloia, E. crebra open forest. Occurs in coastal areas on 
Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. 

 
Slope:   16% (9 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-west 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   H 
Elevated Fuel:   L 
Near Surface Fuel:  H 
Surface Fuel:   L 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  Moderate 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 7-11 
 
 
Notes:  Located in adjacent upslope Conservation Area.   
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Site 22 / FLA010   

   
   

   
   

 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.19a: Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa, Corymbia 

citriodora subsp. variegata, E. siderophloia, E. crebra open forest. Occurs in coastal areas on 
Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. 

 
Slope:   32% (18 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  South-west 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   L 
Near Surface Fuel:  VH 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 9-18 
 
 
Notes:  Located in adjacent upslope Conservation Area.   
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Site 23 / FLA011   

   
   

   
 
Vegetation Type: Remnant RE12.9-10.19a: Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa, Corymbia 

citriodora subsp. variegata, E. siderophloia, E. crebra open forest. Occurs in coastal areas on 
Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. 

 
Slope:   13% (8 degrees) 
 
Aspect:  North-east 
 
Fuel Hazard Assessment (Hines et al, 2010) 
 
Bark Fuel:   M 
Elevated Fuel:   L 
Near Surface Fuel:  VH 
Surface Fuel:   M 
 
Overall Fuel Hazard:  High 
 
Indicative Fuel Load (t/Ha): 9-18 
 
 
Notes:  Located within Village 8 development urban lot area. Open nature of vegetation suggestive of relatively high 
fire frequency.   
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APPENDIX E  
SPRING MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 8 ADP – 
BUSHFIRE PRONE AREA PLAN 
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PRELIMINARY
NOT TO BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES

NO
RT

H

OSEb

Creek Centreline 40m setback

Low hazard - narrow (< 100m) creekline open space corridor

BUSHFIRE PRONE VEGETATION

Creek Centreline 

Town House (Lot 911) - detailed bushfire hazard assessment required

Internal lot front boundary 3m building setback

Low hazard - areas cleared to facilitate approved urban development

Lot number

Contour 5 m Intervals

0 50 200

SCALE 1:2500

100 150 250m

@A1

Vegetation Hazard Classes (VHC) adopted from Table 1 of  the Natural Hazards, Risk and Resilience - Technical Manual
- A 'fit for purpose' approach in undertaking natural hazard studies and risk assessments (DILGP, April 2016).

VHC - 9.1 : Moist to dry eucalypt open forest on coastal plains and lowlands - Fuel Load 24.1 tonnes per
hectare.  Encompasses areas of existing open forest to be retained, cleared areas where open forest
rehabilitation works is to occur; and landscaped open space areas comprised of mulched beds, ground covers,
shrubs and trees.

VHC - 9.3 : Shrubland within moist to dry eucalypt open forest on coastal plains and lowlands - Fuel Load
12.7 tonnes per hectare.  Encompasses areas that will be cleared during the bulk-earthworks program and
which are to be landscaped using a mixture of native prostrated ground covers and low growing shrubs
less than 0.5m in height.

Low hazard - managed open space, roadways and residental lots

LEGEND

Lots located within 100m of bushfire prone vegetation and subject to AS3959 (2009)

Bushfire Assessment Units (BAU) - refer to Table 3-5 of the Bushfire Assessment Report for further details
concerning assessed bushfire intensity potential in each BAU.
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APPENDIX F  
QFES BUSHFIRE SURVIVAL PLAN 
GUIDELINE 



Bushfire Survival Plan

Queensland Fire and Emergency Services



PREPARE.
2  PREPARE  ACT  SURVIVE 

You must PREPARE  ACT  SURVIVE  
Your main priority is to ensure that you and your family 
are safe. During a bushfire, you and your family’s 
survival and safety depend on your preparations, and 
the decisions you make.   

The lives of you and your family are more important 
than any building. 

Whether your plan is to leave early or stay, you must 
prepare your home and property to increase their levels 
of resilience and your chances of survival.  

Understand your risk
The first step in planning to survive a bushfire is to 
understand your own level of risk. By understanding 
your own level of risk, you will be able to make 
informed decisions that are right for you and your 
family. Included with this Bushfire Survival Plan is a 
self-assessment tool that will enable you to gauge 
the risk level associated with your property. If you are 
still unsure of your level of risk or require assistance, 
contact your local fire station for more information. To 
book a Bushfire Safety presentation, call 13 QGOV (13 
74 68).

Fire danger ratings 
The increased frequency of extreme bushfires in 
Australia in the last 10 years and the recent experience 
of the Black Saturday fires in Victoria have encouraged 
fire services throughout Australia to introduce new 
levels of Fire Danger Rating (FDR). A lift-out chart of the 
FDR system is contained within this document. Display 
it in a prominent place in your home, or keep it with 
your Bushfire Survival Plan.

Bushfires in Queensland
The fire season in Queensland normally commences in 
the far north of the state in July and progresses through 
to southern areas as spring approaches. The fire 
season can extend through to February in southern and 
far south-western Queensland. These time frames can 
vary significantly from year to year, depending on the 
fuel loads, long-term climate, and short-term weather 
conditions in each area.

There are four key considerations for dealing with 
bushfire: 

 � The safety of you and your family. 

 � The resilience of your property. 

 � The protection of irreplaceable valuables  
and important documents.

 � The maintenance of adequate levels  
of insurance.

This document will provide you with information about 
the things you need to consider to prepare yourself and 
your home for the bushfire season, and how to make 
your own personal Bushfire Survival Plan.

It is your responsibility 
 to prepare yourself, your  

family and your  
home for the threat  

of bushfire.  
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Catastrophic fire danger rating

The highest level is catastrophic. On a day of 
catastrophic FDR, leaving early is the only option to 
ensure your survival. You must relocate early to a safer 
location hours before a fire approaches, or even the 
day before. Under no circumstances will it be safe to 
stay with your property. 

Extreme fire danger rating

The second highest level is extreme. Should a fire 
occur in your area on a day of extreme FDR, leaving 
early will always be the only option. Staying can only be 
considered for homes that: 

 � Have been designed and constructed specifically  
to address the threat of bushfire. 

 � Have been maintained to those levels and are 
currently well prepared.

 � Can be actively defended by people with the  
skills, knowledge and confidence to implement  
a well-rehearsed Bushfire Survival Plan. 

On days of catastrophic or extreme FDR:

 � Fires are likely to be uncontrollable, unpredictable 
and very fast moving, with highly aggressive flames 
extending high above tree tops and buildings. 

 � Thousands of embers may be violently blown into 
and around homes causing other fires to start 
rapidly and spread quickly up to 20 kilometres 
ahead of the main fire.

 � Fire can threaten suddenly, without warning, and 
the heat and wind will make it difficult to see, hear 
and breathe as the fire approaches.

 � People in the path of such fires will almost certainly 
be injured or die, and a significant number of 
homes and businesses will be destroyed or 
damaged. 

 � Even well-prepared and constructed homes will  
not be safe. 

 � Expect power, water and phone networks to fail as 
severe winds well ahead of the fire will bring down 
trees and power lines, and blow roofs off buildings.

It is vital that you understand that, on these days, 
your survival will depend solely on how well you have 
prepared and how decisively you act.  

Leaving late can be  
a deadly option.   

If you are in any doubt,  
make the decision to  

LEAVE EARLY.

What will you do?
At all times you need to PREPARE  ACT  SURVIVE 

When the fire danger rating is ‘catastrophic’, leaving 
early is the safest option.

When the fire danger rating is lower than ‘catastrophic’, 
one of the most important decisions you need to make 
is whether you will leave early or stay with a well-
prepared property. This decision is the basis of your 
Bushfire Survival Plan.  

The following questions may help you make the right 
decision about whether you leave early or stay:

 � Do you need to consider family members who are 
young, elderly or infirm? 

 � Are you physically and emotionally prepared to stay 
with your property? 

 � Do you have the knowledge, skills, and confidence 
to stay with your property? 

 � Is your home adequately constructed, maintained, 
and prepared to withstand the impact of a fire?  
In other words, is your home prepared to withstand 
the impact of a bushfire? 

 � Do you have well-maintained resources and 
equipment to fight fire, and do you know how  
to use them?

 � Do you have appropriate protective clothing to  
fight a fire?

 � What will you do if a rapid onset fire gives you no 
time to leave? Where will you shelter? 

 �



PREPARE.
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Leave early
If you plan to leave early, then you must leave your 
home well before a bushfire threatens and travelling by 
road becomes hazardous. Your leave-early preparations 
include:

Step 1: Preparation – your property should be well 
prepared for bushfire, even if you intend to leave early.  

Step 2: What you will do? Make your Bushfire Survival 
Plan in accordance with your decision to leave early.

Step 3: Make a contingency plan – the FDR, the 
preparedness of your home, a change in household 
circumstances, a change in your physical preparedness 
or unexpected visitors are some things that may require 
you to reconsider your Bushfire Survival Plan.

Planning to stay 
Planning is critical to successfully staying with your 
home, as it may involve the risk of psychological 
trauma, injury or death.  

Step 1: Preparation – your property must be able to 
withstand the impact of bushfire and be prepared well 
enough to shelter you and your family.

Step 2: What you will do? Make your Bushfire Survival 
Plan in accordance with your decision to stay.

Step 3: Make a contingency plan – the FDR, the 
preparedness of your home, a change in household 
circumstances, a change in your physical preparedness 
or unexpected visitors are some things that may require 
you to reconsider your Bushfire Survival Plan.

In making your decision to stay, there are a few things 
you need to consider:

 � Is your property able to withstand the impact of a 
bushfire? 

 � Are you physically and emotionally prepared to  
stay with your property? 

 � Do you have well-maintained resources and 
equipment, and do you know how to use them? 

 � Do you have appropriate protective clothing? 

 � Will your bushfire survival plan need to be different 
for weekdays, weekends or if someone is sick at 
home? 

 � Do you have a contingency plan?

Preparing your Bushfire 
Survival Plan  
Preparation is the key to survival. Being involved in a 
fire will be one of the most traumatic experiences of 
your life. 

 � Prepare yourself – you need to be both mentally 
and physically prepared to carry out your Bushfire 
Survival Plan.

 � Prepare your Bushfire Survival Plan.

 � Prepare your Bushfire Emergency Kit. 

 � Prepare your Bushfire Evacuation Kit.

 � Prepare your property.

When writing your plan, you need to consider:

 � Have you made the right choice – to leave early  
or stay?

 � Have you discussed your choice with your family, 
friends and neighbours?

 � Who will take charge and lead other family 
members by carefully communicating the various 
tasks set out in the plan? 

 � If you have chosen to stay, what will you do to 
protect your property when the fire arrives?

 � What will you put in your Bushfire Emergency Kit 
and where will you store it?

 � Do your friends, family and neighbours know the 
details of your plan?



PREPARE.
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 � What will you do if your Bushfire Survival Plan fails?

 � Do you have an alternative option or contingency 
plan if your plan fails?

 � Do you have a Neighbourhood Safer Place (NSP) 
you can go to as a last resort? For more information 
on NSPs, see www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au.

 � Is it safe to travel there?

If your decision is to leave early, you must include the 
following information or action items in your Bushfire 
Survival Plan:

 � Monitor media outlets – radio, TV, mobile phone 
and internet for bushfire alerts.

 � When will you leave?

 � What will be your trigger for action?

 � Will your plan be different for weekdays, weekends, 
or if someone is at home sick or injured?

 � What will you take with you (Evacuation Kit)?

 � Where will you and your family go when you  
leave early?

 � What route will you take to get there?

 � What will you do with your pets?

 � What will you do if there are consecutive or multiple 
‘catastrophic’ or extreme fire danger days?

 � Will you go to work on days when the FDR is in  
the upper levels?

 � Will you send your children to school when the  
FDR is in the upper levels?

 � Will all members of your household leave early?

 � What will you do to prepare your property?

 � What is your contingency plan in the event that  
it is unsafe to leave?

If your decision is to stay, you must include the  
following information or actions items in your  
Bushfire Survival Plan:

 � Monitor media outlets – radio, TV,  
mobile phone and internet. 

 � Locate your Bushfire Emergency Kit.

 � Put on protective clothing.

 � Remain hydrated by drinking lots of water.

 � Move any stock to fully grazed paddocks.

 � Move cars to a safe location.

 � Remove garden furniture, doormats, and other 
items.

 � Close windows and doors and shut blinds.

 � Take down curtains and move furniture away  
from windows.

 � Seal gaps under doors and window screens with  
wet towels.

 � Place pets inside, restrain them, and provide water.

 � Block downpipes and fill gutters with water.

 � Wet down the sides of buildings facing the         
approaching fire front.

 � Wet down decks and verandas.

 � Wet down fine fuels close to buildings.

 � Turn on garden sprinklers before the bushfire 
arrives.

 � Fill containers with water – bath, sinks, buckets, 
wheelie bins, etc.

 � Have ladders ready to access inside roof spaces, 
and against the roof on the outside.

 � Have a generator or petrol pump ready.

 � Start patrolling outside to check for embers.

When the fire front arrives:

 � Take all fire-fighting equipment, such as hoses and 
pumps, inside – these may melt during the fire.

 � Go inside and shelter away from the fire front. 

 � Patrol the inside of your home, including the ceiling 
space, for embers or small fires that may start.

 � Drinks lots of water.

 � Check family and pets.

After the fire front has passed: 

 � Wear protective equipment.

 � Go outside once it is safe.

 � Check for small spot fires and burning embers:

 � inside roof space
 � under floor boards
 � under house space
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 � on veranda and decks
 � on window ledges and door sills
 � in roof lines and gutters
 � garden beds and mulch
 � wood heaps
 � outdoor furniture
 � sheds and carports.

 � Continue to drink lots of water. 

 � Stay at your property until the surrounding  
area is clear of fire.

 � Monitor media outlets – radio, TV,  
mobile phone and internet. 

You need to be both mentally  
and physically prepared  

to carry out your  
Bushfire Survival Plan.

There may be other actions to include, depending on 
your individual property and the level of bushfire risk 
you are exposed to.

Include the whole family in creating your Bushfire 
Survival Plan. You and your family should be aware of 
the actions you will take at the various FDR levels. and 
it is important to ensure this is incorporated into your 
Bushfire Survival Plan. The FDR for your area can be 
found on roadside signs and by visiting www.ruralfire.
qld.gov.au and following the FDR link.

It is important that your Bushfire Survival Plan does not 
rely solely on receiving an alert. 

Once you have completed your Bushfire Survival Plan, 
practise it regularly to ensure everyone involved knows 
exactly what to do in the event of a fire. 

Preparing your Bushfire 
Emergency Kit
It is essential that you have a Bushfire Emergency Kit 
if your choice is to stay with your property. This kit 
will ensure you and your family have the important 
equipment you need to stay. For a comprehensive list  
of equipment needed in a Bushfire Emergency Kit see 
page 14.

Preparing your Bushfire 
Evacuation Kit
It is equally important to have a Evacuation Kit if your 
choice is to leave early. This kit will ensure you and your 
family have important items and equipment required 
to relocate for the time needed. For a comprehensive 
list of items and equipment needed in a Bushfire 
Evacuation Kit see page 15.

Making a contingency plan
No matter whether your decision is to leave early, well 
before a bush fire threatens, or to stay, you should 
still have a contingency plan as part of your Bushfire 
Survival Plan. There are many scenarios to consider, 
such as:  what you will do if a rapid onset fire starts 
in your local area, making roads impassable or travel 
particularly dangerous? You should have other options 
if road travel is not safe. 

 � Is your house well prepared? 

 � Can it provide you with protection from  
radiant heat?

 � Have you identified a safer location, such  
as an NSP? 

Sheltering in a well-prepared 
property is far safer than  
being out in the open or  

in a vehicle.

Preparing your property 
An unprepared property is not only at risk itself, 
but may also present an increased danger for your 
neighbours and their homes.   

Planning is absolutely critical to safely staying with your 
home. Staying home involves the risk of psychological 
trauma, injury and death. 
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Bushfire Advice Message – a fire has started – general 
information to keep you up to date. 

Bushfire Watch and Act Message – represents a 
heightened level of threat. Conditions are changing, a 
fire is approaching; lives may come under threat. Take 
appropriate action. 

Bushfire Emergency Warning – is the highest level 
message advising of impending danger. It may be 
preceded with the Standard Emergency Warning  
Signal (SEWS). 

An Emergency Warning  
means there is a threat  
to lives, and protective  

action is required  
immediately.

There are a number of measures you can take to 
prepare your home and property for bushfire. These 
include annual preparations you must take before the 
bushfire season. 

Your pre-season property preparations should include: 

 � Displaying a prominent house number.

 � Ensuring there is adequate access to your property 
for fire trucks – 4 metres wide by 4 metres high with 
a turn-around area. Reduce vegetation loads along 
the access path.

 � Mowing your grass regularly. 

 � Removing excess ground fuels and combustible 
material (long dry grass, dead leaves and 
branches).

 � Clearing leaves, twigs, bark and other debris  
from the roof and gutters.

 � Purchasing and testing the effectiveness of gutter 
plugs. 

 � Trimming low-lying branches 2 metres from the 
ground surrounding your home.

 � Enclosing open areas under your decks and floors. 

 � Installing fine steel wire mesh screens on all 
windows, doors, vents and weep holes.

 � Pointing LPG cylinder relief valves away from the 
house.

 � Conducting maintenance checks on pumps, 
generators and water systems.

 � Checking that you have sufficient personal 
protective clothing and equipment.

 � Relocating flammable items away from your home, 
including woodpiles, paper, boxes, crates, hanging 
baskets and garden furniture.

 � Sealing all gaps in external roof and wall cladding.

 � Checking that the first-aid kit is fully stocked.

Bushfire Alerts 
If you receive an emergency warning about a bushfire or 
other emergency, take notice – it could save your life. 

There are three types of alert messages to help you 
make the right safety choices: 
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When a bushfire strikes
You have made your decision to PREPARE  ACT  SURVIVE   
You have prepared your property before the fire season. 
You have made your Bushfire Survival Plan. You have 
practised your Bushfire Survival Plan.    

A bushfire is threatening.  What do you do?

 � Know the FDR for any given day. 

 � Regularly check the FDR on the Rural Fire Services 
website at www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au.

 � Monitor your media outlets for warnings on 
bushfire activity.

 � Seek out information if you have to, and do not 
assume that you will receive a warning. 

 � Leave early or stay according to your Bushfire 
Survival Plan.

 � Act decisively in accordance with your Bushfire 
Survival Plan. 

 � Do not adopt the ‘wait-and-see’ option.

Travelling in your vehicle near 
a bushfire 
Sheltering inside a vehicle is a high-risk strategy that 
can result in death. While sheltering inside a vehicle 
offers you a slightly higher chance of survival than 
being caught in the open, having a leave-early or stay 
strategy is a much safer option. 

You should never take a journey into areas where the 
fire danger is catastrophic or extreme. You should 
consider postponing or finding alternative routes 
if necessary. If you can smell or see smoke in the 
distance, it is best to U-turn and drive away from the 
danger. 

If you are caught in smoke or flames while on the road:

 � Turn on the vehicle’s headlights and hazard 
warning lights. 

 � If you need to shelter in your vehicle, drive your car 
into a bare, clear area well away from surrounding 
trees, leaving lights on. Position the vehicle to 
prevent a side impact from an advancing fire front.

 � Close all windows and vents. 

 � Leave the engine running and turn off the air 
conditioning system.

 � Cover your entire body with woollen or cotton 
blankets to protect you from radiant heat.

 � Take shelter below the window level.

 � Drink water frequently, and stay in the vehicle until 
the fire front has passed.

 � Once the fire front has passed, exit the vehicle to 
inspect the damage and ensure other passengers 
are safe. 

Neighbourhood Safer Places 
A Neighbourhood Safer Place (NSP) is a place of last 
resort for people during a bushfire. An NSP may form 
part of a back-up plan when:

 � Your Bushfire Survival Plan has failed.

 � Your plan was to stay, but the extent of the fire 
means that your home cannot withstand the  
impact of the fire and, therefore, your home is not  
a safe place to shelter. 

 � The fire has escalated to an extreme or catastrophic 
level and relocation is the safest option. 

An NSP is an identified building or open space within 
the community that can provide a level of protection 
from the immediate life-threatening effects of a 
bushfire. NSPs still entail some risk, both in moving 
to them and while sheltering in them; they cannot be 
considered completely safe.

They are a place of last resort in bushfire emergencies 
only. The following limitations of NSPs need to be 
considered within your Bushfire Survival Plan: 

 � NSPs do not cater for pets. 

 � Firefighters may not be present, as they will be 
elsewhere fighting the main fire front.

 � NSPs do not provide meals or amenities.

 � They may not provide shelter from the elements, 
particularly flying embers. 

If you are a person with special needs, you should 
consider what assistance you may require at  
an NSP.

Although QFES cannot guarantee an immediate 
presence during a bushfire, every effort will be made  
to provide support as soon as resources are available.

If an NSP is part of your contingency plan, it should not 
require extended travel through fire-affected areas to 
get there.   
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FIRE DANGER RATING

 

  

 

 

 

The Fire Danger Rating (FDR) is an early indicator 

of potential danger, and should act as your 

first trigger for action. The higher the rating, the 

greater the need for you to act. 

The FDR is an assessment of the potential fire 

behaviour, the difficulty of suppressing a fire, 

and the potential impact on the community 

should a bushfire occur on a given day. 

A Fire Danger Index (FDI) of ‘low–moderate’ 

means that the fire will burn slowly and that it 

will be easily controlled, whereas a FDI in excess 

of ‘catastrophic 100+’ means that the fire will 

burn so fast and hot, it will be uncontrollable. 

CATASTROPHIC
A fire with a rating of ‘catastrophic’ may be 
uncontrollable, unpredictable and fast-moving. The 
flames will be higher than roof tops. Many people may 
be injured, and many homes and businesses may be 
destroyed. 

During a ‘catastrophic’ fire, well-prepared and 
constructed homes will not be safe. Leaving is the only 
option for your survival.

EXTREME 
A fire with an ‘extreme’ rating may be uncontrollable, 
unpredictable and fast-moving. The flames may be higher 
than roof tops. During an ‘extreme’ fire, people will be 
injured, and homes and businesses may be destroyed.

During an ‘extreme’ fire, well-prepared and well-
constructed homes may not be safe. Leaving is the only 
option for your survival.

SEVERE 
A fire with a ‘severe’ rating may be uncontrollable and 
move quickly, with flames that may be higher than roof 
tops. A ‘severe’ fire may cause injuries, and some homes 
or businesses will be destroyed.

During a fire with a ‘severe’ rating, leaving is the safest 
option for your survival. Use your home as a place of 
safety only if it is well-prepared and well-constructed.

VERY HIGH 

A fire with a ‘very high’ danger rating is one that can be 
difficult to control with flames that may burn into the 
tree tops. During a fire of this type, some homes and 
businesses may be damaged or destroyed.

During a fire with a ‘very high’ danger rating, you should 
use your home as a place of safety only if it is well-
prepared and well-constructed.

HIGH 

A fire with a ‘high’ danger rating is one that can be 
controlled, where loss of life is unlikely, and damage to 
property will be limited. 

During a fire with a ‘high’ danger rating, you should 
know where to get more information and monitor the 
situation for any changes.

LOW–MODERATE 
A fire with a ‘low to moderate’ rating can be easily 
controlled and poses little or no risk to life or property. 

During a fire with a ‘low to moderate’ rating, you should know 
where to get more information and monitor the situation for 
any changes.
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Complete your personalised Bushfire Survival Plan lift-out. 

Personal details: 
Important phone numbers: 000 (Triple Zero) (Fire, Police and Ambulance) 

Family: Family: Family: 

Work:  Friends: Friends: 

School: 

Important contact details – name and phone number: 
Insurer:  Policy Number:  Phone: 

Electricity:   Phone: 

Water:   Phone: 

Gas:   Phone: 

Phone Company:   Phone: 

Council:  Phone: 

Leave early: 
List all names and contact phone numbers of household members who have decided to leave early – then complete 
Section 1. 

Names: 

Phone: 

Stay: 
List all names and contact phone numbers of household members who have decided to stay – then complete Section 2. 

Names: 

Phone: 

BUSHFIRE SURVIVAL PLAN   
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Leave early – Section 1

Pull this Bushfire Survival Plan lift-out from this document and keep in a safe place.

Leaving early will always be the safest option for you and your family. It is extremely important for you to prepare  
a detailed leave-early plan to ensure everyone understands what to do and when. Use the boxes below to list  
tasks to do. 

What to take – Make a list of your most valuable items (e.g. insurance papers, electronic 
records, photo albums, passports, birth certificates and other important information).

How to get there – What roads will you take to your destination? 
Have an alternative route if your first choice is impassable.

When to go – Think of different triggers that will cause you and your family to leave early. 
Think about what y ou will do if you have sent the children to school that day. Think about 
whether or not you will have to travel from work into the fire zone.

Where to go – Identify one or more safer locations. 
Consider putting on personal protective clothing before you leave home.
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Everyone must have a contingency plan 
Have a contingency plan – what will you do if you can’t activate your Bushfire Survival Plan? Remember that leaving 
late can lead to loss of life. 

Know where your nearest NSP is and how to get there.

Stay – Section 2 
Anyone who is not going to leave early must be involved in completing this stay-and-defend plan to ensure they  
know what to do. Every stay plan will be different depending on your circumstances. Use the boxes below to list 
tasks to do. 

Before the fire approaches – Start getting yourself and your property ready for a bushfire. 

As the fire approaches – Prepare for ember an attack on or near your home. 
Remember to put on personal protective clothing. 

As the fire front arrives – Stay safe by monitoring the fire from inside your home.

 

After the fire passed – Patrol your property and extinguish any spot fires or burning embers. 
You may need to keep this up for several hours.
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ACTIVATING YOUR BUSHFIRE SURVIVAL PLAN
Once you have prepared your Bushfire Survival Plan and completed your preparations, it is absolutely essential that 
you regularly practise and review your plan. This will make sure you and your family are well organised in the event 
of a bushfire. If a bushfire threatens the health and safety of you, your family, home or property, you should follow 
these steps: 

Step 1 – Activate your Bushfire Survival Plan 

Someone must take charge and lead other family members 
through this emotional experience by carefully communicating the 
various tasks set out in the plan. Know who is going to leave early 
and who is going to stay. 

Step 2 – Put on your personal protective clothing 

Every member of the family must change into their personal 
protective clothing, including long pants, long-sleeve-shirt  
and closed-in shoes.

Step 4 – Keep informed of bushfire activity 

Listen to the radio, television, internet, firefighters and/or police 
for information on the fire in your local area. Bushfire is dynamic 
and unpredictable, so you need to be prepared for the unexpected. 
Warnings are not guaranteed, so do whatever is necessary to  
ensure you remain safe. 

Step 3A – Pack your vehicle and leave early 

If your plan is to leave early, pack all valuables 
in your vehicle (see Evacuation Kit) and relocate 
to your designated safer location. Give yourself 
enough time to get you and your family to safety. 
Don’t return home until it is safe to do so. 

Step3B – Implement your strategy to stay and defend 

If your plan is to stay, ensure you have all the items  
in the Bushfire Emergency Kit ready to go. This can be  
a dangerous option, and you should be physically  
and mentally prepared. 

OR
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BUSHFIRE EMERGENCY KIT
You need to have a Bushfire Emergency Kit stored in an area of the house that is  

safe and easy to access. It should contain: 

 � protective clothing

 � mop

 � gloves

 � torch

 � hoses

 � shovel

 � towels

 � buckets

 � safety goggles

 � ladder

 � medications

 � bottled drinking water

 � fire extinguishers

 � battery-operated radio

 � spare batteries

 � smoke mask

 � woollen blankets

 � first-aid kit

 � knapsack sprayer

 � protective clothing  

for the whole family.
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EVACUATION KIT
Write a list of all items your family will need before, during, and after your relocation.  

The list below shows items that you might like to put in your evacuation kit:

 � protective clothing for the 
whole family

 � battery-operated radio and 
spare batteries

 � safety goggles

 � mobile phone and battery 
charger

 � medications

 � wallet or purse and money

 � clothing (two sets of clothes 
for each family member)

 � identity information 
(passports, birth certificates)

 � bottled water (enough 
for each relocated family 
member)

 � family and friends’ phone 
numbers

 � items of high importance  
(e.g. family photos, 
valuables, important 
documents)

 � blankets (natural fibres)

 � children’s toys.



This basic self-assessment checklist is designed to give you a greater understanding of the bushfire risk 
level relevant to your property. Information provided in this assessment will assist you when completing 
your Bushfire Survival Plan.

BUSHFIRE RISK SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

Address: 

               Postcode:

Property Owner / Property Name: 

ACCESS/EGRESS Road/Street/Driveway  PLEASE √ APPROPRIATE BOX 

Clear of overhanging vegetation   Yes No 

Unrestricted gate access   Yes   No 

Clear of overhead power lines   Yes   No 

Able to reverse in   Yes No 

Turning/passing areas   Yes No 

Heavy vehicle access on cattle grid/bridge  Yes No 

Alternative way out   Yes No 

Two-wheel drive access   Yes No 

STRUCTURE/S

Exterior walls – non-combustible   Yes No 

Roof ridge capping sealed   Yes No 

Eaves enclosed   Yes No 

 Roofing gutters and valleys clear of leaf litter and fine fuels  Yes No 

Underfloor enclosed  Yes No 

Vents screened   Yes No 

Windows – non-combustible finishing   Yes No 

Deck/veranda non-combustible   Yes No 

WATER SUPPLY

Reticulated water supply  Yes No 

Tank supply with QFES access – 50 mm male camlock fitting  Yes  No  
so fire figthers can use water if needed  

QFES accessible external open water supply (dam/pool)   Yes No 

Firefighting pump and hose connected to water supply   Yes No

16



Other considerations 
There are a range of other things to be considered regardless of your decision to leave early or stay: 

 � Firefighting equipment (such as pumps, hoses and sprinkler systems) should be tested regularly and maintained 
in maximum operational working condition.

 � Firefighters may need access to your property during a bushfire. So, it is in your best interests to allow enough 
space for fire trucks (4 metres wide by 4 metres high). 

 � Your pets, livestock, and other animals require proper care and attention during fires. Consider food, 
medication, transportation and sleeping arrangements for your animals.

17

FAQ’S

Will 
there always be 

a fire truck available to 
fight a bushfire threatening 

my home?

No, not always. Fire trucks and 
firefighters are a limited resource, so 

it is important they are deployed in an 
appropriate manner to best manage the 

fire. The QFES cannot guarantee a fire 
truck will be available to defend 

every home during a large 
bushfire event. 

Is my home at risk from 
burning if there is more than 

50 metres between my home and 
nearly bushland?

Yes, most houses destroyed in bushfires are 
lost as a result of ember attack. Under certain 
conditions, embers can cause fires to ignite 
up to 20 kilometres in front of the main fire. 
A combination of your level of preparation 

and  your home construction will 
determine the survivability of 

your home.

What does leaving 
early mean?

Leaving early means before a 
bushfire event has reached your 

neighbourhood. Leaving early could 
be the day before or morning 

of predicted extreme or 
catastrophic bushfire 

weather.

Will 
someone from an 

emergency service knock on 
my door when it is time to leave?

Emergency services personnel are not 
always available to alert the community 
of potential risks by door knocking and 

encouraging you to leave. Monitor local radio 
stations, television networks and emergency 

service websites for information updates. 
Remember, the safest option is to leave 

early. Leaving too late can be fatal.

Is cleaning my gutters 
and mowing my lawns enough 

to prepare my property for bushfire?

No! Fire requires fuel, heat and oxygen to occur. 
The radiant heat and flying embers produced 

by bushfires mean that overhanging trees, shrubs 
and mulch against homes, woodpiles, old building 
materials, outdoor furniture or other objects stored 

under the deck or chemicals in the garden will 
quickly ignite. Do yourself and your neighbours a 

favour by taking the time to properly prepare 
your whole property, which includes 
yourself, your house and your land.

If I know the 
backstreets in my suburb or 

town very well, is it okay for me 
to leave at the last minute?

If your decision in your Bushfire Survival 
Plan is to leave early, then you should leave 

well before the fire front reaches your 
property. Irrespective of your local area 

knowledge, you must stick to your 
plan and leave early. Leaving 

late can be fatal.

Can I be made to 
leave my home during a 

bushfire?

In Queensland, you can be ordered 
by the Police or Fire Service to 

evacuate if they believe it is 
necessary for your safety.
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NOTES 
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CAIRNS PENINSULA

INNISFAIL

CHARTERS TOWERS

BARCALDINE EMERALD

TOWNSVILLE

ROMA

MACKAY

ROCKHAMPTON

TOOWOOMBA

IPSWICH

CABOOLTURE

BUNDABERG

MARYBOROUGH

CALOUNDRA

BUNDABERG

TOOWOOMBA

IPSWICH

CABOOLTURE

MARYBOROUGH

CALOUNDRA

Cairns Area Office
Phone: (07) 4042 5468

Innisfail Area Office
Phone: (07) 4061 0650

Townsville Area Office 
Phone: (07) 4796 9082

Charters Towers Area Office
Phone: (07) 4761 5130

Mackay Area Office 
Phone: (07) 4965 6641

Emerald Area Office
Phone: (07) 4983 7580

Rockhampton Area Office
Phone: (07) 4938 4736

Bundaberg Area Office 
Phone: (07) 4153 3244

Maryborough Area Office 
Phone: (07) 4790 4839

Caloundra Area Office 
Phone: (07) 5420 7517

Toowoomba Area Office 
Phone: (07) 4616 1945

Roma Area Office
Phone: (07) 4622 2074

Caboolture Area Office 
Phone: (07) 5420 1333

Ipswich Area Office
Phone: (07) 3294 4944

Rural Operations Areas
For further assistance contact your local Area Office

CALOUNDRA



Bushfire is a very real risk to 
many of our suburbs, so make 

sure you are prepared now!

facebook.com/QldFireandRescueService

twitter.com/QldFES or @QldFES

youtube.com/FireRescueQld

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

GO TO www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au
www.qfes.qld.gov.au

OR book a free
“Are you Bushfire Prepared?”
presentation by calling

QGOV 13
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Attachment 8: White Rock – Spring Mountain 

Fire Management Strategic Plan and Risk Dashboard 
Ipswich Fire Management Strategic Plan 2017 
Version Number: 1 | Created by: GHD | Version Date: APRIL 2017

Background

This risk dashboard identifies and ranks factors that might be influencing bushfire risk within and 

surrounding Ipswich City Council’s Natural Area Estate (NAE). This map based plan is complimented by 

a Fire Management Strategic Plan (2017) report which provides greater detail of the range of factors 

which may contribute to risk at ICC NAE, in addition to the site specific factors identified here. 

Protection Zones automatically apply around all Fire Vulnerable Assets located on ICC lands. A 

minimum of ten metres radius for unoccupied assets and twenty metres for occupied assets, or to the 

existing mown extent for picnic/facility areas.

Approach

Each ICC NAE has been considered using nine bushfire risk factors (Listed A to I in the risk matrix 

opposite) to generate a relative priority score between reserves. 

 Bushfire Vulnerability Factor Column 

 

Ecological Asset Bushfire Sensitivity Risk A 

 

Ecological Health Risk B 

 

Fire Severity Risk C 

 

Bushfire Attack Level Risk D 

 

Access Risk E 

 
Housing Stock Risk F 

 

Fire Vulnerable and Smoke Sensitive Asset Risk G 

 
Landscape Vegetation Cover Risk H 

 

Fire Suppression Risk I 

 

Risk Summary 

The reserve is mainly surrounded by unmanaged, Very High and High Potential Bushfire Intensity vegetation. Fires may start in the reserve or run into it from the surrounding area. 

The reserve is capable of supporting a large scale fire run.

The main factors driving bushfire risk at White Rock – Spring Mountain Reserve are:

- Fire Severity and Surrounding Landscape Vegetation Cover risks (most blocks are rated as High or Very High fire severity and the surrounding area is unmanaged forest);

- Fire vulnerable and Smoke Sensitive Asset risk (the Picnic and day-use areas, transmission line and highway all contribute to this risk); and

- Fire Suppression Success risk (steep topography).

ICC MITIGATION 

PZ Maintain Protection Zone to required standard 

FT Maintain fire trails in accessible and stable condition, as per the 
NAE Standard (Service Tracks and Firebreaks) 

PR Maintain public roads in accessible and stable condition 

PB Maintain routine prescribed burning of blocks to maintain lower 
fuel levels, reduce fire intensity and rate of spread. The desired 
OFH should correspond to the block zoning class. 

CR Close reserve on total fire ban days and when fires are burning 
in the surrounding landscape 

VR Vegetation removal/ modification through activities such as 
slashing, manual removal, tree pruning (no fire) 

EF Exclude fire from vegetation communities which are fire-
sensitive 

CF Exclude fire from the reserve to avoid coal fires starting 

 

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY 

RA Residences adjoining the reserve may be vulnerable to bushfire impacts 
(direct flame, radiant heat and ember attack) due to the poor separation 
between residences and the adjoining hazard. Residents take action to 
reduce their vulnerability by actively modifying vegetation and /or 
maintaining structures to improve bushfire resistance 

BSP Prepare and implement QFES Bushfire Survival Plan  

PZ Prepare and maintain structures and protection zones around buildings 

CE QFES Community education 

PO Plantings Owner: Maintain internal slash break between plantings and 
reserve border, investigate possibility of thinning plantings around 
mature eucalypts. 

TL Transmission Line Owner: Maintain easement in accordance with 
industry standards 

FO Facilities owners to maintain protection zone around asset 
 

 

The following risk table contain mitigation actions. The acronyms used are explained in the two tables below. 
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This block contains a picnic 

area. It is separated from Block 2 

and 3 by fire trails. The reserve 

will support a fire run which may 

enter adjoining blocks within the 

reserve. Smoke may impact 

Centenary Highway and 

Transmission Line.
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This block is utilised as a 

mountain bike area. The reserve 

will support a fire run which may 

enter adjoining blocks within the 

reserve. Smoke may impact 

Centenary Highway and 

Transmission Line.
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This block a picnic area and is 

heavily used for day hiking. The 

reserve will support a fire run 

which may enter adjoining blocks 

within the reserve. Smoke may 

impact Centenary Highway and 

Transmission Line.
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This block is used for day hiking. 

The reserve will support a fire run 

which may enter adjoining blocks 

within the reserve. Smoke may 

impact the Transmission Line.
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This block is used for day hiking. 

The reserve will support a fire run 

which may enter adjoining blocks 

within the reserve. Smoke may 

impact the Transmission Line.
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16

Fire trails bound the block with 

additional trails through the block. 

The reserve will support a fire run 

which may enter adjoining blocks 

within the reserve. 
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A rural residental block lies west 

of WR_6. Fire trails almost 

bound the block. The reserve will 

support a fire run, including 

external fire runs, which may 

move through adjoining blocks. 
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A nature refuge lies south west of White Rock – Spring Mountain Reserve and transmission line runs south east through the reserve. Paperbark Flats Picnic Area is located in the 

north west corner near the Centenary Highway that runs north of the 2992 hectare reserve.  The day use and mountain bike areas are in the northern section of the reserve. A 

number of Very High risk blocks (vulnerable to radiant heat, ember attack and smoke impact from bushfires) are adjacent to the new Springfield Lakes estate. 
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A rural residental block lies west of WR_7. The block is almost bounded by fire trails. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining 

blocks within the reserve. 
Medium [tolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] BSP, PZ, CE Low [acceptable]
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A rural residental block lies west of WR_8. The block is almost bounded by fire trails. A nature refuge adjoins the southern boundary of the block. 

The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. 
Medium [tolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] BSP, PZ, CE Low [acceptable]
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17 Fire trails bound the block. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Medium [tolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Low [acceptable] CE Low [acceptable]
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Fire trails bound the western boundary. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Smoke may impact 

the Transmission Line.
High [intolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] CE, TL Low [acceptable]
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17 Fire trails bound the block. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Medium [tolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Low [acceptable] CE Low [acceptable]
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17 Fire trails bound the block. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Medium [tolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Low [acceptable] CE Low [acceptable]
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20 The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Smoke may impact the Transmission Line. High [intolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] CE, TL Low [acceptable]
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24
A fire trail bounds the northern boundary and the nature refuge bounds the western boundary. A rural residential building lies south of the block. The 

reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Smoke may impact the residence and Transmission Line.
High [intolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] CE, TL Low [acceptable]
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This block contains fire trails. A water storage tank lies east of the block. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within 

the reserve. Smoke may impact Centenary Highway and Transmission Line.
High [intolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] BSP, PZ, CE, FO Low [acceptable]
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This block contains fire trails. A residential area lies to the north east of the block. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter adjoining 

blocks within the reserve. Smoke may impact residences and Transmission Line.
High [intolerable] FT, PB, CR, EF Medium [tolerable] BSP, PZ, CE, TL Low [acceptable]
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This block contains fire trails and water storage facilities. Residential areas lie north and south of the block. The reserve will support a fire run which 

may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Radiant heat and smoke may impact residences, water storage facilities and Transmission Line.
High [intolerable] FT, PR, PB, CR, VR High [Intolerable] RA, BSP, PZ, CE, TL, FO Medium [tolerable]
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This block contains fire trails. Residential areas bound the northwest and eastern boundaries. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter 

adjoining blocks within the reserve. Radiant heat and smoke may impact residences.
High [intolerable] FT, PR, PB, CR, VR High [Intolerable] RA, BSP, PZ, CE Medium [tolerable]
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This block contains fire trails. Residential areas bound the eastern and northwestern boundaries. The reserve will support a fire run which may enter 

adjoining blocks within the reserve. Radiant heat and smoke may impact residences.
High [intolerable] FT, PR, PB, CR, VR High [Intolerable] RA, BSP, PZ, CE Medium [tolerable]
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This block contains fire trails. It is separated from WR_19 by a arterial road. Residential areas bound the northwestern boundary. The reserve will 

support a fire run which may enter adjoining blocks within the reserve. Radiant heat and smoke may impact residences.
High [intolerable] FT, PR, PB, CR, VR High [Intolerable] RA, BSP, PZ, CE Medium [tolerable]
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02   INTRODUCTION
Introduction
This phase specifi c Site Based Management Plan (SBMP) has 

This phase specifi c Site Based Management Plan (SBMP) has 

been prepared for clearing associated with early works phases 

at Village 7 (V7) Springfi eld Rise. This SBMP-V7 incorporates 

the management intent, objectives and specifi cations detailed 

within the overarching environmental management plans 

prepared for the development. 

The aim of this SMBP-7 is to set out and guide the implementation 

of eff ective measures to ameliorate any impacts, and to ensure 

and manage the long term sustainability of the project and 

its natural environment, specifi cally for Matters of National 

Environmental Signifi cance (MNES) listed species known to 

occur within the Spring Mountain project site namely:

   Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala)
  Pteropus poliocephalus (Grey-headed Flying-fox)
  Plectranthus habrophyllus 

The document has been developed in accordance with the 

Spring Mountain SMBP, prepared by Yurrah, as an updated and 

re-issued phase specifi c management plan.

The purpose of this SBMP-7 is to provide a single, consolidated 

management document which incorporates requirements 

of numerous ecological management plans prepared for 

Spring Mountain. From these documents, this SBMP extracts 

management objectives, implementation requirements, 

performance indicators and monitoring and auditing actions 

relevant to the specifi c the development of V7 associated with 

early works phases of Springfi eld Rise, for both construction and 

operational phases. 

Environmental Pre-Start Checklist

This SBMP has been prepared to create an on-site working 

document with easy to fi nd references to management 

measures without the comprehensive details of the assessment 

and approval. Core to contractors working under this SBMP is 

completion of the Spring Mountain Pre-Start Environmental 

Checklist. Completion and sign off  of this checklist, inclusive of 

attachments should will warrant compliance with this SBMP and 

broader approval parameters.

Details on this SBMP-7 can be found within the following 

documents:

  Site Based Management Plan for Spring Mountain 

Community, prepared by Yurrah (July 2015)
  Threatened Flora Management Plan for Spring 

Mountain, prepared by Yurrah (July 2015)
  Fauna Management Plan for Spring Mountain, prepared 

by Saunders Havill Group (July 2015)
  Code of practice for Welfare of Animals eff ected by 

Land Clearing and Other Habitat Impacts, and Wildlife/

Spotter Catchers (Draft) prepared by Wildlife Warriors 

and Voiceless (2009)
  Bushfi re Management Plan for Spring Mountain, 

prepared by Cardno (2016)

This SBMP-7 should also be read in conjunction with all 

relevant approvals and conditions including approved civil, 

landscape, vegetation management and rehabilitation plans 

and specifi cations. 

This SBMP has also been prepared to meet compliance and 

auditing requirements of the Spring Mountain Commonwealth 

Department of the Environment and Energy (DEE) approval 

under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act 1999 (EPBC) (Ref: 2013/7057), specifi cally Conditions 3-6. 

This SBMP-7 outlines construction measures to manage of 

impacts to native fl ora and fauna. 

Construction 
  Vegetation Management (Clearing & Protection)
  Protection of MNES Fauna (Koala and Grey-headed 

Flying Fox) and Native Wildlife
  Maintenance of Safe Wildlife Movement Opportunities
  Fauna Habitat Rehabilitation
  Threatened Flora Management
  Pest Management
  Fire Management
  Education and Awareness
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Site Description

Location 

Village 7 (V7) is located at the eastern end of the precinct adjacent to the 

proposed District sports fi elds within the Town Centre (DA16) and adjoins 

DA15 of the Town Centre to the north. Its southern boundary is defi ned by the 

continuation of Grande Avenue while the northern and eastern boundaries 

are subject to fi nalisation of DA15 and DA16 of the Town Centre. V7 has a 

development area of approximately 10ha including an area of approximately 

1.5ha for a Child Care Centre. 

Natural Features
V7 comprises land either side of ridgeline traversing north-west to south-

east and a peak of RL108 proximate to the northern boundary. Aspects to 

the west (towards linear open space) and east (towards the proposed sports 

fi elds and Town Centre road) provide varied view sheds for development and 

may direct the transition of land form and land uses within Town Centre. 

Land Use
V7 will be developed for typical residential development, predominately 

comprising of a range of low rise (1-2 storey) detached dwelling forms and 

some attached dwelling forms up to 4 storeys transitioning toward the Town 

Centre or overlooking linear open space. It is proposed than an overall density 

of 18-20 dwellings per ha will be achieved. 

A potential Local Centre (maximum GFA dependent upon the size of the 

Neighbourhood Centre and other local centres) and a Child Care Centre 

is intended in the south-eastern area of the village. The potential centre 

will provide for local convenience functions and achieve a nexus with the 

adjoining school and sporting facilities in Town Centre DA16.

Interface with Linear Open Space
The interface with Linear Open Space along the western boundary of the 

village is to be provided as per PSP3 unless otherwise approved.

03   SITE DESCRIPTION

Extract from Precinct Plan: Town Centre Road Type 2c 

Photo: Koala (listed as Vulnerable under EPBC Act (Cth) and NCA (Qld))

Photo: Grey-headed Flying-fox (listed as Vulnerable under EPBC Act (Cth))

Photo: Plectranthus habrophyllus (listed as Endangered under EPBC Act (Cth))
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Ecological Values

Numerous ecological surveys were undertaken over the site as part broader 

concept planning for the Spring Mountain project. In addition, pre-clearance 

fl ora and fauna surveys for the V7 development area were undertaken by 

Saunders Havill Group and Queensland Fauna Consultants, respectively. The 

following comments summarise the ecological values the works site:

 V7 is mapped as containing vegetation comprised of Least Concern 

RE12.9-10.19a..

 Species recorded within the canopy were dominated by Eucalyptus 

siderophloia (Northern Grey Ironbark) and Corymbia citriodora 

(Spotted Gum) and not Corymbia henryi (Large-leaved Spotted Gum) 

and Eucalyptus fi brosa (Broad-leaved Red Ironbark).

 The ground layer was relatively dense with leaf litter and bare earth 

confi ned to isolated small patches

 A recent controlled burn had had burnt off  some of the area traversed 

removing much of the ground, understorey and shrub species.

 Adjoining low areas associated with the VMA mapped waterway 

contained extremely dense impenetrable infestations of Lantana 

camara (Lantana) up to to 2m in height. The area containing Lantana 

camara contained very few native fl ora species.

 Some exposed rocky outcrops, limited to along the ridgeline, were 

recorded by fi eld survey, but no evidence was observed for the presence 

of EVNT fl ora species.

 Several old tracks and fi rebreaks were observed during the traverse of 

the area.

 It is noted that potential patches of Plectanthus habrophyllus were 

identifi ed by Yarrah (2015) along Mountain Creek, adjacent to the V12 

development. These mapped patches, as well as other areas of suitable 

habitat, were checked by Saunders Havill Group for Plectanthus 

habrophyllus. The species was no recorded.

 No State or Commonwealth threatened fl ora or fauna species were 

identifi ed within V8 as part of pre-clear surveys. 

04   ECOLOGICAL VALUES - SUMMARY

Regional Ecosystem Descriptions

Photo: V7dominated by Corymbia citriodora and Eucalyptus siderophloia 

Photo: V7dominated by Corymbia citriodora and Eucalyptus siderophloia and recent evidence of fi re
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05   ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Management – General 

This SMBP-V7 sequences through details on a number of site specifi c outcomes 

for fauna, vegetation management and operational controls associated with 

the development of V7.  Logically, the document works through construction 

processes and has been prepared as a sub-plan to the SBMP for Spring Mountain 

prepared by Yurrah.

Environmental Training
This SBMP is to be issued to all site contractors (and sub-contractors) and kept 

within site construction offi  ces. Elements of compliance with the document will 

form part of the responsibility of the Principle Site Contractor. Training on the 

management measures outcomes in this SBMP will occur as part of the broader 

site environmental management and workplace health and safety procedures. 

This will include the following steps:

1. Copy of the SBMP-V7 be made available to all site contractors (and sub-

contractors)

2. Outline of the SBMP and its requirement relative to the site and / or 

particular scope of a contract forming part of the site induction requires 

contractors to read, acknowledge and sign the document prior to 

commencement of site works. 

3. Requirements of the SBMP-V7 to be incorporated into workplace 

checklists, work method statements and toolbox talks.

4. Weekly review and report on compliance with the SBMP-V7 by the 

Principle Contractor. 

Adaptive Management
Adaptive management refers to a way of managing natural resources where 

management actions are regularly revised and, if necessary, modifi ed based 

on monitored changes in environmental condition and/or changes in base 

knowledge which underpins the original management approach. This SBMP-V7 

has been based on, as far as practical, the current state of knowledge of the 

species ecology and best practice habitat management approaches. When new 

facts emerge from future research, they should be immediately integrated into 

the plan so it remains consistent with the current state of knowledge (and best 

practice).

Statutory Requirements
Activities associated with this SBMP will comply with the relevant provisions of 

legislation and regulations and policies of the following:

 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) 

with regard to species listed under the provisions of this Act;

 Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld) with regard to species listed under 

the provisions of this Act;

 Biosecurity Act 2014 (Qld) with regard to weeds and pests; and 

 The requirements of the Commonwealth, State and /or Local 

Government decision notices including any relevant “conditions of 

approval”. 

Roles and Responsibilities

Spring Mountain Risk Management Process  

05
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06   PRE-CLEARANCE - VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
P1– Vegetation Management (General)

Vegetation clearing must be undertaken in accordance with approved plans 

to ensure protection of areas of ecological signifi cance and agreed retained 

linear open space corridors. Habitat trees where marked for retention must 

not be damaged as a result of tree clearing and or are to be removed at the 

specifi cation and control of the appointed Fauna Spotter.

Table 1 describes the relevant management requirements to address this issue. 

Objective
1. To identify clearing in the plans and specifi cation, trees to be retained 

and trees to be cleared. Areas of retention should be clearly marked and 

fenced.

2. To ensure that all contractors understand the requirements of protection 

and retention and install protective devices to ensure no additional 

clearing occurs.

3. To ensure that the work program is such as to minimise the time 

between when clearing occurs and the cleared ground is stabilised.

4. To ensure that cleared material is mulches or wood-chipped as 

appropriate for recycling 

5. To protect linear open space from construction damage and run-off .

Management Strategy
 Clearing to be undertaken in accordance with measures outlined in the 

EPBC Management Plans.

 Install stormwater management devices as per Stormwater 

Management Plan.

Performance Indicators 
 Integrity of protective devices.

 Existing vegetation and trees retained in good health, with no scars 

from earthworks machinery and no erosion and sediment deposited 

within linear open space/retention areas.

Clearing activities should be undertaken in accordance with the SBMP V7 with 

all management plan requirements and associated approval conditions. This 

SMBP-V7 has been prepared for early works clearing associated with the V7 

development footprint. . 

Table 1: P1: Vegetation Management (Clearing and Protection)

Issue Vegetation Management – Clearing and Protection Responsible 

Person 

Timing 

Implementation 
Requirements 

Ensure protective devices are installed and maintained in functional condition. Contractor During Clearing & 
Construction 

Monitor and report on the success, protection and retention, and integrity of protective devices such as fences and sediment fences 
through 

Monitoring  Weekly inspection and log. Contractor During Clearing & 
Construction 

Reporting Monthly (until operation). Contractor During Clearing & 
Construction 

Corrective 
Action  

Repair, replace or reinstate protective devices. Contractor During Clearing & 
Construction 

Appropriate treat any damage to trees or vegetation marked for retention as required. Contractor During Clearing & 
Construction 
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07   PRE-CLEARANCE - FAUNA MANAGEMENT
P2 – Protection of MNES Fauna (Koala and Grey-headed 
Flying Fox) and Native Wildlife (Vegetation Clearing)

Clearing of native vegetation has the potential to result in direct 

injury or death to fauna. Clearing of vegetation for the purposes 

of preparing development areas also has the potential to result 

in incidental damage to adjacent habitats to be retained.  

Development protocols to respond to injured wildlife must be 

prepared prior to vegetation clearing operations. It is expected 

that some of these protocols are likely to be applicable to 

responses required for all injured fauna (including Koala) and 

must be included within the Animal Welfare Plan (AWP) to be 

prepared by the appointed fauna spotter catcher. 

Table 2 describes the relevant management requirements to 

address the protection of terrestrial fauna, specifi cally Koala, 

during vegetation clearing and 

Objective
1. To minimise and mitigate adverse direct and indirect 

eff ects of vegetation clearing on terrestrial including 

Koala and Grey-headed Flying-fox, during clearing and 

construction.

2. Prevent mortality or injury to terrestrial wildlife, 

specifi cally Koala. 

Management Strategy
 Prevent damage and/or disturbance to native vegetation 

and associated habitats outside clearing areas.

 Clearing and construction operations are employed to 

maximise animal welfare and reduce fauna mortality.

 Informal all personnel of site environmental 

responsibility.

 Reuse hollows and large rocks for habitat in retained 

habitat areas/linear open space.

 Safe fauna movement opportunities are provided within 

linear open space to prevent fauna moving through 

construction areas.

 Direct clearing activities from open area to less 

open areas allowing fauna to natural seek shelter in 

conservation land and linear open space/retained 

habitat

 Provision of permanent and temporary fencing in 

accordance with the Vegetation Management Clearing 

Plan (VCMP)

 Undertake works in accordance with the Direction of 

Clearing Plan and install fencing in accordance with the 

VMCP.

Performance Indicators
 Prevent fauna mortality and disturbance to terrestrial 

fauna.

 No injury or death of Koala.

 No damage to linear open space/retained habitat.

 No disturbance to native vegetation outside permitted 

clearing footprints.

Fauna Management 

Lendlease Communities Pty Ltd commits to the use of leading 

practice methods and processes for the role of Wildlife Spotter 

Catchers in the engagement of any contractors for native 

vegetation clearing works. The standards and requirements 

outlined in this Specifi cation Note are acknowledged as above 

minimum requirements in most Local Government areas 

and are applicable despite lessor requirements listed within 

individual project approval packages. 

As a minimum specifi cation Wildlife Spotter Catchers will retain 

the following Queensland State Government Permits:

1. Animal Ethics

2. Scientifi c Purposes Permit

3. Scientifi c User Registration

4. Damage Mitigation Permit

5. Rehabilitation Permit

Wherever practical all clearing works will be coordinated in 

general accordance with applicable site based components 

of the DRAFT Code of Practice for the welfare of animals 

aff ected by land-clearing and other habitat impacts prepared 

by the Australia Zoo Wildlife Warriors and Voiceless (and or any 

contemporary Industry based fi nal version of this Draft Code). 

This includes mandatory controls on the timing and sequencing 

of clearing works integrated with a regimented series of fauna 

management protocols implemented by registered Fauna 

Spotter / Catchers. The following procedural stages listed in the 

Draft Code are to be applied to clearing works on all Lendlease 

Communities Pty Ltd projects:

Action 1 – Engagement Wildlife Spotter Catcher
Action requires that the developer (and or the developer’s 

representative through the principal contractor) engage a 

Wildlife Spotter Catcher with full registrations and licences 

provided in accordance with the Queensland Government’s 

National Parks and Wildlife Services. A Registered Wildlife Spotter 

Catcher engaged shall have the minimum permits listed in this 

specifi cation.

Action 2 – Wildlife Spotter Catcher to Prepare a Wildlife 
Protection and Management Plan (WPMP)
The WPMP should be submitted to the Queensland Department 

of Environment and Heritage Protection (EHP) or relevant 

authority and or stakeholder.  The WPMP should include the 

following information:

 Description of the project with reference to impacts on 

wildlife or wildlife habitat;

 Pre development plan of the site showing habitat areas, 

features, corridors, riparian habitats and adjacent areas;

 Results of any fauna surveys including pre-clearance 

surveys; and

 A wildlife and habitat impact assessment based on the 

proposed development works. 

Action 3 – Prepare a Wildlife and Habitat Impact Mitigation 
Plan
Following completion and endorsement of the WPMP the 

Wildlife Spotter Catcher should prepare a more specifi c Wildlife 

and Habitat Impact Mitigation Plan, which will include details 

on:

 Measures required to be completed to minimise wildlife 

and habitat impacts during operational works;

 Wildlife capture and removal plan;

 Contingency plan for wildlife requiring euthanasia, 

other veterinary procedures or captive care;

 Wildlife storage and housing plan;

 Wildlife release and disposal plan; and

 Post works measures to minimise impacts on wildlife.

Lendlease Communities Pty Ltd support the use of innovative 

leading practice methods minimising and mitigating impacts 

on all native fauna during clearing operations.

Action 4 – Wildlife Spotter Catcher Role at Pre-Start Meeting
Prior to the commencement of any construction works, a pre-

start meeting is to be held between the project manager, site 

fore-person, plant operators and applicable Local and State 

Government representatives.  At the pre-start meeting, the 

Wildlife Spotter Catcher is to outline the clearing process and 

the requirements of the WPMP.

Action 5 – During Construction
The Wildlife Spotter Catcher is to be on-site during all phases 

of construction which involve potential impacts on wildlife or 

habitat (unless otherwise specifi ed by the appointed Wildlife 

Spotter Catcher.  This will enable to the Wildlife Spotter Catcher 

to make any necessary adjustments to the approved Clearing 

Management Plans and WPMP to cater for any specifi c issues 

encountered during the clearing works.

Action 6 – Post Works Reporting
During the course of all site works, including the pre-clearance 

surveys, the Wildlife Spotter Catcher is to keep an accurate 

record of all animals encountered, captured, incidents and 

disposals for each stage of the project.  The records should form 

part of the Wildlife Management Report to be issued under 

licence requirements to the State Government.  The Wildlife 

Management Report should consist of the following 3 sections, 

where they are applicable to the project:

1. Wildlife Habitat Management Plan – Aspects of the 

planning, design, construction and ongoing operation of the 

project in which risks to wildlife have been identifi ed. This plan 

should also include recommendations and outline the type, 

frequency and timeframes for monitoring

2. Wildlife Capture and Disposal Plan – Should contain 

the following details for each captured animals:

a. Species

b. Identifi cation name or number

c. Sex (M, F or unknown)

d. Approximate Age or Age Class (neonate, juvenile, sub-

adult, adult)

e. Time and date of capture

f. Method of capture

g. Exact point of capture (GPS coordinates)

h. State of health

i. Incidents associated with capture likely to aff ect health

j. Veterinary intervention or treatments

k. Time held in captivity

l. Disposal method (euthanasia, translocation, re-release)

m. Date and time of disposal

n. Detailed of disposal (GPS points of release)

o. For released animals, location relative to point of 

capture

3. Animal Injury and Euthanasia Report – similar details 

for the Wildlife Capture and Disposal Plan should be included in 

this report.

08
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Koala Management & Welfare
While clearing activities aim to protect and minimise impacts to 

all terrestrial fauna, specifi c management measure for Koala are 

required as part of the EPBC approval and have been specifi ed 

within the Fauna Management Plan, prepared by Saunders 

Havill Group which should be read in conjunction with the plan.

Key outcomes within the FMP for Koala include:

 Koalas on site are protected

 Koala habitats are protected, maintained and their 

integrity enhanced.

 The abilities for Koalas to move into, within and out of 

the sit e is maintained.

 All persons involved in construction and operation of 

the development are aware of the site values, their potential to 

impact on Koalas and their habitats, and their responsibilities 

in regard to procedures and strategies within approved 

management plans. 

07   PRE-CLEARANCE - FAUNA MANAGEMENT

Fauna Signage

Fauna Spotter During Tree ClearingKoala Signage

Fauna Spotters Retrieving Fauna Fauna Exclusion Fencing

Fauna Exclusion Fencing Construction fencing detail

Signifi cant Tree Protection Fencing
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Table 2: P2 – Protection of MNES Fauna and Native Wildlife (Vegetation Clearing)
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Table 2: P2 – Protection of MNES Fauna and Native Wildlife (Vegetation Clearing)
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Table 2: P2 – Protection of MNES Fauna and Native Wildlife (Vegetation Clearing)
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08   FAUNA MANAGEMENT - CONSTRUCTION
P3 – Maintenance of Safe Wildlife Movement Opportunities (Site 
Preparation Operations)

The following suite of best practice measures will be employed throughout the 

site to minimise fauna habitat fragmentation, facilitated fauna movement and 

reduce related injury and mortality. Management requirements are considered 

in the context of:

 Site preparation operations (i.e. during vegetation clearing and 

earthworks phases); and 

 Design treatments and strategies for the built phase of the development

Table 3 describes the relevant management requirements in regard to site 

preparation operations. The following should be read in conjunction with the 

requirements for Koala design treatments and strategies for the built phase of 

the development.

Retention and rehabilitation of the Mountain Creek Corridor to the west, in 

addition to the 293ha of off set land for Conservation to the south, will occur as 

a result of the Spring Mountain development to maintain fauna movement and 

connectivity within and between the development site.

Objective
1. To avoid the impact of habitat fragmentation by roads and maintain  

 safe movement opportunities for native wildlife (including Koala and  

 Grey-headed Flying-fox) between linear open space. 

2. To maintain fauna movement opportunities within retained habitat  

 areas and minimise fauna movement opportunities through site   

 preparations. 

Management Strategy
 Develop a track plan for retained habitat areas/linear open space which 

 allows fauna movement to be maintained

 Restrict access to retained habitat areas/linear open space for   

 environmental management only.

 Reduce road speeds

 Increase driver awareness and education

Performance Indicators
 Minimal fauna mortality. 

Temporary Fencing
Prior to the commencement of vegetation clearing a temporary fauna exclusion 

fence will be erected around the area of clearing and works and be maintained 

until the completion of major civil works. The purpose of the fence is to minimise 

any native fauna (including koala) from entering into the clearing and or post 

clearing construction zone during a time when potential risks of impact are at 

their highest.

The fencing proposed is a “fl oppy-top” temporary fauna exclusion fencing as 

per the details and photos shown on this drawing sheet. This fencing type is 

preferred as it continues to allow any fauna within the impact zone to exit, 

however prevents new or re-entry once the fence is erected. The fencing type 

can also be erected along random alignments and relocated to new areas as the 

clearing areas expand in future clearing and development events. This fencing 

type has been successfully used as a temporary barrier on other koala related 

projects within the vicinity of major roads and housing areas. 

Table 3: P3 – Maintenance of Safe Fauna Movement Opportunities – Site Preparation Operations

Fauna exclusion fencing Controlled clearing access track
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09   THREATENED FLORA MANAGEMENT

Photo: Plectranthus habrophyllus (listed as Endangered under the EPBC Act (Cth))

P5 – Threatened Flora Management

Plectranthus habrophyllus, a herb listed as Endangered under 

the EPBC Act, has been recorded at several locations across 

the Spring Mountain project site. Core populations have been 

identifi ed within Core Conservation areas by Yurrah. The majority 

of these locations are associated with waterways within linear 

open space and the habitat is to be protected..

Pre-clearance Survey 
In accordance with the EPBC approved Threatened Flora 

Management Plan, prepared by Yurrah, pre-clearance surveys 

for each development precinct must occur by a suitable 

qualifi ed person prior to the commencement of clearing. Any 

additional individuals must be recorded and translocated 

where necessary.

Translocation 

Where plants are located within the development footprint or 

near the edge of the footprint, and are at risk of impact, these 

plants will be translocated to establish a new population in 

suitable habitat within the proposed Linear Open Space. The 

habitat for both translocated individuals and in situ individuals 

will be protected within a Core Conservation Area. 

As an added habitat protection measures, Buff er Areas, with 

an off set width of 20m, will be established around Core 

Conservation Areas. No Go Zones must be marked out by the 

20m buff er around know populations within Core Conservation 

areas. No work apart from conservation management activities 

is to be permitted within Core Conservation Areas. 

Clearing and Construction
Plectranthus habrophyllus is to be protected from impacts 

of construction. Stormwater Management Plans, Bushfi re 

Management Plans and Weed Management are to address 

threatened fl ora management.  

Table 5 describes the relevant management requirements to 

address this issue. 

Objective
1. To encourage the locally resident populations of 

threatened fl ora species to increase at a natural rate to 

a desired level on site. 

Management Strategy
 Threatened fl ora habitat to be protected through the 

approved Threatened Flora Management Plan

 Recognise and protect all linear open space through 

management of interface between linear open space 

and development for bushfi re, weeds and access issues.

 Establish Core Conservation Areas and Buff er Areas 

at threatened fl ora locations to target management 

activities.

 Design a network for fi re-trails to defi ned spatial blocks 

to prevent damage caused by uncontrolled fi re and 

allow access for maintenance. 

 Awareness and education of threatened fl ora presence.

 Ensure all responsible persons are aware of the 

signifi cance of this issue and are fully aware of any likely 

impacts of scheduled works.

Performance Indicators
 0% weed cover in Core Conservation Areas and Buff ers

 No evidence of damage from stormwater run-off  

construction 

 Recruitment of threatened fl ora seedlings in Core 

Conservation Area

 No damage from uncontrolled access

 Condition of protective fencing remains undamaged. 

It is noted that potential patches of Plectanthus habrophyllus 

were identifi ed by Yarrah (2015) along Mountain Creek, adjacent 

to the V7. These mapped patches, as well as other areas of 

suitable habitat, were checked by Saunders Havill Group for 

Plectanthus habrophyllus as part of pre-clearance surveys for 

V7 by Saunders Havill Group in February 2017. Plectranthus 

habrophyllus was not recorded.
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Table 5: P5 – Threatened Flora Management
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Table 5: P5 – Threatened Flora Management
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Pre-Clearance Checklist:
This Site Based Management Plan (V7) contains only a small 

portion of information included within existing assessment 

management plans for Spring Mountain. Subsequently, the 

volume of requirements remains complex and overlapping.  To 

ensure compliance with approval requirements and provide a 

record trail for reporting to the Commonwealth Department of 

the Environment the following pre-clearance checklist is to be 

completed with each phase of works.

The checklist is to be completed by the principal contractor and 

requires sign off  by the Environmental Coordinator and Fauna 

Spotter.  To complete the checklist a number of items need to 

be issued from various parties to the principal contractor (eg 

confi rmation of pre-clearance surveys).

The pre-clearance checklist is established in a format which 

enables direct annual reporting to the Department of the 

Environment and will include a number of attachments.

10   FLORA & FAUNA CHECKLIST



■ Annual Compliance Report  │  EPBC 2013/7057 

7243 E  │  18 December 2018 A11 
 Spring Mountain Mixed Use Master Planned Community Development 
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Village 7 Environmental Pre-start 

Checklist 
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ATTACHMENT 1 – 

Demarcation Flagging Inspection 

Notification 

 

 



Date: 5 July 2017
Site: Spring Mountain Precinct (Haul Road)
Client: Lend Lease
EPBC Ref: 2013/7057
SHG Ref: 7243
SHG Contact: Murray Saunders (07 3251 9444)

Attention: Ian Murray
Regional Development Manager, Communities
Level 4, Kings Gate,
King Street
Bowen Hills QLD 4006

Springfield Rise: V7 Development Area –Inspection of flagging for demarcation of clearing extents (Phase 1-
early works bulk earthworks, 7002 Grande Avenue, Springfield (Lot 8 on SP291381)

Dear Ian,

The Environmental Management Division of Saunders Havill Group was engaged by Lendlease Communities to
carry out an inspection of flagging for demarcation fencing for the Phase 1- Early Works Bulk Earthworks clearing
extent associated with the V7 Development Area at Springfield Rise.

Flagging of the V7 Development Area Phase 1 clearing extent was undertaken by the appointed surveys, Wolter
Consulting, on the 30th June 2017. Ecologists from Saunders Havill Group checked and reflagged the clearing
extent on the 5th July 2017 to confirm works will be undertaken in accordance with relevant Commonwealth and
Council permit requirements.

The GPS track log of the inspection extent shown in the plan provided as Attachment 1. A post-inspection
notification is provided as Attachment 2 to be kept for your records.

Kind regards,

Murray Saunders
Director – Saunders Havill Group



Attachment 1 –

Demarcation Fencing Inspection Track Log
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ID Eastings  (m) Northing (m) ID Eastings (m) Northing (m)

1 490510.485 6936639.579 38 490273.755 6937029.625

2 490510.185 6936653.308 39 490286.145 6937039.195

3 490507.115 6936666.500 40 490298.901 6937049.753

4 490501.320 6936677.380 41 490282.080 6937052.154

5 490488.716 6936689.352 42 490253.143 6937057.039

6 490486.831 6936709.504 43 490243.738 6937064.540

7 490485.533 6936721.594 44 490240.074 6937078.895

8 490490.923 6936735.079 45 490233.032 6937099.756

9 490488.218 6936750.741 46 490254.439 6937114.980

10 490483.156 6936765.590 47 490277.950 6937089.349

11 490464.209 6936766.668 48 490306.676 6937067.962

12 490446.709 6936779.904 49 490326.007 6937056.006

13 490418.469 6936790.524 50 490350.187 6937043.793

14 490398.382 6936796.915 51 490368.469 6937033.721

15 490390.970 6936807.925 52 490385.555 6937022.925

16 490371.045 6936823.143 53 490400.275 6937021.958

17 490361.661 6936826.274 54 490418.945 6937023.825

18 490353.137 6936826.554 55 490436.259 6937025.504

19 490345.015 6936836.917 56 490446.737 6937027.737

20 490333.293 6936834.893 57 490463.995 6937026.275

21 490333.337 6936849.885 58 490484.051 6937019.468

22 490325.022 6936863.739 59 490504.482 6937018.841

23 490314.887 6936874.997 60 490519.574 6937026.914

24 490318.809 6936889.637 61 490534.622 6937032.380

25 490323.009 6936901.770 62 490555.880 6937024.962

26 490326.480 6936916.304 63 490573.545 6937032.948

27 490321.354 6936921.826 64 490587.901 6937035.783

28 490315.920 6936939.404 65 490606.916 6937041.564

29 490295.921 6936936.672 66 490619.031 6937046.519

30 490291.802 6936927.821 67 490491.693 6936628.814

31 490283.794 6936917.183 68 490485.208 6936622.726

32 490273.808 6936924.860 69 490475.531 6936615.592

33 490283.407 6936952.260 70 490466.071 6936621.383

34 490289.086 6936971.168 71 490463.410 6936619.157

35 490283.051 6936989.879 72 490466.780 6936616.738

36 490282.557 6937008.144 73 490459.724 6936603.407

37 490279.871 6937024.340

Vi l lage 7 revised Clearing Coordinates  Table (MGA z56)



Attachment 2 –

Demarcation Flagging Inspection Notification
Area Inspected: Springfield Rise – V7: Phase 1 (Early Works Bulk Earthworks)

Location: 7002 Grande Avenue, Springfield (Lot 8 on SP291381)

Date of Inspection: 5th July 2017

Appointed Surveyor: Wolter Consulting – Glenn Hanton

Environmental
Representative:

Saunders Havill Group – David Havill

Environmental
features:

V7 adjoins a low order watercourse. Dense weed infestations were present throughout
the entire area.

Photos of flagging prior to demarcation fencing:
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Keira Grundy

From: PALM <palm@ehp.qld.gov.au>

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 3:45 PM

To: Keira Grundy

Subject: RE: AR095633 7522: Exempt Clearing Notification - Springfield Rise V7, DA15 & 

DA16

Exempt Clearing Notification (protected plants) 

 

Applicant: Lend Lease Communities (Springfield) Pty Ltd 

 

Where clearing is to be conducted –  

Street Address: Sinnathamby Boulevard, Springfield 

Lot/Plan: Lot 12 and 13 on SP257480 

 

EHP Reference:  

 

Dear Mr Murray 

 

Thank you for your request for an Exempt Clearing Notification for protected plants.   

 

Please retain this email as acknowledgement of receipt of a protected plant exemption notification submitted under 

Section 261ZA of the Nature Conservation (Wildlife Management) Regulation 2006.   

 

Clearing of a protected plant under this section must be conducted within two years after the flora survey report 

was submitted to the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection. 

 

It is strongly recommended that for audit purposes you keep this email together with the relevant flora survey 

trigger map, flora survey report and any other documentation relating to the clearing in question.  

 

Please visit www.ehp.qld.gov.au for information about available online services. 

 

Kind regards 

 
 

Katrina Theilemann 

Administration Officer 

Customer Service Team I Regulatory Capability and Customer Service 
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

P 1300 130 372 (option 4) F (07) 3330 5875 E Palm@ehp.qld.gov.au   

400 George Street BRISBANE QLD 4000 

GPO Box 2454, BRISBANE QLD 4001 

 

 

 

From: Keira Grundy [mailto:keiragrundy@saundershavill.com]  

Sent: Thursday, 24 November 2016 5:15 PM 

To: PALM 

Subject: AR095633 7522: Exempt Clearing Notification - Springfield Rise V7, DA15 & DA16 

 

Hi, 

 

On behalf of Lendlease Communities, please accept this exempt clearing notification (protected plants) for the site 

area known as Springfield Rise – Village 7, DA 15 & DA16. Attached are the following documents: 
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-          Notification form completed and signed 

-          Protected Plants Flora Survey Report 

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Keira Grundy  Environmental Planner  Saunders Havill Group 

direct line (07) 3251 9468  mobile 0437 822 880  email keiragrundy@saundershavill.com 

phone 1300 123 SHG  web www.saundershavill.com  head office 9 Thompson St Bowen Hills Q 4006 

 

Brisbane / Emerald / Rockhampton 

 

Surveying / Town Planning / Urban Design / Environmental Management / Landscape Architecture 

 
The information transmitted is for the use of the intended recipient only and may contain confidential and/or legally privileged material. Any review, re-transmission, 

disclosure, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If 

you have received this email in error please delete all copies of this transmission together with any attachments and notify the sender. Opinions, conclusions and other 

information in this email that do not relate to the official business of Saunders Havill Group shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by it. We have taken 

precautions to minimise the risk of transmitting software viruses, but we advise you to carry out your own virus checks on any attachment to this message. We cannot 

accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. 

 

------------------------------ 

The information in this email together with any attachments is intended only for the person or entity to which it 

is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. There is no waiver of any 

confidentiality/privilege by your inadvertent receipt of this material.  

Any form of review, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email message is prohibited, 

unless as a necessary part of Departmental business. 

If you have received this message in error, you are asked to inform the sender as quickly as possible and delete 

this message and any copies of this message from your computer and/or your computer system network. 

------------------------------ 
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Document Control 

Title Springfield Rise– Village 7, DA15 & DA16–Protected Plants Flora Survey Report 

Job Number 7522 

Client Lendlease Communities  

Document Issue 

Issue Date Prepared By Checked By 

Draft 16.11.2016 AC KG 

Final 23.11.2016 AC KG 

Disclaimer 

This report has been prepared for Lendlease Communities. Saunders Havill Group cannot accept responsibility 

for any use of or reliance upon the contents of this report by any third party. 

Reports and/or Plans by Others 

Reports and/or plans by others may be included within this report to support the document. 
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1. Introduction 

The Environmental Management Division of the Saunders Havill Group was engaged by Lendlease Communities 

to prepare this Protected Plants Flora Survey Report to enable clearing within areas mapped as ‘High Risk’ under 

the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (NCA). Clearing works are associated with early works stages at Springfield Rise 

master planned development, specifically the development areas known as Village 7, DA15 and DA16. The 

Springfield Rise development site is located Sinnathamby Boulevard, Springfield Central (Lots 12 and 13 on 

SP257480) and is within the jurisdiction of Ipswich City Council (ICC).  

 

The Queensland Government has adopted a risk-based approach to the regulation of protected plants under the 

NCA. The regulatory framework captures activities that pose a high risk to plant biodiversity. Regulatory, educational 

and compliance effort are consequently focused on high risk activities. Under the framework, when a non-exempt 

clearing activity is proposed within a ‘High Risk’ area, the proponent of that activity is required to complete a flora 

survey prior to commencement of clearing.  

 

The main objective of the flora survey is to locate any Endangered, Vulnerable or Near Threatened (EVNT) plants 

that may be present within the clearing impact area. This is especially important for determining the degree of 

assessment required for a particular clearing activity. For example, if the survey establishes that EVNT plant species 

are not present within the clearing impact area, the proposed clearing will be exempt and, following notification to 

the department, a clearing permit will not be required. Alternatively, if EVNT plant species are identified, and 

clearing is considered to impact on the EVNT plant (i.e. clearing comes within 100m of the EVNT plant) then an 

application for a Protected Plant Clearing Permit is required. 

 

Contextually, the Springfield Rise project site is located to the west of Springfield Central, approximately 13km 

southeast of Ipswich City and approximately 26 km southwest of Brisbane City. The site is bordered by commercial 

development and educational facilities associated with Springfield Central to the northeast, residential 

development to the southeast and large vegetated rural properties adjoining White Rock-Spring Mountain 

Conservation Estate and more broadly the Flinders-Karawatha Bioregional Corridor. The site is bound by Centenary 

Highway to the north and Sinnathamby Boulevard to the east. The surrounding suburbs of Redbank Plains, 

Springfield Lakes and Swanbank are highly urbanised and contain a mixture of residential housing, commercial 

properties and industrial land uses. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for site context and aerial. Clearing works proposed 

within Village 7, DA15 and DA16 form part of early works for the commencement of the Springfield Rise project 

which forms part of the Greater Springfield urban development area (refer Plan 1). It is noted that the Springfield 

Rise project (refer Plan 2) has been approved by the Commonwealth Department of the Environment and Energy 

(DEE) (EPBC 2013/7057). 

 

The flora surveys outlined in this report were conducted where proposed clearing is mapped within ‘High Risk’ areas 

under Protected Plants Flora Survey Trigger Mapping (refer Figure 3) as per the Flora Survey Guidelines – Protected 

Plants Nature Conservation Act 1992. It is noted that previously NCA protected plants surveys have been undertaken 

for Villages 6 and 13 and the Haul Road, and an exemption confirmed by the Department of Environment and 

Heritage (EHP) (AR082999).  
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1.1. Key Site Details 

Address Sinnathamby Boulevard 

RPD Lot 12 & 13 on SP257480 

Local Government Area  Ipswich City Council 

Planning Scheme Springfield Structure Plan, which forms part of the Ipswich City Council 

Planning Scheme 2003 

Area Classification/Zone Community Residential  

Existing Land Use Vacant 

Proposed Land Use Residential / Road 
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Figure 3   NCA Flora Survey Trigger Map
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2. Desktop Assessment 

2.1. Nature Conservation Act 1992 

The NCA classifies and protects significant areas (Protected Areas) and protects threatened plant and animal species. 

The Nature Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation 1994 (NCWR) lists plant and animal species presumed extinct, 

endangered, vulnerable, near threatened, least concern, international or prohibited. 

 

The Queensland Government has adopted a regulatory framework that captures activities that pose a high risk to 

plant biodiversity. Under the framework, when a non-exempt clearing activity is proposed within a ‘High Risk’ area, 

the proponent of that activity is required to complete a flora survey prior to commencement of clearing. The 

Protected Plants Flora Survey Trigger Map shows ‘High Risk’ areas for protected plants and is used to help determine 

flora survey and clearing permit requirements for a particular location. 

 

A search of the Protected Plants Flora Survey Trigger Mapping indicated proposed clearing areas within the subject 

site are overlayed as ‘High Risk’ and so are subject to flora survey requirements (refer Figure 3). 

 

Prior to flora surveys, the schedules of the NCWR were considered in this report using a Wildlife Online Database 

Search with a 10 kilometre radius from the site. Six (6) flora species listed under the NCWR were identified as having 

the potential to occur on site and are presented in Table 1. Refer to Appendix A for full search results.   

 

Table 1:  Wildlife Online Search Results - Flora 

Scientific Name Common Name Status 

Marsdenia coronata Slender Milk Vine Vulnerable 

Plectranthus habrophyllus - Endangered 

Eucalyptus curtisii Plunkett Mallee Near Threatened 

Melaleuca irbyana Swamp Tea Tree Endangered 

Notelaea ipsviciensis - Endangered 

Notelaea lloydii Lloyd’s Native Olive Vulnerable 

2.2. Additional legislative instruments 

In order to maximise the scope of the flora survey, a search of protected matters listed as potentially present within 

10 km of the sites under the Federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) was 

conducted using the Protected Matters Search Tool. Potential flora EVNT species listed under the EPBC Act are 

presented in Table 2. Refer to Appendix B for full search results. 
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Table 2:  EPBC Act Protected Matters Search Results - Flora 

Scientific Name Common Name Status 

Arthraxon hispidus Hairy Joint Grass Vulnerable 

Bosistoa transversa Three-leaved Bosistoa Vulnerable 

Cupaniopsis tomentella Boonah Tuckeroo Vulnerable 

Macadamia integrifolia Macadamia Nut Vulnerable 

Macadamia tetraphylla Rough-shelled Bush Nut Vulnerable 

Notelaea ipsviciensis Cooneana Olive Critically Endangered 

Notelaea lloydii Lloyd’s Olive Vulnerable 

Phaius australis Lesser Swamp-orchid Endangered 

Phebalium distans My Berryman Phebalium Critically Endangered 

Planchonella eerwah Shiny-leaved Condoo Endangered 

Plectranthus habrophyllus - Endangered 

Samadera bidwillii Quassia Vulnerable 

Sophora fraseri - Vulnerable 

Thesium australe Austral Toadflax Vulnerable 

 

Regional Ecosystem mapping under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 (VMA) was utilised to inform flora survey 

targets and techniques. The broader area where the survey sites occur is mapped under the VMA as Least Concern 

12.9-10.19a and 12.9-10.17a and composite Of Concern RE12.9-10.2/12.9-10.7/12.9-10.19 as described below and 

highlighted in Plan 3. 

 

Least Concern RE 12.9-10.19a 

Description Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. Fibrosa, Corymbia citriodora subsp. Variegate, Eucalyptus 

siderophloia, Eucalyptus crebra open forest. Occurs in coastal areas on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. 

 

Least Concern RE 12.9 -10.17a 

Description Lophostemon confertus or Lophostemon suaveolens dominated open forest usually with emergent Eucalyptus 

and/or Corymbia species. Occurs in gullies and southern slopes on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments.  

 

Least Concern RE 12.9-10.2 

Description Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata open forest or woodland usually with Eucalyptus crebra. Other species 

such as Eucalyptus tereticornis, Eucalyptus moluccana, Eucalyptus acmenoides and Eucalyptus siderophloia 

may be present in scattered patches or in low densities. Understorey can be grassy or shrubby. Shrubby 

understorey of Lophostemon confertus (whipstick form) often present in northern parts of bioregion. Occurs on 

Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments.  

 

Of Concern RE 12.9-10.7 

Description Eucalyptus crebra +/- Eucalyptus tereticornis, Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora leiocarpa, Eucalyptus 

melanophloia woodland. Occurs on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments.   

 

Least Concern RE 12.9-10.19 

Description Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa woodland +/- Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, E. acmenoides or E. 

portuensis, Angophora leiocarpa, E. major. Understorey often sparse.  
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3. Flora Survey Methodology 

3.1.     Clearing Impact Area 

The proposed clearing site (i.e. Village 7, DA15 and DA16) is completely mapped as ‘High Risk’ areas under Protected 

Plants Flora Survey Trigger (refer Figure 3). The Clearing Impact Area, which is identified the area to be cleared 

inclusive of a 100m buffer, is shown in Plan 4. It is noted that previously NCA protected plants surveys have been 

undertaken for Villages 6 and 13 and the Haul Road, and an exemption confirmed by EHP (AR082999).  

3.2. Survey extent 

Table 3 and Plan 4 summarise the Clearing Impact Area and Transect extents. General observations for EVNT flora 

species were conducted at all times while on-site, including while traversing roads and vegetated area both inside 

and outside designated Clearing Impact Area. The 100m buffer areas was assessed where access was possible.   

 

Table 3:  Transect Coordinates 

Transect Start Finish 

1 -27.694440° / 152.904358° -27.691716° / 152.899977° 

2 -27.691085° / 152.901113° -27.689840° / 152.905092° 

3 -27.690909° / 152.905547° -27.691411° / 152.904298° 

4 -27.694850° / 152.909629° -27.694721° / 152.909629° 

3.3. Flora Survey Methodology 

The clearing sites were surveyed using the preferred timed meander survey technique as per Flora Survey Guidelines 

– Protected Plants Nature Conservation Act 1992 by two (2) suitably qualified professionals including (1) Senior 

Ecologists and one (1) Ecologist (refer to Appendix C for curricula vitae). Surveys were carried out as follows: 

 

1) The Clearing Impact Area was traversed on foot by project Ecologists (refer to Plan 4). 

2) The start and finish time of each meander was recorded. 

3) The track log of project Ecologist’s transects was recorded using a handheld GPS unit accurate to < 1m. 

4) The identity of all plant species encountered during each meander was recorded. 

5) The site and surrounds were photographed.  
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4. Flora Survey Results 

The Clearing Impact Area was assessed on the 8th November 2016. No EVNT species were encountered in any of 

the proposed clearing areas. Given the extent of survey it can be stated with a high level of confidence that no 

EVNT species will be cleared by the proposed development.   

 

A total of one hundred and eleven (111) flora species were identified throughout the survey period. The transect 

length varied however a total of 4.667 kilometres were searched for threatened species by three ecologists using 

the meander methods. Each transect was located in areas which represented each mapped vegetation community 

verified through extensive site surveys.  

 

Table 4 summarises the details of each of the timed meander transects. Meander transect descriptions with 

photographs are presented in the following pages. A general description for each transect area is provided in this 

section and respective species lists in Appendix D. 

 

Table 4:  Meander survey summary 

Site Date  Start Time Finish Time Duration Distance Flora Species 

1 8.11.16 9.05am 10:15am 70 mins 1,174m 53 

2 8.11.16 10:20am 11:25am 65 mins 2,058m 57 

3 8.11.16 11:35am 12:50pm 75 mins 1,435m 36 

4 23.11.16 8:00am 9:40am 100mins 2,261m 80 

4.1. Meander Transect 1 

Transect 1 is located within mapped remnant vegetation dominated by Least Concern regional ecosystem 12.9-

10.17. This community is described as Lophostemon confertus or Lophostemon suaveolens dominated open forest 

usually with emergent Eucalyptus and/or Corymbia species. Occurs in gullies and southern slopes on Cainozoic and 

Mesozoic sediments. The transect survey included investigations along 1174m.  

 

This transect traversed through vegetation that was in lower gully lines and ridges with increased densities of 

Lophostemon suaveolens (Swamp Box) in lower gully areas. It is noted that patches of Lantana camara (Lantana) 

were recorded along the edges of the VMA mapped waterway (refer Plan 3). The ground layer was relatively dense 

with leaf litter and bare earth confined to isolated small patches.  

 

Several old tracks and firebreaks were observed during the traverse of the area. 

 

Fifty-three (53) flora species were recorded throughout the transect area, all of which are listed as common under 

state and federal legislation.  
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Photo: Transect 1 dominated by Corymbia citriodora and Eucalyptus siderophloia.  

 

4.2. Meander Transect 2 

Transect 2 is located within mapped remnant vegetation dominated by a composite regional ecosystem 

community including 65% Least Concern RE12.9-10.2, 20% Of Concern RE12.9-10.7 and 15% Least Concern RE12.9-

10.19. The transect survey included investigations along 2058 metres. 

 

� Least Concern Regional Ecosystem community 12.9-10.19a is described as Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus 

fibrosa subsp. fibrosa, Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, Eucalyptus siderophloia, Eucalyptus crebra open 

forest. Occurs in coastal areas on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments.  

 

� Least Concern Regional Ecosystem 12.9-10.2 is described as Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata open forest 

or woodland usually with Eucalyptus crebra. Other species such as Eucalyptus tereticornis, Eucalyptus 

moluccana, Eucalyptus acmenoides and Eucalyptus siderophloia may be present in scattered patches or in low 

densities. Understorey can be grassy or shrubby. Shrubby understorey of Lophostemon confertus (whipstick 

form) often present in northern parts of bioregion. Occurs on Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments.  

 

� Of Concern Regional Ecosystem 12.9-10.7 is described as Eucalyptus crebra +/- Eucalyptus tereticornis, 

Corymbia tessellaris, Angophora leiocarpa, Eucalyptus melanophloia woodland. Occurs on Cainozoic and 

Mesozoic sediments.   

 

The dominant regional ecosystem observed throughout the transect area is recorded as the Least Concern RE12.9-

10.2 however elements of RE12.9-10.19 and Of Concern RE12.9-10.7 were observed within small patches within and 

adjacent to this transect. 

 

A recent controlled burn had had burnt off some of the area traversed removing much of the ground, understorey 

and shrub species. 
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Numerous cleared vehicle tracks/firebreaks were observed traversing the transect. A large area in which the buffer 

was positioned had been cleared or was in the process of having regrowth wattle and weed species removed. 

 

  

Fifty-seven (57) flora species were recorded throughout the transect area, all of which are listed as common under 

state and federal legislation.  

 

  

Photo: Transect 2 dominated by Eucalyptus siderophloia and Corymbia citriodora 

 

 

  

Photo: Recent fire and historical clearing disturbance within Transect 2. 
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4.3. Meander Transect 3 

 

Transect 3 is located within mapped remnant vegetation dominated by Least Concern Regional Ecosystem 

community 12.9-10.19a. This community is described as Corymbia henryi +/- Eucalyptus fibrosa subsp. fibrosa, 

Corymbia citriodora subsp. variegata, Eucalyptus siderophloia, Eucalyptus crebra open forest. Occurs in coastal areas on 

Cainozoic and Mesozoic sediments. Transect searches extended along 1435 metres.   

 

Species recorded within the canopy were dominated by Eucalyptus siderophloia (Northern Grey Ironbark) and 

Corymbia citriodora (Spotted Gum) and not Corymbia henryi (Large-leaved Spotted Gum) and Eucalyptus fibrosa 

(Broad-leaved Red Ironbark). This transect is not consistent with the current remnant regional ecosystem mapping 

and is more consistent with the composite regional ecosystem described in Transect 2.  The ground layer also varied 

from relatively sparse amongst the areas with exposed rock along the ridge lines with greater densities recorded on 

slopes and towards the lower portion of the transect.  

 

A recent controlled burn had had burnt off some of the area traversed removing much of the ground, understorey 

and shrub species. 

 

Disturbances within this transect includes historical clearing, firebreak/vehicle tracks and controlled burn which 

impacts the majority of the Transect 3. 

 

Some exposed rocky outcrops, limited to along the ridgeline, were recorded by field survey, but no evidence was 

observed for the presence of EVNT flora species. 

 

Thirty-six (36) flora species were recorded throughout the transect area, all of which are listed as common under 

state and federal legislation. 

 

 

  

Photo: Transect 3 dominated by Eucalyptus siderophloia and Corymbia citriodora 
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Photo: Exposed rock area.           Photo: Buffer area historically cleared. 

 

4.4. Meander Transect 4 

 

Transect 4 is located within non-remnant vegetation. Transect searches extended along 2,261metres.   

 

Species recorded within the canopy were dominated by Eucalyptus siderophloia (Northern Grey Ironbark) and 

Corymbia citriodora (Spotted Gum) with the occasional Eucalyptus fibrosa (Broad-leaved Red Ironbark) and 

Eucalyptus tereticornis (Forest Red Gum).  The ground layer was relatively sparse with occasional denser patches 

throughout.  

 

An area was observed within the assessment area that had previously been utilised for forestry production. This was 

due to the presence of Eucalyptus pilularis (Blackbutt) which is not endemic to this area. 

 

Disturbances within this transect includes historical clearing and large firebreak/vehicle tracks. Weed invasion was 

higher in impacted areas.  

There was no EVNT flora species observed within the assessment area.   

 

Eighty (80) flora species were recorded throughout the transect area, all of which are listed as common under state 

and federal legislation.  
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Photo: Transect 4 disturbance areas 

 

  

Photo: Transect 4 dominated by Eucalyptus siderophloia and Corymbia citriodora 
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4.5. Summary 

Field surveys were carried out within the clearing impact area and buffer of early works precincts (Village 7, DA15 

and DA16) of the Springfield Rise project site which is mapped as ‘High Risk’ by Protected Plants Flora Survey Trigger 

Mapping. The surveys utilised the preferred random meander technique as outlined in the Flora Survey Guidelines – 

Protected Plants Nature Conservation Act 1992 to identify the presence of EVNT species. Coverage included the 

proposed clearing extents as well as a 100 m buffer. The Clearing Impact Area was almost entirely traversed during 

the timed meander transects. A total of four (4) meander transects as well as continual observations were completed 

throughout the investigation area.  

 

The following points provide a summary of the investigation area: 

� The vegetation communities observed have been extensively searched and analysed against current 

regional ecosystem mapping with overall consistencies in the location of each regional ecosystem 

community. Some minor variations were observed however in the majority of areas these variations are 

too small to provide for changes to this mapping.  

� The majority of the canopy layer of the Clearing Impact Area reflects relatively intact representing an open 

forest to woodland community. Although evidence of forestry practices was recorded in all transects and 

throughout observational survey points, the site remains as remnant due to the vegetation community’s 

height and density.  

� The sub-canopy layer is relatively sparse throughout the majority of the site and is typical of the mapped 

vegetation communities represented on site. 

� The shrub layer is relatively sparse and in some areas is almost completely absent, which is typical of the 

mapped regional ecosystem communities. However, evidence of fire and some vegetation clearing was 

recorded throughout the majority of all transects. 

� Weed invasion in most areas was largely confined to areas that have been cleared, mapped waterways and 

drainage lines.  

� Exposed rocky habitat was recorded in isolated patches (Transect 3) along ridge lines. Although these areas 

have been extensively searched, no threatened species were recorded at the time of the assessment within 

the investigation area.  

 

Surveys did not identify any EVNT species within the proposed clearing areas or the 100m buffer.  
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Wildlife Online Search Results 

  

Appendix A 



Wildlife Online Extract

Search Criteria: Species List for a Specified Point

Species: All

Type: All

Status: Rare and threatened species

Records: All

Date: All

Latitude: -27.7008

Longitude: 152.9079

Distance: 10

Email: keiragrundy@saundershavill.com

Date submitted: Wednesday 16 Nov 2016 10:27:11

Date extracted: Wednesday 16 Nov 2016 10:30:03

The number of records retrieved = 18

Disclaimer

As the DSITIA is still in a process of collating and vetting data, it is possible the information given is not complete. The information provided should only be used
for the project for which it was requested and it should be appropriately acknowledged as being derived from Wildlife Online when it is used.

The State of Queensland does not invite reliance upon, nor accept responsibility for this information. Persons should satisfy themselves through independent
means as to the accuracy and completeness of this information.

No statements, representations or warranties are made about the accuracy or completeness of this information. The State of Queensland disclaims all
responsibility for this information and all liability (including without limitation, liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages
and costs you may incur as a result of the information being inaccurate or incomplete in any way for any reason.

Feedback about Wildlife Online should be emailed to wildlife.online@science.dsitia.qld.gov.au



Kingdom Class Family Scientific Name Common Name I Q A Records

animals amphibians Limnodynastidae Adelotus brevis tusked frog  V  10  
animals birds Cacatuidae Calyptorhynchus lathami lathami glossy black-cockatoo (eastern)  V  10  
animals birds Falconidae Falco hypoleucos grey falcon  V  1  
animals birds Psittacidae Lathamus discolor swift parrot  E CE 3  
animals birds Rostratulidae Rostratula australis Australian painted snipe  V E 8  
animals birds Strigidae Ninox strenua powerful owl  V  13  
animals birds Turnicidae Turnix melanogaster black-breasted button-quail  V V 1  
animals mammals Dasyuridae Dasyurus maculatus maculatus spotted-tailed quoll (southern  V E 6  

subspecies)
animals mammals Macropodidae Petrogale penicillata brush-tailed rock-wallaby  V V 6  
animals mammals Phascolarctidae Phascolarctos cinereus koala  V V 473  
animals mammals Vombatidae Vombatus ursinus common wombat  NT  1  
animals reptiles Elapidae Acanthophis antarcticus common death adder  V  1  
plants higher dicots Apocynaceae Marsdenia coronata slender milkvine  V  15/15
plants higher dicots Lamiaceae Plectranthus habrophyllus  E E 16/16
plants higher dicots Myrtaceae Eucalyptus curtisii Plunkett mallee  NT  5/5
plants higher dicots Myrtaceae Melaleuca irbyana  E  3/3
plants higher dicots Oleaceae Notelaea ipsviciensis  E CE 6/6
plants higher dicots Oleaceae Notelaea lloydii Lloyd's native olive  V V 5/5

CODES

I - Y indicates that the taxon is introduced to Queensland and has naturalised.

Q - Indicates the Queensland conservation status of each taxon under the Nature Conservation Act 1992. The codes are Extinct in the Wild (PE), Endangered (E),
Vulnerable (V), Near Threatened (NT), Least Concern (C) or Not Protected ( ).

A - Indicates the Australian conservation status of each taxon under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. The values of EPBC are
Conservation Dependent (CD), Critically Endangered (CE), Endangered (E), Extinct (EX), Extinct in the Wild (XW) and Vulnerable (V).

Records – The first number indicates the total number of records of the taxon for the record option selected (i.e. All, Confirmed or Specimens).
This number is output as 99999 if it equals or exceeds this value.  The second number located after the / indicates the number of specimen records for the taxon.
This number is output as 999 if it equals or exceeds this value.

Page 1 of 1
Queensland Government Wildlife Online - Extract Date 16/11/2016 at 10:30:03
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Protected Matters Search Results 
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EPBC Act Protected Matters Report

This report provides general guidance on matters of national environmental significance and other matters
protected by the EPBC Act in the area you have selected.

Information on the coverage of this report and qualifications on data supporting this report are contained in the
caveat at the end of the report.

Information is available about Environment Assessments and the EPBC Act including significance guidelines,
forms and application process details.

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act

Acknowledgements

Buffer: 10.0Km

Matters of NES

Report created: 07/03/17 18:31:36

Coordinates

This map may contain data which are
©Commonwealth of Australia
(Geoscience Australia), ©PSMA 2010

Caveat
Extra Information

Details
Summary

http://www.environment.gov.au/protection/environment-assessments


Summary

This part of the report summarises the matters of national environmental significance that may occur in, or may
relate to, the area you nominated. Further information is available in the detail part of the report, which can be
accessed by scrolling or following the links below. If you are proposing to undertake an activity that may have a
significant impact on one or more matters of national environmental significance then you should consider the
Administrative Guidelines on Significance.

Matters of National Environmental Significance

Listed Threatened Ecological Communities:

Listed Migratory Species:

2

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park:

Wetlands of International Importance:

Listed Threatened Species:

None

59

None

None

National Heritage Places:

Commonwealth Marine Area:

World Heritage Properties:

1

None

27

The EPBC Act protects the environment on Commonwealth land, the environment from the actions taken on
Commonwealth land, and the environment from actions taken by Commonwealth agencies. As heritage values of a
place are part of the 'environment', these aspects of the EPBC Act protect the Commonwealth Heritage values of a
Commonwealth Heritage place. Information on the new heritage laws can be found at
http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage

This part of the report summarises other matters protected under the Act that may relate to the area you nominated.
Approval may be required for a proposed activity that significantly affects the environment on Commonwealth land,
when the action is outside the Commonwealth land, or the environment anywhere when the action is taken on
Commonwealth land. Approval may also be required for the Commonwealth or Commonwealth agencies proposing to
take an action that is likely to have a significant impact on the environment anywhere.

A permit may be required for activities in or on a Commonwealth area that may affect a member of a listed threatened
species or ecological community, a member of a listed migratory species, whales and other cetaceans, or a member of
a listed marine species.

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act

None

None

1

Listed Marine Species:

Whales and Other Cetaceans:

38

Commonwealth Heritage Places:

1

1

Critical Habitats:

Commonwealth Land:

Commonwealth Reserves Terrestrial:

NoneCommonwealth Reserves Marine:

Extra Information

This part of the report provides information that may also be relevant to the area you have nominated.

1

2State and Territory Reserves:

Nationally Important Wetlands:

NoneRegional Forest Agreements:

Invasive Species: 42

NoneKey Ecological Features (Marine)

http://www.environment.gov.au/protection/environment-assessments
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/permits-and-application-forms


Details

Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar) [ Resource Information ]
Name Proximity
Moreton bay 20 - 30km upstream

Listed Threatened Species [ Resource Information ]
Name Status Type of Presence
Birds

Regent Honeyeater [82338] Critically Endangered Foraging, feeding or related
behaviour may occur within
area

Anthochaera phrygia

Australasian Bittern [1001] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Botaurus poiciloptilus

Curlew Sandpiper [856] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Calidris ferruginea

Coxen's Fig-Parrot [59714] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Cyclopsitta diophthalma  coxeni

Eastern Bristlebird [533] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Dasyornis brachypterus

Antipodean Albatross [64458] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea antipodensis

Gibson's Albatross [82270] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea antipodensis  gibsoni

Wandering Albatross [89223] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea exulans

Red Goshawk [942] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Erythrotriorchis radiatus

Squatter Pigeon (southern) [64440] Vulnerable Species or species
Geophaps scripta  scripta

For threatened ecological communities where the distribution is well known, maps are derived from recovery
plans, State vegetation maps, remote sensing imagery and other sources. Where threatened ecological
community distributions are less well known, existing vegetation maps and point location data are used to
produce indicative distribution maps.

Listed Threatened Ecological Communities [ Resource Information ]

Name Status Type of Presence
Lowland Rainforest of Subtropical Australia Critically Endangered Community may occur

within area
White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum Grassy
Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Critically Endangered Community likely to occur
within area

Matters of National Environmental Significance



Name Status Type of Presence
habitat may occur within
area

Painted Honeyeater [470] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Grantiella picta

Swift Parrot [744] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Lathamus discolor

Southern Giant-Petrel, Southern Giant Petrel [1060] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Macronectes giganteus

Northern Giant Petrel [1061] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Macronectes halli

Eastern Curlew, Far Eastern Curlew [847] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Numenius madagascariensis

Fairy Prion (southern) [64445] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Pachyptila turtur  subantarctica

Southern Black-throated Finch [64447] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Poephila cincta  cincta

Australian Painted Snipe [77037] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Rostratula australis

Shy Albatross, Tasmanian Shy Albatross [82345] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche cauta  cauta

White-capped Albatross [82344] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Thalassarche cauta  steadi

Chatham Albatross [64457] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche eremita

Campbell Albatross, Campbell Black-browed Albatross
[64459]

Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche impavida

Black-browed Albatross [66472] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche melanophris

Salvin's Albatross [64463] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche salvini

Black-breasted Button-quail [923] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Turnix melanogaster

Fish

Black Rockcod, Black Cod, Saddled Rockcod [68449] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Epinephelus daemelii

Insects

Pink Underwing Moth [86084] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Phyllodes imperialis  smithersi

Mammals



Name Status Type of Presence

Large-eared Pied Bat, Large Pied Bat [183] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Chalinolobus dwyeri

Northern Quoll, Digul [331] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Dasyurus hallucatus

Spot-tailed Quoll, Spotted-tail Quoll, Tiger Quoll
(southeastern mainland population) [75184]

Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Dasyurus maculatus  maculatus (SE mainland population)

Greater Glider [254] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Petauroides volans

Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby [225] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Petrogale penicillata

Koala (combined populations of Queensland, New
South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory)
[85104]

Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Phascolarctos cinereus (combined populations of Qld, NSW and the ACT)

Long-nosed Potoroo (SE mainland) [66645] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Potorous tridactylus  tridactylus

Grey-headed Flying-fox [186] Vulnerable Roosting known to occur
within area

Pteropus poliocephalus

Other

 [55797] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Cycas ophiolitica

Plants

Hairy-joint Grass [9338] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Arthraxon hispidus

Three-leaved Bosistoa, Yellow Satinheart [16091] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Bosistoa transversa

Boonah Tuckeroo [3322] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Cupaniopsis tomentella

bluegrass [14159] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Dichanthium setosum

Macadamia Nut, Queensland Nut Tree, Smooth-
shelled Macadamia, Bush Nut, Nut Oak [7326]

Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Macadamia integrifolia

Rough-shelled Bush Nut, Macadamia Nut, Rough-
shelled Macadamia, Rough-leaved Queensland Nut
[6581]

Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Macadamia tetraphylla

Cooneana Olive [81858] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Notelaea ipsviciensis

Lloyd's Olive [15002] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Notelaea lloydii

Lesser Swamp-orchid [5872] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Phaius australis



Name Status Type of Presence

Shiny-leaved Condoo, Black Plum, Wild Apple [17340] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Planchonella eerwah

 [64589] Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Plectranthus habrophyllus

Quassia [29708] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Samadera bidwillii

 [8836] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Sophora fraseri

Austral Toadflax, Toadflax [15202] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Thesium australe

Reptiles

Loggerhead Turtle [1763] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Caretta caretta

Green Turtle [1765] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Chelonia mydas

Adorned Delma, Collared Delma [1656] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Delma torquata

Leatherback Turtle, Leathery Turtle, Luth [1768] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Dermochelys coriacea

Hawksbill Turtle [1766] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Eretmochelys imbricata

Dunmall's Snake [59254] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Furina dunmalli

Olive Ridley Turtle, Pacific Ridley Turtle [1767] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Lepidochelys olivacea

Flatback Turtle [59257] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Natator depressus

Three-toed Snake-tooth Skink [88328] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Saiphos reticulatus

Listed Migratory Species [ Resource Information ]
* Species is listed under a different scientific name on the EPBC Act - Threatened Species list.
Name Threatened Type of Presence
Migratory Marine Birds

Fork-tailed Swift [678] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Apus pacificus

Wandering Albatross [89223] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea exulans

Southern Giant-Petrel, Southern Giant Petrel [1060] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within

Macronectes giganteus



Name Threatened Type of Presence
area

Northern Giant Petrel [1061] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Macronectes halli

Tasmanian Shy Albatross [89224] Vulnerable* Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche cauta

Black-browed Albatross [66472] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche melanophris

Migratory Marine Species

Loggerhead Turtle [1763] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Caretta caretta

Green Turtle [1765] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Chelonia mydas

Leatherback Turtle, Leathery Turtle, Luth [1768] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Dermochelys coriacea

Hawksbill Turtle [1766] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Eretmochelys imbricata

Olive Ridley Turtle, Pacific Ridley Turtle [1767] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Lepidochelys olivacea

Reef Manta Ray, Coastal Manta Ray, Inshore Manta
Ray, Prince Alfred's Ray, Resident Manta Ray [84994]

Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Manta alfredi

Giant Manta Ray, Chevron Manta Ray, Pacific Manta
Ray, Pelagic Manta Ray, Oceanic Manta Ray [84995]

Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Manta birostris

Flatback Turtle [59257] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Natator depressus

Irrawaddy Dolphin [45] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Orcaella brevirostris

Migratory Terrestrial Species

Oriental Cuckoo, Horsfield's Cuckoo [86651] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Cuculus optatus

White-throated Needletail [682] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Hirundapus caudacutus

Black-faced Monarch [609] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Monarcha melanopsis

Spectacled Monarch [610] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Monarcha trivirgatus

Yellow Wagtail [644] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Motacilla flava

Satin Flycatcher [612] Species or species
Myiagra cyanoleuca



Name Threatened Type of Presence
habitat known to occur
within area

Rufous Fantail [592] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Rhipidura rufifrons

Migratory Wetlands Species

Curlew Sandpiper [856] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Calidris ferruginea

Latham's Snipe, Japanese Snipe [863] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Gallinago hardwickii

Eastern Curlew, Far Eastern Curlew [847] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Numenius madagascariensis

Osprey [952] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Pandion haliaetus

Common Greenshank, Greenshank [832] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Tringa nebularia

Listed Marine Species [ Resource Information ]
* Species is listed under a different scientific name on the EPBC Act - Threatened Species list.
Name Threatened Type of Presence
Birds

Magpie Goose [978] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Anseranas semipalmata

Fork-tailed Swift [678] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Apus pacificus

Great Egret, White Egret [59541] Breeding known to occur
within area

Ardea alba

Cattle Egret [59542] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Ardea ibis

Curlew Sandpiper [856] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Calidris ferruginea

Oriental Cuckoo, Himalayan Cuckoo [710] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Cuculus saturatus

Commonwealth Land [ Resource Information ]
The Commonwealth area listed below may indicate the presence of Commonwealth land in this vicinity. Due to
the unreliability of the data source, all proposals should be checked as to whether it impacts on a
Commonwealth area, before making a definitive decision. Contact the State or Territory government land
department for further information.

Name
Defence - GREENBANK TRAINING AREA

Commonwealth Heritage Places [ Resource Information ]
Name StatusState
Natural

Listed placeGreenbank Military Training Area (part) QLD

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act



Name Threatened Type of Presence

Antipodean Albatross [64458] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea antipodensis

Wandering Albatross [89223] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea exulans

Gibson's Albatross [64466] Vulnerable* Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Diomedea gibsoni

Latham's Snipe, Japanese Snipe [863] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Gallinago hardwickii

White-bellied Sea-Eagle [943] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-throated Needletail [682] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Hirundapus caudacutus

Swift Parrot [744] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Lathamus discolor

Southern Giant-Petrel, Southern Giant Petrel [1060] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Macronectes giganteus

Northern Giant Petrel [1061] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Macronectes halli

Rainbow Bee-eater [670] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Merops ornatus

Black-faced Monarch [609] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Monarcha melanopsis

Spectacled Monarch [610] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Monarcha trivirgatus

Yellow Wagtail [644] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Motacilla flava

Satin Flycatcher [612] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Myiagra cyanoleuca

Eastern Curlew, Far Eastern Curlew [847] Critically Endangered Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Numenius madagascariensis

Fairy Prion [1066] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Pachyptila turtur

Osprey [952] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Pandion haliaetus

Rufous Fantail [592] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Rhipidura rufifrons



Name Threatened Type of Presence

Painted Snipe [889] Endangered* Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Rostratula benghalensis (sensu lato)

Tasmanian Shy Albatross [89224] Vulnerable* Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche cauta

Chatham Albatross [64457] Endangered Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche eremita

Campbell Albatross, Campbell Black-browed Albatross
[64459]

Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche impavida

Black-browed Albatross [66472] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche melanophris

Salvin's Albatross [64463] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Thalassarche salvini

White-capped Albatross [64462] Vulnerable* Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Thalassarche steadi

Common Greenshank, Greenshank [832] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Tringa nebularia

Reptiles

Loggerhead Turtle [1763] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Caretta caretta

Green Turtle [1765] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Chelonia mydas

Leatherback Turtle, Leathery Turtle, Luth [1768] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Dermochelys coriacea

Hawksbill Turtle [1766] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Eretmochelys imbricata

Olive Ridley Turtle, Pacific Ridley Turtle [1767] Endangered Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Lepidochelys olivacea

Flatback Turtle [59257] Vulnerable Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Natator depressus

Whales and other Cetaceans [ Resource Information ]
Name Status Type of Presence
Mammals

Irrawaddy Dolphin [45] Species or species habitat
known to occur within area

Orcaella brevirostris



State and Territory Reserves [ Resource Information ]
Name State
Stewartdale QLD
White Rock QLD

Extra Information

Invasive Species [ Resource Information ]
Weeds reported here are the 20 species of national significance (WoNS), along with other introduced plants
that are considered by the States and Territories to pose a particularly significant threat to biodiversity. The
following feral animals are reported: Goat, Red Fox, Cat, Rabbit, Pig, Water Buffalo and Cane Toad. Maps from
Landscape Health Project, National Land and Water Resouces Audit, 2001.

Name Status Type of Presence
Birds

Common Myna, Indian Myna [387] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Acridotheres tristis

Mallard [974] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Anas platyrhynchos

European Goldfinch [403] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Carduelis carduelis

Rock Pigeon, Rock Dove, Domestic Pigeon [803] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Columba livia

Nutmeg Mannikin [399] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Lonchura punctulata

House Sparrow [405] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Passer domesticus

Spotted Turtle-Dove  [780] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Streptopelia chinensis

Common Starling [389] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Sturnus vulgaris

Frogs

Cane Toad [83218] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Rhinella marina

Mammals

Domestic Cattle [16] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Bos taurus

Domestic Dog [82654] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Canis lupus  familiaris

Horse [5] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Equus caballus

Cat, House Cat, Domestic Cat [19] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Felis catus



Name Status Type of Presence

Feral deer species in Australia [85733] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Feral deer

Brown Hare [127] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Lepus capensis

House Mouse [120] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Mus musculus

Rabbit, European Rabbit [128] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Oryctolagus cuniculus

Brown Rat, Norway Rat [83] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Rattus norvegicus

Black Rat, Ship Rat [84] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Rattus rattus

Pig [6] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Sus scrofa

Red Fox, Fox [18] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Vulpes vulpes

Plants

Madeira Vine, Jalap, Lamb's-tail, Mignonette Vine,
Anredera, Gulf Madeiravine, Heartleaf Madeiravine,
Potato Vine [2643]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Anredera cordifolia

Asparagus Fern, Ground Asparagus, Basket Fern,
Sprengi's Fern, Bushy Asparagus, Emerald Asparagus
[62425]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Asparagus aethiopicus

Climbing Asparagus, Climbing Asparagus Fern
[66907]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Asparagus africanus

Climbing Asparagus-fern [48993] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Asparagus plumosus

Cabomba, Fanwort, Carolina Watershield, Fish Grass,
Washington Grass, Watershield, Carolina Fanwort,
Common Cabomba [5171]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Cabomba caroliniana

Bitou Bush, Boneseed [18983] Species or species habitat
may occur within area

Chrysanthemoides monilifera

Cat's Claw Vine, Yellow Trumpet Vine, Cat's Claw
Creeper, Funnel Creeper [85119]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Dolichandra unguis-cati

Water Hyacinth, Water Orchid, Nile Lily [13466] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Eichhornia crassipes

Montpellier Broom, Cape Broom, Canary Broom,
Common Broom, French Broom, Soft Broom [20126]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Genista monspessulana

Lantana, Common Lantana, Kamara Lantana, Large-
leaf Lantana, Pink Flowered Lantana, Red Flowered
Lantana, Red-Flowered Sage, White

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Lantana camara



Nationally Important Wetlands [ Resource Information ]
Name State
Greenbank Army Training Area C QLD

Name Status Type of Presence
Sage, Wild Sage [10892]

Prickly Pears [82753] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Opuntia spp.

Parkinsonia, Jerusalem Thorn, Jelly Bean Tree, Horse
Bean [12301]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Parkinsonia aculeata

Parthenium Weed, Bitter Weed, Carrot Grass, False
Ragweed [19566]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Parthenium hysterophorus

Asparagus Fern, Plume Asparagus [5015] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Protasparagus densiflorus

Climbing Asparagus-fern, Ferny Asparagus [11747] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Protasparagus plumosus

Delta Arrowhead, Arrowhead, Slender Arrowhead
[68483]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Sagittaria platyphylla

Willows except Weeping Willow, Pussy Willow and
Sterile Pussy Willow [68497]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Salix spp. except S.babylonica, S.x calodendron & S.x reichardtii

Salvinia, Giant Salvinia, Aquarium Watermoss, Kariba
Weed [13665]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Salvinia molesta

Fireweed, Madagascar Ragwort, Madagascar
Groundsel [2624]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Senecio madagascariensis

Silver Nightshade, Silver-leaved Nightshade, White
Horse Nettle, Silver-leaf Nightshade, Tomato Weed,
White Nightshade, Bull-nettle, Prairie-berry,
Satansbos, Silver-leaf Bitter-apple, Silverleaf-nettle,
Trompillo [12323]

Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Solanum elaeagnifolium

Reptiles

Asian House Gecko [1708] Species or species habitat
likely to occur within area

Hemidactylus frenatus



- non-threatened seabirds which have only been mapped for recorded breeding sites

- migratory species that are very widespread, vagrant, or only occur in small numbers

- some species and ecological communities that have only recently been listed

Not all species listed under the EPBC Act have been mapped (see below) and therefore a report is a general guide only. Where available data
supports mapping, the type of presence that can be determined from the data is indicated in general terms. People using this information in making
a referral may need to consider the qualifications below and may need to seek and consider other information sources.

For threatened ecological communities where the distribution is well known, maps are derived from recovery plans, State vegetation maps, remote
sensing imagery and other sources. Where threatened ecological community distributions are less well known, existing vegetation maps and point
location data are used to produce indicative distribution maps.

- seals which have only been mapped for breeding sites near the Australian continent

Such breeding sites may be important for the protection of the Commonwealth Marine environment.

Threatened, migratory and marine species distributions have been derived through a variety of methods.  Where distributions are well known and if
time permits, maps are derived using either thematic spatial data (i.e. vegetation, soils, geology, elevation, aspect, terrain, etc) together with point
locations and described habitat; or environmental modelling (MAXENT or BIOCLIM habitat modelling) using point locations and environmental data
layers.

The information presented in this report has been provided by a range of data sources as acknowledged at the end of the report.
Caveat

- migratory and

The following species and ecological communities have not been mapped and do not appear in reports produced from this database:

- marine

This report is designed to assist in identifying the locations of places which may be relevant in determining obligations under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. It holds mapped locations of World and National Heritage properties, Wetlands of International
and National Importance, Commonwealth and State/Territory reserves, listed threatened, migratory and marine species and listed threatened
ecological communities. Mapping of Commonwealth land is not complete at this stage. Maps have been collated from a range of sources at various
resolutions.

- threatened species listed as extinct or considered as vagrants

- some terrestrial species that overfly the Commonwealth marine area

The following groups have been mapped, but may not cover the complete distribution of the species:

Only selected species covered by the following provisions of the EPBC Act have been mapped:

Where very little information is available for species or large number of maps are required in a short time-frame, maps are derived either from 0.04
or 0.02 decimal degree cells; by an automated process using polygon capture techniques (static two kilometre grid cells, alpha-hull and convex hull);
or captured manually or by using topographic features (national park boundaries, islands, etc).  In the early stages of the distribution mapping
process (1999-early 2000s) distributions were defined by degree blocks, 100K or 250K map sheets to rapidly create distribution maps. More reliable
distribution mapping methods are used to update these distributions as time permits.

-27.68849 152.8985
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Andrew Craig:    Senior Ecologist  
Andrew is a senior field ecologist with significant practical experience in the areas of 

ecological site assessment, weed management programs, large scale revegetation 

projects, wetland rehabilitation and waterway restoration. His main area of expertise 

is the identification and classification of flora and fauna including the identification 

and management of threatened species and communities. Andrew has significant 

experience in some of Queensland’s largest infrastructure projects including 

coordinating on-ground flora assessments and development of weed management 

and rehabilitation strategies for the Southern Regional Water Pipeline. 

 

Andrew's background in managing revegetation, translocation and forestry establishment projects brings a wealth 

of experience in the practical management, rehabilitation and offsetting across numerous projects. These skills 

linked with strong scientific and analytical site survey methods ensures Saunders Havill Group complies with all 

necessary state and federal government sampling procedures. 

 

Qualifications 

Bachelor of Science (Zoology), The University of Queensland (1997) 

 

 

 

Maree Clancy:   Ecologist 
Maree has extensive ecological field and desktop research experience gained while 

working in the forestry industry and with the Australian Koala Foundation. In previous 

roles she assisted with quarterly and annual reporting of rehabilitation/revegetation 

works at residential development reserves, habitat translocation sites and the Bruce 

Highway upgrade project, and also with annual fauna surveying and reporting on 

various projects. She has a wealth of experience with preliminary desktop assessments 

of potential species at survey sites and the identification of flora and fauna species 

present during surveys. 

 

At the Australian Koala Foundation, Maree was involved in the Koala habitat mapping project which included the 

use of GIS and determining habitat values for regional ecosystems and mosaics based on canopy species rankings 

and percentage composition. 

 

Maree has additional skills in native seed propagation and growing of seedlings for large scale revegetation and 

farm forestry projects, ongoing monitoring of propagation methods and plant health status and adaptive 

approaches to improving methods. 

 
Qualifications 

Bachelor of Environmental Science, University of the Sunshine Coast (2014) 
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Species Recorded 

Species Common Name  Transect 1 Transect 2 Transect 3 Transect 4 

HERBS 

Chrysocephalum apiculatum Yellow Buttons “ “ “ “ 

Desmodium rhytidophyllum Hairy Trefoil  “   

Plecrtranthus parviflorus Plectanthus “    

Phyllanthus virgatus Plectanthus    “ 

Wahlenbergia gracilis Small-flowered Bluebell “ “ “  

Total Number of Herbs Recorded 4 4 2 2 

VINES 

Cuscuta campestris Golden Dodder “ “  “ 

Eustrephus latifolius Wombat Berry “ “ “ “ 

Hardenbergia violacea Native Sarsaparilla   “  

Laxmannia gracilis Slender Wire-lily  “  “ 

Parsonsia straminea Monkey Rope Vine    “ 

Passiflora suberosa Corky Passion Vine “ “ “ “ 

Total Number of Vines Recorded 3 4 3 5 

GROUND 

Acrotriche aggregata Red Cluster Heath “ “  “ 

Adiantum aethiopicum Maidenhair Fern     

Ageratum houstonianum Blue Billygoat Weed “   “ 

Alloteropsis semialata Cockatoo Grass   “  

Alternanthere denticulata Lesser Joyweed    “ 

Ambrosia artemisiifolia Annual Ragweed   “  

Andropogon virginicus Whisky Grass  “   

Aristida sp. Three-awned Grass “ “ “ “ 

Asparagus sprengeri Basket Asparagus    “ 

Bidens pilosa Cobbler's Pegs  “  “ 

Capillipedum spicigerum Scented Top “    

Cheilanthes distans Bristle Cloak Fern “    
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Chloris gayana Rhodes Grass  “  “ 

Conyza sp. Flaxleaf Fleabane  “  “ 

Cortaderia sp. Pampas Grass “   “ 

Crotalaria pallida Streaked Rattlepod    “ 

Cymbopogon refractus Barbed Wire Grass “ “ “ “ 

Cynodon dactylon Couch “   “ 

Cyperus polystachyos Bunchy Sedge  “  “ 

Dianella caerulea Blueberry Lilly “  “ “ 

Emilia sonchifolia Emilia  “   

Entolasia stricta Wiry Panic  “ “ “ “ 

Eragrostis brownii Browns Lovegrass  “ “  

Eragrostis tenuifolia Elastic Grass  “   

Gahnia aspera Saw Sedge “ “ “ “ 

Gomphrena celosioides Gomphrena Weed     

Goodenia rotundifolia Goodenia “ “  “ 

Heteropogon contortus Black Spear Grass  “  “ 

Eremophila debilis Winter Apple “    

Imperata cylindrica Blady Grass “ “ “ “ 

Juncus usitatus Common Rush “   “ 

Lantana montevidensis Creeping Lantana  “ “ “ “ 

Lepidium bonariense Peppercress    “ 

Lomandra filiformis Wattle Mat Rush    “ 

Lomandra longifolia Mat Rush “ “   

Lomandra multiflora Many-flowering Mat Rush “ “ “ “ 

Ludwigia peploides Creeping Water-primrose    “ 

Megathyrus maximus Guinea Grass    “ 

Melinis repens Red Natal Grass  “  “ 

Oxalis corniculata Oxalis    “ 

Setaria spherocephala Setaria    “ 

Sida cordifolia Flannel Weed    “ 

Solanum nigrum Blackberry Nightshade  “  “ 

Sphagneticola trilobata Singapore Daisy    “ 

Themeda quadrivalvis Grader Grass  “   

Themeda triandra Kangaroo Grass “ “ “ “ 

Verbena bonariense Purple-topped Verbena    “ 

Xanthium occidentale Noogoora Burr    “ 
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Total Number of Ground Layer Species Recorded 19 23 11 35 

SHRUB 

Adiantum hispidulum Rough Maidenhair “    

Baccharis halimifolia Groundsel Bush    “ 

Breynia oblongifolia Coffee Bush “ “  “ 

Bursaria spinosa Black Thorn     

Calyptocarpus vialis Creeping Cinderella Weed    “ 

Cirsium vulgare Scotch Thistle    “ 

Daviesia sp  “    

Daviesia ulcifolia Native Gorse   “  

Eremophila debile Winter Apple    “ 

Gomphocarpus physocarpus Balloon Cotton Bush  “  “ 

Hardenbergia violaceae False Sarsparilla    “ 

Impatiens sp.     “ 

Jacksonia scoparia Dogwood “ “ “ “ 

Lantana camara Lantana “ “ “ “ 

Leucopogon pimeleoides  “ “   

Macroptilium atropurpureum Sitatro    “ 

Melichrus urceolatus     “ 

Opuntia tomentosa Prickly Pear  “  “ 

Ozothamnus diosmifolius Rice Flower  “  “ 

Passiflora foetida Stinking Passionflower “   “ 

Persoonia stradbrokensis Geebung    “ 

Petalostigma pubescens Quinine Bush “ “ “ “ 

Phytolacca octandra Inkweed  “   

Pimelea linifolia Pimelea  “ “  

Pteridium esculentum Bracken Fern    “ 

Schinus terebinthifolius Broad Leaved Pepper Tree    “ 

Solanum mauritianum Wild Tobacco Tree  “  “ 

Tagetes minuta Stinking Roger    “ 

Typha orientalis Bulrush    “ 

Xanthorhoea latfifolia Grass Tree   “  

Total Number of Shrub Species Recorded 8 12 6 22 

SUB-CANOPY 

Acacia concurrens Black Wattle “  “ “ 
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Acacia disparrima Hickory Wattle “ “ “ “ 

Acacia fimbriata Fringed Wattle “ “ “ “ 

Acacia leiocalyx Early Flowering Black Wattle  “  “ 

Allocasuarina littoralis Black She-oak “ “ “ “ 

Alphitonia excelsa Red Ash   “ “  “ 

Lophostemon suaveolens Swamp Box “ “  “ 

Total Number of Sub-canopy Species Recorded 6 5 4 7 

CANOPY 

Angophora leiocarpa Smooth Bark Apple “ “ “ “ 

Angophora subvelutina Smudgee Apple  “    

Corymbia citriodora Spotted Gum “ “ “ “ 

Corymbia intermedia Pink Bloodwood “ “  “ 

Corymbia tessellaris Moreton Bay Ash “ “ “ “ 

Eucalyptus acmenoides White Mahogany “    

Eucalyptus carnea Broad- leaved White Mahogany “  “  

Eucalyptus fibrosa Broad Leaf Ironbark “  “ “ 

Eucalyptus moluccana Gum Topped Box “ “ “ “ 

Eucalyptus pilularis Blackbutt     

Eucalyptus propinqua Grey Gum “ “ “  

Eucalyptus seeana Narrow Leaf Red Gum “ “ “  

Eucalyptus siderophloia Grey Ironbark “ “ “ “ 

Eucalyptus tereticonris Forest Red Gum “ “ “ “ 

Jacaranda mimosifolia Jacaranda    “ 

Total Number of Canopy Species Recorded 13 9 10 9 

Total Species Recorded 53 7 36 80 
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Plectanthus habrophyllus Pre-clearance 

Survey Notification 

 



 
Date:  3 July 2017 

Site:  Springfield Rise 

Client:  Lendlease Communities 

EPBC Ref:  2013/7057 

SHG Ref:  7243  

SHG Contact:  Murray Saunders (07 3251 9444)  

 

Attention: Ian Murray  

Regional Development Manager, Communities  

Level 4, Kings Gate, 

King Street 

Bowen Hills QLD 4006 

 

Springfield Rise: V7 Plectanthus habrophyllus pre-clearance survey, 7002 Grande Avenue, Springfield (Lot 33 

on SP269190 & Lot 22 on SP234042) 

 

Dear Ian,  

 

This letter provides confirmation that the Environmental Management Division of Saunders Havill Group was 

engaged by Lendlease Communities to undertake a pre-clearance survey for Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) threatened flora species Plectanthus habrophyllus within the proposed clearing 

extent for the Village 7 (V7) Development Area – Phase 1 preliminary bulk earthworks area to meet Condition 6 of the 

EPBC Act approval (Ref: 2013/7057).  

 

While Plectanthus habrophyllus populations were previously recorded in close proximity to the works area as part of 

the Spring Mountain EPBC survey by Yurrah (refer to Attachment 2), no Plectanthus habrophyllus specimens were 

recorded within the V7 Development Area clearing extent (refer to Attachment 1 for a copy of the clearing extent). 

 

The following provides relevant details of the survey: 

 

Applicant: Lend Lease Communities (Springfield) Pty Ltd  

Site Details: 7002 Grande Avenue, Springfield (Lot 22 on SP234042 & Lot 33 on SP269190) 

Development Area: Springfield Rise V7 

 

Plectanthus habrophyllus Pre-Clearance Survey Results:   

Survey Completed by: David Havill (Senior Ecologist) & Maree Clancy (Ecologist) 

Survey Completion Date: 14th February 2017  

Was the survey undertaken in accordance with EPBC Act survey guidelines? Yes 

Were any Plectanthus habrophyllus specimens identified within the clearing area? No 

 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

 

Murray Saunders 

Director – Saunders Havill Group 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Project Background 

 
Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
prepare a Fauna Spotter Catcher Wildlife and Habitat Impact Mitigation Plan for the remaining 
portion of Village 7 as part of the Springfield Rise Project, Spring Mountain, Queensland.  
 

The objective of this report is to summarise the existing fauna values presented in the Fauna 
Spotter Catcher Pre-clearance Survey and Wildlife Protection and Management Plan (WPMP) and 
assign mitigatory strategies applicable to probable species likely to be encountered during the 
clearing of identified habitats throughout or within specific localities of the site. Fauna species 
both common and of elevated conservation value have been considered within the parameters of 
onsite investigations and, where provided to QFC, include review of current fauna and floristic 
reports that may influence the assemblages expected to utilise the microhabitats evident within 
the site.  
 
This review encompasses species identified under the provisions of the Commonwealth 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and the Queensland Nature 
Conservation Act 1992. Further consideration is given, where applicable, to species of iconic, 
cultural and/or regional significance identified under commonwealth, state or local planning 
instruments aimed at the persistence of biodiversity values within the area.  
 
 

1.2 Project Location and Site Description 

 
The remaining portion of Village 7 scheduled for clearance lies north of the previously cleared 
areas of Village 6 and Village 8 and south of the Springfield Southern Sports Fields development. 
Village 7 adjoins an existing vegetation corridor to the western border. 
 
Existing features exhibit primarily a woodland vegetative complex with drainage features present 
due to an undulating topography. Trees species include Eucalyptus crebra, E. siderophloia, E. 
fibrosa, E. tereticornis, E. saligna, E. seeana, E. major, E. carnea, Corymbia henryi, C. ciriodora 
variegata, C. intermedia, Angophora leiocarpa, A. subvelutina and Lophostemon confertus.   
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Map 1: Project Location 
(Image extracted from Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain Concept Masterplan, LandPartners 2016 
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1.3 Current Permits and Authorities 

 
All activities conducted during the site investigations were implemented under the provisions of a 
number of permits issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of 
Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP) formerly the Department of Environment and 
Resource Management and the Department of Employment, Economic Development and 
Innovation (DEEDI). These permits and additional authorities are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Current Permits and authorities issued to QFC 

 

Permit/Authorisation Permit Number Expiry Date 

 
Damage Mitigation Permit 

 

 
WIMP17840916 

 
5th December 2019 

 
Rehabilitation Permit 

 
WIRP15052614 

 
10th September 2017 

 

  
Scientific User Registration 

  
Registration Number 589 27th February 2019 

  
Animal Ethics 

  
CA 2016/01/939 27th February 2019 

General Fisheries Permit 190581 6th March 2020 

 

 
These permits and approvals enable QFC to conduct the investigation, observation and relocation 
of protected animals exposed to disturbance due to infrastructure expansion resulting in the 
destruction of natural and artificial habitats. 
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2. Mitigation Strategies 

 
2.1 Fauna Spotter 

 
It is advised that all identified fauna habitats onsite be inspected by a licensed Fauna Spotter prior 
to vegetation clearing, and all vegetation removal activities be supervised during the clearing 
process. 
 
2.2 Clearing Methodologies  

 
In accordance to the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management 
Program 2006-2016 the following sequential clearing conditions are required to be adhered to: 
 

• Clearing of trees is carried out in a way that ensures koalas living in or near the area 
being cleared (the clearing site) have enough time to move out of the clearing site 
without human intervention, including in particular, for a clearing site with an area of 
more than 6ha, by:  

o Carrying out the clearing in stages; and  
o Ensuring not more than the following is cleared in any one stage:  

▪ for a clearing site with an area of 6 ha or less—50 percent of the site’s 
area;  

▪ for a clearing site with an area of more than 6ha—3ha or 3 percent of 
the site’s area, whichever is the greater; and  

o Ensuring that between each stage there is at least one period of 12 hours that 
starts at 6 p.m. on a day and ends at 6 a.m. on the following day, during which 
no trees are cleared on the site; 

 
In addition to these measures it is recommended that clearing activities be undertaken in a 
directional manner specified by the fauna spotter/catcher.  This is done so as to reduce the 
likelihood of negative interactions between fauna and potential hazards e.g. roads and traffic, 
prevent isolation of fauna through habitat fragmentation, and to ensure that natural dispersal of 
wildlife away from clearing activities is not impeded. A map of the proposed clearing direction can 
be found in Appendix A. 
 
2.3 Fauna Fencing 

 

Temporary fencing has already been installed in various localities and will aid in minimizing the 
movement of large fauna including highly mobile macropods. The addition of further fauna 
fencing may be required if site conditions change and fauna considerations are presented by the 
fauna spotter catcher. 
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2.4   Felling Procedures 

 
Trees identified as having potential fauna values (such as hollows, arboreal termitaria and 
exfoliating bark) will be clearly identified and subsequently marked for supervision during felling 
and inspected once felled. Efforts will be made to determine potentially occupant species by way 
of investigations for indicative signs (scats, scratchings and tracks) on the day(s) of clearing. Where 
no signs are found or potentially occupant species are undeterminable, machinery operators will 
be instructed to fell trees in a manner directed at minimising the potential risk of injury to fauna.  
 
All identified microhabitats will be inspected via ground based observation and the direction of 
felling will be determined considering the safety of personnel, machinery and potentially occupant 
fauna. Felling procedures will see implementation of a soft felling technique specifically 
constructed by QFC to achieve minimal deceleration and impact upon felling. This will be achieved 
under direction of the Fauna Spotter present directly communicating with the plant operator(s). 
 
2.5 Macropods 

 
Macropods have been observed on adjacent sites and other signs including macropod scat and 
footprints have been located throughout the clearing precinct, as well as in areas adjacent to site.  
 
The area of proposed clearing activities exhibits direct connectivity to notable habitat values along 
the western border, therefore, if clearing commences in a directional and incremental fashion any 
macropods potentially encountered on site may move on of their own volition.  In this event, it is 
recommended that clearing proceed as already recommended with continual reassessment by the 
onsite fauna spotters.   
 
2.6 Aquatic Fauna 

 
It is not envisaged that aquatic dewatering activities will be required within the proposed clearing 
area; however pooled water and drainage features will be inspected during terrestrial load 
reduction activities ahead of the clearing front. The following recommendations are made to 
mitigate impacts to potentially occupant fauna: 
 

• Inspection of banks, peripheral vegetation and other immediate terrestrial 
microhabitats; 

• Identification of potential fauna values including: logs, rocks, artificial structures, 
discarded rubbish and burrows; 

• Targeted searched for frog egg deposition sites on debris, bank edges, water surface 
and vegetation. 
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2.7 General Terrestrial and Arboreal Fauna 
 
Overall the site contains medium value refugial opportunities for arboreal and terrestrial fauna 
species. The species expected within the site are likely to primarily reflect common fauna 
assemblages for the region however provisions are proposed directly for common fauna and 
species of conservation significance.    
 
It is advised that all identified fauna habitats onsite be inspected by a DEHP approved Fauna 
Spotter prior to vegetation clearing and all vegetation removal activities be supervised during the 
clearing process. Terrestrial load reduction activities will be conducted ahead of the clearing front 
where possible. Fauna captured will be relocated to adjacent habitat consistent with the life 
history requirements of the species requiring translocation. 
 
2.8 EVNT Fauna  

 
It is not envisaged that any species, listed under the provisions of the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 or the Nature Conservation Act 1992, other than those listed in 
the WPMP, will require specific management during vegetation clearing activities.    
 
However, specific management for those identified EVNT species will include targeted 
investigations immediately prior to vegetation removal activities on each day of clearing and 
subsequently whilst clearing takes place. Preliminary investigations will be supported by additional 
monitoring applied during clearing activities with a designated fauna spotter operating with each 
machine actively involved in vegetation or identified habitat disturbance. These should include the 
following: 
 
Koala:  
As favoured Koala food trees on site exceed a diameter of 100mm at 1.3 metres from the ground, 
requirements under the Koala Plan’s ‘Koala Habitat Area’ provisions trigger the need for inspection 
and monitoring during vegetation clearing by a qualified Fauna Spotter.   
 
Historically known to occur within the area the Koala will feature highly in daily search efforts with 
a dedicated and detailed methodology employed as follows:  

• Pre clearing (preliminary) investigations to be conducted specifically for Koala detection by 
one experienced fauna spotter a minimum half hour prior to works each day. The 
investigation will embrace all designated clearing zones identified for that day inclusive of a 
25 metre buffer around that zone; 

• Once clearing commences a fauna spotter will accompany each machine providing 
continuous verification of habitat values and potential identification of undetected koalas 
ahead of operating plant. This will also account for potentially transient Koalas that may 
enter the site after preliminary investigations are complete. 
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Direct observational methodology will include the following components 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees for individuals currently 
occupying the site; 

• 'Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a radius 
equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas; 

• Repeat observations made of single trees from numerous angles at repeated times 
throughout the clearing activities by the assigned fauna spotter. 

 
In the event a Koala is detected, the Fauna Spotter will determine the appropriate course of action 
with exclusion zones implemented and alterations to the clearing plan discussed with the Site 
Supervisor. Once defined, these directions will be communicated to the plant operators and 
clearing will proceed in accordance with the recommendations made. 
 
Changes to Koala management strategies highlighted in the Nature Conservation (Koala) 
Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006-2016 have resulted in particular 
conditions placed on vegetation clearance involving the removal of Koala food trees. These 
provisions entail an increased responsibility by developers and land clearance operators alike to 
ensure the welfare of potentially present Koalas in areas identified as having significance for the 
persistence of this species. 
 
Where significance under planning instruments is assigned provisions may include the restriction 
of all clearance that directly interferes with any tree a Koala is residing in or surrounding trees 
that, when felled, may impact on the crown of the host tree. Koalas are to leave via their own 
volition through a corridor designated by the Fauna Spotter to the closest remaining suitable 
habitat.  
 
Throughout this time the Koala may not be interfered with by any means unless special 
dispensation has been sought through the appropriate government body or where the Koala is 
evidently in a state of compromised health. Only when Koalas have vacated a tree can clearance 
operations include the identified host tree and surrounding vegetation which composes the 
established exclusion zone. Recommendations made by the Fauna Spotter on site will embrace 
these provisions. 
 
Grey-headed Flying Fox:  
Although no Flying Fox camps or roosts were noted during the site survey, the transient nature of 
this species and the abundance of available feeding resources would see probability for the 
species to intermittently utilise the site. 
The following recommendations are made for management of potentially occurring Grey-headed 
Flying Fox: 

• Daily Inspection of trees assigned for removal be conducted to detect potential roosting 
Flying Foxes; 

• Trees found to contain roosting Flying Foxes to be left standing and re assessed at the end 
of each days clearing. Being a transient species, the disturbance associated by the 
surrounding clearing is likely to see individuals fly off via its own volition come nightfall and 
not return the following morning, thus negating the need for direct disturbance.  
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Powerful Owl:  
The site contains hollowing bearing trees with the potential to support nesting localities for the 
Powerful Owl. Diurnal roosting opportunities are afforded however these are considered only 
moderately favourable. Feeding resources would be available as highly targeted species such as 
glider and possum species are common throughout the region. 
The following recommendations are made for management of potentially occurring Powerful Owl; 

• Inspection daily of trees assigned for removal in areas of likely occurrence to detect 
potentially roosting  birds;  

• Identification of hollows exhibiting suitable dimensions for use as a nesting resource; 

• Ground searches for casts and faecal accumulates indicative of the presence of Powerful 
Owl roosting and nesting sites; 

• Implementation of a soft felling technique where trees are determined to have potential 
for occupancy. 

 
Spotted-tail Quoll:  
Although no dens or further evidence of Spotted-tail Quoll activity was detected during the survey, 
the species is known to occur historically in low densities in proximity to the site. Geomorphic 
structure and topography are considered favourable resulting in the following recommendations 
for further mitigation during the clearing activity: 

• Inspection daily of identified geomorphic structure such as large boulders and rock 
accumulates, large hollow ground logs and log stock piles; 

• Monitored dismantling of identified microhabitats by fauna spotters with machinery 
assistance. 
 

Greater Glider: 
The site contains hollow-bearing trees with the potential to support den localities for the Greater 
Glider. Suitable feeding resources are highly available given the availability of Eucalyptus leaves; 
on which the Greater Glider almost exclusively feeds on. The following recommendations are 
made for management of potentially occurring Greater Glider; 

• Basal and drip zone searches for scats indicative of the presence of Greater Glider; 

• Inspection daily of trees assigned for removal in areas of likely occurrence  to detect Great 
Glider; 

• Implementation of a soft felling technique where trees are determined to have potential 
for occupancy. 

 
 

Collared Delma: 
The presence of rocky habitat combined with Eucalyptus dominated woodlands presents known 
favorable habitat for the Collared Delma. The following recommendations are made for mitigation 
during clearing activity: 

• Inspection daily of identified geomorphic structures including rocky outcrops, surface rock, 
leaf litter and bark exfoliates; 

• Monitored dismantling of identified microhabitats by fauna spotters with machinery 
assistance. 
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3. Wildlife Capture & Removal Plan 
 

Relocation of native fauna is a strategy that may be required during the course of developmental 
works to up-hold the project’s required nature conservation, animal welfare and human safety 
objectives.   
 
In all circumstance where native fauna are required to be relocated it must be done so, or under 
the direct supervision of, a suitably licensed fauna spotter/catcher.  A summary of the fauna 
capture, handling and relocations strategies to be implemented by the fauna spotter/catcher for 
fauna groups deemed likely, or possible, to occur on site are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Fauna capture, handling and relocation strategy table 

 
Animal 
Group 

Capture and handling Relocation 

Lizards 
Geckoes 
Dragons 
Monitors 

 

• Place one hand behind the head at the base of the quadrates and the other at the 
base of the tail behind the hind limbs; 

• Be cautious when handling smaller skinks and legless lizards as they may discard 
their tail; 

• Lizards and geckoes can be placed inside suitably sized calico bags 

• In the case of large monitor lizards keep the animal’s ventral surface directly away 
from the body with the tail between the upper arm and torso. 

• Dragons and small monitors can be placed in suitably sized calico bags. Larger 
monitors to be placed in suitably sized crate 
 

• Place the lizard head first into a suitable holding crate for later release. 
o Dragons & monitors– release up trees or into heavy vegetation; 
o Water dragons – in the vicinity of riparian areas; 
o Skinks, Geckoes, Legless lizards – around creek margins. 

Snakes 

 

• Due to their mobile nature, large snakes generally do not require to be handled or 
relocated, with the exception of slow moving species (i.e. pythons) or smaller 
species; 

• Snakes should be identified and only moved if competent and safe to do so (see 
SOP006 Handling Venomous Snakes Procedure); 

• Do not attempt to catch a snake if you’re not competent; 

• Injured snakes should be handled with suitable equipment. 
 

• Release in suitable habitat e.g. along creek lines for python and tree snakes  

• If feasible take them well away from clearance site to a suitable release location 

• Release discreetly away from high density suburban areas 
 

Small 
Mammals 

 

• Place a gloved hand around the whole animal in the case of small mammals 
(melomys or rats),  

• Do not handle rodents by the tail as this will cause damage to the tail sheath 

• Place the animal in calico bag in a cool place for later relocation. 

• Minimise holding time to avoid animal gnawing through bags and escaping 
 
 

• Release animal into area suitable to its habitat requirements. Ensure plenty of 
cover is available. 
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Animal 
Group 

Capture and handling Relocation 

Glider 
Family 

• Place gloved hands around the animal at initial capture; 

• Place the glider(s) into a calico bag or suitable animal crate ensuring family groups 
are kept together for all inclusive release; 

• Place in a cool dry area during the day.  

• When using calico bags ensure the bag is hung and well ventilated 

• Where possible contain gliders within hollow by plugging openings with a towel or 
calico bag 

 

 

• Release glider into habitat with natural hollows and canopy cover; 

• When releasing a family group with more than one furred young (being carried 
on the back) either: 

o Divide young between parents as a mother is unlikely to carry more than 
one young, 

o Place young in elevated hollow with parents and allow them to move 
away in their own time.  

• Place animal in bag at the base of the selected tree, opening the bag wide and 
allowing the animal to leave the bag when it is ready. 

• Relocate hollow (with gliders inside) to suitable habitat and cover lightly with 
foliage so that the gliders can move away of their own accord and are protected 
from predators. 
 

Amphibians 

• Amphibians should be handled only when necessary and handling times should 
be kept to a minimum to help prevent: 

o Removal of the protective mucous layer covering the skin of 
amphibians; 

o To prevent handling stress induced by changes in their body 
temperature; 

o Risk of spreading pathogens and parasites. 

• Amphibians from different sites need to be kept isolated from each other, and 
need to be kept in different containers or bags; 

• Any dead or sick amphibians need to be quarantined from other amphibians. 
 
Amphibians can be handled utilising one of the following methodologies: 

• Bare handed – ensure hands are sterilized before handling and free from 

lotions, sunscreen etc 

• Gloves – disposable gloves desirable or disinfect gloves between handling 

different animals; 

• Plastic bags – Single use lightweight plastic bags can be used to pick up and 
handle frogs; again plastic bags should be disposed of before handling 
amphibians form a different site. 

• All staff should be knowledgeable and familiar with the Interim Hygiene 
Protocol for Handling Amphibians – Technical Manual (DEHP) 

 

• Always ensure that amphibians are kept moist until release. This can include 
storing in a designated container with moist soil or toweling or in a wet calico 
bag; 

• Release into suitable adjacent vegetation that is typical of the species 
requirements; 

• Suitable release locations include riparian vegetation, low-lying wetlands, 

alongside creek lines, hollow logs, dams and ponds; 

• Amphibians from different sites need to released in separate locations; 

• Disinfection procedures in relation to amphibians need to be followed. 
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Animal 
Group 

Capture and handling Relocation 

Macropods 

• Capture and restraint of macropods carries a high risk of injury and fatal 
hyperthermia/myopathy syndrome, and must not be performed by inexperienced 
personnel, or without appropriate equipment and sedation. 

• Capture and restraint of healthy macropods (other than pouch young) must be 
performed using sedation or anaesthesia due to the high risk of developmental 
myopathy, and other capture and restraint-associated conditions. Sedative and 
anaesthetic drugs may only be used under direct supervision of a registered 
veterinarian, or by appropriately licensed persons (Hanger & Nottidge, 2009). 

• Release animal into suitable to its habitat requirements. Ensure plenty of cover 
is available. 

• Macropods are to be released within the range of normal movement from their 
place of origin. E.g. a Kangaroo can be released within 100 km of its origin, based 
on its capacity to travel long distances. 

• Monitor animals to ensure adequate recovery if sedated.  
 

Microbats 

• Only vaccinated persons are to handle bats 

• If possible plug the hollow opening with a bag or towel and ask the operator to cut 
the hollow from the tree; 

• Always wear gloves when handling bats. 

• If not contained within a hollow, place bats inside a calico bag and hang upright in 
a cool place 

 

• Relocate hollow (with bats inside) to suitable habitat and cover lightly with 
foliage so that the bats can move away of their own accord and are protected 
from predators. 

• Bats not contained within a hollow should be released as late as possible at the 
end of the day. 
 

Possums 

• Use thick elbow length gloves when handling possums; 

• Try to grip the animal behind the head near the shoulder blades and around the 
tail so that you have control of the animal; 

• Keep fingers away from the mouth of the animal; 

• Keep the animal’s body facing away at all times; 

• Transfer into a thick calico bag and then into a kitty crate. Place in a safe and shady 
place until you can relocate the animal. 

 

 

• Release the possum into habitat with adequate hollows and cover; 

• Place animal in bag at the base of a select tree, opening the bag and allow the 
animal to leave the bag when it is ready; 

• When releasing a Ringtail Possum mother with more than one furred young 
(being carried on her back) it is unlikely that she will carry both young if highly 
stressed; 

o Choose a smaller shrubby tree with vines or heavy foliage (so the adult 
can construct a drey easily) 

o Watch the adult ascend the tree, it is possible she will only carry one 
young and so any additional young may be pushed from her back 

o It may be necessary to take one or more of the young to a wildlife carer 
o If possible place mother and young in a suspended hollow, cover lightly 

with foliage and allow the animals to move on their own accord. This 
way the mother can ferry young one at a time to a more suitable 
location. 
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Animal 
Group 

Capture and handling Relocation 

Birds 

 

• Use gloves when handling larger birds 

• Use a towel to cover the bird and simultaneously restrain the bird and transfer into 
calico bag  

• With larger parrots and raptors, restrain head and legs and transfer into a kitty 
crate 

• Wrap chicks loosely in a towel and transfer to kitty crate, keep in a warm location. 
 

• Relocate adult birds in suitable habitat 

• Chicks should be referred to wildlife carer 
 

Koalas 

 
Movement of Koalas is heavily legislated in South East Queensland. Koalas are not to be captured or relocated without the prior consent of Department Environment and 
Natural Resource Management (DERM). Koalas should be left to move away of their own volition and trees are not to be felled while a Koala remains in occupancy. See 
SOP003 Koala Management Procedure for further information. 
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4. Wildlife Contingency Plan 
 

In the event sick, injured or orphaned protected animals are encountered during the course of the 
project they shall be administered to in accordance with the Code of Practice Care of Sick, Injured 
or Orphaned Protected Animals in Queensland under the Nature Conservation Act 1992. 
 
The stages in which injuries or illness are described under the code are as follows: 
 
Critical: Injuries or illnesses that are life-threatening; for example an animal that has been struck 
by a car and has serious head injuries. 
 
Serious: Injuries or illnesses that might reasonably be expected to cause moderate pain (but are 
not immediately life-threatening), and the animal is not showing obvious signs of distress or pain, 
or significantly reduced mental activity; for example an animal with a closed fracture but no other 
apparent injuries and that is alert and responsive. 
 
Mild: The injuries or illness of an animal appear to cause little discomfort, pain or function loss and 
are not life-threatening (even without immediate vet treatment); for example superficial cuts, 
superficial bruising or orphaned animals suffering from mild dehydration. 
 
4.1 Basic Wildlife Care 

 
If wildlife requiring care are encountered by the fauna spotter/catcher they will be attended to in 
the manner set out by the guidelines provided in Table 4.  Supplementary advice will be sought 
from a wildlife carer and/or veterinarian where required. QFC have previously utilised experienced 
local carer groups and vets. These are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3: List of Local Vets & Wildlife Carer Groups 

 

Vets 

Name Location Contact Number Comments 

RSPCA Wildlife Hospital 
139 Wacol Station 
Road, Wacol 

07 3426 9999 24 Hours/7days 

Carers 

Name Location Contact Number Comments 

RSPCA Wildlife Hospital 
139 Wacol Station 
Road, Wacol 

07 3426 9999 24 Hours/7days 

Ipswich Koala Protection 
Society 

Ipswich 

Ruth: 07 5464 6274 / 
0419 760 127 

Helen: 07 3282 5035 / 
0417 604 761 

Specialize in koalas however 
rescue all wildlife 
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Table 4: Basic Wildlife Care 

  

Birds Reptiles & Amphibians Mammals 
 
Egg 
 
Viable eggs must be kept warm until 
transferred to a suitable wildlife carer. It is 
necessary that the orientation of the eggs be 
maintained as fixed embryos may be lost. 
Keep wrapped in a pouch and on a heat 
source (where available). An ideal 
temperature is between 25-27° (DEHP 2013); 
where possible attempt to identify the 
species so the carer can be informed as the 
management of eggs can vary in accordance 
with species and stage of development. 
 

 
Egg 
 
Viable eggs must be kept warm and 
stable until transferred to a wildlife 
carer. It is necessary that the orientation 
of the eggs be maintained as fixed 
embryos may be lost. Keep wrapped in 
pouch or towel and place into an animal 
crate in a safe location. 
 

 
Neonate 
 
Unfurred animals need to be kept warm 
until transferred to a carer. Place into a 
pouch and onto a heat pad. Ideal 
temperature is between 31-34°. 25-27° is 
appropriate in most other cases (DEHP 
2013). Regularly check the animal to 
ensure it is not overheating by observing 
for obvious signs of distress (i.e. panting, 
very warm to the touch, red blotched 
skin). Adjust the temperature where 
required. Seek further advice from the 
carer if you are unsure. 
 

 
Chick 
 
Make sure the animal is correctly identified 
as different species often have very different 
requirements. Place chicks into a 
pouch/towel onto a heat source maintained 
around 31-34° (only if they have not fledged) 
and keep in an animal crate until transferred 
to a carer. 

 
Juvenile 
 
Place animals in a suitable lined crate 
and keep covered in a dark quiet place. 
Refer to the wildlife contact list in your 
QFC Folder for a carer who specialises in 
reptiles. 
 

 
Juvenile 
 
Place into a lined crate and keep covered 
in a dark and quiet location. 

 
Adult 
 
Keep adult birds in a lined animal crate or 
cage and covered in a quiet area.  
 

 
Adult 
 
Place animals in a suitable lined crate 
and keep covered in a dark quiet place. 
Refer to the wildlife contact list in your 
QFC Folder for a carer who specialises in 
reptiles. 
 

 
Adult  
 
Place into a lined crate and keep covered 
in a dark and quiet location. 

 
Feeding 
 
Providing food and water is generally not 
required during short periods (2-3 hrs) 
though this should be reconsidered if 
animals need to held longer. Consult the vet 
and/or carer for further advice on how to 
proceed. 
 

 
Feeding 
 
Newly hatched reptiles may require 
feeding if kept overnight. Consult with 
QFC for further advice. Snakes and 
turtles will not require feeding but water 
should be made available. 
 

 
Feeding 
 
Providing food and water is generally not 
required during short periods (2-3 hrs) 
though this should be reconsidered if 
animals need to be held longer. Consult 
the carer for further advice on how to 
proceed. 
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4.2 First Aid 

 

Animals suffering from serious injuries or illness encountered on the project should be passed on 
to veterinary care as soon as possible.  In the interim a licensed fauna spotter/catcher can provide 
first aid for the animal and organise suitable transportation.  
 
If a seriously sick or injured animal is encountered the fauna spotter/catcher should: 
 

1. Keep the animal calm by placing into an animal crate and keeping it covered in a dark and 
quiet location. Isolate any nearby threats such as domestic animals or predators. 

2. Quickly and thoroughly inspect the animal for trauma. If the injuries are not serious 
enough to require euthanasia administer the basic first aid as a minimum (but only if  
capable to do so) 

 

Representative first aid that may be administered by a fauna spotter/catcher is provided in Table 
5. 
 

Table 5: Wildlife First Aid 
 

Ailment First Aid 

Bleeding Using material that is clean and sanitary, apply direct pressure to the affected area. 
Bandages can be used to hold material in place until vet treatment can be sought. 
Veterinarian treatment should be sought for further assistance as soon as possible. 

Broken limbs House the animal in a suitably sized animal crate with towels under the animal for 
comfort. Keep the crate covered and in a quiet location. Proceed to a veterinarian for 
further assistance as soon as possible. 

Injured tails House the animal in a suitably sized animal crate with towels under the animal for 
comfort. Keep the crate covered and in a quiet location. Proceed to a veterinarian for 
further assistance as soon as possible. 

Concussions House the animal in a suitably sized animal crate with towels under the animal for 

comfort. Keep the crate covered and in a quiet location.  Proceed to a veterinarian for 

further assistance as soon as possible. 
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4.3 Euthanasia 

 

Section 12 of the code details how to determine when euthanasia is required and how to 
euthanise animals ethically. The following standards as listed under the code are to be followed 
when assessing whether euthanasia is required: 

• The euthanasia of wildlife where required is to be provided for by all wildlife rehabilitators; 

• Euthanasia without exception is to be carried out when: 
 

o Significant pain or suffering is to be alleviated where it is not able to be managed by a 
vet; 

o Further treatment is not practical or recovery is not expected in a way in which the 
animal can be successfully rehabilitated back to the wild; 

o Resources are not available to provide appropriate care or an acceptable quality of 
life throughout the likely rehabilitation period. 

 

• Animals that are suffering and have a poor prognosis for survival must be euthanised 
rather than left to die from the injury or illness. Failure to undertake appropriate action is a 
breach of the Animal Care and Protection Act 2001. 

• Unless permission has been granted by the Department of Environment and Heritage 
Protection for the animal to enter the Queensland Species Management Plan (QSMP) or  
otherwise advised by the DEHP Wildlife Management Director, animals must be euthanised 
when: 
 
o An orphaned animal is not viable or likely to be rehabilitated; 
o No suitable release locations are available; 
o The ability for an animal to reproduce is lost due to an injury, disease or surgical 

procedure; 
o The ability to move freely or normally (i.e. run, climb, crawl, hop, fly or swim) is 

permanently impaired. Examples are: a missing or impaired limb, wing, foot or tail 
that would significantly impair the animal’s ability to survive in the wild; 

o The ability to sense environment (i.e. see, smell, fell, taste or hear) is permanently 
impaired. For example: missing or injured organ such as an eye, ear or nose that 
would significantly impair the animal’s ability to survive in the wild; 

o The ability to catch, find or handle food is permanently impaired; 
o Its advanced age renders it unlikely to survive in the wild. 
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5. Wildlife Storage & Housing Plan 
 

For wildlife requiring storage, temporary housing and transportation to release sites and/or to a 
wildlife carer or veterinarian, guidelines set out in the Code of Practice and QFC’s Animal Ethics 
Permit will be followed.  
 
Dependent on the species of animal and condition of the animal, temporary storage and housing 
of animals will be as follows: 

 

Calico bags: Calico bags will be used to temporarily house fauna such as snakes, lizards and small 
mammals (including microbats), Bags will range in size from 200mm x 200mm to 600mm x 
1800mm. Bag selection will vary according to the size of animals to be placed in them. In the case 
of snakes a “hoop bag” may be used to facilitate capture. The hoop is approximately 500mm in 
diameter attached to a handle. The bag is placed around the hoop ensuring a greater area in which 
to pass the snake through into the bag. 

 

Plastic holding tubs/containers/animal crate: Plastic holding tubs/containers/crates will be used 
to temporarily house fauna such as snakes, lizards, frogs, small mammals and birds (Plastic holding 
tubs/containers/crates will range in size from 150mm x 150mm x 120mm to 500mmx 400mm x  

 

400mm. Plastic holding tubs/containers/crates selection will vary according to the size and 
number of animals to be placed in them. 

 
In addition to this, material is used to line the tub/crate to ensure the animals won’t lose its 
footing. This may include folded towels on the bottom of the crate or a fitted pad. These items are 
washed between each use to reduce the spread of disease/parasites. 
 
Section 9 of the Code relates to how transportation of wildlife should be undertaken. The 
following will be adhered to when transporting wildlife to the vet and/or carer: 
 

• Additional pain or distress of the animal is to be avoided; 

• Wildlife should only be transported when necessary; 

• Transport containers must be appropriate for the species (size, strength and behaviour of 

species being moved; 

• Transport containers must be designed and maintained in a way as to: 

 
o Prevent injury; 

o Prevent escape; 

o Prevent rolling/tipping during transit; 

o Prevent damage to plumage (feathers); 

o Be hygienic; 

o  Minimise stress and 

o Be suitably ventilated. 
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• Non-compatible species must not be transported in a manner which allows for visual or 

physical contact; 

• Containers must be secured to prevent movement and provide protection from direct 

sunlight, wind and rain; 

Venomous, dangerous or potentially disease transmitting animals must be clearly marked with 
warning labels (i.e. Caution –‘venomous snake’ or ‘live bat’) and be locked and secured. 
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6. Wildlife Release & Disposal Plan 
 

Spring Mountain Forest Park lies to the south of Village 6 and contains similar habitat types 
suitable for species likely to be encountered when clearing Village 7.  
 
With the exception of highly mobile species such as birds and macropods where natural relocation 
may occur, it will be necessary for the fauna spotter/catcher to translocate the majority of fauna 
found into suitable habitat within these areas. A map of the intended release site can be viewed in 
Appendix B. 
 
In regard to all fauna capture and disposal activities conducted on the project the following 
records will be made: 
 

a. species;  
b. identification name or number;  
c. sex (M, F, or unknown);  
d. approximate age or age class (neonate, juvenile, sub‐adult, adult);  
e. time and date of capture;  
f. method of capture;  
g. exact point of capture (GPS point);  
h. state of health;  
i. incidents associated with capture likely to affect the animal;  
j. veterinary intervention or treatments;  
k. time held in captivity;  
l. disposal (euthanasia, re‐release, translocation etc);  
m. date and time of disposal;  
n. details of disposal (if released, exact point of release GPS);  
o. for released animals: distance in metres from point of capture to point of release.  
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7. Post Works Impact Minimisation 
 

As the project area will be cleared of all vegetation, post works impact monitoring and/or impact 
minimisation is deemed not necessary. It is unlikely the vast majority of wildlife will return to the 
area as all habitat and foraging resources will be removed and habitat connectivity is also not 
present.  
 
In the event that fauna is found on site post-works, it is recommended personnel contact QFC and 
a licensed and experienced wildlife consultant can be dispatched to remove and relocate the 
animal should it be necessary. QFC wildlife consultants are available 24/7 for fauna related call-
outs in relation to this project.   
 
It is recommended that if any fauna, such as Kangaroos and Wallabies, are noted in the wider area 
and appear distressed post-works that QFC be contacted to further assess the situation.  
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8. Assessment, Conclusion and Fauna Management Recommendations 

 

A number of conclusions and recommendations are presented, with the specific intention of 
providing a comprehensive management structure to facilitate minimal impact to fauna during the 
clearing of vegetation and subsequent disturbance of habitats. The directives given by Fauna 
Spotter Catchers should embrace a “best practice” approach which includes implementation of 
proven specific management techniques for identified habitat types and compliance with 
legislation relevant to the activity. 
 
Fauna management is presented here specific to EVNT fauna, general terrestrial and arboreal 
fauna and aquatic fauna. Although each is treated separately, overlap does occur within target 
techniques providing a comprehensive approach for target species of all conservation significance.  
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10.  Appendix A: Intended Direction of Clearing 
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11. Appendix B: Intended Release Site for Wildlife 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Project Background 

 
Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd has been engaged by Shadforths Civil Contractors to 
conduct a Fauna Spotter Catcher Pre-clearance and Habitat Values Survey and present a 
subsequent report for the remaining portion of Village 7 of the Springfield Rise development 
located at Spring Mountain, Queensland. The site location is presented in Map 1. 
 

The objective of this report is to summarise the existing fauna values present and assign 
mitigatory strategies applicable to probable species likely to be encountered during the clearing of 
identified habitats throughout or within specific localities of the site. Fauna species both common 
and of elevated conservation value have been considered within the parameters of onsite 
investigations and, where provided to QFC, include review of current fauna and floristic reports 
that may influence the assemblages expected to utilise the micro habitats evident within the site.  
 
This review encompasses species identified under the provisions of the Commonwealth 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and the Queensland Nature 
Conservation Act 1992. Further consideration is given, where applicable, to species of iconic, 
cultural and/or regional significance identified under commonwealth, state or local planning 
instruments aimed at the persistence of biodiversity values within the area.  
 
 

1.2 Project Location and Site Description 

 
The remaining portion of Village 7 scheduled for clearance lies north of the previously cleared 
areas of Village 6 and Village 8 and south of the Springfield Southern Sports Fields development. 
Village 7 adjoins an existing vegetation corridor to the western border. 
 
Existing features exhibit primarily a woodland vegetative complex with drainage features present 
due to an undulating topography. Trees species include Eucalyptus crebra, E. siderophloia, E. 
fibrosa, E. tereticornis, E. saligna, E. seeana, E. major, E. carnea, Corymbia henryi, C. ciriodora 
variegata, C. intermedia, Angophora leiocarpa, A. subvelutina and Lophostemon confertus.   
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Map 1: Project Location 
(Image extracted from Springfield Rise at Spring Mountain Concept Masterplan, LandPartners 2016) 
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1.3 Current Permits and Authorities 

 
All activities conducted during the site investigations were implemented under the provisions of a 
number of permits issued to Queensland Fauna Consultancy Pty Ltd by the Department of 
Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP) formerly the Department of Environment and 
Resource Management and the Department of Employment, Economic Development and 
Innovation (DEEDI). These permits and additional authorities are listed in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1: Current Permits and authorities issued to QFC 
 

Permit/Authorisation Permit Number Expiry Date 

 
Damage Mitigation Permit 

 

 
WIMP17840916 

 
5th December 2019 

 
Rehabilitation Permit 

 
WIRP15052614 

 
10th September 2017 

 

Scientific Purposes Permit WISP16935816 14th February 2021 

  
Scientific User Registration 

  
Registration Number 589 27th February 2019 

  
Animal Ethics 

  
CA 2016/01/939 27th February 2019 

General Fisheries Permit 167690 19th December 2016 

 

 
These permits and approvals enable QFC to conduct the investigation, observation and relocation 
of protected animals exposed to disturbance due to infrastructure expansion resulting in the 
destruction of natural and artificial habitats. 
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2. Methodology 

 
A site inspection was carried out on 4th July 2017 by Qld Fauna Consultancy. A standard set of 
observational techniques aimed at maximising the detection of fauna and the probable habitats 
they may occupy were employed to ascertain and identify the current fauna values throughout the 
project area. Where species of elevated conservation significance where foreseen as potentially 
present targeted searches were instigated to further evaluate individual species habitat.  
 
Due to the habitat variability expressed across the development site the composition of 
investigations may include a range of features that entail specific components indicative of the 
presence of particular species or faunal groups. This may include where evident, observation of 
activity or signs of both historical and current use. 
 
These may include but are not limited to the following: 
 

• Identification of terrestrial microhabitats such as ground hollows, rock, burrows, leaf litter, 
stands of heavy vegetation, fallen branches and bark exfoliations; 

• Identification of arboreal micro habitats including basal, trunk and limb hollows, tree 
fissures, bark exfoliates and arboreal termitaria; 

• Identification of constructed arboreal micro habitats including bird nests and Ringtail 
Possum dreys; 

• Artificial habitats including but not limited to ornamental gardens, discarded rubbish, 
human dwellings and other infrastructure; 

• Observation and investigation of aquatic habitats including dams, soaks, creeks, rivers and 
seasonally inundated vegetation communities. Artificial aquatic habitats may include 
constructed drains and culverts. Further components of interest include bank profiles and 
undercuts, submerged and/or exposed timber and rock, immediate aquatic and riparian 
vegetation, surfacing animals, nesting and/or feeding birds; 

• Direct observation of active or exposed fauna within terrestrial, aquatic and arboreal 
habitats; 

• Identification of scats, tracks and scratchings to determine fauna potentially present or to 
have historically utilised the site for either transient or longer term life history purposes. 

 

2.1 Specific methodology for Koalas Phascolarctos cinereus 

 
Due to specific requirements and the cryptic nature of the Koala the following techniques were 
employed to assist in ascertaining the current and historical presence/absence status of the 
species at the site: 
 

• Use of binoculars to inspect the crown, forks and trunk of trees for individuals currently 
occupying the site; 

• 'Drip zone’ searches at the base of known food trees for the presence of scats to a radius 
equal to that of the crown of individual trees; 

• Inspection of trunks for scratchings indicative of use by Koalas. 
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3. Findings 

 

The findings endeavor to demarcate the existing habitat profiles and the features present into 
three distinct groups: terrestrial, arboreal and aquatic. All habitat features present onsite are 
noted, however it is probable additional features will be present with these being accounted for 
during the Fauna Spotter Catcher process to be applied to all vegetation clearing across the site. 

 
3.1 Terrestrial Habitat Features 

 
The terrestrial fauna values of the site consist of a variety of different components and 
microhabitat features.  These features include areas of understorey displaying dense cover 
provided by grasses (Figure 1) and the weed species Lantana Lantana camara (Figure 2). 
 
Accumulated leaf litter and bark exfoliates (Figure 3) are present throughout site at variable 
depths.  These provide refugial opportunities, microhabitat connectivity and are a contributory 
factor to the provision of a variety of thermal and moisture gradients that can be exploited by a 
number of different native terrestrial vertebrate and invertebrate species. The site is also 
exhibitive of scattered woody debris (Figure 4) and hollow logs (Figure 5).  
 
Areas exhibiting boulders and rocky ground were observed on site (Figure 6) most frequently on 
top of hill crests and their associated slopes.  Terrestrial termite mounds (Figure 7) are also a 
regular feature of the landscape, and provide nesting and foraging opportunities for a number of 
native animals.  Further, embankments with exposed soil (Figure 8) also feature throughout the 
clearance area and provided suitable nesting opportunities for species such as Striated Pardalote 
Pardalotus striatus and Rainbow Bee-eater Merops ornatus. No active nests were observed at the 
time of inspection, however further surveys are recommended to be carried out immediately prior 
to clearing.  
 
These features collectively contribute to the potential presence of a wide variety of native fauna 
species utilising the area for refugial, foraging and other resources.  
 
Localities for identified terrestrial habitat features are presented in Map 2. GPS coordinates for 
terrestrial habitat features are shown in Table 2. 
 
A comprehensive list of fauna species recorded in the region can be viewed in Appendix C. 
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Table 2: Localities for identified terrestrial habitat features 

 

Number Habitat Feature 
GPS Coordinates 

Easting Northing 

1 Hollow log 0490270 6937023 

2 Terrestrial termite mound 0490284 6936940 

3 Terrestrial termite mound 0490386 6936973 

4 Terrestrial termite mound 0490412 6936938 

5 Terrestrial termite mound 0490500 6936711 

6 Terrestrial termite mound 0490669 6936664 

7 Terrestrial termite mound 0490591 6936750 

8 Terrestrial termite mound 0490618 6936872 

9 Terrestrial termite mound 0490532 6936978 
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Figure 1: Dense grassy understorey Figure 2: Dense Lantana Lantana camara thicket 

  

Figure 3: Dense leaf litter Figure 4: Woody debris 

  

Figure 5: Hollow log Figure 6: Boulders 
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Figure 7: Terrestrial termite mound Figure 8: Embankments 
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3.2 Arboreal Habitat Features 

 
The majority of the clearance area consists predominately of Eucalypt woodland consisting of 
trees of varying height, species and density that offer suitable for feeding and nesting resources 
for fauna. These included a significant number of Koala Phascolarctos cinereus habitat trees 
including Eucalyptus crebra, E. siderophloia, E. fibrosa, E. tereticornis, E. saligna, E. seeana, E. 
major, E. carnea, Corymbia henryi, C. ciriodora variegata, C. intermedia, Angophora leiocarpa, A. 
subvelutina and Lophostemon confertus.  However no evidence was observed to indicate recent 
use of these trees by koalas. No koala scats were found during ‘drip zone’ searches and 
characteristic scratchings were not found during trunk investigations. A Koala habitat values map 
for the clearance area is presented in Appendix A. 
 
Arboreal termite mounds are present across the site (Figure 9) with signs of recent excavations 
observed. The Lace Monitor Varanus varius utilises arboreal termitaria for egg deposition and long 
term incubation. A number of suitable mounds were located with the potential for use by this 
species.  
 
Hollow bearing live trees and dead stags (Figure 10 and 11) are scattered throughout the site 
providing habitat opportunities for a number of arboreal mammal and reptile species.  
 
Localities for identified arboreal habitat features are presented in Map 2. GPS coordinates for 
arboreal habitat features are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Localities for identified arboreal habitat features 
 

Number Habitat Feature 
GPS Coordinates 

Easting Northing 

1 Arboreal termite mound 0490357 6936950 

2 Hollow bearing tree 0490458 6936775 

3 Arboreal termite mound 0490613 6936801 

4 Hollow bearing stag 0490529 6936808 

5 Arboreal termite mound 0490606 6936875 

6 Hollow bearing stag 0490597 6936860 

7 Hollow bearing tree 0490448 6936943 
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Figure 9: Arboreal termite mound Figure 10: Hollow bearing tree 

Figure 11: Hollow-bearing stag 
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Map 2: Localities for identified terrestrial and arboreal habitat features 
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3.3 Aquatic Habitat Features  

 
Existing ephemeral drainage features (Figure 12) are present within the clearance site and may 
provide breeding opportunities for frogs during significant rainfall events creating intermittent 
ponded features. Species such as Keelback Snake Tropidonophis mairii and various mammals and 
birds may also utilise the area for foraging activities and as a water resource at such times. 
   

 
 
 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Drainage feature 
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3.4 Endangered, Vulnerable and Near Threatened (EVNT) Species  

 
It is not envisaged that any EVNT fauna species will be detrimentally impacted by the proposed 
works. However, six species identified within the Online EPBC Protected Matters Report and the 
Queensland Government Wildlife Online Search Tool were considered likely or possible to occur 
within the site and will require further mitigation during clearing activities.  
 
Although no evidence was found during the site inspection of recent Koala use the species has 
previously been recorded in the area. Habitat within the site is identified as High Value Bushland 
under Koala Habitat in South East Queensland mapping sourced from the DEHP online search tool 
(see Appendix A). It is advised that dedicated methodologies be employed by a qualified Fauna 
Spotter specific to the detection of these species prior to vegetation clearing activities.  
 

Table 4: Significant species deemed likely or possible to occur within the  
clearance survey area 

 
 
Common Name 
Scientific Name 

 
Species Information 

 
Likelihood of Occurrence 
within the Clearance Survey 
area 
 

Mammals 

 
Koala 
Phascolarctos cinereus 
 
EPBC: Vulnerable 
NCA: Vulnerable 

 

 

Inhabits a range of open forest and woodland 
communities which may include any of the following 
noted food trees: Eucalyptus, Corymbia, Melaleuca, 
Angophora and Lophostemon. 
 
 

 
Likely 
Known food trees for the transient 
Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) 
occur on the clearance site and the 
species is well documented within 
the area. 
 

 
Grey-headed Flying-fox 
Pteropus poliocephalus 
 
EPBC: Vulnerable 
NCA: Least Concern 

 

 
The Grey-headed Flying-Fox roosts in aggregations of 
various sizes on exposed branches, commonly of emergent 
trees. Roost sites are typically located near water, such as 
lakes, rivers or the coast. Habitat includes open forests, 
woodlands, urban parks and gardens. 
 

 
Possible 
Suitable vegetation communities 
containing both feeding and 
roosting resources occur on and 
adjacent to the clearance site.  

Spotted-tail Quoll (SE 
Mainland Population) 
Dasyurus maculates 
maculatus 
 
EPBC: Endangered 
NCA: Vulnerable 
 

 
Currently known from the Granit Belt and Border Ranges 
though small numbers may occur from Gympie to the QLD 
border (Curtis et al. 2012). Inhabits vine-forest, wet and 
dry sclerophyll forests and woodlands containing boulder 
piles, fallen logs and hollow trees utilised as shelter sites 
(Curtis et al. 2012). 

Possible 
Preferred habitat type and habitat 
features present and the species is 
documented within the area. 
 

Greater Glider 
Petauroides volans 

 
EPBC: Vulnerable 
NCA: Least Concern 

 

Largest of the gliders, the Great Glider is found along 
eastern Australia within a variety of eucalypt dominated 
forests and tall open woodlands (Lindenmayer 2002) 

Possible 
Preferred habitat type and habitat 
features present and the species is 
documented within the area. 
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Birds 

Powerful Owl 
Ninox strenua 
 
EPBC: Not Listed 
NCA: Vulnerable 
 

Inhabits forests and woodlands of eastern and south-
eastern Australia (Beruldsen 2003).  Breeds once per year 
in May to July or August. Nests in hollow trunks or limbs of 
large trees, usually at considerable height (Beruldsen 
2003). 

Possible 
Preferred habitat types present and 
the species is documented within 
the area.  

Reptiles 

Collared Delma 
Delma torquata 
 
EPBC: Vulnerable 
NCA: Vulnerable 

Weathered loose rocks, flattish bedrock outcroppings, logs 
or mats of leaf litter, or in cracks and crevices among 
tussock grasses. Lays two eggs around December with 
hatching in February or March (Curtis et al. 2012) 

Possible 
Preferred habitat type and habitat 
features present. 
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4. Fauna Impacts 

 

It is important to consider the existing and future residential developmental areas when 
investigation potential fauna impacts.  
 
Impacts to fauna as a result of vegetation clearance will include the following: 

• Loss of trees for foraging, roosting and nesting; 

• Loss of hollow-bearing trees for nesting and refuge; 

• Loss of habitat and foraging areas for terrestrial species; 

• Loss of overall habitat; 

• Potential loss of abundance of some local species. 
 
Other impacts may include: 

• Injury or death during felling of trees; 

• Injury or death from machinery; 

• Alteration of nesting, foraging and general activities due to disturbance. 
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5. Assessment and Conclusion  

 

Overall the site contains medium value refugial opportunities for arboreal and terrestrial fauna 
species (see Section 3.1 and 3.2). The species expected within the site are likely to primarily reflect 
common fauna assemblages for the region; however provisions will be proposed directly for 
common fauna and species of conservation significance. 
 
Sequential clearing methodologies will aid in the movement of medium to large size fauna such as 
Koala and Kangaroos. Specific methodologies for these species will be detailed within the Wildlife 
and Habitat Impact Mitigation Plan (WHIMP). 
 
A number of conclusions and recommendations will be presented in the WHIMP, with the specific 
intention of providing a comprehensive management structure to facilitate minimal impact to 
fauna during the clearing of vegetation and subsequent disturbance of habitats.  
 
It is advised that all identified fauna habitats onsite be inspected by a DEHP approved Fauna 
Spotter prior to vegetation clearing and all vegetation removal activities be supervised during the 
clearing process (as per the SBMP). Terrestrial load reduction activities will be conducted ahead of 
the clearing front where possible. Fauna captured will be relocated to adjacent habitat consistent 
with the life history requirements of the species requiring translocation. The directives given by 
Fauna Spotter Catchers should embrace a “best practice” approach which includes 
implementation of proven specific management techniques for identified habitat types and 
compliance with legislation relevant to the activity. 
 
Areas in which potential Pardalote and Rainbow Bee-eater nests have been identified should be 
inspected prior to the date of the proposed commencement of clearing. It is recommended that 
any nests which contain chicks be left until fledged, and those that are in a construction phase 
should be dismantled to prevent further nesting activity. Any fertile eggs recovered will require 
incubation and subsequent rearing for latter release. 
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7. Appendix A: Koala Habitat Values 
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8. Appendix B: EPBC Act Protected Matters Report  
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ATTACHMENT 6–

ICC Correspondence



1

Keira Grundy

From: Mark Dillon <Mark.Dillon@ipswich.qld.gov.au>

Sent: Tuesday, 4 July 2017 7:34 AM

To: Christo Louw

Cc: Daniel O’Malley

Subject: 2.6 Interim Uses App. No. 3136/2017/OW - Clearing and Bulk earthworks

Christo, 

 

Reference is made to the receipt by Council of various pre-start documentation for the above project via HIGHTAIL 

transfer. Given the ongoing nature of the works within the Lend Lease Springfield Rise Development and that 

various personnel have not changed, it is considered that a formal prestart meeting is not required in this instance. 

 

Regards, 

  

Mark Dillon | Senior Technical Officer (Engineering)  

Engineering and Environment Branch 

Planning and Development Department  

IPSWICH CITY COUNCIL T| 07 3810 7738  

       
 

 

Confidential Communication | Email Disclaimer 
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Habitat quality assessment results 
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For all environmental offset applications you must:

- Complete form (Environmental Offsets Delivery Form 1–Notice of Election and Advanced Offsets Details)

- Complete any other forms relevant to your application

- Provide the mandatory supporting information identified on the forms as being required to 

accompany your application

Note: This document/tool may be used in relation to undertaking a habitat quality analysis of an impact site/offset site and/or advanced offset site and is designed to be attached to Envrionmental Offsets Delivery Form 5 - Habitat Quality Details as  
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Appendix M 
Weed Management Plans 
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AS NOTEDSCALE:

This Weed Management Plan links specific weed removal and management measures with spatial areas within the declared
area included with this application.  This Weed Management Plan covers the 173.66ha Area 2 portion of land previous dedicated
by Springfield Land Corporation (SLC) to Ipswich City Council (ICC). The main objectives and action items for pest plants are
detailed in Table 1 shown on this plan, with the objectives and actions for ecological restoration are detailed in Table 2.

WEED CONTROL PROGRAM TIMING

The primary stage of manual weed removal, treatment and disposal for the parkland dedication is programmed when all existing
weeds are removed with secondary and maintenance weeding occurring for another 18 months (18 month program post
on-maintenance).

Primary Weed Removal Stage - Consists of the initial weed removal / treatment of site weeds via the methods detailed within the
South East Queensland Ecological Restoration Guidelines.  Essentially involves the manual removal, stock piling and disposal
and initial usage of prescribed herbicides.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the stage for the

declared area have been removed or treated. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur
concurrently in different stage areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Secondary or Follow-up Weeding - for all areas will involve the quarterly inspection of areas having undergone Primary Weed
Removal and treatment of infestations or outbreak as required.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk  is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the declared area

have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in
different work areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation  as part of the reporting progress.

Maintenance Weeding Phase - final stage of weeding which occurs in areas where the majority of weeds have been removed
and treated.  Maintenance weeding continues to remove additional outbreaks but also allows for the fostering of natural
regeneration and regrowth seedlings.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk  is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the designated

Park have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in
different work areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Revegetation occurs in two (2) distinct zones throughout the management area.  Refer to Drawing sheets for a full description of
proposed plant species, sizes, densities and numbers.

NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
·To relatively large, intact and weed-free areas of native vegetation.
·Where the native plants are healthy and capable of regenerating without human intervention.
·When native plant seed is stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural areas, by birds or other

animals, wind or water.
·Where the plant community has a high potential for recovery after any short-lived disturbance, such as a fire or cyclonic winds.
·When preventative action is all that is required to avert on-going disturbance, e.g. erection of fencing to prevent intrusion from

cattle.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the original vegetation.

ASSISTED NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
·To natural areas where the native plant community is largely healthy and functioning.
·When native plant seed is still stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural areas, by birds or other

animals, wind or water.
·Where the natural regeneration processes (seedling germination, root suckering etc.) are being inhibited by external factors,

such as weed invasion, soil compaction, cattle grazing, mechanical slashing etc.
·When limited human intervention, such as weed removal, minor amelioration of soil conditions, erection of fencing, cessation

of slashing, etc. will be enough to trigger the recovery processes through natural regeneration.
·When major component is weed control.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the original vegetation.

NOTES

AREA 2 MANAGEMENT PLAN - TECHNICAL NOTES - GENERAL

Threats      Opportunities     Management action             Timeframe      Responsibility

Objective: Protect, manage and enhance the diversity of  native flora species and
vegetation communities within the estate by controlling pest plants.

Insufficient
monitoring
of pest
plants

Increased
knowledge
of pest
plant
abundance
and
distribution
within the
estate

Continue to develop and
update the management
plan for the estate to identify
pest plants present and to
recommend and prioritise
control and monitoring
actions

Annually Saunders
Havill Group
(SHG)

Establish-
ment of
large
infestations
of pest
plants

Pest
plants are
controlled
effectively
and in a
way that
ensures
native
vegetation
regeneration

Include treating pest plants
within the open space area
to improve visitors
experience to the estate

Ongoing Contractor

Insufficient
resourcing
of pest
plant
control
measures

Increased
abundance
of pest
plants due
to fire

Increased
knowledge
of pest
plant
responses
to fire

Conduct follow up pest plant
treatment after any fires
within the estate

As
required

Contractor

Lack of
education
of visitors
and local
residents
as to the
adverse
impacts
pest
plants
have on
the
natural
environ-
ment

Improved
public
understanding
and
support
for pest
plant
control

Provide material for public
awareness (ie interpretative
signage)

As
required

Contractor

TABLE 1: OBJECTIVES AND ACTION ITEMS FOR PEST PLANTS

Threats       Opportunities     Management action                         Timeframe      Responsibility

Objective: Protect, manage and enhance the significant habitat values and ecological
processes found within the estate, so as to contribute positively to the conservation
values of the local and regional area

Degraded
vegetation
communities
have adverse
impacts on
other values
within the
estate,
including
native flora
and fauna
species, fire
issues and
aesthectics

Restore
degraded
native
vegetation
communities
and minimise
impacts
associated
with pest
plants and
animals and
their control
on native flora
and fauna,
cultural
heritage sites,
and
landscapes
within the
estate

Prepare and issue a
management plan to:
- clearly prioritise actions and
zones (eg. focus on declared
and environmental pest plants
and mapped biodiversity
zones)
- Divide the site into sub-zones
which can be managed in a
systematic and structured way
- Align with the fire
management plan as burns
could provide ecological and
economical efficiencies;
reducing fuel loads at the
same time as acting as a pest
plant control
- Lantana (especially) should
be managed to reduce the fuel
load, as this is a major fire
hazard
Incorporate training (eg. for
relevant community groups)
- Write the plan for the target
audience working on the
estate (eg. bushcare groups
working in particular zones)

Prior to
commence-
ment

Contractor

Pest plant
infestations
from high
use areas
may
impact on
adjacent
ecological
values

Improve the
flora values
within the
open space
area

As part of the site rehabilitation
planning for the open space, a
planting list of locally occurring
plant species for use in
rehabilitation is to be provided to
enhance population viability
where appropriate and possible.
Include threatened and locally
significant species in plantings.

Ongoing Contractor

Trail
creation,
soil
compaction
and
increased
erosion

Restore
natural
habitats to
increase the
resilience of
the estate

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Pest plant
introduction
and spread

Deceased
abundance of
pest plants

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

TABLE 2: OBJECTIVES AND ACTION ITEMS FOR ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION

Disturbance
from pest
animals

Deceased
abundance of
pest animals

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Insufficient
resourcing of
restoration
measures

Improved
public
understanding
of and
support

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Insufficient
data on the
effectiveness
of ecological
restoration
programs

The
populations
and diversity
of near
threatened,
threatened or
locally
significant
plant species
are protected
and enhanced

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor
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AREA 2 MANAGEMENT PLAN - WEED TREATMENT & REMOVAL STRATEGY
NOTE:
Species highlighted have been identified within the
'Springfield Wildlife Corridor Management
Requirements' list which have specified removal
and/or treatment techniques for Class 1 or 2 weeds.
Environmental weeds and weeds of National
Significance (WONS) Class 3 are to be:
· Remove dumped garden weeds from urban

interface. Liaise with ICC Supervisor regarding
ongoing Compliance issues.

· Lantana controlled within 20m of track edges
(ie walking, shared and service).

· Strategic treatment of gully infestations staged
from head of gullies downstream utilising cut
stump method and chopping lantana into small
(150mm) pieces. Areas to be determined by
consultation with ICC.

· Assisted natural regeneration following
removal including direct seeding utilising
endemic seed from site. Follow up weed
control by spot spraying emerging weeds in
cleared areas or hand removal.
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MONITORING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES

Monitoring and maintenance of the weed management and vegetation, both adjacent to
proposed works and within the management area, is a vital component to the success of
this management plan set.
An ongoing maintenance schedule, detailing the monitoring program, management
intervals, methodologies, and corrective actions for contractors undertaking rehabilitation
works within the ecological area is provided below. It is the responsibility of the
rehabilitation landscape contractor to ensure the ongoing maintenance and monitoring
schedule is actioned. Monitoring of the parkland weed management and revegetation
works allows for:

· A review of the pre-established performance indicators for measuring the success
of the weed removal and control;

· Ensure the level of protection for existing identified native vegetation inclusive of
that which has naturally regenerated;

· Review the rate of spread or contraction of weed infestation within the control
program;

· Monitor the rate of assisted regeneration and revegetation of desirable native
species promoted in areas where weeds have been removed; and

· Identification of new weed threats or other factors which may be effecting areas
designated for ecological rehabilitation.

Monitoring is required for weed eradication, revegetation and assisted regeneration.

MAINTENANCE ACTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES

Tree Retention - Construction Phase
· Ecologist / Arborist to assess tree exclusion zones are adhered to;
· Trees assessed for signs of stress or die back; and
· Implementation of VMP if retained tree roots Critical Root Zone (CRZ) is impacted

upon.

Initial Establishment - Rehabilitation Planting
Initial 12 week establishment period applies to all rehabilitation planting works. During this
period weekly maintenance is to occur that involves the following:

· Watering;
· Ongoing weed control;
· Fertilising; and
· Replacement of dead or damaged stock.

Ongoing Maintenance - Rehabilitation Planting
After this period, it is recommended that the ecological planting site be maintained on a
monthly basis over a 5 year period to ensure that the planting has been successful. The
following is to occur:

· Conduct weed spraying, plant watering, plant replacement of losses as necessary
to maintain >95% survival rate;

· All other areas of non-use / limited access or steep terrain areas are to be hydro
seeded to maintain a minimum 90% ground cover;

· All planting species will be disease free and supplied from an accredited nursery
supplier;

· Assess condition of sediment control devices and replace if necessary; and
· Removal of excess sediment from erosion control devices as required.

MONITORING TIME FRAMES

For weed removal and revegetation three (3) Council determined timeframes form the
anchor of the monitoring process.  These include:

Council Pre-Start - On-site meeting prior to the initial commencement of  work within each
stage of  weed management.  Will involve Consultant, Contractor and Council to work
through weed treatment areas and clarify works approved and appointed.

On-Maintenance - At the completion of  the Primary Weed Removal Stage and Secondary
weeding an On-Maintenance meeting will be held with Council to inspect the works on-site
in relation to the approved plans and previously agreed on-maintenance criteria.

Off-Maintenance - At the completion of  all site weeding works and the agreed
maintenance timeframe a final inspection will be held by Council to determine if  works
have been completed to the required level for Council hand over.

REPORTING

Reporting to Ipswich City Council will occur on a yearly interval during the total period.
Council will physically attend the Pre-Start, On-maintenance and Off-maintenance
meetings.  For this project it is recommended reporting include a short memo styled report
responding to agreed criteria.  As part of the monitoring a number of pre-determined
transect and quadrant sampling sites have been allocated.  At these locations a number of
baseline studies have been completed and will be repeated post weed removal and
maintenance to measure the success of the programmed works.  It is also recommended
this include a visual diary of imagery from selected locations at each inspection (Including
the pre-start and monthly inspections).  The imagery for the each period will be included
with the report to Council.

In addition to the photo monitoring the biannual report to Council should include sufficient
information on:

· Date, time and whether conditions at time of inspection
· Changes in weed extent populations (spreading / contracting)
· Changes in weed densities
· Health of existing vegetation protected by NRM provisions
· Rate of success for revegetation plantings
· Growth and PFC rate of assisted regeneration areas
· Occurrences of new weed infestations or species outbreaks
· Comments on any indirect changes to the area as a result of weed management (ie

erosion / change in weed footprints / death to natives)
· Annual reporting is required to be sent to the Department of the Environment (DOE).

NOTESMONITORING & REPORTING

AREA 2 MANAGEMENT PLAN - MONITORING & REPORTING

MONITORING PARAMETERS

The monitoring should address the following issues:
· Maintained health and vigour of retained Remnant Trees adjacent to the corridor;
· Plant growth, percentage cover and survival rates;
· Plant losses through herbivores, disease, vandalism, storm damage or other

factors;
· Weed re-growth and control measures;
· Plant replacement;
· Maintenance watering regime; and
· Erosion prevention.

It is also essential to keep an accurate photo record of the retained trees and progress of
the rehabilitation planting by setting fixed photo monitoring points across the site. Photos
should be taken by a digital camera and recorded in the project file by date and discrete
photo monitoring point number. Photo monitoring point locations should be clearly marked
on site and mapped by a surveyor or by GPS.

Corrective Actions
If trees adjacent to the sewer alignment disturbance are dying or impacted upon:

· Monitor construction activity;
· Educated construction team on tree retention measures;
· Review and / or respond to tree retention mitigation measures ie. exclusion zones;
· Review VMP for particular trees;
· Remove if necessary unsafe tree;
· Compensation by planting;
· If soil erosion is still occurring in planting zones the following is to occur:
· Review rehabilitation techniques conducted by contractor;
· Assess the potential for disturbance to occur;
· Assess other potential sources or causes of disturbances to occur; and
· Maintain planting regimes to a minimum of 95% survival rate.

If weed infestations occur in planting zones or in disturbed construction area, the following
is to occur:

· Review weed removal and weed management techniques conducted by contractor;
· Assess the appropriate use and amounts of herbicides are being used;
· Assess the potential for weeds to occur;and
· Assess other potential sources or causes of weeds to occur.

If there is poor regeneration of plants occurring in ecological areas, the following is to
occur:

· Review planting and direct seeding management techniques conducted by
contractor;

· Assess the appropriate use and amounts of herbicides are being used in planting
areas;

· Assess the potential for weeds to occur in ecological areas; and
· Assess other potential sources or causes of weeds or limited re-growth of native

plants to occur, ie. plant pests and disease monitoring.

RESOURCES / ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

All resources required to implement this plan will be provided by the proponent
(Lendlease).  The following roles are applicable:

PROPONENT
· Ensure all consultants, contractors, sub contractors or others utilizing the area are

aware of the Weed Management Plan.
· Appoint appropriate consultants and contractors to undertake works as prescribed

on the drawings and conditioned by Ipswich City Council.
· Cover the costs of all necessary resources to ensure works are completed as per

the approved documents.

CONSULTANTS
· Brief the proponent on their requirements in implementing and maintaining works as

per the Weed Management Plan.
· Attend pre start, on maintenance and off maintenance meetings.
· Undertake monitoring and reporting to Ipswich City Council as set up by this

document.
· Be available to respond to technical queries or departures to the approved

documentation when on-site conditions require changes.
· Liaise with Council throughout all stages of approval, initial works and maintenance

of works.

COUNCIL
· Provide technical expertise via commentary on the approval of documentation.
· Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
· Undertake random inspections through the Secondary weed management and

Maintenance weed management phases.
· Accept and review biannual reports as dictated in this document.

CONTRACTOR
· Complete works in strict accordance with the documentation.
· Recommend changes to the documentation when specific experience or on-site

conditions require so.
· Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
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NOTESINTRODUCTION

AREA 3 MANAGEMENT PLAN - WEED TREATMENT & REHABILITATION

AREA 1
Lot 705
SP151175
28.15ha

AREA 2
Lot 704
SP1179412
27.57ha

Lot 11
S31533
44.61ha

Lot 745
SP242282
101.48ha

AREA 3
Lot 745
SP242282
71.73ha

AREA 4
Lot 747
SP189043
19.30ha

Lot 748
SP189044
32.88ha

Lot 751
SP2189053
33.73ha

Lot 753
SP189054
14.90ha
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Extent of management plan
area

LEGEND

MANAGEMENT PLANS EXTENTS:
Extents of open space area as
provided

APPROXIMATE DRAINAGE LINES:
Approximate locations of minor
drainage/gully lines

Existing fire trail / maintenance access.
As provided by ICC in GIS & Refer to
Council's Management Plan

Approximate minor drainage
lines. Minor drainage / gully
lines

Approximate mapped major
drainage lines

Extent of existing lake area

Weed management and
revegetation

Weed management and
revegetation within water
course areas

10m transition zone (Edge
effect & bushfire
management). Between lots
and retained vegetation

10m transition zone (edge
effect and bushfire
management). Between lots
and retained vegetation.

Weed management and
revegetation within water
course areas

Weed management and
revegetation

AREA 3 WEED MANAGEMENT PLAN

Trail access point (to
be confirmed by ICC)

Trail access point (To be
confirmed by ICC)

ADJOINS DRAWING SHEET 7243 L 204

Individual weed species
located via GPS

Area of weed species located
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AS NOTEDSCALE:

This Weed Management Plan links specific weed removal and management measures with spatial areas within the declared
area included with this application.  This Weed Management Plan covers the 71.73ha Area 3 portion of land previous dedicated
by Springfield Land Corporation (SLC) to Ipswich City Council (ICC). The main objectives and action items for pest plants are
detailed in Table 1 shown on this plan, with the objectives and actions for ecological restoration are detailed in Table 2.

WEED CONTROL PROGRAM TIMING

The primary stage of manual weed removal, treatment and disposal for the parkland dedication is programmed when all existing
weeds are removed with secondary and maintenance weeding occurring for another 18 months (18 month program post
on-maintenance).

Primary Weed Removal Stage - Consists of the initial weed removal / treatment of site weeds via the methods detailed within the
South East Queensland Ecological Restoration Guidelines.  Essentially involves the manual removal, stock piling and disposal
and initial usage of prescribed herbicides.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the stage for the

declared area have been removed or treated. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur
concurrently in different stage areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Secondary or Follow-up Weeding - for all areas will involve the quarterly inspection of areas having undergone Primary Weed
Removal and treatment of infestations or outbreak as required.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk  is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the declared area

have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in
different work areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation  as part of the reporting progress.

Maintenance Weeding Phase - final stage of weeding which occurs in areas where the majority of weeds have been removed
and treated.  Maintenance weeding continues to remove additional outbreaks but also allows for the fostering of natural
regeneration and regrowth seedlings.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk  is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the designated

Park have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in
different work areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Revegetation occurs in two (2) distinct zones throughout the management area.  Refer to Drawing sheets for a full description of
proposed plant species, sizes, densities and numbers.

NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
·To relatively large, intact and weed-free areas of native vegetation.
·Where the native plants are healthy and capable of regenerating without human intervention.
·When native plant seed is stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural areas, by birds or other

animals, wind or water.
·Where the plant community has a high potential for recovery after any short-lived disturbance, such as a fire or cyclonic winds.
·When preventative action is all that is required to avert on-going disturbance, e.g. erection of fencing to prevent intrusion from

cattle.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the original vegetation.

ASSISTED NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
·To natural areas where the native plant community is largely healthy and functioning.
·When native plant seed is still stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural areas, by birds or other

animals, wind or water.
·Where the natural regeneration processes (seedling germination, root suckering etc.) are being inhibited by external factors,

such as weed invasion, soil compaction, cattle grazing, mechanical slashing etc.
·When limited human intervention, such as weed removal, minor amelioration of soil conditions, erection of fencing, cessation

of slashing, etc. will be enough to trigger the recovery processes through natural regeneration.
·When major component is weed control.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the original vegetation.

NOTES

AREA 3 MANAGEMENT PLAN - TECHNICAL NOTES - GENERAL

Threats      Opportunities     Management action             Timeframe      Responsibility

Objective: Protect, manage and enhance the diversity of  native flora species and
vegetation communities within the estate by controlling pest plants.

Insufficient
monitoring
of pest
plants

Increased
knowledge
of pest
plant
abundance
and
distribution
within the
estate

Continue to develop and
update the management
plan for the estate to identify
pest plants present and to
recommend and prioritise
control and monitoring
actions

Annually Saunders
Havill Group
(SHG)

Establish-
ment of
large
infestations
of pest
plants

Pest
plants are
controlled
effectively
and in a
way that
ensures
native
vegetation
regeneration

Include treating pest plants
within the open space area
to improve visitors
experience to the estate

Ongoing Contractor

Insufficient
resourcing
of pest
plant
control
measures

Increased
abundance
of pest
plants due
to fire

Increased
knowledge
of pest
plant
responses
to fire

Conduct follow up pest plant
treatment after any fires
within the estate

As
required

Contractor

Lack of
education
of visitors
and local
residents
as to the
adverse
impacts
pest
plants
have on
the
natural
environ-
ment

Improved
public
understanding
and
support
for pest
plant
control

Provide material for public
awareness (ie interpretative
signage)

As
required

Contractor

TABLE 1: OBJECTIVES AND ACTION ITEMS FOR PEST PLANTS

Threats       Opportunities     Management action                         Timeframe      Responsibility

Objective: Protect, manage and enhance the significant habitat values and ecological
processes found within the estate, so as to contribute positively to the conservation
values of the local and regional area

Degraded
vegetation
communities
have adverse
impacts on
other values
within the
estate,
including
native flora
and fauna
species, fire
issues and
aesthectics

Restore
degraded
native
vegetation
communities
and minimise
impacts
associated
with pest
plants and
animals and
their control
on native flora
and fauna,
cultural
heritage sites,
and
landscapes
within the
estate

Prepare and issue a
management plan to:
- clearly prioritise actions and
zones (eg. focus on declared
and environmental pest plants
and mapped biodiversity
zones)
- Divide the site into sub-zones
which can be managed in a
systematic and structured way
- Align with the fire
management plan as burns
could provide ecological and
economical efficiencies;
reducing fuel loads at the
same time as acting as a pest
plant control
- Lantana (especially) should
be managed to reduce the fuel
load, as this is a major fire
hazard
Incorporate training (eg. for
relevant community groups)
- Write the plan for the target
audience working on the
estate (eg. bushcare groups
working in particular zones)

Prior to
commence-
ment

Contractor

Pest plant
infestations
from high
use areas
may
impact on
adjacent
ecological
values

Improve the
flora values
within the
open space
area

As part of the site rehabilitation
planning for the open space, a
planting list of locally occurring
plant species for use in
rehabilitation is to be provided to
enhance population viability
where appropriate and possible.
Include threatened and locally
significant species in plantings.

Ongoing Contractor

Trail
creation,
soil
compaction
and
increased
erosion

Restore
natural
habitats to
increase the
resilience of
the estate

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Pest plant
introduction
and spread

Deceased
abundance of
pest plants

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

TABLE 2: OBJECTIVES AND ACTION ITEMS FOR ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION

Disturbance
from pest
animals

Deceased
abundance of
pest animals

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Insufficient
resourcing of
restoration
measures

Improved
public
understanding
of and
support

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Insufficient
data on the
effectiveness
of ecological
restoration
programs

The
populations
and diversity
of near
threatened,
threatened or
locally
significant
plant species
are protected
and enhanced

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor
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AREA 3 MANAGEMENT PLAN - WEED TREATMENT & REMOVAL STRATEGY
NOTE:
Species highlighted have been identified within the
'Springfield Wildlife Corridor Management
Requirements' list which have specified removal
and/or treatment techniques for Class 1 or 2 weeds.
Environmental weeds and weeds of National
Significance (WONS) Class 3 are to be:
· Remove dumped garden weeds from urban

interface. Liaise with ICC Supervisor regarding
ongoing Compliance issues.

· Lantana controlled within 20m of track edges
(ie walking, shared and service).

· Strategic treatment of gully infestations staged
from head of gullies downstream utilising cut
stump method and chopping lantana into small
(150mm) pieces. Areas to be determined by
consultation with ICC.

· Assisted natural regeneration following
removal including direct seeding utilising
endemic seed from site. Follow up weed
control by spot spraying emerging weeds in
cleared areas or hand removal.
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MONITORING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES

Monitoring and maintenance of the weed management and vegetation, both adjacent to
proposed works and within the management area, is a vital component to the success of
this management plan set.
An ongoing maintenance schedule, detailing the monitoring program, management
intervals, methodologies, and corrective actions for contractors undertaking rehabilitation
works within the ecological area is provided below. It is the responsibility of the
rehabilitation landscape contractor to ensure the ongoing maintenance and monitoring
schedule is actioned. Monitoring of the parkland weed management and revegetation
works allows for:

· A review of the pre-established performance indicators for measuring the success
of the weed removal and control;

· Ensure the level of protection for existing identified native vegetation inclusive of
that which has naturally regenerated;

· Review the rate of spread or contraction of weed infestation within the control
program;

· Monitor the rate of assisted regeneration and revegetation of desirable native
species promoted in areas where weeds have been removed; and

· Identification of new weed threats or other factors which may be effecting areas
designated for ecological rehabilitation.

Monitoring is required for weed eradication, revegetation and assisted regeneration.

MAINTENANCE ACTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES

Tree Retention - Construction Phase
· Ecologist / Arborist to assess tree exclusion zones are adhered to;
· Trees assessed for signs of stress or die back; and
· Implementation of VMP if retained tree roots Critical Root Zone (CRZ) is impacted

upon.

Initial Establishment - Rehabilitation Planting
Initial 12 week establishment period applies to all rehabilitation planting works. During this
period weekly maintenance is to occur that involves the following:

· Watering;
· Ongoing weed control;
· Fertilising; and
· Replacement of dead or damaged stock.

Ongoing Maintenance - Rehabilitation Planting
After this period, it is recommended that the ecological planting site be maintained on a
monthly basis over a 5 year period to ensure that the planting has been successful. The
following is to occur:

· Conduct weed spraying, plant watering, plant replacement of losses as necessary
to maintain >95% survival rate;

· All other areas of non-use / limited access or steep terrain areas are to be hydro
seeded to maintain a minimum 90% ground cover;

· All planting species will be disease free and supplied from an accredited nursery
supplier;

· Assess condition of sediment control devices and replace if necessary; and
· Removal of excess sediment from erosion control devices as required.

MONITORING TIME FRAMES

For weed removal and revegetation three (3) Council determined timeframes form the
anchor of the monitoring process.  These include:

Council Pre-Start - On-site meeting prior to the initial commencement of  work within each
stage of  weed management.  Will involve Consultant, Contractor and Council to work
through weed treatment areas and clarify works approved and appointed.

On-Maintenance - At the completion of  the Primary Weed Removal Stage and Secondary
weeding an On-Maintenance meeting will be held with Council to inspect the works on-site
in relation to the approved plans and previously agreed on-maintenance criteria.

Off-Maintenance - At the completion of  all site weeding works and the agreed
maintenance timeframe a final inspection will be held by Council to determine if  works
have been completed to the required level for Council hand over.

REPORTING

Reporting to Ipswich City Council will occur on a yearly interval during the total period.
Council will physically attend the Pre-Start, On-maintenance and Off-maintenance
meetings.  For this project it is recommended reporting include a short memo styled report
responding to agreed criteria.  As part of the monitoring a number of pre-determined
transect and quadrant sampling sites have been allocated.  At these locations a number of
baseline studies have been completed and will be repeated post weed removal and
maintenance to measure the success of the programmed works.  It is also recommended
this include a visual diary of imagery from selected locations at each inspection (Including
the pre-start and monthly inspections).  The imagery for the each period will be included
with the report to Council.

In addition to the photo monitoring the biannual report to Council should include sufficient
information on:

· Date, time and whether conditions at time of inspection
· Changes in weed extent populations (spreading / contracting)
· Changes in weed densities
· Health of existing vegetation protected by NRM provisions
· Rate of success for revegetation plantings
· Growth and PFC rate of assisted regeneration areas
· Occurrences of new weed infestations or species outbreaks
· Comments on any indirect changes to the area as a result of weed management (ie

erosion / change in weed footprints / death to natives)
· Annual reporting is required to be sent to the Department of the Environment (DOE).

NOTESMONITORING & REPORTING

AREA 3 MANAGEMENT PLAN - MONITORING & REPORTING

MONITORING PARAMETERS

The monitoring should address the following issues:
· Maintained health and vigour of retained Remnant Trees adjacent to the corridor;
· Plant growth, percentage cover and survival rates;
· Plant losses through herbivores, disease, vandalism, storm damage or other

factors;
· Weed re-growth and control measures;
· Plant replacement;
· Maintenance watering regime; and
· Erosion prevention.

It is also essential to keep an accurate photo record of the retained trees and progress of
the rehabilitation planting by setting fixed photo monitoring points across the site. Photos
should be taken by a digital camera and recorded in the project file by date and discrete
photo monitoring point number. Photo monitoring point locations should be clearly marked
on site and mapped by a surveyor or by GPS.

Corrective Actions
If trees adjacent to the sewer alignment disturbance are dying or impacted upon:

· Monitor construction activity;
· Educated construction team on tree retention measures;
· Review and / or respond to tree retention mitigation measures ie. exclusion zones;
· Review VMP for particular trees;
· Remove if necessary unsafe tree;
· Compensation by planting;
· If soil erosion is still occurring in planting zones the following is to occur:
· Review rehabilitation techniques conducted by contractor;
· Assess the potential for disturbance to occur;
· Assess other potential sources or causes of disturbances to occur; and
· Maintain planting regimes to a minimum of 95% survival rate.

If weed infestations occur in planting zones or in disturbed construction area, the following
is to occur:

· Review weed removal and weed management techniques conducted by contractor;
· Assess the appropriate use and amounts of herbicides are being used;
· Assess the potential for weeds to occur;and
· Assess other potential sources or causes of weeds to occur.

If there is poor regeneration of plants occurring in ecological areas, the following is to
occur:

· Review planting and direct seeding management techniques conducted by
contractor;

· Assess the appropriate use and amounts of herbicides are being used in planting
areas;

· Assess the potential for weeds to occur in ecological areas; and
· Assess other potential sources or causes of weeds or limited re-growth of native

plants to occur, ie. plant pests and disease monitoring.

RESOURCES / ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

All resources required to implement this plan will be provided by the proponent
(Lendlease).  The following roles are applicable:

PROPONENT
· Ensure all consultants, contractors, sub contractors or others utilizing the area are

aware of the Weed Management Plan.
· Appoint appropriate consultants and contractors to undertake works as prescribed

on the drawings and conditioned by Ipswich City Council.
· Cover the costs of all necessary resources to ensure works are completed as per

the approved documents.

CONSULTANTS
· Brief the proponent on their requirements in implementing and maintaining works as

per the Weed Management Plan.
· Attend pre start, on maintenance and off maintenance meetings.
· Undertake monitoring and reporting to Ipswich City Council as set up by this

document.
· Be available to respond to technical queries or departures to the approved

documentation when on-site conditions require changes.
· Liaise with Council throughout all stages of approval, initial works and maintenance

of works.

COUNCIL
· Provide technical expertise via commentary on the approval of documentation.
· Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
· Undertake random inspections through the Secondary weed management and

Maintenance weed management phases.
· Accept and review biannual reports as dictated in this document.

CONTRACTOR
· Complete works in strict accordance with the documentation.
· Recommend changes to the documentation when specific experience or on-site

conditions require so.
· Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
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AS NOTEDSCALE:

This Weed Management Plan links specific weed removal and management measures with spatial areas within the declared
area included with this application.  This Weed Management Plan covers the 100.81ha Area 4 portion of land previous dedicated
by Springfield Land Corporation (SLC) to Ipswich City Council (ICC). The main objectives and action items for pest plants are
detailed in Table 1 shown on this plan, with the objectives and actions for ecological restoration are detailed in Table 2.

WEED CONTROL PROGRAM TIMING

The primary stage of manual weed removal, treatment and disposal for the parkland dedication is programmed when all existing
weeds are removed with secondary and maintenance weeding occurring for another 18 months (18 month program post
on-maintenance).

Primary Weed Removal Stage - Consists of the initial weed removal / treatment of site weeds via the methods detailed within the
South East Queensland Ecological Restoration Guidelines.  Essentially involves the manual removal, stock piling and disposal
and initial usage of prescribed herbicides.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the stage for the

declared area have been removed or treated. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur
concurrently in different stage areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Secondary or Follow-up Weeding - for all areas will involve the quarterly inspection of areas having undergone Primary Weed
Removal and treatment of infestations or outbreak as required.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk  is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the declared area

have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in
different work areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation  as part of the reporting progress.

Maintenance Weeding Phase - final stage of weeding which occurs in areas where the majority of weeds have been removed
and treated.  Maintenance weeding continues to remove additional outbreaks but also allows for the fostering of natural
regeneration and regrowth seedlings.  Additional notes below include:
· Implemented weed control method according to this plan.
·Weed trees located within 20M zone of the existing trail network are to be removed where trunk  is cut down to ground level

and vegetative matter removed.
·Program timing; primary weed removal phase is considered to be completed when all existing weeds within the designated

Park have been removed initially. Both the secondary phase and the primary phase of weed removal can occur concurrently in
different work areas over time.

·A key map is to be provided logging the progress of areas from primary to secondary phases of weed removal and areas of
rehabilitation as part of the reporting progress.

Revegetation occurs in two (2) distinct zones throughout the management area.  Refer to Drawing sheets for a full description of
proposed plant species, sizes, densities and numbers.

NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
·To relatively large, intact and weed-free areas of native vegetation.
·Where the native plants are healthy and capable of regenerating without human intervention.
·When native plant seed is stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural areas, by birds or other

animals, wind or water.
·Where the plant community has a high potential for recovery after any short-lived disturbance, such as a fire or cyclonic winds.
·When preventative action is all that is required to avert on-going disturbance, e.g. erection of fencing to prevent intrusion from

cattle.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the original vegetation.

ASSISTED NATURAL REGENERATION

Applies:
·To natural areas where the native plant community is largely healthy and functioning.
·When native plant seed is still stored in the soil or will be able to reach the site from nearby natural areas, by birds or other

animals, wind or water.
·Where the natural regeneration processes (seedling germination, root suckering etc.) are being inhibited by external factors,

such as weed invasion, soil compaction, cattle grazing, mechanical slashing etc.
·When limited human intervention, such as weed removal, minor amelioration of soil conditions, erection of fencing, cessation

of slashing, etc. will be enough to trigger the recovery processes through natural regeneration.
·When major component is weed control.

Planting in such sites can work against the aims of restoration by interfering with natural regeneration.

The re-establishing plant community will be similar in structure, composition and diversity to the original vegetation.

NOTES

AREA 4 MANAGEMENT PLAN - TECHNICAL NOTES - GENERAL

Threats      Opportunities     Management action             Timeframe      Responsibility

Objective: Protect, manage and enhance the diversity of  native flora species and
vegetation communities within the estate by controlling pest plants.

Insufficient
monitoring
of pest
plants

Increased
knowledge
of pest
plant
abundance
and
distribution
within the
estate

Continue to develop and
update the management
plan for the estate to identify
pest plants present and to
recommend and prioritise
control and monitoring
actions

Annually Saunders
Havill Group
(SHG)

Establish-
ment of
large
infestations
of pest
plants

Pest
plants are
controlled
effectively
and in a
way that
ensures
native
vegetation
regeneration

Include treating pest plants
within the open space area
to improve visitors
experience to the estate

Ongoing Contractor

Insufficient
resourcing
of pest
plant
control
measures

Increased
abundance
of pest
plants due
to fire

Increased
knowledge
of pest
plant
responses
to fire

Conduct follow up pest plant
treatment after any fires
within the estate

As
required

Contractor

Lack of
education
of visitors
and local
residents
as to the
adverse
impacts
pest
plants
have on
the
natural
environ-
ment

Improved
public
understanding
and
support
for pest
plant
control

Provide material for public
awareness (ie interpretative
signage)

As
required

Contractor

TABLE 1: OBJECTIVES AND ACTION ITEMS FOR PEST PLANTS

Threats       Opportunities     Management action                         Timeframe      Responsibility

Objective: Protect, manage and enhance the significant habitat values and ecological
processes found within the estate, so as to contribute positively to the conservation
values of the local and regional area

Degraded
vegetation
communities
have adverse
impacts on
other values
within the
estate,
including
native flora
and fauna
species, fire
issues and
aesthectics

Restore
degraded
native
vegetation
communities
and minimise
impacts
associated
with pest
plants and
animals and
their control
on native flora
and fauna,
cultural
heritage sites,
and
landscapes
within the
estate

Prepare and issue a
management plan to:
- clearly prioritise actions and
zones (eg. focus on declared
and environmental pest plants
and mapped biodiversity
zones)
- Divide the site into sub-zones
which can be managed in a
systematic and structured way
- Align with the fire
management plan as burns
could provide ecological and
economical efficiencies;
reducing fuel loads at the
same time as acting as a pest
plant control
- Lantana (especially) should
be managed to reduce the fuel
load, as this is a major fire
hazard
Incorporate training (eg. for
relevant community groups)
- Write the plan for the target
audience working on the
estate (eg. bushcare groups
working in particular zones)

Prior to
commence-
ment

Contractor

Pest plant
infestations
from high
use areas
may
impact on
adjacent
ecological
values

Improve the
flora values
within the
open space
area

As part of the site rehabilitation
planning for the open space, a
planting list of locally occurring
plant species for use in
rehabilitation is to be provided to
enhance population viability
where appropriate and possible.
Include threatened and locally
significant species in plantings.

Ongoing Contractor

Trail
creation,
soil
compaction
and
increased
erosion

Restore
natural
habitats to
increase the
resilience of
the estate

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Pest plant
introduction
and spread

Deceased
abundance of
pest plants

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

TABLE 2: OBJECTIVES AND ACTION ITEMS FOR ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION

Disturbance
from pest
animals

Deceased
abundance of
pest animals

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Insufficient
resourcing of
restoration
measures

Improved
public
understanding
of and
support

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor

Insufficient
data on the
effectiveness
of ecological
restoration
programs

The
populations
and diversity
of near
threatened,
threatened or
locally
significant
plant species
are protected
and enhanced

Refer to management plans
for further detail

As required Contractor
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AREA 4 MANAGEMENT PLAN - WEED TREATMENT & REMOVAL STRATEGY
NOTE:
Species highlighted have been identified within the
'Springfield Wildlife Corridor Management
Requirements' list which have specified removal
and/or treatment techniques for Class 1 or 2 weeds.
Environmental weeds and weeds of National
Significance (WONS) Class 3 are to be:
· Remove dumped garden weeds from urban

interface. Liaise with ICC Supervisor regarding
ongoing Compliance issues.

· Lantana controlled within 20m of track edges
(ie walking, shared and service).

· Strategic treatment of gully infestations staged
from head of gullies downstream utilising cut
stump method and chopping lantana into small
(150mm) pieces. Areas to be determined by
consultation with ICC.

· Assisted natural regeneration following
removal including direct seeding utilising
endemic seed from site. Follow up weed
control by spot spraying emerging weeds in
cleared areas or hand removal.
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MONITORING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES

Monitoring and maintenance of the weed management and vegetation, both adjacent to
proposed works and within the management area, is a vital component to the success of
this management plan set.
An ongoing maintenance schedule, detailing the monitoring program, management
intervals, methodologies, and corrective actions for contractors undertaking rehabilitation
works within the ecological area is provided below. It is the responsibility of the
rehabilitation landscape contractor to ensure the ongoing maintenance and monitoring
schedule is actioned. Monitoring of the parkland weed management and revegetation
works allows for:

· A review of the pre-established performance indicators for measuring the success
of the weed removal and control;

· Ensure the level of protection for existing identified native vegetation inclusive of
that which has naturally regenerated;

· Review the rate of spread or contraction of weed infestation within the control
program;

· Monitor the rate of assisted regeneration and revegetation of desirable native
species promoted in areas where weeds have been removed; and

· Identification of new weed threats or other factors which may be effecting areas
designated for ecological rehabilitation.

Monitoring is required for weed eradication, revegetation and assisted regeneration.

MAINTENANCE ACTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES

Tree Retention - Construction Phase
· Ecologist / Arborist to assess tree exclusion zones are adhered to;
· Trees assessed for signs of stress or die back; and
· Implementation of VMP if retained tree roots Critical Root Zone (CRZ) is impacted

upon.

Initial Establishment - Rehabilitation Planting
Initial 12 week establishment period applies to all rehabilitation planting works. During this
period weekly maintenance is to occur that involves the following:

· Watering;
· Ongoing weed control;
· Fertilising; and
· Replacement of dead or damaged stock.

Ongoing Maintenance - Rehabilitation Planting
After this period, it is recommended that the ecological planting site be maintained on a
monthly basis over a 5 year period to ensure that the planting has been successful. The
following is to occur:

· Conduct weed spraying, plant watering, plant replacement of losses as necessary
to maintain >95% survival rate;

· All other areas of non-use / limited access or steep terrain areas are to be hydro
seeded to maintain a minimum 90% ground cover;

· All planting species will be disease free and supplied from an accredited nursery
supplier;

· Assess condition of sediment control devices and replace if necessary; and
· Removal of excess sediment from erosion control devices as required.

MONITORING TIME FRAMES

For weed removal and revegetation three (3) Council determined timeframes form the
anchor of the monitoring process.  These include:

Council Pre-Start - On-site meeting prior to the initial commencement of  work within each
stage of  weed management.  Will involve Consultant, Contractor and Council to work
through weed treatment areas and clarify works approved and appointed.

On-Maintenance - At the completion of  the Primary Weed Removal Stage and Secondary
weeding an On-Maintenance meeting will be held with Council to inspect the works on-site
in relation to the approved plans and previously agreed on-maintenance criteria.

Off-Maintenance - At the completion of  all site weeding works and the agreed
maintenance timeframe a final inspection will be held by Council to determine if  works
have been completed to the required level for Council hand over.

REPORTING

Reporting to Ipswich City Council will occur on a yearly interval during the total period.
Council will physically attend the Pre-Start, On-maintenance and Off-maintenance
meetings.  For this project it is recommended reporting include a short memo styled report
responding to agreed criteria.  As part of the monitoring a number of pre-determined
transect and quadrant sampling sites have been allocated.  At these locations a number of
baseline studies have been completed and will be repeated post weed removal and
maintenance to measure the success of the programmed works.  It is also recommended
this include a visual diary of imagery from selected locations at each inspection (Including
the pre-start and monthly inspections).  The imagery for the each period will be included
with the report to Council.

In addition to the photo monitoring the biannual report to Council should include sufficient
information on:

· Date, time and whether conditions at time of inspection
· Changes in weed extent populations (spreading / contracting)
· Changes in weed densities
· Health of existing vegetation protected by NRM provisions
· Rate of success for revegetation plantings
· Growth and PFC rate of assisted regeneration areas
· Occurrences of new weed infestations or species outbreaks
· Comments on any indirect changes to the area as a result of weed management (ie

erosion / change in weed footprints / death to natives)
· Annual reporting is required to be sent to the Department of the Environment (DOE).

NOTESMONITORING & REPORTING

AREA 4 MANAGEMENT PLAN - MONITORING & REPORTING

MONITORING PARAMETERS

The monitoring should address the following issues:
· Maintained health and vigour of retained Remnant Trees adjacent to the corridor;
· Plant growth, percentage cover and survival rates;
· Plant losses through herbivores, disease, vandalism, storm damage or other

factors;
· Weed re-growth and control measures;
· Plant replacement;
· Maintenance watering regime; and
· Erosion prevention.

It is also essential to keep an accurate photo record of the retained trees and progress of
the rehabilitation planting by setting fixed photo monitoring points across the site. Photos
should be taken by a digital camera and recorded in the project file by date and discrete
photo monitoring point number. Photo monitoring point locations should be clearly marked
on site and mapped by a surveyor or by GPS.

Corrective Actions
If trees adjacent to the sewer alignment disturbance are dying or impacted upon:

· Monitor construction activity;
· Educated construction team on tree retention measures;
· Review and / or respond to tree retention mitigation measures ie. exclusion zones;
· Review VMP for particular trees;
· Remove if necessary unsafe tree;
· Compensation by planting;
· If soil erosion is still occurring in planting zones the following is to occur:
· Review rehabilitation techniques conducted by contractor;
· Assess the potential for disturbance to occur;
· Assess other potential sources or causes of disturbances to occur; and
· Maintain planting regimes to a minimum of 95% survival rate.

If weed infestations occur in planting zones or in disturbed construction area, the following
is to occur:

· Review weed removal and weed management techniques conducted by contractor;
· Assess the appropriate use and amounts of herbicides are being used;
· Assess the potential for weeds to occur;and
· Assess other potential sources or causes of weeds to occur.

If there is poor regeneration of plants occurring in ecological areas, the following is to
occur:

· Review planting and direct seeding management techniques conducted by
contractor;

· Assess the appropriate use and amounts of herbicides are being used in planting
areas;

· Assess the potential for weeds to occur in ecological areas; and
· Assess other potential sources or causes of weeds or limited re-growth of native

plants to occur, ie. plant pests and disease monitoring.

RESOURCES / ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

All resources required to implement this plan will be provided by the proponent
(Lendlease).  The following roles are applicable:

PROPONENT
· Ensure all consultants, contractors, sub contractors or others utilizing the area are

aware of the Weed Management Plan.
· Appoint appropriate consultants and contractors to undertake works as prescribed

on the drawings and conditioned by Ipswich City Council.
· Cover the costs of all necessary resources to ensure works are completed as per

the approved documents.

CONSULTANTS
· Brief the proponent on their requirements in implementing and maintaining works as

per the Weed Management Plan.
· Attend pre start, on maintenance and off maintenance meetings.
· Undertake monitoring and reporting to Ipswich City Council as set up by this

document.
· Be available to respond to technical queries or departures to the approved

documentation when on-site conditions require changes.
· Liaise with Council throughout all stages of approval, initial works and maintenance

of works.

COUNCIL
· Provide technical expertise via commentary on the approval of documentation.
· Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
· Undertake random inspections through the Secondary weed management and

Maintenance weed management phases.
· Accept and review biannual reports as dictated in this document.

CONTRACTOR
· Complete works in strict accordance with the documentation.
· Recommend changes to the documentation when specific experience or on-site

conditions require so.
· Attend pre-start, on and off maintenance inspections.
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Appendix N 
Airborne thermal imagery survey results 
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Document Control 

Title Parkland Drive, Springfield Central  

Address  Greater Springfield Conservation Area, Springfield Central, QLD 4300 

Job Number 7243 

Client Lend Lease Communities (Australia) Limited 

 

Disclaimer 

This report has been prepared for Lend Lease Communities (Australia) Limited. Saunders Havill Group cannot 

accept responsibility for any use of or reliance upon the contents of this report by any third party. 

Reports and/or Plans by Others 

Reports and/or plans by others may be included within this Environmental Management report to 

support the document. 
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Introduction 

Saunders Havill Group are tasked with spotting Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala), using RPA (remotely 

piloted aircraft) equipped with a DJI XTR thermal sensor.  

 

Project summary 

Address Greater Springfield Conservation Area, Springfield Central, QLD 4300 

Area Springfield Central 

Local Government Area Ipswich City Council 

Topography Hilly/mountain areas  

Land access by client YES 

Land access by landholder YES 

Site manager/contractor Lend Lease Communities (Australia) Limited/Shadforths 

Site stage Conservation 

Species to be detected Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala), other secondary species as spotted 

Area 578 ha 

Unique “one off survey” YES 

Time series survey TBC 
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1. Methodology 

A detailed site assessment was conducted across the project area to identify suitability for Phascolarctos 

cinereus (Koala) thermal sensor spotting. Items include airspace, landfall and vegetation mass to 

determine suitability. Additional elements of influence regarding safe and successful flight also included 

risk management factors, CASA air law generally and RPA standard operating procedures that may 

influence outcomes. The following stages were undertaken: 

 

1. Desktop Research 

 Existing environmental studies undertaken on the surrounding lots by Saunders Havill 

Group 

 Existing vegetation species identified 

 Watercourse and drainage areas of influence 

2. Review of Historical Aerial Photography 

3. Aerial survey 

4. Report generation 
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2. Survey results 

Saunders Havill Group traversed the site 23-25/10/2018 (21:00-05:00 each night) undertaking a fauna 

detection assessment. Weather conditions were stable throughout the detection process. Resultant 

standard thermal contrast observed during all flights. The area was flown with an RPA using a pre-

determined route, which allowed the most efficient mission possible.  

2.1. Flight information 

Flight line direction Various directions due to landform & adjusted to site specific 

heliotropic angle corrections 

Flight line overlap (side) 40% 

Survey altitude (AGL) 60m AGL 

Inspection altitude (AGL) 30m AGL 

Detection method (a) Hot spot alert 

Detection method (b) Shape detection 

Detection method (c) Characteristic trait  

Total flight area (ha) 578ha 

Total Koalas detected 9 

Total Dogs detected 1 

Flight date 23rd, 24th & 25th/10/2018 

Total Flights 18 
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Flight information including detection evidence  
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2.2. Detection evidence  

 

Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K1 

23/10/2018 

22:38 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6785074 S , 152.8739869 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K2 

24/10/2018 

02:08 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6859272 S , 152.8809029 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K3 & K4 (Located in same tree together) 

24/10/2018 

01:01 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6904427 S , 152.8798073 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K5 

24/10/2018 

00:36 

GPS -27.6931176 S , 152.8838160 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K6 

24/10/2018 

00:11 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6952265 S , 152.8876864 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K7 

25/10/2018 

00:39 

GPS -27.7038074 S , 152.9216266 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K8 

25/10/2018 

01:09 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6994639 S , 152.9195987 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala) 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

K9 

25/10/2018 

01:11 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6996189 S , 152.9211974 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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Species  Dog 

Identification: 

Date: 

Time: 

D1 (observed moving from western fence area east into 

conservation area) 

25/10/2018 

01:29 (AEST) 

GPS -27.6958617 S , 152.9251930 E 

 

Thermal image type Raw Jpeg-R Thermal 
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Thermal image type Thermal heat comparison 
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3. Conclusion  

The aerial survey found 0 (Koalas) total over the survey area. Other species were detected, identified 

through site-based methods and post flight analysis using FLIR thermal investigation software. 

Connecting vegetation was also checked with no detections evident at the time of survey. Those areas 

may be provided upon request. 

 

Thermal detection total: 

Koala  9 

Dog 1 

 

 

Location is confirmed whilst airborne using several techniques including statistical temperature 

evaluation/alert, characteristic behavioural traits and flora type investigation methods. Whilst every effort 

is made to confirm species and location, as will be noted Koalas can be difficult to identify due to position 

in vegetation and uncharacteristic behaviour. 

 

Please use the below email addresses to request relevant google or shape-files (.shp) for use in this 

assessment.  

 

Please use the following contact details in relation to further questions and/or site visit arrangements 

 

Jamie Holyoak 

Mapping Manager 

Saunders Havill Group 

Telephone: (07) 3251 9439 

Facsimile: (07) 3251 9455 

Mobile: 0419 723 436 

Email: jamieholyoak@saundershavill.com  

 

mailto:j
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Appendix O 
Weed management progress results  
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